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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

CONTENTS.

The underlying Cretaceous and Tertiary formations.
The Quaternary formations.

General statement.

Origin..
Principles involved.
Complications.
Application to New Jersey.

THE UND_RLYING CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY FORIV[ATIONS.

The southern part o_ New Jerse_ south of the area where

the Newark series _ comes to the surface is underlain by a suc-

cession of formations of Cretaceous and Tertiary age which dip

_The field work ou which this report is based wa_ completed in i9o3.
The reconnaissance work was done by the senior attthor, but most of the
detailed work was done by Mr. Knapp. Other duties kept him from putting
the results of his field studies into written form until long after the field
work was completed. This report was prepared by the senior author chiefly
{rom Nir. Knapp's notes. _2he manuscript was completed in 1912. Various
reasons have caused delay in its publication. Preliminary reports regarding
these st_dles were, however, published in succbssive annual reports of the
State Geologist while the field work was in progress. The distribution of
the formations bas been shown oll the Geologic Map of the State, _9Io-I9t2,
and also in part in several of the iolios.c_f the Geologic Atlas, already pubo
fished.

For most of the details cited in this report, Mr. Knapp is responsible.
Not more than a small portion of the detailed facts which he gathered is
here presented. OnIy those who have tried to unravel the history recorded
in such doubtful terms, as in the surface sands and gravels of this region,

can appreciate the painstaking effort devoted by Mr. Knapp to the study.--
R. D. S.

"In general the southeastern limit of the Newark rocks follows closely the
main lir,e of the Pennsylvania Railroad, .between Tret_ton and New Bruns-
Mek.

i QwT (i)
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2 QUATERNARYFORMATIONSOF SOUTHERNNEW JERSEY.

3° to 4° feet per mile to the southeastward. Because of this

dip, the several formations strike northeast and southwest, and

come to the surface in succession southeast of the outcrop of
the Newark series. The belt where the Cretaceous outcrops,
has a width ranging from about IO miles to about 25 miles. The

southeastern border of the belt runs roughly from Salem near

the Delaware, to the Atlantic coast near Long Branch.
Formations of Eocene and Miocene age overlie the Cretaceous

system, their dip being much the same as that of the older sys-

tem. Their outcrops continue, in some measure, the belting of
the surface occasioned by the outcrop of the successive forma-
tions of the Cretaceous system.

Above the beds definitely correlated with the Miocene, there
is another pre-Quaternary formation, or perhaps two forma-

tions, dipping somewhat regularly to the southeast much as the

underlying beds do. This formation (or the older of the two
if there be two) is the Columsey sand, the age of which has not

been definitely determined; but it is probably late Miocene or
Pllocene. In some places, the Cohansey sand is overlain by

gravel, which has been called, in various annual Reports of the
Survey, the Beacon Hill gravel. Whether it is to be regarded
as'the upper part of the Cohansey formation, or as a separate
formation, is an open question. The gravel is perhaps the

equivalent of the Lafayette formation farther south, though this
is not demonstrated, and is very subordinate in volume to the
sand.

THE QUATERNARYFORMATIONS.

GeneralSt_tement.--Thebeltedcharacterof thesurfacedue

to thesuccessiveoutcropsof theCretaceousand Tertiarybeds,

Js much obscured by the discontinuous mantle of post-Tertiary
or Quaternary gravel and sand which overlies Cretaceous and

Tertiary alike. In places, and for considerable areas, this mantle
conceals all older beds; but in other areas it is so discontinuous,

because of erosion, that the underlying formations are readily
seen. This superficial mantle of gravel and sand of Quaternary
age corresponds, in a general way, with the surface formations

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY



_NTRODU CTIoN--PRINCtPLES INVOLVED. 3

of the Coastal Plain farther south, which were described

formeriy under the omnibus name Colu_nbia formatiot_. These
beds really constitute a series, rather than a single formation,
and the term Colu.mbia will be used here to cover the series as a

whole, separate names being applied to its several principal mem-

bers. The divisions of the Quaternary here recognized are three

in number. In order of age, they are (I) the Bridgeta_ forma-
tion, (2) the Pensa_ken formation, and (3) the Cape May for-
mation.

Orlgin.--Various views concerning the origin of these forma-

tions have been held by those who have studied them, and this

diversity of interpretation still exists. (_) Some have thought
them to :be of marine origin, and to represent successive sub-

mergences of the southern part of the State up to heights marked
by their upper limits, the several submergences being separated

by emergences. (2) Others have thought the several forma-

tions to be of snba_rial origin, that is, deposited on !and, chiefly
by running water. (3) Still others have thought the forma-

tions in question to be partly of subafirial, and partly of marin'e
or estuarine origin. Withln the last view, opinion has varied as
to the proportion of the series to be assigned to the one origin
or to the other. The third view is the oue here favored, with
emphasis on the suba_rial, rather than on the marine or estuarine

mode of origin.
The broad question .of suba_rial accumulation of sediment is

one which, until recently, was neglected; but within the last
decade or two, recognition of its importance has become general.

Deposition of sediments on land is now in' progress at the bases
of most slopes, and about most high lands, and it is not easy to
see how similar results can have failed of realization under

similar conditions of climate and topography, at any time in the

past. Deposition is effeeted not merely by rivers which lead
from mountains to plains, but by the run-off of every shower

which descends from one slope to another of lesser grade or to a
flat. The effectiveness of the process and the extent to which
sediments may be spread over the surface where conditions are

favorable, is best shown on the plains at the bases of mountains.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY



4 QUATERNARY FORMATIONS OF SOUTHERN NEw JERSEY,

Thus the Great Plains at the east base of the Rocky Mountains

are more or less generally covered with gravel for scores of
miles--in places more than 1oo miles--from the mountains.
The surface about an isolated mountain is, in some cases, so

strew_ with debris from tim mountain, that nothing but this

debris is visible at the surface for miles about it. The plains

east of the Andes and south of the Himalayas afford good illus-
trations of suba_rial deposition on a large scale, if the phe-

nomena of these regions have been interpreted correctly.

Perhaps no region affords more striking illustrations of pluvial
and fluvial sedimentation than the Great Basin cegion of the

United States. The steepness of the slopes of the Basin Ranges
of mountains, the flatness of their surroundings, the ,relative

freedom of their slopes from vegetation, the great changes of
temperature _vhich disrupt the rock, and the fitful nature of the

precipitation, all contribute to this end. The .result is that the
plains about and betweer_ the mountains are covered, many of

them deeply covered, by the debris washed out from the moun-
tains. At the immediate bases of the mountains these accumu-

lations are said to be, in exceptional cases, more than a thousand
feet deep. Their depth decreases with increase of distance
from the mountains, but is very considerable even scores of miles

away in some cases. The Coastal Plain deposits under con-
sideratiofl have many features in common with the deposits at

the bases of mountains, though the,/ are on a much smaller
scale.

T/_e principles in_/olv,¢d.--The essential principles involved in

the development of the Quaternary formations of the Coastal
Plain, according to the interpretation here favored, a.re perhaps
best understood by a few simple illustrations.

Let us suppose a plain, recently covered by a formation of

sand and gravel, to be bronght into such a position as to be
subject to effective erosion. This might be brought about in

va_rlons ways, as by the relative uplift of the region which had
been the site of deposition. Let it be supposed that a vigorous

master stream runs along the lower side of the .area, and that
tribt_taries to this stream descend across the plain, at right angles

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY



INTRODUCTION--PRIN ClPLES INVOLVED. 5

to their main. Let it be supposed, fnrther, that the main stream

reaches sucN a stage of advancement that it has a wide valley

plain at grade. The result is illustrated by Fig. I, where CD
represents a valley plain of degradation, sloping gently toward

the master "stream. On the upland, A to B, the original gravel
formation I remains, but its decomposable materials suffer

decay by oxidation, carbonation, hydration, etc. Under these
circurastances, the plain CD will be strewn with more or less
debris derived from the formations I and x, bu,t the debris will

consist chiefly of the mo.re resistant parts of these formations.
Thus if formation I contains soft pieces of shale, or pieces of

decayed granite, they will not he likely to reappear in the debris

on CD, unless in close pro:<imity to outcrop of I. At the same
time, the material of the lower plain will contain some detritus

from x. The result is that the debris on CD may be distinctly
unlike the material of formation I. If the slope between B and

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY



6 QUA'I_ERNARYFORMATIONSO_ SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY.

C is gentle, it, too, will be strewn with more or iess debris in
transit from the higher to the lower plain.

If now the conditions of the region are so changed that con-
siderable deposition takes place on the plain of degradation, CD,

we shall have the result shown in Fig. 2, where CD has been

aggraded to EF. The material deposited in the valley will be

desi_ated formation 2. If the materials of formation 2 were
derived from the same sot_rces as those of formation r, and

deposited under similar conditions, they will be similar to them

both physically and litbologically, but more or less unlike the

slope detritus between B and C. The aggradation of the main

valley to the level EF will be accompanied by the aggradation

of all the side valleys, but the debris deposited in them may be
somewhat unlike that in the main valley, because derived from

more restricted sources, namely from the drainage basins of the

tributary streams. These streams may have made some contri-

bution to the deposits in the main valley, but a part of the de-
posits in that valley were brought in by the main stream. While
the valleys are being aggyaded, waste from the slopes above the

valley bottoms may be aecumt_lating on the surface between the
two plains (BE), wherever the gradient is sufficiently gentle.

If erosion succeeds deposition, a new flat lower than EF will

in time be developed along the main stream, and harmonious

flats along its tributaries. Let it be supposed that these new flats
are developed at levels lower than those which preceded. The

result is illustrated by Fig. 3. On the plain GH, and on the slope
IG where it is gentle, there will be slight accumulations of

material, deposited as was that on the plain CD, and the slope

BC (Fig. I) at an earlier time. In constitution, the materials on

the slope above G (Fig. 3), will be like those on the older and

higher slope BE, except that the formation y may have made
some contribution to the former. Meantime there has been more

or less shifting of the surface material between B and E. The
old has been carried on, and new has been washed down from

above and deposited, so that the detritus on this slope (BE) is

of all ages younger than that of formation I, dating its age from
the time of its depositions.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY



INTRODUCTION I_RIN CIPLES INVOLVED. 7

If conditions now change so that deposition again succeeds
erosion, the flat GH (Fig. 3) will be aggraded, as shown in Fig.

4, giving rise to formation 3- At the same time that the main

stream is aggrading its plain, its tribntaries are of necessity

aggrading theirs, but with material of a different sort, if the
tributaries drain terranes different from those drained by the
main stream. " "

Y

While formation 3 is being deposited, the accumulation of

waste on the gentle slopes between formations 3 and 2, and
between 2 and I is in progress. At this stage then, the detritus
on the surface between formations x and 2 may be of any age

and all ages younger than i, while that on the slope between

(ormations 2 and 3 may be of any age and of all ages younger
than 2.

If subsequently erosion again succeeds deposition, new valleys
will be excavated in formation 3 of the main valley, and in the

corresponding formation in the tributary valleys.

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY



8 QUAT.gRNARYIgOR?slATIONSOF SOUTt{ERNNEW JERSNY.

Complicatio,_.--The above illustration embodies the essential

principles involved in the development of the _uaternary forma-

tions of this region, as here interpreted ; but the real case is com-
plicated by the fact that the bases on which the several forma-

tions, corresponding in a general way to t,' 2 and 3, were de-

posited, were not plane, and the deposition of the several forma-
tions on uneven surfaces complicates their topographic relations.

If, for example, the surface beneath formation I, Fig. I, were

irregular, that formation might, in the depressions of its base,

reach a level as low as that attained by the hig]aer parts of

formation 2. In this case, there would be no certain way of

discriminating between I and 2, on topographic grounds alone,

after erosion has proceeded so far that isolated remnants only of

the two formations remain. Corresponding relations might hold

between formations 2 and 3. These relations, as a matter of fact,
exist.

There is still another complication from the topographic point

of view. Thus, while formation a was being laid down in the

main valley, the corresponding deposits made in a tributary valley
rose to higher and higher levels, as the source of the tributary
was approached. At the proper distance from the main stream,

these deposits in the side valley may have risen to the level of
formation I. Similarly, the deposits made in the valleys of the

side streams, while formation 3 was being laid down in the main
valley, rise upstream, and, at the proper distance, may reach the

level of formation 2 in that valley, or even of formation I.

Application to New Jersey.--The Bridgeton formation is illus-

trated by No. I above, the Pensauken formation by No. 2, and

the Cape May formation by No. 3.
tt follows (I) that the borders of the Quaternary formations

of this region are not defined by contour lines, though the forma-

tions are not independent either of topography or drainage; and
(2) that, while there are principal stages of deposition, there are

also deposits made at all intermediate stages. If three forma-
tions be recognized, corresponding with three principal stages of

deposition, it is, nevertheless, impracticable, in some cases, to say
with certainty whether a given deposit belongs to one of these

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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formationsor toanother,or whetheritfoundlodgmentatsome

timeintermediatebetweenthethreeprincipalstagesof deposi-

tion, This is erue especially of isolated remnants of one or
another of these formations.

The preceding hypothetical cases may be changed to illustrate
another phase of the relations of the several members of the
series, Let it be supposed that the original plain of depositiot,

covered by formation I, sloped to the sea. Erosion of its sur-
face by drainage direct to the sea, after its attitude was so

changed as to favor erosion, might result in deposition Mong the
shore. The new sediments would be left somewhat as shown by

2, in Fig. 5, themateriais of 2 being derived from the higher

parts of I. If this process were repeated, the result would he

illustrated by Fig. 6, where a third formation overlies the sea-

NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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ward part of 2. It will be seen that the deposits of successive

stages would be even less distinct topographically than in the
case where deposition took place in valleys.

If in this illustration it be supposed that there is deposition

in the valleys as well as along the shore, the deposits in the val-

leys would rise upstream, and would not be limited at any
fixed height above sea level. The separation of the marine and

the non-marine deposits would be difficult, and in places per-
haps impossible, on topographic grousds.

If we conceive of valley deposition and of sho,re deposition at
the same time, with all the complications involved, we perhaps

t/ave the proper conception of the manner in which the Quater-

nary factors of the Coastal Plain were laid down.
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I2 QUATERNARY FOP,_ATIONSOF SOUTHERN NEW JERSE'.'.

Descriptive Summary.

The Bridgeton is a thin formation, composed chiefly of coarse

sand and gravel But at one place and another it contains sand
which is not coarse, loam, and even clay. At the other extreme

there are bowlders of considerable size, but they are few and

appear to have been chiefly limited, at the outset, to the base of
the formation. Owing" to the fragmentary condition of the

formation, resulting from its extensive erosion, occasional bowl-

ders are the only part which remains in some places, and they

appear at the surface not infrequentiy where s_reams have cut

through the formation, removing all its finer parts.
The formation has two phases which are so unlike that they

are best described separately. They will be called the Glctssboro

phase and the Woodmat_ie phase. The former is the better

known, and the more distinctive.

CLASSBORO PHASE.

Distributlon.--This phase of the formation has its distinctive
development in the southwestern part of the State. Its largest

continuous surface areas are on the upland which extends south-
west from Berlin, and overlooks the lowland bordering the Dela-

ware. Northwest of the escarpment which borders the high

land back from the Delaware, there are manic outliers of the
formation on the crests of hills and divides. Remnants of this

phase are found south and west of a line drawn from Berlin
down the Mullica River to the Atlantic coast.

Composition.--This phase of the formation consists primarily
of gravel and sand, arkose in many places. It contains occa-

sional bowlders, and, exceptionally, seams and lenses of clay.

The gravel and sand are dug extensively for road material, and
characteristic exposures may be seen in pits at numerous points
about Berlin, Atco, Williamstown, Glassboro, Pitman Grove

and Cohansey on the upland, and in many of the outliers north-
west of the main area, as at Houghton's Hill southwest of
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Marlton, at Irish Hill north of Chews Landingl at Adams Hill
south of Mickleton, at Point Airy east of Woodtown, and at

Big Manning:ton Hill southwest of the same place. Hot_g,h-
ton's Hill and Irish Hill show well the distinctive characteristics.

II_ more detail, the material of the formation 'is primarily

quartzose.. The bowlders and larger cobbles are mostly of quart-
zite or sandstone, and the smaller cobbles and pebbles are mostly

_f quartz and chert; but bits and even large masses of crystal-
_ne rock, such as granite, gneiss, schist, diabase, etc., are present

m most places, though not generally abundant. Some of the
pieces of crystalline rock appear to have come from the meta-

morphic formations along the Delaware below Trenton; but
tile granitic and diabasic fragments come from other and more

northerly sources. Some of them are like rock in the High-
lands, from which they probably came, and some are like the

igneous rocks of the Newark series. Many of the quartzite and
quartzose sandstone bowlders and cobbles are _o like the Paleo-

zoic sandstone and quartzite of northern New Jersey as to be

indistinguishable from them. Pieces of .HighfaIls (so-called
Medina and Oneida and Shawangunk) sandstone are definitely

recognizable; so, also, are bowlders of quartzite derived from
the Miocene sandstone which once overspread the Coastal Plain,

and which was cemented locally into quartzite, though in most
places not cemented at all. The Miocene bowlders are abundant

locally, and are known as "bulls heads." Many of them have
a pinkish or purplish tone.

Besides the sandstone fragments of quartzitic type, there are
large and small fragments of red shale and red sandstone which

"came from the Newark series to the north, or from some other

formation so similar to it as not to be readily clisti@uished.
There are occasional pieces of black shale, similar to the Locka-

tong shale of the Newark series, and pieces of grayish arkose
sandstone which are referred with confidence to the Stockton

formation of the same series. The crystalline rock and the red
shale and sandstone go together in the sense that where one is

found the others are likely to'be. They are more common at the
base of the formation than in any'other part of it, and are most
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common in a layer of coarse material a few inches thick at its

very bottom (Fig. 9)- The crystalline rock fragments, the shale,

and other distinctly recognized northern materials decrease in
abundance southward.

Much of the sand of this phase of the formation is arkose,

and the feldspathic material is, as a rule, completely decayed.

The only notable exception is the cores of the larger cobbles and

bowlders. The clayey element in the sand is not confined to bits

of decayed feldspar; films of clay coat the sand grains in many

places, increasing the arkose appearance of the whole.

The quartz of the gravel is mostly vein quartz, and might
have,come from the Paleozoic and older formations north of

the Coastal Plain. Some of the bits of chert contain fossils

which have been idemified as Devonian. Much of the quartz

and chert of the formation appear to have come directly from

the Beacon Hill gravel which onece overlay the older formations

of the Coastal Plain, but which was largely removed from the

northern part of that plain before the Bridgeton epoch. Some

of the sandstone and quartzite also came from the Beacon Hill

gravel.

Another constituent of the gravel is ironstone; that is, bits

of sandstone or conglomerate, with iron-oxide cement. These
came from the Coastal Plain formations. Most of them are

from the Beacon Hill gravel and the underlying Cohansey sand.

Pellets of clay are also found in some places, and these, too, are
from the older formations of the Coastal Plain. Locally, the

gravel and sand of the Bridgeton beds are cemented by iron
oxide,

Struclure.--The sand and gravel are, as a rule, cross-bedded

(Fig. }), bttt in some cases the exposed face in a pit has au

almost massive alspearance (Fig. g). In others there is distinct

stratification, emphasized to the eye by" long lines of pebbles as

seen in the vertical face. In other cases, pebbles are scattered

through the sand, while in still others, gravel and sand beds
alternate.

Thickness.--The remnants of the formation, as now found,

vary in thickness from those too thin to be identified defnitely,
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up to 6O feet. The maximum thicknesses may represent approxi-

mately the original thickness of the formation in the localities
where they occur. Sixty {eet is probably more than, its original

average thickness, and less than its niaximum.
Since its deposition, much of the Bridgeton formation has

been removed by erosion. From large tracts all of it has been

taken away, and it occurs in considerable areas only on broad
divides.

Original e_:tent.--The Glassboro phase of the Bridgeton for-
mation is ,believed to have been continuous, at the time of its

origin, from Long Island, over much of Staten Island, and
• across New Jersey along the inland margin of the Coastal Plain;

that is, from Long Island to Bordentown and thence down the

Delaware Valley to the sea. If this view is correct, it has been
removed completely from an area of 5-Io m_iles wide and loo

miles in length, from Amboy to Sialem. The only escape from
this conclusion lies in ,the possibility that the Bridgeton formaticm
has been confused with _he Pensauken in the northeastern part

of this tract. About Amboy, for instance, the Pensauken reaches
high elevations, but its base nowhere seems to reach the alti-

tude which (vould have been expected of the Bridgeton. base.

THE WOODI_ANSIE PHASE.

Characteristics.--The second phase of the Bridgeton forma-
tion is found east and north of the Glassboro phase, southeast

of a line extending from Glassboro to Keyport; but within
this area the formation is represented at the surface @ small

areas only, if present identifications are correct. In much of
this area, however, the differentiation of the several Quaternary

formations is very unsatisfactory. The Wo0dmansie phase is
not arkose, and is without the crystalline rock, shale, red sand-
stone, etc., of the Glassboro'phase• It is more largely of sand
than the other phase of the formation, and it is thinner. Its
materials were derived _hiefly from the Miocene and Cohansey

formations. In this region, too, the Bridgeton formation is less

distinct topographically than in the Berlin-Bridgeton region,
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and its differentiation from other formations is difficult, and, in

some places, has not been accomplished.

TIlE BASE OF THE FORMATION.

Pre-Bridgeton topography.--Both phases of the Bridgetolx

formation seem to have been deposited on a surface which had

some relief, apparently a relief developed by stream erosion. At
any rate, the base of the formation is somewhat irregular, and

at some points the irregularities are conspicuous within short
distances, as if old valleys had been filled by the deposits (Fig.

IO). Minor irregularities of other sorts are not rare.
The present valleys do not follow in detail the courses of the

valleys which existed before the Bridgeton epoch. Yet the pre-

Brldgeton surface developed by stream, erosion is thought to
have had some similarity to the present stlrface. Knapp thinks
that a master streaau had the general course of the Delaware

below Trenton, following roughly the line of contact of the
older rocks with the Coastal Plain (Cretaceous and later) for-
mations, and that tributaries from the east flowed to this master
stream somewhat as now. IIe believes that these tributary

streams headed in a divide which extended roughly from Berlin
southwestward to Daretown, a little farther northwest than the

present divide between the Dela.ware and the ocean. Southeast
of this divide, the course of the streams is thought to have been
southeastward, somewhat as now.

The divide referred to above is thought to have been continued

northeastward, with increasing height, through the Clarksburg-

Perrineville region, to Crawfords Corner, a few miles south of
Matawan and Keyport, and thence to the Navesink Highlands.
It was continued thence, perhaps wittTout interruption, across
Staten Island to Long Island.

If this divide was uninterrupted throughout this distance, the

drainage of the Bridgeton epoch was notably different from that

of the present time. It may be noted,ohowever, that the above
view held by Knapp, is hardly susceptible of demonstration, and

that something may be said for the view that.the lower Delaware
Had a more easterly course than now. This view is favored by
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the distribution of the Glassboro phase of the formation under
discussion, as will be seen later.

The remnants of the divide mentioned above are among the

most conspicuous features of the topography of the Coastal

Plain in New _-ersey..The hills at Crawfords Corner (nearly
400 feet high) and JClarksburg are the Bighest 'elevations in the

" southern part of the State. The remnants of the divide farther

southwest are lower, but bardly less conspicuous in their sur-

roundings. They are seen in the hills near Ellisdale, in Arneys

Mount, and other isolated hilIs between Clarksburg and Berlin.
If Mr. Knapp's view of the pre-Bridgeton drainage is correct,

some idea of the extent to which the foi'nler divide has been

shifted is made clear by comparing its position, as sketched above,
with the wesent divide between the Delaware and the ocean.

The present divide runs from Crawfords Corner, through Free-
bold, Smithburg, Cart Tavern, Head of Woods, YVoodmansie,
Tabernacle, and Berlin, to Glassboro.

Northwest of the northeasterly portion of this divide, between

.&mboy and Bordentown, lay a broad lowland,--perhaps a wide

valley plain, in pre-Bridgeton time. This lowland or valley is
believed to have been continuous with the valley occttpying the
site of the lower Delaware. This belt is still a lowland, though

it has undergone notable changes since the Bridgeton. epoch.
The view is entertained that it may. have been the course of a

large stream, perhaps the ancestor of the Hudson River, which,

before the Bridg'eton epoch and some of the time since, is thoug'ht
to have flowed sonChwestward, reaching what is now the position
of the Delaware somawhere between Trenton and Bordentown.

If this view is correct, the present ontlet of the Hudson, through
the "narrows," is'of later origin.

In the southwestern part of the State, the Bridgeton renmants
have their greatest elevation in the belt of high land extending
{rom Berlin southwestward .to Shiloh and Roadstown. West of
Bridgeton the base of the formation declines to the southwest-

ward, probably much as the divide of that time did. Southeast

of the divide, the base declines to the southeast, toward the
ocean. Northwest of the divide, the base declines somewhat

2 QUAT
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toward the supposed pre-Bridgeton Amboy-Bordentown-Salem

valley. This decline points to a tract along the present Dela-

ware Valley at least 40--50 feet below the low divide to the

southeast, at the time the Bridgeton formation was deposited.
Similar relations hold northeast of Berlin. The erosion sur-

face on which the Bridgeton was deposited, or the plain which

appears to be the continuation of it, has now an elevation of
about 200 feet at Berlin, and thence to Freehold. Above it rose

the unreduced hills of the Clarksburg and Crawfords Corner

regions. This old plain appears to have sloped southeastward

from the divide, declining to I4O feet at Lakewood, 13o feet
at Barnegat, 60 feet at Absecon, and 40 feet at Tuekahoe. North
of the Amboy-Bordentown Valley, areas at about 200 feet, as

in the vicinity of Penning'ton, may go with this old level. There

are tracts of similar elevation in Pennsylvania, as at Norristown,

Conshohocken, King of Prussia, Gordon Heights, and along the
line of the Pennsylvania Railroad known as the "Cut Off,"

running southwest from Trenton.

ORIGIN.

According to the interpretation here favored, the accessible
parts of both phases of the Bridgeton formation are primarily of

terrestrial origin. _ part of what now remains may be m_trine

or esttmrine, and part of what has been removed may have
been.

The G[assboro Phase.--The material of the Glassboro phase

of the formation is believed to have been brought in largely

from the north by rivers, and deposited in the wide valley be-
tween Amboy and Salem. The antecedent of Hudson River was
one of the chief contributors, if it bad the course suggested above.

Another principal stream from the north was the ancestor of the
Rarita_, which, at that time, is believed to have flowed up the

present Millstone valley to the Amhoy-Trenton valley. In the

western part of the State, some of the gravel and sand of the
formation were probably brought in by the Delaware, and at
Philadelphia, the Scbuykil] made it contribution. Streams lead-
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ing to the Amboy-Trenton valley from the Coastal Plain brought
in sand and gravel from the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations
over which they flowed.

West and southwest of Berlin, the Trenton-Salem valley

(assuming the drainage to have followed this course) is thought
to have been filled up to the level of the divide on its southeastern

side, while northeast of Berlin, where the divide was higher,

the valley is thought not to have been filled completely. Where
the divide was buried, as south of Berlin, material oi the sort

which filled the valley was spread out to the southeast over the
the seaward slope.

The deposits made by the southward-flowing drainage came
from areas of crystalline rock, and were somewhat arkose, and

the arkose (Glassboro) phase of the formation probably finds its
explanation in the drainage of the time. It is limited to the
area reached by streams from the crystalline rock to the north;

The material of the Woodmansie phase, deposited by streams
heading, in the Coastal Plain, is not arkose, and is without the
distinctive northern constituents which characterize the Glass-

boro phase.

The composition of the Glassb'oro phase of the formation
seems to be best accounted for on the supposition that the

drainage which was responsible for it was glacial drainage, and
therefore that the fomnation was contemporaneous with a glacial

epoch. If this is the case, the glacial epoch was the earliest of

which there is record in this region. On this hypothesis, the
materials of the formation came partly from the basin of the

Hudson River by way of Amboy and Old Bridge, and partly
from the basins of the upper Raritan and Delaware,rivers, both

of which _oined the main stream through the Amboy-Salem
valley. All of these streams are thought to have flowed from

the ice, and to have carried such debris as glacial streams
carry.

The points which have led to the tentative adoption of this
view, may be stated briefly. (I) Much of the material of the

formation has the composition which glacial outwash would

have had. The association of Triassic, granitic, and Paleozoic
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materials, some of them non-resistant, but all from the same
direction, and all from terranes known to have been crossed

bY the ice of an early glacial epoch, favors the view here sug-
gested. On the other lland, the abundance of material derived
from the Coastal Plain formations south of the ice is to be

explained by the following facts : (a) The existing deposits are

some distance from the ice, the irregular edge of which prob-
ably extended from IVganhattan on the east, to Riegelsville on

the Delaware; (b) the easily erodable nature of the Coastal
Plain formations, drainage from which flowed to the main de-

positing streal_; and (c) the climate conditions, favorable to

erosion in the Coastal Plain at the time the Bridgeton gravels
and sands were deposited. (2) 'Occasional bowlders in the

Bridgeton formation are as much as 5 feet in diameter. Float-

ing ice seems to be called for irr t/_eir transportation. Especially
do slab-like masses of red shale and sandstone, 4o to 6o miles
from their nearest possible source, seem to demand floating ice

for their carriage, for, apart from their size, it does not appear
that any other agent of transportation could have got the weak
masses of shale to their destination without comminution. (3)
The likeness of the stony material of the early glacial drift to
the coarse material of the Bridgeton formation is great. This

likeness applies lo the physical condition of the bowlders, as
well as to the kinds of rock involved. (4) The arkose char-

acter of much of the sand is suggestive of a glacial origin. It
is difficult to see how such quantities of such material could
have been formed and carried so far from its sources, under

normal conditions of river action, or by any combination of
rain and river erosion with waves and shore currents. (5) The

structure of" the Bridgeton, is very. similar to that of glacial out-
wash, though it is recognized that this structure is not espe-

cially distinctive.
This general view does not in itself preclude the hypothesis

that the land may have stood somewhat lower than now in the

Bridgeton epoch or during some part of it,--low enough, per-
haps, to have permitted marine deposits within the area of the

present land. But paleontol@e evidence of marine deposlts
of this epoch within the area of .the State is wanting.
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If the above view concerning the origin of the Bridgeton is
correct, corroborative evidence might be expected on the Penn-
sylvania side of the Delaware, and along the northwest side of

the Amboy-Bordentown lowland. The evidence afforded by
these regions is meager, ttmugh consistent with the view stated

above, so far as known. Gravel and sarid which may be inter-
preted as remnants of the Bridgeton formation are found on the

west side of the Delaware at various points between Trenton

and Chester; but they are so meager as to leave any conclusion
drawn from them open to question. If they are remnants of

the Bridgeton formation, their meagerness may find a sufficient
explanation in the fact that the Delaware flows near the western

edge of the supposed pre-Bridgeton valley, and that the Bridge-
ton formation has therefore been more completely removed from
this side of the valley. When the narrowness of the tract on

the west side of the stream low enough to have received Bridge-
ton deposits is considered, it is unlikely that considerable rem-
nants of the formation would have escaped erosion. The ease

is much the same northwest of the Bordentown-Amboy valley
in New Jersey; but evidence that the Bridgeton or some forma-

tion similar to it once covered this region, is conclusive.
Northeast of Berlin, Bridgeton remnants ix'i the old Amboy-

Bordentowrl valley are absent, or, if present, have not been

• identified• It is probable that no deposits of this time, made
by drainage through the main valley, persist.

This conception of the origin of the Brldgeton /ormatlon is
not without difficulties. It is not clear, for example, how streams,

even with the help of floating ice, could have carried bowlders
and large slabs of weak" rock from the Newark series, to Ham-
mouton, New Germany (Folsom), and Buck Hill. If streams

were the agents of transportation, the course of drainage must
have been very different from that of the present time, and there
is some evidence that it was not. If, on the other hand, the
bowlders and slabs of weak material were floated to ,their desti-

nation in sea water, a submergence of more than lOO feet woul}l
be called for, and of .this there is no clear evidence. If the master

stream of southern New Jersey flowed further east than the
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lower Delaware, it would help to explain the southeastward ex-

tension of the arkose phase of the formation, and the occurrence
of 'arkose material aad its accompaniments, at the localities just
mentioned.

The former drai_mge.--The considerations seeming to point
to the course of the ancestor of the Hudson kiver across New

Jersey along the Amboy-Bordentown valley, are as follows:

(r) The great volume of the Bridgeton sediments, calling for a

large amount of running water, if the deposits are fluviatile;

(2) the character of the sediments, pointing distinctly to a
northerly source, a character which is quite as evident at the

northeast (as about Amboy) as at any point in the valley farther

southwest; (3) the tendency of rivers to choose courses along
the contact of the Coastal Plain formations with the older and

harder formations makes this the appropriate site of a great

valley; (4) the topography and drainage south of the Amboy-
Bordentown valley, in the eastern part of the State, suggest that

drainage flowed northwestward until recent times• Between
Matawan and Freehold, for example, Deep Run and Matchapouix

Brook, leading to the northwest, are the dominant streams, and

their courses suggest a former connection with a southwesterly

flowing stream. Matawan and Cheesequake creeks, flowing east-
ward, are of minor importance, and apparently younger.

The gap in the Rocky Hill range at Kingston probably was

utilized by the Raritan when it flowed up the _present Millstone
valley to join the main stream flowing southwest toward Borden-

town. The gorge was probably started after the Beacon Hill

epoch. The configuration of the gap itself suggests two stages
of history. Its upper part (above the level of I6o feet) is
broader, and that below is narrower. The upper part is probably

pre-Bridgeton, the lower post-Bridg_ton. The part above the

I6o-foot level perhaps goes with the general plain of erosion
which now has an altitude of about 2o0 feet in the region from
Freehold to Berlin, and at Pennington, and is somewhat lower

farther south• The river which flowed through the upper part

of the valley of Stony Brook, probably joined the same stream
that the Rar_tan joined.
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The great river which flowed from the northeast to Trenton
or Bordentown probably hel.d this course long after the deposition

of the Bridgeton gravels long enough, indeed, to remove that
formation from a belt 5 to IO miles wide. Knapp thinks there
'is some evidence that before the deposition of the Pensauken

formation, small streams comgarable to the upper Millstone

River, Manalapan Creek, and Assanpink Creek, heading in the

Ciarksburg region, flowed northwest across the lowland, some
of them turning finally to the northeast, and some to the south-
west. Before the Hudson was diverted, it had developed a low- "

land 3o to 50 feet below the prevailing pre-Bridgeton level.
If the above conclusions are correct, the Hudson was diverted

before the deposition of the Pensauken gravels. The method
of diversion is not known. If it was not by piracy, it may have

been by wave cutting, which conceivably opened up connection

between the sea and that part of the stream above Staten Island.

Knapp thinks that the first diversion of the Hudson from its old
valley was not to its present course, but that it was either east-
ward, north of Long' Island, or, following the suggestion of
Veatch, across the western end of Long Island in the vicinity of

Jamaica.
Whatever the time of the diversion of the Hudson, and what-

ever its course in pre-Pensauken time, it seems to have reestab-
lished its course to the southwest during the Pensauken epoch.

This might have been the result of the blocking of the eastern

outlet by glacial drift, or by outwash from the ice in the glacial
epoch contemgoraneous with the deposition of the Pensauken
formation.

The above hypothesis as to the former course of .the Hudson is

not without difficulties. Thus the surface of aggradation should
have been at least 5° feet higher, say at Freehold, than at Berlin,
to make transportation to the southwestward possible. If it had

been built up So feet higher at Freehold than at Berlin, the
gravel would have been carried over the divide to the southeast,
unless the divide was then higher (which is not improbable)
than now; but gravel of this sort is not found southeast of the

divide. Again if the Freehold divide was then high enough to
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stop the overspread of gravel and sand to the southeast, the
valleys down the southeast slope should have shown the effect

of this altitude; but such effects have not been recognized. It
would seem, therefore, either that the region about Berlin must

have been lower then than now, relatively, or elevated since.

While fluvio-glacial waters were depositing sand and gravel along

the lines of their flow, other sands and gravels must have been

accumulating in the valleys which did not carry glacial waters.

In valleys tributary to the Delaware there must have been

' deposits of sediment brought down from higher parts of the

Coastal Plain, while the Delaware Valley itself was being filled
up with fluvio-glacial debris. If the southern part of the State
was then lower than now, floating ice may have had a share in

the remarkable deposits referred to the Bridgeton formatior,,
such as those about Folsom, Hammonton, Tuckahoe, etc., where

the large blocks of soft red shale and sandstone appear to be so

anomalous as to make the presence of floating ice seem necessary.

Possibly the southern part of the State was low enough during
some stage of the epoch, to convert ,the area of the present
lowland between Raritan Bay and Trenton into a sound; but of
such submergence specific evidence is wanting.

The Woodmansie Phase.--Wbile the deposition of the Glass-

boro phase of the formation was in progress, other deposits
were being made by the streams which were not so situated as

to receive glacial drainage.

Theoretically, the deposits made in the valleys of streams

flowing to the southeast from the divide northeast of Berlin, at

the time sedimentation by fluvio-glaeial waters was in progress
in the main Delaware Valley, constitute the second (the Wood-

mansie) phase of the Bridgeton formatiol b which is confined to
the area southeast of the Amboy-Bordentown Valley, and _orth

of Mulliea River. Practically, the deposits of this time in this
area are difficult of indentifieation. They possess none of the
distinctive features Of constitution which are relied on for

identification of the Bridgeton formation farther south and
west, and their topographic positions become less and less dis-
tinctive as sea level and the coast line are approached. Neverthe-
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less we may recognize certa.in beds, which, from theh" topographic
relations, we infer to be of Bridgeton age. These gravels, sands,
etc., were derived from local formations, and must have been

deposited under conditions which were somewhat different from
those of tile present time. These conditions may have been

either climatic or topographic, or both. If, for instance, the

Bridgeton epoch was an epoch when the land was sinking, so
that the ocean encroached upon it, marine deposition must have

taken place in the lower ends of the valleys and along the coast.

Local Details..

THE GLASSBORO PHASE.

GENERAL OCCURRENCE.

The largest areas of the Bridgeton formation occur in the

northeast-southwest belt between Berlin and Shiloh (a few miles
west of Bridgeton), along the divide between the drainage which
flows westward into the Delaware and that which flows to the

southern and southeastern coast. But even here the continuity

of the formation is interrupted by the headwater tributaries of

Great Egg Harbor and Maurice rivers, and of Timber and

Mantua creeks. A line drawn from Clementon southwest through

Mnllica Hill, Harrlsonville, Yorktown and Roadstown (5 miles
west of Bridgeton) would mark approximately the northwestern

limit of all considerable areas of the formation, though to the
northwest of this line small outliers cap some of the higher
hills which have been separated from the highland to the south-
east by erosion.

The general relations of the Bridgeton formation will be

brought out in connection with a series of sections, mostly at
right angles to the strike of the formations of the Coastal
Plain. The order in which these sections will be described, is
from the south to the north.
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SOUT_-I OF ALLOWAYS CREEK.

Distributio_*.--The first of the sections extends from the Dela-

ware opposite Salem, through Burden Hill and Shiloh to Cohan-

sey Creek and beyond. This section (Fig. I1) 1 shows the

Bridgetoa formation capping" all the level lands along this line
above the elevation of 11o-12o feet. At a lower level to the

west, mostly below 60 feet along ,the line of the section, is a sec-

ond formation, the Pensauken, from which the B(idgeton is here

thoroughly distinct topographically, though the two are much

alike in composition. This section is fairly typical of the south-

western part of the State.

The most westerly remnant of the Bridgeton formation is

about 6 miles east-sot_theast o_ Salem, and about 2 miles south-

east of Qt_inton, at Burden Hill, The summit of the hill has an

elevation of about I3O feet, and the base of the formation is 20

or 3° feet lower. The gravel and sand, principally the latter,
are arkose.

East of Burden Hill the formation covers the higher hills and

uplands forming the broad divide between Cohansey Creek on

the east and Stow Creek and Alloways Creek on the west. The

.general relations of the formation, topographically and strati-

graphically, are shown in Fig: lI, which makes it clear that the

formation antedated the development of the lowland along the
Delaware.

Uneve_mess a1¢ base.--Frorn Burden Hill southeast to Bridge-

ton, the base of the formation declines from about iIo or z2o

feet, to about 8o feet, or about 3° feet in Io miles; but since

the base of the Brid_eton is uneven, it can hardly be assumed
that this is its average dip to the southeast. The formation,

indeed, does not have so regular a dip as the older formations

on which it rests. Its base declines slightly toward Cohansey

Creek from 'both sides, suggesting that there was a valley in

pre-Bridgeton time near the site of this stream. This and many
other harmonious facts indicate that the formation rests on an

erosion surface of slight relief.

_Figs. xI, 15, I6, 18, 19, 2_, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 are on Plate A, facing p. 4o.
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The unevenness of its base may be seen at various points, as
at the headwaters of Deep Run, east of Dilks Mill. Three-
fonrths of a mile east of this mill, and a mile southwest of Fries-

burg, the base of the Bridgetoit has an altitude of about I2o

feet. South of this point, the base runs down to 9° feet within

a mile. The low level is interpreted as representin_ a pre-.
Bridgeton valley, but here, as in some other cases, it is possible
that the low level of the Bridgetota material is the result of down-

slope creep since the adjacent valleys were excavated,

_rie. bm'_- _di_C ._ Doxetown

8ealcvel

Feet
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Fig. z2.

Relations of the Brldgeton along a section from Fricsburg to Daretowm

About Aldine, the base of the Bridgeton formation is notably

irregular. At Aldine it has an altitude of about rio feet, but
half a mile to the west, 12o feet. Half a mile north, there is

a headland at Ballinger's Mill, which has an elevation of IZO
feet. The mill pond has an elevation of 84 feet, and the base

of the Bridgeton is but a few feet above it. The general rela-
tions of the formation are shown in Fig'. I2. To the west,
east, and south of A_dine, the base of the formation is not below

Ioo feet, and is in many places IOO.to I2o feet, so that the old

valley where the base of the Bridgeton appears at 9° or below,
seems to have had its outlet to the west.

Constitution.--To the west, the constitution of the formation

is normal, but in the region about Bridgeton it is difficult, in
many places, to distinguish the Bridgeton formation from the

Cohansey which underlies it. Locally most of the material of
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the younger formation was derived from the older, and there

the distinction is most difficult, for the Bridgeton is not arkose.

At Harris's Quarry, I_ miles southwest of Cohansey, and i
miles southeast of Pecks ICorners, at the Ioo to IIo-foot level

Fig. i3, p. 3o), the sand is cemented into ferruginous sandstone,

•which, "for the most part, resembles the Cohansey formation

rather than the Bridgeton; but the occasion_:l cobbles and large

pebbles seem to indicate its correlation with the Bridgeton, for

coarse gravel is absent, so far as known, from the Cohansey sand.

Material which is sim_lar, except for the gravel, is to be found

in the south bank of Hepnor Run, 2 miles south of Bridgeton.

In this latter place, there is nothir_gT to favor the reference of the

sandstone ,to the Bridgeton formation, as against the Cohansey.

Where the Cohansey sand is coarse, and especially where it

is associated with fine gravel, as is the case in many places, and

where the Bridgeton is of coarse saad with only fine gravel inter-

mixed, the two may be inseparable on the basis of available data.

The Bridgeton'formation of the Bridgeton region may be said

to center about Elmer, beyond the headwaters of Alloways Creek
and Salem Creek. Con.siderable areas extend off to the south

on the divides east and west of Cohansey Creek. Within this

general area the altitude of its surface ranges from about I6o

feet to Ion feet, and its base has a smaller range from i2o feet
at the north to 80 feet at the south.

B_TWEEN ALLOWAYS CREEK AND OLDMANS CREEK.

Distrlbutlon.--The Bridgeton formation caps the divide be-

tween these creeks, extending nut to the northwest from the

highlands to the southeast. Northwest of the main divide be-

tween these creeks, there are outliers of the formation on hills

which have Been isolated by erosion. The general relations of

the formation are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 (p. 40).

On the uplands to the east the surface of the Bridgeton has

an altitude of I4o to 16o feet. The tops of the outliers to the

west have an altitude ranging as low as 129 feet on Big Man-

nington Hill. The original surface of the formation at the east
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Fig. 14 .

Section from Daretown to Avis Mills, Oldham Creek.

appears to have corresponded with the present altitude of about
15o to 16o feet, and the lower altitudes of the surface now, are

due to subsequent lowering_ by erosion.
The base of the format{on here has an elevation of IOOto 12o

feet. Its thickness therefore reaches 40 to 5o feet, and perhaps
occasionally even 6o feet. This conclusion is drawn from the.
elevation of the surface, and the known, altitude of the base at

various points. No thickness of 6o feet has been seen in section,

but thicknesses of 45 feet are indicated at several points by the
records of wells.

About Daretown,.the base on which the Bridgeton rests is not

very irregular, as shown by Figs. 14 and If. Such irregularities

as that shown in Big Mann ington Hill may be partly or wholly
the result of displacement of the surface material. If not, this
outlier indicates that the pre-Bridgeton surface declined a little
to the west.

The relations of the Bridgetcn formation north of Salem Creek
are much like those to the south. Thus about Whig Lane, the
broad interstream areas are generally covered with Bridgeton
gravel and sand. To the west, the formation becomes more and
more dissected, and its last remnants in this direction are small
outliers such as that seen on the hill i_ miles southeast of

Auburn (Fig. 16, p. 4o). The lxase of the formation is rather
even along this divide, so far as known, and sI_ghtly higher that1
south of Salem Creek, ranging from 12o to 13o feet. At points,
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however, as about Avis Mills, the base is a little lower. The

maximum thickness of the formation here is 4o feet, or possibly
a little more.

Exposures.--There are good exposures of the Bridgeton for-
mation between Salem Creek and Oldmans Creek. One is at a
gravel pit three-fourths of a mile north of west of Pitts Grove

(Pole Tavern), where 7 or 8 feet of gravel carrying" cobbles apd
occasional bowlders may be seen. The formation here rests

on the glass-sand phase of the Cohansey formation. The gravel

is compact, and is distinctly stratified in rather regular horizontaI
beds. Bits of crystalline rock are common, though no red shale

was seen. A mile northwest of Whig Lane is another good ex-
posure showing" 6 or 7 feet bf compact gravel with only sand

enough to fill the interstices between the pebbles. Another pit
i_ miles northwest of Whig Lane, on the cross road to Avis
Mills, shows gravel finer than that at the pits mentioned above.

The gravel here has a strong resemblance to that of the Beacon

Hill formation. A mile east of Point Airy is another pit (Fig.
I7) showing 7 feet of gravel with occasional bowlders of brown
standstone or quartzite. The constituents characteristic of the

Bridgeton, that is the crystalline rock and the red shale, are
present.

BETWEENOLDMANSCREEKAND RACCOONCREEK.

Distribution.--The general relations of the Bridgeton in this
area are shown in, Fig. *8. The large area of Bridgeton to the

southeast (about Hardingyille in the section) is continued west-
ward between the creeks to Fairview and Lincoln. West of

that place, the continuity of the formation is interrupted by

valleys. Considerable outliers occur north of Harrisonville, and
smaller ones south and southwest of Swedesboro, the one far-

thest west being on Scull Hill
The altitude of the Bridgeton surface about Fairvlew is *40

to '5o feet, and the top of Scull HiI1 is I46 feet. The remnants
between these places are on hills of similar altitudes. Here there-
fore the base of the formation does not decline toward the Dela-
ware.
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In most places, the Bridgeton of this immediate region rests
on the Miocene, but on Scull Hill it appears to lie on the Cre-

taceous. The .base Of the Bridg'etou shows itself topog.raphically

on the slopes of many of the hills, especially where underlain
by Miocene, in an increased angle of slope. This is because the

Miocene beneath is somewhat less resistant than the Bridgeton.
A feature of the Bridgeton of this region is the presence in

it of an occasional bo'(vlder of Miocene quartzite (locally known
as "bull's _head" bowlders). These peculiar bowlders are rather
common south and southwest of Swedesboro, within a radius of

3 or 4 miles. At few other points are they so abundant.

They are, however, wide-swead, and seem to point to.extensive
weathering" and erosion of the Miocene after some parts of it
had become indurated. Bowlders of .this sort exist as far east

and south as Hammonton, Folsom, and Tuckahoe.

E_'p.osures.--A mile northwest of Harrisonville, in the I34-

foot hill, a gravel pit shows I_ feet of compact sand and gravel,
more or less cemented. There are other exposures between this

'point and Mullica Hill to the northeast, and Swedesboro on the
northwest.

BETWEEN RACCOON CREEK -_ND MANTIJA CREEK.

Distribution.--Between the upper courses of these ctfeeks in

the vicinity of Riehwood (Five Points), the Bridgeton forms

a nearly continuous mantle o,_er older formations. About Glass-
boro .and to the northwest the continuity is interrupted, as in

corresponding situations farther south, being restricted at the
east to the divides, farther west to the higher parts of the divides,

as about Jefferson, and finally to the tops of isolated hills. The
most northwesterly remnant is at Adams Hill, a mile or so east

of Mickleton. The general relatiohs of the formation between
these creeks is shown in Fig. 19. This section co_responds, in

all essential respects, with Figs. I6 and I8, farther south.
The relation of the Bridgeton to the Pensauken is well shown

about Mickleton. The arkose phase of the Pensauken. lies below

Ioo feet, and above this level Adams Hiii rises to I33 feet,
capped by an isolated remnant of the Bridgeton, which is litho-
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logically very like the Pensauken, but topographically very dis-
tinct 5rom it. Adams HiI1 corresponds topographically and in

its capping of Bridgeton, to Big Maanlngton and Scull hills,

already referred to. To the southeast, at Richwood, the surface
rises to I76 feet. The thickness of the Bridgeton here appears

to be nearly or quite 6o feet.

At Jefferson the surface of the Bridgeton has a maximum
elevation of 166 feet, and its base an altitude of 12o to 13o feet;

but this probably does not represent the full thickness of the

formation as originally deposited. A mile and a half north of
Pitman Grove, remnants of the Bridgeton appear at various

levels between I2o and I5o feet, while the base fanges from i [u

to 13o feet, and possibly even below the lower of these eleva-

tions at some points.
An ,tncertain patch.--A half mile west of Hurffville, west of

Mantua Creek, is a hill having a summit altitude of 93 feet.
There are gravel pits on the east side of this hill, showing a maxi-

mum depth of more than 2o feet of gravel, more or less cemented
into conglomerate. The gravel contains shaly material.

This .patch of gravel is one of the most puzzling in the entire
area. It is much lower than the proper horizon of the Bridgeton,

and is at the proper level for the Pensauken. On the other hand,
the constitution of the material seems to put it with the Bridge-
ton, for the Pensauken of this ,region is not arkose, and does

not contain red shale, unless this remnant is Pensauken. If it

is Bridgeton, its base is considerably lower than that of any

other remnant of this formation in this vicinity. If it is Pen-
sauken, it is unlike any other Pensauken material in this imme-

diate vicinity in constitution. It may be a deposit derived _rom
the original Bridgeton, still retaining some of the soft naaterials

characteristic of that forlnation, though not now in its original
position, or it may be a mass of Bridgeton material displaced

from its original position, at a time when the topography was
very different from what it now is.

The bare.--The base of the formation in the vicinity of Rich-

wood is somewhat irregular, the observed range in altitude
being from about io 5 to 14o feet. The formation, which is
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here gravelly, rests on characteristic fine .Miocene sand, and the

distinction: between the two is therefore clear. In generaI_ the
base declines toward Edwards Run. on the west, and towards
Chestnut Branch on the east.

The base is much more reguIar about Cross Keys, Downer

(about 15o feet), and G/assboro (about I4 ° feet) than about
Barnsboro and Jefferson. In. the vicinity of Barnsboro, indeed,
it is evident from the base of the formation that there were

pre-Bridgeton valieys leading westward toward the Delaware.

The irregularities of base here are similar to those about Aldine
(p, 27). There are also some irregularities in the base of the

Bridgeton in the vicinity of Pitman Grove and Dilkesborough.
Ea'posures.--A mile or more northwest of Barnsboro, there

are gravel pits, showing the nature of the Bridgeton at this

locality. Some of the material is coarse, ranging up to bowlder-
size, and the gravel is compact. In some exposures, the g_ravel

is confined mainly to .the base, and in some places there is a con-
spicuous cobble bed in this position.

T,here is anc,ther exposure a f_hird of a mile or so southeast

of Barnsboro, on the Pitman Grove .road, where 15 feet of

Bridgeton gravel overlies the Miocene. There is rather !ess
sand, loan, etc., associated with the gravel here than in most

places, and the gravel itself is finer than is its wont. At Pitman

Grove there are extensive exposures along the railway showing
the base of the formation at an altitude of about 12o feet. Its

base has the abundance of foreign material characteristic of the
gravelly layer at the bottom. Bowlders even 3 feet or more m
diameter are to be found, though they are rare.

BETWEEN MANTUA CREEK AND BIG TIMBER CRF, EK,

Distribu.tion.--Between the headwaters of these creeks, and

between the upper parts of the south and north branches o(

Timber Creek, south of Point Pleasant, the Bridgeton formatl _u
is found in considerable areas at elevations of 15o to 17o feet;

but northwest of Cross Keys it is found only on the divides
(Fig. 2o). Its most northwesterly remnant is on Irish Hill,

QuAT
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north of the north branch of Timber Creek. Its general relations

are shown in Fig. 22, which is slightly diagrammatic and slightly

composite, since it brings in hills which lie a little to one side or

the other of a straight line.

North of Davidstown, there are two areas within a mile of

each other, covered with remnants of the Bridgeton formation.

In both cases, it is thin and more or less cemented, and in both

it probably ,represents no more than the base of the formation

which has escaped erosion.

Exposures.--Exposures are plentiful. A mile southeast of

Green Tree, at the school house, 4 to 6 feet of gravel are ex-

posed, similar to that of the Beacon Hill formation; but since it

contains bits of red shale, it is regarded as Bridgeton. There is

another exposure a mile northeast of Green Tree in the i66-foot

hill, and several about Creesville. In the I25-foot hill three-

fourths of a mile east of Hurffville, 7 feet of gravel character-

istic of the formation are exposed between the levels of IIO and

i2o feet. The gravel is very compact and more or less cemented,

with a characteristic bed of coarse material, containing shale, at

the base. Another characteristic exposure was seen in the I53-

foot hill I_ miles northeast of Hurffville, where the partially

cemented gravel contains pieces of red shale up to 4 inches in

diameter; and another in the r34-foot hill, east of Mechanics-

ville. Other exposures occur in lower hills, where the correla-

tion of the material is open to question.

Between Davidstown and Spring Mills, there are two hills

which rise to the Bridgeton level (about 14o feet). In the more

southwesterly of these hills, about a mile from Davidstown,

there is a good exposure of the Bridgeton formation which con-
tains more than the normal amount of coarse material, the

bowlders ranging up to 2 feet in diameter. They include a

variety of sandstones, quartzo,se schists, conglomerate, and quartz.

The base of the formation here has an eleva.tion of abomt 13o feet.

The character of the material is illustrated by Figs. Io and 21
(pp. 16 and 42).

Base.--The base of the formation has an elevation of about

15o feet at Cross Keys, but declines to 135 feet at Oreen Tree.

Still farther northwest, between Creesville and Hurffville, outl_ers
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of gravel occur at lower levels, ranging down ever_ to Io 5 feet.
Some of them appear to be Bridgeton in situ, while others may

represent displaced remnants of the formation let down a little
from their original .position. The most northwesterly remnant

is 1_ miles sonth by southeast of Woodbury, capping a

I44Joot hill (Reservoir Hill). There is a considerable plain, at
about Ioo feet surrounding this hill, and on the plain there is

much gravel younger than the Bridgeton. The distinction of the

two formations, topographically, is brought out in Fig. 2o.
Reservoir Hill corresponds with Adams Hill (Fig. 19) and Big

Mannington Hill farther southwest. The base of the Bridgetou
is lower about Creesville than elsewhere it) the vicinity.

At Point Pleasant (Camden County), the formation is found

up to levels, o_f I91 feet, its base being about I5 feet lower. At
Dxvidstown, Mechaniesville, and Irish Hill, it is at levels of
about 14o feet, the altitude of its base ranging from 12o to

I35 feet.
The distinctness of the Bridgeton and Pensauken is well shown

about Irish HilI (Fig. 22). About Bell Mawr, the arkose phase

of the Pensauken is restricted mainly to the 8o-{oot level. About
Irish Hill, at the lOO± level, there is Pensauken of the phase
which occurs at a distance from the Delaware. Irish Hill, which

has a Bridgeton cap, rises distinctly above these surroundings.

The Bridgeton here is essentially the same in constitution as that

about Point Pleasant, at elevations of I8o-190 feet. It has all
the characteristic Bridgeton marks, namely, arkose sand, shale,

and bits of crystalline rock.

AREAS ABOUT BERLIN AND ]_ARTHER NORTI-I.

Haddont_eld.--About Berlin the Bridgeton caps the higher

hills, but to the west there is aa area of about four square miles
where it forms a continuous cover. This area extends from

Alblor_ on' the south, to a point a mile east o{ Gibbsborough on
the north. The surface altitude ranges from 17o to 2o0 feet,

and the base lies at elevations ranging from 15o to 2o0 feet.
West of this area is the esearIxnent overlooking the broad low-
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Iand along the Delaware. Six miles to the northwest of this
escarpment, near Haddoufield, is an isolated hill (Fig. 23), the

top of which has an elevation of 14o feet. This hill has a thin

cal) of gravel which is correlated with Bridgeto_l on topographic
grounds, good exposures of the material not being seen. This is

the only remnant of the formation between Gibbsborough and
the Delaware.

The upper limit of the Pensauken formation about Haddon-
field is about .12o feet. The isolated hill at 14o, with its cap of

gravel, is somewhat conspicuous. The g4ravel of this hill is not

distinguishable, lithologicaUy, from the Pensanken, but topo-

graphically the hill clearly belongs with Irish Hill 3 miles to the

southwest, and with Adams and Big Mannington hills still farther
southwest.

Houghton's Hill.l--Two miles southwest of Marlton and 4

miles southeast of Haddonfield, is Houghton's Hill, which has a
summit.elevation of 181 feet. The gravel pit at its top shows

3° feet of Bridgeton gravel and sand (Fig. 24). The assortment
of the material here is less perfect than. in most sections of the

Bridgeton_formation. The larger part of the coarse material is
at the base, where shale in pieces up to 2 inches itt diameter is

conspicuous. In the main part of the section, there is little loamy

material, and the sand is less compact than is the habit of the
formation. It consists of coarse sand and fine gravel, and makes

fairly good road material, more because of the abnndance of

soft cherts, than for any other reason. The relations of this

remnant are indicated in Fig. 24 (p. 40),
Albion.--North of Berlin the 214-foot hill has no Bridgeton

at its summit. The hills of this elevation appear to. have risen

above the level of Bridgeton deposition, but they may not now

have the altitude which they had during the Bridgeton epoch.

About .Albion, Bridgeton occurs at lower levels, perhaps as low
as 15o feet; but south of Clementon the 2o2-foot hill seems to
be free from Bridgeton material. The trace of g'ravel over it

may have been derived from the Beacon Hill formation so far
as present evidence shows.

_On recent map of the Survey this is "Hutton's Hill."
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Between Berlin and Atco.--The Bridgeton is present over a

considerable area between Berlin and Atco, and is well exposed

a mile northwest of the latter place. The material here is very

like that at Pitman Grove, except that the sand is less arkose.

Most of it appears to have been derived from the Cohansey
formation.

ON TEE DIVIDES BETWEEN BERLIN AND GLASSBORO.

The main divide between the Delaware and the ocean, in pre-

Brldgeton time, appears to have extended from Daretown, via

Whig Lane, Cross Keys and Mount Pleasant, to Berlin. North-

west of this main divide, the slope was steep and irreglllar; to the

southeast it was gentler and less irregular. South of Berlin, the

Bridgeton formation seems to have overspread this divide, where

it was lower than to the north. Its failure to overspread it from

Berlin to Freehold and beyond was probably because the divide

was too high.
Lower land northwest of the main divide at the time of

Bridgeton depositiog is indicated by the decline in the base of

the Bridgeton formation northwest of the escarpment, and by

the numerous irregularities in its base in the vicinity of. Green

Tree, Pitmarl Grave, Barnsboro, Jefferson, and Aldine.' These

irregularities point to northwesterly drainage in pre-Bridgeton

time. The lower land northwest of the divide appears to have

been some 4o to 5o feet helow the main divide.

IN THt_ AREA OF SOUTtI_ASTERLY DRAINAGE.

Southeast of the divide which limited streams flowing to the

Delaware, the drainage appears to have gone directly to the
ocean. The relations of the Bridgeton from Berlin to Glassboro

are shown in Fig. 25, which is somewha_ diagrammatic. It rep-

resents the Brldgeton as pinching out to the northeast, with the

rise of the base on which it rests..The upper limit of the Bridge-
ton material about Berlin seems to have been about 20o feet.

To the south and southwest, where the divide was lower, the
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Bridgeton was thicker (5° to 70 feet about Richwood, Whig
Lane, and Daretown).

The character of the Bridgeton is well shown in numerous

exposures between, Berlin and Glassboro. There is a large pit
at West Berlin (altitude I8o feet) which shows 7 or 8 feet of

coarse arkose sand with a little gravel, very compact, and avail-
able for road material. At the base of the section, crystalline
material and shale appear in a layer 6 inches to a foot in thick-

ness. Lumps of clay rounded into the form of pebbles appear
ill the same layer. A mile north of West Berlin there is another
pit, at an elevation of I8o feet, which shows Io feet of material

like .that at West Berlin. The exposure in Houghton's Hill has

been referred to already.

W/_ST OF COHANSEY CI_EE.K.

The Bridgeton formation is well developed on the divide west

of Cohansey Creek, from Aldine to the scarp a mile or so south-
of Roadstown. It also covers the divides between the tribu-

taries to Cohansey Creek, extending nearly to tne main stream
southeast of Cohansey, east of Shiloh, and northwest of Bridge-
ton. It e_tends westward on the divide between the headwaters

of the tributaries of Stow Creek. Its base has an elevation of

about ioo Ieet at the north, and 9° feet at the south, and its

presence s nearly universal where the surface rises to the proper
level. Its surface has a maximum elevation of i49 feet a frac-

tion of a mile southeast of Cohansey.

Fig. 26 is a section from Aldine south through Friesburg,

Cohansey, Harmony, and Shiloh, and shows the relations of the
Bridgeton west of Cohansey Creek. The section is along the
divide between the Cohansey and the Delaware drainage. The
surface of the formation, declines a little to the southward, and
its base declines from i2o at Aldine to 80 or so at Shiloh, a

slope of about 3 feet to the mile. Its thickness here is greater
than in most other places, being as much as 3° feet in many

places.

Fig. 26 represents the Bridgeton as terminating" to the south,
just south of Bowentowu, at an elevation of about 8o feet, along
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the line of an abrupt scarp which overlooks Delaware Bay. It
is evident that the material did not terminate this way orig-

inally. Its original slope, continued southward, would carry it
down to an altitude of about 4° feet near the shore of the pres-

ent bay, and its original southward extension has probably been

removed by erosion.
The scarp from Port Norris to Salem was doubtless developed

in post-Bridgeton time.

BETWEEN COHAN,_E,Y CI_EEY-. AND MAURICE RIVER.

Distribution.--This area lies between Daretown and Elmer on

the north and Dividing Creek and Newport Station on the south.
The Bridgeton formation covers the higher parts of this divide
generally, especially at the north (north of Bridgeton and Rosen-
hayn). To the south it is more patchy, where smaller continuous
areas of the original divide remain. The short tributaries of

Cohansey Creek have cut through the formation near the main
valley only, while the larger tributaries of the Manrice River

have dissected it much more extensively. This is partly he-
cause of the greater size of the Maurice River and its tribu-
taries, and partly because of the lesser original thickness of the
formation in the basin of this stream.

At the north, the base of the formation has an elevation of

iio to 12o feet, .but it declines to about 9° feet or a little less

in the latitude of Brldgeton, and to 60 feet or so at Dividing
Creek Station.

Fig. 27 shows the general relations of the formation in this
region, or, more exactly, from Barnsboro to Port Norris, along

the line passing through Centerton, Rosenhayn, Carmel, Center
Grove, and Dividing" Creek. From Union Grove southward, the
Bridgeton appears in isolated areas only, capping the 'divides.

Had the section been located west of Elmer, through Deerfield
and Woodruff, more of the formation would have appeared.

The section shows that the base of the Bridg'eton is marked by
slight irregularities, but the great fact is its decline to the
southward from about I4o feet in the vicinity of Elmer, to 60
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or 7° feet at Dividing Creek, a slope of 2 to 3 feet per mile.
This decline is slightly less than that to the southeast.

The most notable irregularity of the formation_ apart from

the irregularity of base at Barnsboro, appears in the I24-foot

hill south of west of Cannel, where the formation, as mapped,
occurs higher than in its surroundings. ,The relations in the
I24-toot hill here are similar to those in the I76-foot hill at

Richwood, except that at the latter place the base of the forma-
tion is not higher in the hill th_in about it, while at Carmel it

is. It may be that the gravel about the I24-foot hill at Carmel,

mapped as Bridgeton, is really older. The irregularity of base,
however, even regarding the gravel and sand about the hill as

Bridgeton, is no greater than in some other places.
The formation appears to have its maximum thickness in the

vicinity of Richwood, _vhere erosion has been least; but its
greater thickness here does not necessarily mean greater thick-
ness originally.

F_xposures.--The Bridgeton is well exposed in the vicinity of
Aura (formerly UnionviUe), Harding, and Monroe. Still Run

(near Aura) has removed much of the formation, and the rem-
nants are thin, coarse gravel being common. It is probable
that the coarse material was in the base of the formation orig_

inally.

There are gravel pits west of Monroevllle, and exposures are

found along the stream north of the village. The stream bank
shows the base of the Bridgeton at an elevation of about iio

to 1I 5. The gravel in this region is rather loose for the Bridge-
ton, and contains some shale.

A mile west of M0nroevilIe, a pit shows 9 feet of Bridgeton,

the upper 2 feet being gravel, sand, and loam, and the lower 7

feet highly colored compact gravel with some sand. Large
pebbles and cobbles are rare, though present. Quartz and chert
make up the body of the gravel, but there are some pieces of
sandstone and a little shale.

Half a mile south of Monroe Station the Brldgeton is only

3 to 5 feet thick, and overlies glass sand. A mile southwest of
the station there are several bowlders, one of "bull's head" type

i _ feet in diameter.
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The Bridgeton is well exposed in ,the vicinity of FAmer, par-

ticularly along the stream southof the village, in Jones' pit,
_vest of Elmer, red shale is abundant in the gravel, but there is

much less of it in the exposures south of Elmer. Coarse material
at the base of the formation is comm:on here, and in many places

carries bowlders I to 3 feet in diameter.

There are several gravel pits in the vicinity of Palatine,

especially along the bank of the stream, and in the vicinity of
Upper Neck, on the east side of Muddy Run. Good exposures

are to be seen, also, about Centerton and Finley. At the latter

place there is a large pit on the railroad showing 2o feet of

Bridgeton gravel and sand, overlying the Cohansey sand which
carries laminae of clay.

About Rosenhayn, a little Brid'geton gravel and sand overlie
the Cohansey clay, which is here used for brick. A mile east of

Rosenhayn, the railway cut at 9° feet shows Bridgeton oirer
Cohansey. The former carries bowlders I to_2 feet in diameter,

crystalline rock and. s,andstone both being represented.
Other exposures occur in the i34-foot hill southwest of Carmel,

and in the vicinity of Gouldstown and FairiLon. The sand and
gravel are cemented in some places. The Cohansey, parts o{
which are of coarse sand in this vicinity, is sometimes hard to

distinguish from the Bridgeton.

Near Cohansey Creek, the Bridgeton has been largely removed.
but the coarser materials which characterize its base remain in

abundance on the su,rface. Some of them are large. Two

miles south of Fairton there is a bowlder of quartzite e x 2 x 5
feet, arm bowlders of Miocene qt_artzite are common.

In the vicinity of rCenter Grove it is difficult, if not impossible,
to distinguish the Briggeton formation from the Pensauken.

About Cedarville, arkose gravel and sand, probably Bridgeton,

overlie the glass sand of the Cohansey formation. The gravel
and sand have the general constitution of the Bridgeton, with
the bed of coarse gravel or cobbles at the base in many places.

mile south of Cedarville there is a large glass-sand pit (Co-

hansey) at a level of 30-4o feet. This has a cover of 3 to 8 feet
of sand younger than Bridgeton, and in contrast with it.
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Many of the shallow exposures of i:his area show a sandy

surface, with gravel below, but they do not go below the zone

of weathering, and are therefore not very instructive.

Other exposures of the Bridgeton occur west of Dividing Creek

Station, along the railway and northeast of the station, where

the sand and gravel are cemented in places, kits of gneiss

occur in the conglomerate. Other exposures appear in the vicinity

of ]3aileytown and Buckshutem, where bits of shale and gneiss

may be seen with the arkose sand. Another good exposure
is found 2 miles south of Millville, where there is a deep pit

worked for "core" sand. The upper part is Bridgeton and the

lower part Cohansey, the two not being" easily distingmished.

Other good exposures occur in pits a mile southwest of Millville,

on the Cedar Grove road (Fig. 28), and another at Mulford's

Pit, less than a mile south of the last. Sixteen feet of Bridgeton

material was here exposed. Extensive workin K had allowed the

accumulation of bowlders in the bottom of the pit. They ranged

_from i to 4 feet in diameter, and all were of sandstone and

quartzite. The gravel here contained pebbles of clay.

BETWF..EN;MAURICE RIVER AND GREAT EGG HARBOR RIVER.

Bet',eeen Maurice River and Manantico Creek.--The largest

areas of the Bridgeton in ,this area appear on the uplands about

Vineland, mostly above an elevation of 90 feet. The formation

here is covered with eolian sand in many places. As the streams

cut down through it into the Cohansey beds beneath, abundant
sources of sand for the wind to transport were opened up. The

smaller areas of the Bridgeton are more commonly covered by

sand than the larger ones.

Numerous gravel pits and road cuts are found in this vicinity.
In South Vineland there are pits opened for clay and glass sand,

both of which are from the Cohansey; but over the sand and

clay there is Bridgeton gravel and sand in most places, ranging

up to 12 feet in thickness.

The general relations of the Bridgeton here are the same as

at Downer, 15 m.iles to the north, and its constitution is essen-
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tially the same, except that bits of shale and crystalline rock
becoule fewer to the south, and the gravel becomes finer. The
basal bed of coarse material is generally present.

The base of the formation here has some irregularities of a
smMl sort. Thus south of South Vineland and east of Clayville,

at the clay pits of the Globe Fireproofing Company, the surface

of the Cohansey formation was seen stripped of the Bridgeton
which once overlay it. The surface of the clay was marked by

numerous depressions, some of which were like shallow gullies,
and some were shallow depressions without outlets. Their forms

st_gested scour holes developed by running_ water, or, in some
cases, depressions made by the overturning of trees. There are

irregularities of other sorts, indicated by the fact that the altitude
of the base of the Bridgeton varies 3° feet or more within the
distance of a mile. • This was seen in the vicinity of ClayvilIe.

Irregularities of base were also observed about Millville.
Betwee_t Manantlco Creek and Manurmtskin Creek.--A small

area of the formation appears 2 miles southwest of Riehland, a
larger area on the divide between Hanges Bridge and Bennetts

Mill, and several smaller areas on the summits south of Cossa
Boone's Branch. The surface of the formation declines from

a maximum of 12o feet at the north, to 7° at the south, and the

decline of the base is from about 9° feet at the north to 60 feet

at the south. The slight exposures show no distinctive features.

The Cohansey sand in this vicinity is cemented in many places.
Between Manu_t_uskin Creek and Tuckahoe River.--The

Bridgeton appears On the divide between these streams most of
the way from Richland to the latitude of Fries Mills. Farther
south there are smaller areas on the upland east of Mauumuskin

and Bricksboro. As in the preceding cases the altitude is greatest
at the north and least at the south, the decline being from about

9° feet at the north to about .50 feet at the south. About Rich-

'. land and Douffhty's the formation is orange-colored sand and
gravel, with occasional cobbles, cemented in some places_ The
surface of the formation is more or less covered with eolian

sand.
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South and southeast of Bennetts Mills there are exposures at

7° to IOO feet. The material is generally more sandy than
typical Bridgeton material farther northwest, though normal for

this region.
At Hesstown, 7 miles southeast of Miliville, there is an ex-

posure in the 94-foot hill, showing arkose sand and gravel, with
a cobble bed at the base.

Between T_wkahoe River and Egg Harbor River.--Between

these streams the Bridgeton formation covers the low uplands,

ranging in elevation from 7° feet or so near Mays Landing, to
4o feet, 3 miles north of Tuckahoe. South of Walker Forge,

between South River and Stephens Creek, there is a considerable

area of the formation, well exposed in the 7I-foot hill south of

the Forge. The base of the formation has an altitude of about
,6o feet, and is cemented to conglotnerute to some extent.

Nmnerous other exposures occur on the road from Walker

Forge to Estellville. They show repeatedly a thin cobble bed
at the base, cemented in some places.

Southwest of Estellville there is a considerable area of

Bridgeton on the divide between Tuckahoe River and Stephens
Creek, and between Tuckahoe River and Pole Bridge Branch,

centering about Russia. The gravel of this area is more com-
pact and loamy then in the area to the north; otherwise it is

essentially the same. That is, quartz and chert are .the dominant
materials, with cobbles 3 to 6 inches in diameter abundant in

some places and rare in others. The gravel is cemented locally,
The general relations of the Bridgeton in this region are

shown in Fig. 29, which extends from .the vicinity of Green
Tree to Tuckahoe: The relations are much like those

shown in Fig. 5. The thickness of the Bridgeton along the line

of Fig. 29 is nearly uniform, but slightly greater at the north-
west, near Green Tree.

The formation is well exposed at Buck Hill, about 3 miles
north of Tuckahoe. The section is 6 to I2 feet deep, and the

material coarse, orange-to-brown sand of arkose type, with

scattered pebbles and beds of gravel. A bed of coarse gravel

1Figures 29, 30, 32, 33 are shown on Plate B, facing page 54.
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lies at the base, on the Cohansey sand. Bowlders up to 3 feet
in diameter on the floor of the pit apparently came from this
basal bed. The largest bowlders are of brownish sandstone, of

a type common throughout southern New Jersey.
The low altitude of this gravel and sand at Buck Hill raises the

question whether it is not youhger than Bridgeton. So far as its

position is concerned, it might be Pensauken, or even Cape _{ay;

but at this locality, there are slabs of shale, even up to 2 feet in
diameter, at the base of the formation, in precisely the same
relations as at Folsom." This material, in this position, is so'

distinctive as to point strongly to its correlation with that at
Folsom. Similar materials have never beer_ found in the Cape

May formation, or in, the Pensauken formation southeast of the
Amboy-Bordentown-Delaware valley lowland, if present cor-
relations are correct.

The character and condition of the Triassic slabs at Buck Hill

is such as to preclude the idea that this material has been re-

worked since its deposition. The general character of the fornaa-
tion is such as to rule out the Cape May formation at sight.
This youngest of the 'Coastal Plain formations is everywhere com-

posed of fresh, undecomposed material, whereas the decayed

condition of everything that will decay is conspicuous at Buck
Hill. Furthermore, the altitude of the gra,_ei at Buck Hill is in

keeping with the altitude of the Bridgeton to the northwest

• where it is characteristically developed. The same formation

occurs at various intermediate points at harmonious levels, as at
Russia, Doughty's, Riehland, Newtonville, and Williamstown.

In other words, if we project a line from Cross Keys at I5O feet,

to Bnck HilI, at 4o, it will correspond closely with the base of
the Bridgeton at all intermediate points.

Between the headwaters of Manrice River and Great Egg
Harbor R'iver.--Maurice River has its source near Glassboro

and Cross Keys and flows to Delaware Bay at Port Norris.
Gre_/t Egg Harbor River hal its source a few miles farther
northeast, near Berlin and Willlamstown. In the area between

the upper parts of these drainage systems, north of the head-
waters of the Manantico and Manumuskin creeks, there are
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considerable areas of the Bridgeton formation, as about Wil-
liamstown, at elevations above 14o feet, about Blue Bell at eleva-

tions above I2o feet, about Newtonville at elevations .above 1oo

feet, about Richland at elevations of about 9° feet, and at lower
elevations to the southeast.

At Williamstown a gravel pit at an elevation of I6o feet, on
the north slope of the I64-foot hill in the northx_:est part of the

village, shows ro feet of gravel. The structure of the upper part

is very irregular, but the lower part is well stratified in nearly

horizontal beds. The lower part is arkose, coarser than the upper
part, and contains less loam. Pebbles and bits of rock more than

r_ inches in diameter are rare, though occasional cobbles are

present• Shale was not seen, but there are pieces of crystalline

rock of the Philadelphia gneiss type (mainly of quartz and
mica).

South of Williamstown, there are numerous shallow pits and

cuts which show gravel and sand similar to that at Williams-

town, but shale and crystalline rock are not seen, and from the
habit •of the formation would not be expected in such shallow
exposures as most of those of this region. The base of the
gravel, the horizon in which these constituents are most abund-

ant, is rarely seen. Coarse material of the size of cobbles is
rather common in spots, as east of Janvier.

The base of the gravel was seen at several pits between Wil-
llamstown and Riehland, with the Cohansey sand below. The

coarse gravel and cobbles at the base are present in many places,
but, as a rule, without shale and crystalline material.

About Richland, there are numerous exposures in cuts and

pits. The Southern Railway of New Jersey makes a cut I0 feet
deep, showing orange-colored coarse sand, with seams of gravel

and occasional cobbles or larger pieces of rock.'

From the main divide along which the section shown in Fig.
29 is taken, the Bridgeton cap extends out over some of the
minor divides between tributary streams. It also caps certain

isolated hills or small areas set off from the main divides by
erosion. One of these minor divides extends east of Richland,

between Deep Run and South River, both tributary to Great Egg
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BERLIN TO ATLANTIC CITY.

Distribution.--Fig. 3° shows the relations from Berlin south-
east to Atlantic City. The section is extended northwest of

•Berlin, and takes in Houghton's Hill, which is somewhat out of
llne. The line of the section is along the divide between Mul-

lica River and Great Egg Harbor River, where remnants of
Bridgeton are considerable. The formation has been removed
from the basins of these streams, except on the crests of isolated
hills; but the remnants are so disposed as to leave no doubt

that they are parts of a once continuous formation (p. 64).
About Hammonton, the base of the formation has an eleva-

tion of about Iio feet, but as everywhere else, it declines to the
southeast. At Elwood its base is down nearly to 8o feet, and

at Egg Harbor City nearly 2o feet lower. Between Hammon-
ton and Egg Harhor City, it is found on divides only, and covers

a relatively small part of the total area. It is well developed
about Hammonton, especially to the south, in a small area at
Banard Station, and on the more Conspicuous elevations east of

Da Costa, and over much of the area between Elwood and the

western border of Egg Harbor City. Small areas occur 3 or
4 miles northeast of Elwood. Another small area to be men-

' tioned is that southwest of Folsom, at an elevation of about 9°
feet. In much of this area the formation is thin, and represents

the base of the formation only.

Con,ct#u;t_on.--L_thologlcally the forma}ion is a unit from
Berlin to Pleasantville, though not without variations. The
coarse arkose sand, the bits of Triassic shale and crystalline rock.
and the structure remain much the same throughout; but the

distinctive red shale and the bits of crystalline rock become less
abundant to the southeast. They become so scarce, indeed, that

they do not appear in every exposure, especially if the base of
}he formation is not seen. It is to be remembered that Nts of

shale and crystalline rock are rare at some points well to the

west, as at Williamstown Junction and Blue Anchor. In gen-
eral, too,. the Brldgeton material becomes finer to the southeast.
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Harbor River. Others lie between South River and Stephens

Creek, and between the last and Tuekahoe River.

On the divide east of Richland, between Deep Run and South

River, the Bridgeton is somewhat wide-spread at an elevation

ranging from about IOOfeet at Riehland, to about 60 at Emmel-
ville. In the same distance, the base of the formation declines

from 8o_ 5 feet to 55-60.
Exposures near Emmelville show 4 to 6 feet of gravel similar

to that at -WilIiamstown, except that it is more commonly

cemented by iron oxide. The material is, indeed, quarried as
much as dug. No shale or crystalline rock bits were seen here,

and the correlation of the material with the Bridgeton is not
made with great confidence.

The divide between Richland and Mays Landing shows a few

exposures deep enough to be significant. The railway cuts show
but a thin remnant of the Bridg_eton. What appears to be the

basal part of the formation is partly cemented to conglomerate
which is locally in place and locally broken and displaced. The

Cohansey appears to he hut little below the surface.
Between Buck Hill and Cross Keys, shale and bits of crystal-

line rockare not seen in many places, though exposures are not

rare in the vicinity of Russia, Richland, Newtonville, and Wil-
llamstown. These same materials are found on both sides of

the line of the section, as at Downer, Folsom, and Millville.

If the sectlon along the line of Fig. 29 be considered, the
altitude of the surface of the formation ranges from 177 feet

at Cross Keys, _o 56 feet at Buck Hill. This represents a slope
of about 4 feet a mile for the upper surface along this line. The

base of the formation is more regular than the surface, but the

general slope is in the same direction and about the same in
amount At Cross Keys, the base has an elevation of about 15o
feet, and at Buck Hill of about 40 feet. The irregularities of

base are such as would be expected from deposition on a surface

of slight relief, developed by stream erosion.
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Exposures.--Goodsectionshave beenseenintherailwaycut
at thesanitariunl,nearHammonton, where thedistinctivefea-

turesof the formationarewellshown,and intheraihvaycut
at Folsom, 3 miles southwest of Hammonton. At the last

locality, the foreign constituents (shale, schist, etc.) are espe-
cially abtmdant, and in large pieces (Fig. 9)-

Exposures are common east and south of t-Iammonton in

grave! pits and road _uts. Many of the cuts are in the Cohansey
sand beneath the Bridgeton, rather than in the Bridgeton itself.
In some of the pits, only the upper part of the Bl"idgeton is

exposed, because this part is more gravelly than that below, and
more compact by reason of its content of loam.

At iElwood the exposures show the same features with a

coarse layer at the 'bottom at many places. A good exposure was
•seen I_ miles northeast of Elwood, on the road to Batsto, in

the I2I-foot hill. Here 5'_ feet of compact gravel of quartz
and chert overlay 2_ feet of loamy gravel.

About Egg Harbor City and farther east, the separation
of the Bridgeton formation from the Pensauken becomes un-

certain, for the gravel and sand concerned sink to low levels and
are well exposed in but few places.

In the vicinity of Pomona and Pleasantville, there are large

areas of gravel with greater thickness, which are perhaps Bridge-
ton. There are good exposures in road-gravel pits I and 2
miles southeast of Pomona Junction, and also on the P. and R.

R. R., a' mile north of Pleasantville, and near Farmington gta-
tion. The exposures between Pomona and Pleasantville show

5 to IO feet of Bridgeton material. In its general character it
is typical of the formation, except that shale and crystalline
material are wanting. The abundance of soft cherts is one of

the features which suggest its Bridg_ton, rather than Pen-

sauken age. This chert must have been hard when deposited,
and the decay is subsequeni:. The upper part of the formation
here has more gravel and loam than the lower part, and less

sand. The stratification is much more distinct and more regu-
lar in the lower part than in the upper. This point, alone con-

sidered, suggests a marine, rather than a fluviatile origin.

4 QUAT
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Base.--Northwest of Berlin, the Bridgeton base has an ele-
vation of about 2oo feet. Thence it declines southeastward to
I6o feet at Wilton, I4o feet at Blue Anchor, Iio--12o feet at

Hammonton, about IOO feet at Da Costa, 8o feet about Elwood,

and 6o--7o feet at Egg Harbor City and Pleasantville.

The correlation of the Bridgeton at the so_tbeast is somewhat

uncertain, and its separation from the Pensanken may be ques-
• tioned; but the decline from Berlin to Elwood, if continued,

would bring the base of the formation down to the level indicated,
at Pleasantville. The constitution of the sands and gravels at

the higher levels near Pleasantville is consistent with this inter-
pretation. If the gravels and sands o.f the higher levels about
Pleasantville are Bridgeton, the base of the formation declines
about 15o feet in 36 miles, giving it a dip of a little more.than

4 feet per mile.
The base of the formation shows some irregularities, but they

] are of a small sort, and in keeping with those farther northwest.

T_IE; W00D_ANS_ P_ras_.

Several cross sections from northwest to southeast, across the

Coastal Plain, illustrate the general relations of this phase of
the formation.

ARNEYN MOUNT TO TUCKERTON.

Distribution.--The area through which this section (Fig. 32)
runs is mostly in the basins of Mullica River and Rancocas Creek,

the two largest streams of the Coastal Plain in New Jersey. The

area from Arneys Mount to AI_e Pie Hill (near Harris _tat[on)

is in the drainage basln of Rancocas Creek, while _he area south-
east of Apple Pie I-Iill is in the basin of Wading River, a tribu-

tary of the Mfillica River. The section is extended to the vicinity
of Kinkora on the Delaware.

The conspicuous features of the section are (I) the broad
lowIand to the northwest, near the Delaware, (2) Arneys Mount

and Apple Pie Hill, and (3) the upland at Munion FieId near
the ocean.
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Arneys Mount is capped with Cohansey sand. Apple Pie Hill

has a few feet of gravel, which is regarded as a remnant of the

Beacon Hill formation. The gravel .is qf quartz and chert, in

proportions of about 4 to i, with a little sandstone and quartzite.

If the Beacon Hill formation once covered Arneys Mount, as it

probably did, it was at a l_vel higher than the top of the present

hill. Scattered pebbles of Beacon Hill type on the crest of the

hill suggest such a former covering.

A plain from Apple Pie Hill (208 feet) to Bear Swamp Hill

(165 feet), and to another i47-foot hill to the southeast, would,

if carried northwest, Iiave an elevation of about 250 feet at

Arneys Mount (2o feet above its top). This probably represents

about the appropriate level of the former Beacon Hill cap here.

Carried southeastward, such a plain would have an elevation of

14o to I6O feet at Munion Field,'and this is probably the approxi-
mate Beacon Hill level of that region.

Fearings Hill (about 2 miles northwest of Fountain Green)

h_ts about the same altitude as Houghtons Hill. Its gravel cap

has the same topographic relations as the gravel on Houghtons

Hill (Fig. 24) , Point Pleasant (Camden County) (Fig. 22), and

Jacobstown (Fig. 33), and is referred to the Bridgeton forma-

tiorI. The gravel itself is not of such a character as to give
especial force to this correlation.

Northwest of Apple Pie Hill (South Park) there are gravel

beds 4 to IO feet thick, at an altitude of about 14o feet, which

probably are Bridgeton (possibly Pensauken). The same may

be said of the gravel about Munion Field at elevations of about
'12o feet.

Some of the features of these gravels which seem difficult of

explanation are probably connected with the shifting of the main

divide of the region from near Arneys Mount, to its present

position, near Apple Pie Hill.

.Constitution,--The gravels at South Park, at an altitude of

about 14o feet, and in the vicinity of Bear Swamp Hill, at i2o

to I6O feet, consist mainly Of quartz and chert, but they contain
bits of ironstone, which seems to rule them out of the Beacon

Hill formation. The absence of the ironstone, so far as ex-
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posures show, and the abundance of the soft chert at Apple Pie

Hill, together with its topographic position, seem to place the

gravel of that pIace with the Beacon Hill formation, though the
correlation is less decisive than could be desired.

In the Beacon Hill formation the cherts are weathered char-

acteristically. The chert pebbles seem to be made up of an irregu-

lar network of harder and more insoluble material, filled in with

less durable material. Oh weathering', the less resistant parts

become whitish powder, while the skeleton remains hard. At

the surface, the decayed part is carried away and the skeleton

remains. In secondary gravels derived from the Beacon, Hill,
the old networks are more or less broken and worn. Occasional

fossils in the chert point to its origin from Devonian formations.

The quartz in the gravel is vein quartz largeIy. On weathering,

the pebbles develop a columnar structure. This may go so far

that the little columns separate from one another. Some of the

pebbles may be crushed in the hand, even when their outer

forms are still perfect. In gravels derived from the Beacon Hill

gravel, there are splinter§ from these pebbles of columnar struc-
ture, but decayed pieces of quartz are much less common than

in the original Beacon Hill formation.

In the vicinity of Tuckerton, the section shmvs' gravel and

sand interpreted, though not without reservation, as Pensauken.

No facts concerning these sands and gravels are known which

would preclude their deposition by streams or by the ocean.

Since they were deposited, the ocean has doubtless encroached on

the shore, carrying" away the shoreward part of the formation

as originally laid down within the limits of tbe State.

Correlatlon.--From the foregoing it is apparent that the basls

for correlating any gravel and sand along the llne of this section

with the Bridgeton formation, is rather insecure. Such correla-

tion must be based on topography more than on anything else.

It is to be noted that the possible Bridg'eton beds at I6o feet at

Bear Swamp Hill, and at I26 feet at Munlon Field, are con-

siderably nearer the ocean than the areas of Bridgeton at cor-

responding levels in other sections. So far forth, this would

suggest the greater (pre-Bridgeton) age of these gravels.
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The highlands at 14o to 16o feet, near Tuckerton, are nearer
the ocean than areas of similar altitudes to the west. But if the

sea has encroached notably on the land in tiffs vicinity, the deposits

at Munion Field are nearer the shore than they were at some
earlier time. If the Delaware be taken as the base line of com-

parison, Munion Field is 38 miles from it, while Waterford,
Williamstown and Glassboro, where the Bridgeton formation
has a similar altitude, are less than half as far from the river.

'['be Bridgeton (?) gravel at 14o feet at South Park, near Apple

Pie Hill, is about the same distance from the Delaware as the

Bridgeton gravel at 14o feet near Williamstown, Glassboro and
Elmer. If, in pre-Bridgeton time, the Mullica River had its head

near Arneys Mount, and developed a broad valley plain sloping

to the southeast, the I44-foot level at South Park would be the

appropriate level for gravel accumulation. But if the I44-foot
level is the proper Bridgeton level at South Park, I4o feet at

Munion Field would be too high. This tract appears to have

been a relative highland in Bridgeton time, and to have escaped
much deposition above 12o feet. Such gravel as there is here

at the higher levels may have been left in the course of the
degradation of the region from an older and higher level.

I]LLISDALE TO I_ARNEGAT.

The section shown in Fig. 33 is nearly parallel to the last,
but is along the divide between Mullica River and Toms River
at the southeast, and across the basins of Crosswicks Creek and
Rancocas Creek at the northwest. The section is extended north-

westward through Allentown to the vicinity of Pennington. It
brings in some points which are somewhat out of lines and omits

many minor irreg_Iarities of surface ; in other words, it is some-
what generalized. The topographic distinctness between the

Pensauken gravel and the Bridgeton grave! is well shown, in this
section (Allentown and Jacobstown).

The Conspicuous features of the section are the highlands in
the yiclnity of (I) Ellisdale and Jaeobstown, and (2) Wood-
mansie and Old Half Way.
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The 229-foot hill at Ellisdale corresponds with Arncys Mount

of the preceding section, while the highland at Woodmansie
corresponds in sOme sense with Apple Pie Hill. In keeping with

these suggested correspondences, the gravel at Woodmansie is

correlated with the Beacon Hill formation, while that southeast
of Woodmansie, that at Millville (Ocean County), and that at

Barneg_at, appear to be younger,

T_hetop of the hltI at Ellisdale is Kirkwood or Cohansey sand.
It is below the level at which the Beacon Hill formation would

be expected in this immediate region. The base of the Beacon

Hill gravel is at 360 to 375 feet above Crawfords Corner, 340 to

36o feet at Clarksburg, and 330 feet at Stone Tavern. If the
base of the formation continued to decline southwestward at

this rate, it should lie at about 30o feet at Ellisdale, and 28o
feet at Ai'neys Mount (see p. 51). If the proper elevation for

the Beacon Hill gravel at Ellisdale and Arneys Mount be esti-
mated from remnants to the southeast, the result is about the

same. The Ellisdale Hill is also too low for the Bridge':on in this
region, for while the data are imperfect, the restoration of the

pre-Bridgeton surface as a plain ranging from 25o feet at Ellis-

dale, to 200 feet at Woodmansie and 15o feet at Barnegat, seems
to be indicated from such data as bear on the point.

The Ellisdale-facobstown elevations are parts of the old divide

between the Delaware drMnage and the ocean drainage. The
headwaters of Crosswicks Creek have worked back, capturing

the tributaries of the streams that formerly flowed to the ocean,

and leadingl them by a circuitous route through the Cream Ridge

gap, westward to the Delaware.
Topographically, the hills at Ellisdale and Jacobstown go with

the IClarksburg hills, and the gravels at Jacobstown are, there-
fore, the topographic equivalent of those at Glassboro and
Daretown, and are older than the Pensauken formation.

Though the topographic equivalent of gravels at Glassboro,
the gravels of ]acob_town are not arkose, and they contain
detritus from the Cretaceous as well as from younger beds.

Since the gravel at Jaeobstown contains Cretaceous material, it
must be assumed that the streams which deposited it (assuming
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it to be a stream deposit) flowed from the northwest to the

southeast. These gravels are now i5 feet or so higher than the
outcrops of Lhe higfiest Cretaceous beds in the vicinity. At

EUisdale, a few miles away, the Cretaceous outcrops at altitudes
up to about 200 feet. Outcrops of the stone beds farther north-

west would have beerL higher, and such outcrops northwest of
Jacobstou,n (now worn much lower) may well have been the

source of the Cretaceous material in the Jacobstown gravel, if
streams flowed to the southeast from them.

"From the present topography, it is inferred that Toms River

once had tributaries reaching northwestward past Prospertown to

Clarksburg. Either Toms River or Mullica River probably had
branches as far northwest as Ellisdale at.least. On the supposi-
tion that the drainage was to the southeast, it is therefore not

difficult to account for the Cretaceous material in the Jaeobstown

gravel.
The gravel at I4o feet at Barnegat seems best correlated with

the Bridgeton formation, and if this correlation" is correct, the

gravel a few miles south of Staffordville, at about _oo feet, may
be Pensauken.

A few areas of gravel not on the line of the section merit

notice. One of these is south of Jacobstown, wherd gravels
which l_elong with those at Jacobstown decline to I7O feet or so

at Springfield, and to about t5o feet at Fotmtain Green and

Pointville. The gravel on Fearings Hill, west of Springfield

and Fountaln Green, is an outlier o * the larger areas at these

places. The gravel at Fearing Hill is regarded as a local phase
of the Bridgeton, the same as that at Jacobstown.

West of Colliers Mills, there are areas of gravel at altitudes

rang_ing from 16o feet to 2o8 feet. The 2c_%foot hill is i_
miles northwest of Colliers Mills on the Hornerstown road, and
the I6o-foot area a miIe south of Colliers Mills. T,hese remnants

are along the divide between the headwaters of Toms River aud

Crosswlcks Creek. The gravels here may be parts of a once
continuous sheet, or remnants of deposits on an old valley plain.

Bordens Mill Branch, flowing past Colliers Mills, is a tributary
of Toms River, and appears to have hea.ded formerly in the
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Clarksburg hills, and to have flowed throngb Prospertown,
Archers Corner, and thence to the sea, as now. Ivanhoe Brook,

which heads north of Prospertown, is perhaps the original head of

Bordens Mill ]3ranch, but it is now the head of Lahaway Creek,
tributary to Crosswicks Creek. In Bridgeton time, the drainage

probably went from Clarksburgl south by way of Ivanhoe Brook,
Prospertown, and Colliers Mills, to Toms River. When Cross-

wicks Creek cut across the marl highland at Cream Ridge, and

entered the region of Hornerstown and New Egypt, the drainage
of Lahaway Creek and Ivanhoe Brook was direrted to the Dela-

ware. The gravel west of Colliers Mills at an elevation of about

2004- feet, was probably deposited by the stream which followed
the course of Bordens MiI1 Branch in Bridgetou time, when the
drainage from the Clarksburg region flowed to Toms River.

The gravel west of Colliers Mills is of local trashy material

derived from the Beacon Hill and Cohansey formations. It
contains nothing which can be referred conl_dently to the .Cre- itaeeous. The streams of the time had not yet cut through the
Miocene of the Clarksburg region, and so had not access to
older formations.

HIGH I.EVEL GRAVEL AT HEAD OF WOODS.

From Head of Woods southeast to Whitings, there is a series

of hills ranging from I6O to 2o0 feet in height, along the divide
between Toms River on the one band, the Rancocas and Cross-

wicks creeks on the other. Just south of Colliers Mills, at Head

of Snag, there is a gap in this divide, at the i3o-foot level. This

is probably part of a valley occupied by a stream for a con-

siderable time after the epoch of Bridgeton deposition. It is

probable that the drainage from the vicinity of New Egypt,
and possibly from the vicinity of facobstown, once went east-

ward by Head of Snag to Toms River, and that the drainage
did not assume its present course until long" after the Bridgeton
formation was deposited.

At Boyds Hotel, near Whitings, there is a gap in the divide

at the Iho-foot level. This probably represents a portion of
another old valley which extended far to the west or northwest.
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The drainageoftheregioninthevicinityof Browns Mills,and
possibly as far west as Arneys Mount, may once have gone east
by way of Buckingham and Boyds Hotel, to Toms River.

This range of hills has but little gravel (I to 5 feet), and
that on ti_e higher elevations. It seems to represent the last
remnant of a gravel bed which once covered the whole area, and

which was deposited on a plain of erosion developed after the

Beacon Hill epoch. The region is thought to have suffered a

degradation of 5° to 75 feet after this epoch, for the Beacon Hill
formation originally extended over the region from Whitings
to Head of Woods, at a level which is now about 25o to 275
feet above sea level.

GRAVELS (BEACON HILL?) ABOUT WOODM_ANSIE,

In the vicinity of Woodmansie there are many patches of
gravel at various high levels. To the northward, at Whitings,

they are at elevations of I7O to 2o0 feet; just east of Wheat-
lands, at a maximum altitude of 2oi feet; east of Woodmansie,

in the vicinity of Old Half Way, up to altitudes of 2:3 feet;
south of Old Half Way and southeast of Woodmansie, up to
2o8 feet; 3 miles southwest of Woodmansie, near the railroad,
up to 204 feet. There is, therefore, a considerable area within
5 miles of Woodmansie where the surface rises to an altitude

of 2o0 feet at many points. These higher lands are usually

capped with gravel. Its depth is rarely more than 5 or 6 feet,
though in occasional pockets twice this thickness is reached.' It

would appear that the region was once quite generally but thinly

covered with gravel at the level of 20o feet, and that _the gravel
patches now remaining are but remnants. There are numerous
gravel remnants at slightly lower levels, some of which, at least,
have been displaced downward since deposition.

The correlation of these gravels is not clear. They seem a
lltfle too low for Beacon Hill and a little too high for Bridgeton.
They are farther southeast than Whitings, Where the Beacon
Hill gravels might be a little lower than to the north and north-

west. They may include deposits of both epochs, especially if
the erosion between the two epochs of deposition was here but
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little. The upper part of the later deposit may be as high as
the lower part of the earlier.

Apparently the Woodmansie area has suffered almost the
minimum of erosion since Beacon Hill time. More than alay

other tract in southern New Jersey, it seems to have been avoided

by large streams, since that epoch. There seems therefore to
be no adequate reason for excluding these gravels from. either
formation.

In Bridgeton time, the Woodmansie upland probably extended
farther northwest than now_ toward Mt Misery; but when

Rancocas and Crosswicks creeks got their heads into this region,

they degraded their basins faster than the Mullica River and
Toms River degraded theirs.

CLARKSBURG TO ISLAND HEIGHTS.

Location o/section._The section shown in Fig, 341 represents
the general topographic relations along the divide betwee_ Toms
River and Metedeeonk River, the headwaters of which are

close together in the vicinity of Charleston Springs. Metede-
conk River was once a larger stream than now, for some of its

headwaters have been captured by Manalapan Brook and Mill-
stone River. Its earlier source was probably in the Perrineville
hills.

The section is somewhat composite and diagrammatic. It

passes through the 354-foot hill a mile north of Clarksburg',
and thence southeast nearly to Cassville. Here the 257-foot
hill and others at about I9o feet, a little out of line, are brought
into the section. Near Cassville the section is offset to the

northeast about 2 miles, and is then continued southeastward,

parallel to the Metedeconk River to Seven Stars, near Lakewood.
From Seven Stars, it follows a line roughly parallel with Toms

l-liver, to Island Heights and thence to Berkeley. Some minor
details are omitted.

To the northwest, the section is carried to Disbrows Hill,

Hightstown, Dutch Neck, and Princeton, and the Rocky Hill

1 Figures 34, 35, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 5I, 52, 53, .54 are printed on one

plate, opposite page --.
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range, for the purpose of bringing out the relations of the Pen-
sauken formation.

In thls section the Beacon, Hill gravel appears at one point

only, namely, in the Clarksburg bills, where its base has an

elevation of about 36o feet. This alone would give little clew
tothe surface in the Beacon Hill time,but from the sections of

Figs. 34 and: 35 ('P- 136) more is known of it.

On the Rocky Hill range there is a meager scattering of

gravel at levels between 3oo and 4oo feet. These traces of gravel
are in accord with the hypothesis .that the Beacon Hill forma-
tlor_ once covered the ridge.

"Bridgeto_ base southeast of Clarksburg.--The data for _:he

reconstruction of the Bridgeton base along the line of this sec-

tion leave much to be desired. Southeast of Clarksburg there is

a series of elevations ranging from 250 _eet near Carrs Tavern

to 96 feet at Island Heights. The gravels on the hills, which
range from an altitude of 19o feet near Francis Mills to 16o
feet at Cassville and to 15o feet in the vicinity of Lakewood,

are regarded as most probably of Bridgeton age.
The volume of material near Lakewood is much greater than

at the I9o-fogt leveI at Francis. Mills. Its elevation at Lake-
wood is 15o feet, more or less. In constitution it is very unlike

the gravel n_ar Clarksbu.rg, but very similar to that at Barnegat,
which is like that of Hammonton and VineIand, except for the

absence of shale and crystalline material. The Lakewood and

Barnegat gravels are alike in coarseness, proportions of sand
and gravel, structure (for example, the long, hori'zontal linc';

of pebbles seen in section), compactness, color, cementation, etc.
From Lakewood to Island Heights, the surface declines from

I5o feet to about 5° feet at Toms River. Most of the surface is
covered with gravel. It is doubtful if alI of it is of the same age,

but the differentiation of its parts, if its parts are different, is

difficult. The gravel at the lower levels carries more ironstone,
etc., and less soft chert, relatively, than that at the higher levels.

It is possible here, in various cuts, to recognize about the same
distinctions, with reference to constitution, that obtain in the

Bridgeton, Pensankeil, and Cape May elsewhere. It seems prob-
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able that these several formations here overlap oue another; that

is, that they are more or less imbricated.
Bridgeton base narthwest of Clarksburg.--To the northwest of

the Clarksburg hills, there is difficulty in identifying the Bridge-
ton formation and in determining the level at which it should
occur. Between Disbrows Hill and Rocky Hill (Fig. 34) is the

broad lowland covered by the Pensauken formation. Northwest
of the Pensauken area there is a tract near Princeton, more than

2c5o feet in elevation. This elevation stax_ds in about the same

relation to Rocky Hill that Disbrows Hill does to the Clarks-

burg hills,
At at elevation of about 22o feet in the vicinity of Lawrence-

ville southwest of Princeton, patches of gravel are found. They
are too low to be correlated with the Beacon Hill gravel, and too

high for Pensauken, and for these reasons are regarded as prob-

ably Bridgeton remnants.
Near Pennlngton, 7 miles west of Princeton, there are bowl-

ders, gravel, etc., at elevations of 2o0 to 240 feet, and this Ievel
seems to .represent a rather definite former plain of degradation.
The bowlders are regarded as probable remnants of the Bridge-
ton cover which once overlay the region.

Near Disbrows Hill, the section shows lesser hills at I6o to
I8o feet. These hills are in reality a little south of D,isbrows

Hill, but the section shows their proper relations stratigr_phic-

ally and topographically. Their gravel caps may be Bridgeton

or post-Bridgeton, and their correlation is open to question.
The pre-Bridgeton surface southeast of the Clarksburg' hills

appears to have had an altitude of about 2oo feet and to have

declined to the southeast. This plain of degradation was prob-

ably developed by streams 25 to 40 miles in length. Northwest
of the Clarksburg hills the pre-Bridgeton plain was probably
developed by the great river which flowed through the Amboy-
Bordentown valley, and by its tributaries. If this is so, the plain

developed by this master stream should have been lower than tbe
plains to the southeast developed by many small streams. The

Delaware now has its bed down to tide level up to Trenton, ioo
miles or so from the ocean proper. The larger stream of earlier
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times may have been near tide level still farther from the sea.
The pre-Bridgeton lowland on the northwest side of the Clarks-
burg hills, therefore, may well have been lower than the cor-
responding plain to the southeast. Its level near Hightstowtt
may be inferred from the facts set forth in the following para-
graphs.

I. In the vicinity of Blaekwood and Haddonfield, there was a

considerable area near the Delaware in pre-Bridgeton time, 4o to
60 feet lower than the major divide at Berlin and Glassboro.

This lower land appears to have been a lowland or rude terrace

bordering the ancestor of the Delaware. If this stream was at

tide level at that time, this bordering lowland could not have
been very much higher.

The present remnants of this lowland, as located by the base

of the Bridgeton, have altitudes of about Ioo feet at Woods-

town, I2o feet at Woodbury, and I3o feet at Haddonfield. If
these figures indicate the rise of this old lowland to the north-
east, a surface projected from Haddonfield to Hightstown in

accordance with this slope, would have an elevation of about.
20o feet at the latter place; but without further evidence, it

would be unsafe to assume that the plain of Bridgeton deposi-
tioti at Hightstown was at this level. The data, however, do

indicate that the pre-Bridgeton lowland rose to the northeast
from the Delaware.

2. The 2oo-foot divide in the vicinity of Freehold apparently

goes with the I4o-foot surface at Glassboro beneath the Bridge-

ton gravel, and appears to be a part of the same plain sloping
southward.

The lowland along the D_elaware, in the vicinity of Barns£
boro and Blaekwood was apparently 4o to 60 feet lower than
the plain at Glassboro and Daretown, farther back from the
main stream. Similar relations appear to have existed in the

vicinity of Freehold, and the Hightstown, plain was perhaps
5° to 6o feet lower than the Freehold plain at 2oo feet. If the
remnants of the pre-Bridgeton .plain at Freehold are now found

at 2o0± feet, the remnants of the pre-Bridgeton plain at Hights-
town, if they exist, should be 5° or 60 feet lower.
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By these two lines of approach, therefore, we seem to reach

different conclusions with reference to the height of the Bridge-
ton plain at Hightstown.

Possible changes of level.--If the Glassboro phase of the
Bridgeton formation is glacial oatwash in part, it filled the broad

valley from Amboy to Bordentown, and overspread the low

divide below Berlin. On the lowland bordering the Delaware,
some 50 feet of Bridgeton material accumulated, and 5° feet

more on the divide at Glassboro. It would appear, therefore,

that the Brldgeton material must have been something like ioo
feet deep, at a maximum, on the lowland along the Delaware.
The upper surface of the deposit at I-taddonfield must have been
at a level which is now somewhere about 200 feet above the sea,

and there should have been a harmonious gradient from Hights-
town toward Haddonfield sufficient to allow the transportation

of material, if it came by way of the Hudson, and if relative
levels have not changed since. This would bring the Bridgeton

surface at Hightstown up to the supposed pre-Bridgeton plain
of erosion at Freehold, about 2o0 feet; but this level at Free-

hold did not receive the glacial outwash. Therefore we must
infer either that the preceding hypotheses are incorrect, or that
the relative altitudes of the Freehold and Glassboro regions have

changed. Evidence of relative change is found in the fact that
the Bridgeton formation, reaching an elevation of 2oo feet

(present) at Berlin, appears not to have reached the 2oo-foot
areas at Freehold, though the latter place is some 5o miles nearer
the assumed source of the gravel. Allowing for the necessary

gradient, it would seem that the Freehold region should have

stood ioo feet or so higher than the Berlin region at this time,
in order to have escaped deposition,.

From data about Berlin, it is concluded that that region stood

8o to IOO feet lower in Bridg'eton time than now. If this was
the case, the Freehold region might have had an altitude similar

to that of the present.
It is difficult to conceive what the attitude of the region was

in Bridgeton time, in order to meet all requirements. If the

region near Hightstown and Freehold was elevated at the be-
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gimfingof Bridgetontime,so astogivea steepgradienttothe.
southwest, such elevation should have affected the streams flow-

ing from Freehold to the ocean, 'unless the coast were cor-

respondingly farther out. If the streams flowing to the south-
east were affected by such an elevation, they should have deepened
their alleys; but we find no evidence that the valleys were so

deepened at this time. If, on the other hand, tim region about

Berlin subsided while the region at Freehold remained IOO to 150
feet above tide, there might have been sufficient grade to carry

material from Higiltstown to Berlin.

A possible explanation of the difficulties is found in the posi-
tion of the coast line in the Bridgeton period. The eastern

coast suggests that it has been encroached upon by the sea in

post-Bridgeton time. From Toms River north, it probably lay
much farther east in the Bridgeton epoch than now. If the

coast line were some 3° miles east of the present coast in the
vicinlty of Asbury Park and Long Branch, some of the diffi-
culties would be met.

If we assume that the old pre-Bridgeton lowland, in the vicin-

ity of Hightstown and Amboy, was below the present Iso-foot
level, the Bridgeton base was below the top of the Pensauken,

and all hope of separating the two formations, on topographic
grounds, is gone.

'The difficulty, therefore, appears as follows: The material
between Amboy and Trenton regarded as Pensauken has a maxi-

mum attitude (surface) of nearly 19o feet at Amboy and a
mininmm altitude (base) of 6o feet in the vicinity of Amboy

and Sayreville. It has a maximmn (surface) altitude of 13o
or 12o feet in the vicinity of Trenton and a minimum (base)
of IO or 2o feet. The material, however, appears to be a unit
throughout this entire area, and throughout this vertical range.

If the gravels at elevations of 15o feet at Hightstown and those

still higher at Amboy are Bridgeton, we have no means of
demonstrating that all the gravels down to the 2o-foot level at
Trenton are not Bridgeton. This assumption would lead us

into still greater difficulties south of Trenton.
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On the whole, the evidence seems to suggest that the region
in the vicinity of Hightstown must have been at or below what

is now the Ifo-foot level in Bridgeton time, and that a plain at

some such level at Hightstown corresponded to the 2oo-foot plain

at Carts Tavern, and the ISo-foot plain at Lakewood.

HOMINY HILLS--MAN'ASQ UAN.

Location of section.--Fig. 35 is a section from Bouhamton
north of the Raritan, to Manasquan, through Beacon Hill, Hom-

iny Hills, and Allenwood, slightly generalized and simplified. It
represents the general cross section of a belt a few miles wide,

rather than a section along a line. The most conspicuous feature

in the profile, as compared with weceding figures, is its relief.

The hills appear high and steep.sided, and the valleys deep and
narrow. Comparing this section with Fig'. 33, it will be seen

that there has been greater erosion in post-Beacon Hill time in
this region than in the vicinity of W_odmansie.

Beaco_t Hill deposits.--The high_st elevation is Beacon Hill,
with an altitude of 372 feet. It has a cap of gravel about io

feet thick. Throckmorton Hill, in the Hominy Hills group, about

9 re:lies southeast of Beacon Hill, has a similar cap of gravel.
Projecting a plane from the base of the gravel _n Beacon Hill

through the corresponding position in Throekmorton Hill, it will
be found to p_ss over Manasquan at an elevation of 15o. feet.
If this be regarded as the base of the Beacon Hill formation, it

indicates that the region about Manasquan has snffered notable

degradation in post-Beacon Hill time. Extending the same plane

northwest over the Amboy regiola, it has there an altitude of
400 feet. This would ind{cate a degradation of 2oo to 300 feet
in this region in post-Beacon Hill time, if the Beacon Hill for-
mation once overspread this region, with its normal dip.

Pre-Bridgeton surface.--From the profile, it is seen that at
Hillsdale there are areas of bare Cretaceous at an elevation of

about 25o feet, and others at Barrentown at about 2oo feet.
Near Allenwood there are gravel-capped hills at I2o to _4o feet,

and this gravel appears to be Bridgeton although there may be
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some question as to this correlation. It is 8 to 9 feet thick, about
,8o per cent. quartz and 2o per cent. chert. It is very llke that

of the Beacon Hill formation except for occasional bits of iron-
stone. Taylors Hill, near Hominy Hills, has a gravel cap at i8o

feet, and this too, is regarded tentatively as Bridgeton. Other
hills in ;he vicinity, at I3o t,o i4o feet, in the same relations as

T.aylors Hill, have caps of gravel interpreted as Pensauken.
These various levels are more or less discordant. Though

levels at about 25o feet near Hillsdale and at 2oo feet at Barren-

town appear to be connected with the outcrops of certain beds
of the Cretaceous, there are, in the same vicinity, other hills at

about 2oo feet of which the top is Miocene. It seems probab,le

that the hills at about 2o0 feet near Barrentown go with the
I4o-foot levels at Aller,woodl

Constitution of the Bridgeton.--The Bridgeton gravels of this
region contain no material which can be identified as having come
from the Cretaceous. The surface during the Bridgeton epoch
was mostl) in the Miocene and Cohansey formations, and they

yielded the sand and gravel deposited here in the Bridg-eton
epoch. Cretaceous beds must have been exposed about Craw-
fords Corners, but there was little sedimentation there, or if there
was, but little of it now remains.

In Pensauken time, on the other hand, the Cretaceous beds

were extensively exposed, and the deposits of that epoch north

of the Hominy Hills eor_tain much material frmr_ that system.
Some of the streams which flowed from the Cretaceous to the

Miocene, carried sediments from the former out onto the latter.

The result was that the sediments which accumulated in the

Bridgeton and Pensauken epochs in this region were quite differ-
ent in composition. For instance, the gravels (Pensauken) which
are found in Swimming River valley in the vicinity of Holmdel,
at 14o to I7o feet, contain nmch material derived from the Cre-

taceous, and are regal'deal as Pensaukeo.

5 QUAT
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VICINITY OF BEACON HILL AND IqORTIIWEST.

In the region about Beacon Hill, there is very little gravel aaad
sand which can be correlated with the Bridgeton. Eastward,

near Chapel Hill, and in the Navesink Highlands, there is gravel

at 200 to 220 feet which may be so correlated, bttt most of this

material appears to have suffered but little re-working from some
older formation, probably the Beacon Hill.

Northwest of Beacon Hill, the section, Fig. 35, is continued
to Bonhamtown, but shows no certain Bridgeton. At Morris-

town, t_ear Matawan, a small hill at I5o feet is shown with a

cap of gravel. There is also .gravel in a bench a few feet below
the top of this hill (at I2o to I4o feet). The gravel at the
lower level at Morristown is similar to the Pensauken material

between Matawan and Freehold. That on the top of the hill

is sut_ieiently different to suggest, but not to prove, their dis-
tinctness. Whether :the gravel at the top and that on the bench

belong together, or whether they represent Bridgeton and Pen-
sauken, is uncertain.

"The Browntown bills southwest of Matawan, with their graveI

caps at about 2o0 feet, stand in much the same relation to Beacon
Hill, as Disbrows Hill does to the hills at Clarksburg. The

gravel caps of the Browntown hills, rather than the I5o-foot

hill at Morristown, may represent the true Bridgeton level for
this region.

In the vicinity of South Amboy and Sayreville, there are con-

siderable areas of gravel, the base of which is irregular. The
lowest level o{ its base at Bonhamtown is about 60 feet, and the

maximum altitude of its surface, near South Amboy, is nearly

_9o feet. It is referred to the Pensauken, and wilt be described

more at length later.
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General Description.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS.

Pre-Pensauke_. erosion.--After the deposition of the Bridgeton

formation, conditions in the southern part of the State changed
so that erosion succeeded deposition. The southwestern par.t of

the State at least seems to have been somewhat higher than

during the Bridgeton epoch, possibly a little higher than now

during at least a part of the interval of erosion.

Some of the drainage lines, during this epoch of erosion, did
not differ greatly in position from those of the present time,

while others were notably different. One main line of drainage

seems to have been from Raritm_ Bay to TrentolL and thence
down *he Delaware. '/'his indeed seems to have been the course

of the master stream of this part of the Coastal Plain. Streams

from the north joined this master stream' at various points be-

tween Raritan Bay and the present De/aware, and other streams
doubtless joined it from the southeast and east.

The postBridgeton-prePensauken interval of erosion was a

long one,--long enough for the development of a broad plain
of erosion between Raritan Eay on the northeast and Salem on

the southwest. This plain was about 2o miles wide at New
Brunswick, and wider still to the northeast; r2 miles wide at

Monmouth Junction, 15 to 20 miles wide from Trenton to Phila-

delphia, i0 miles at Chester, and 2o at Salem. Cretaceous forma-

tions underlie the larger part of this plain of erosion. The

main divide of southern New Jersey lay but a few miles to the

southeast of this broad valley, along the line connecting the
A,thntic Highlands, Mount Pleasant, Clarksburg, and Berlin.

During the period of erosion which developed the great valley
noted above, streams flowing southeast from the main, divide of

the southern part of the State developed broad valleys which are
to be correlated with the Raritan Bay-Trento_l-Salem plain; but

the plains of these minor valleys were much less extensive and
less welI defined, and have been less carefully studied, and the
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As the main valley was aggraded, its.tributaries were obstructed,
and deposition in them must have accompanied deposition in the

main val!ey. None of the streams tributary to tt_e main valley

from the south and east between Raritan Bay and Salem bore
glacial waters, and hence the deposits they made in their valleys
were of local debris, derived from their own drainage basins.

The same was true of some of the small .streams coming to the
main valley from the north. At the same time, deposits were

probably making in the valleys of streams flowing from the main
divide of the Coastal Plain southeast to the Atlantic. The lower

ends of these valleys were not being aggraded by deposits in

just the same way that the lower:ends of tributaries to the
iRaritan Bay-Trenton-Salem valley were, if the hypothesis out-
lined above be the true one. Furthermore, the streams flowing
southeastward from the Coastal Plain divide were not laden with

• glacial debris, as were the main streams north o{ the main

valIey. The presumption is, therefore, that if the attitude of the
land remained much as it was during the time of erosion just

preceding, deposition in the valleys of the southeastward flowing
streams was much less than that in valleys o_ streams carrying
glacial debris.

If, on the other hand, the Pensauken formation is marine, its

sediments being laid down during a time of submergence, the
deposits in the valleys which led to the sea directly may have

been, more considerable. Even in this case, however, deposition

of sediments brought in by streams not fed by glacial waters was
probably less than that contributed by streams which came out

from the melting ice.
• The third view of the origin of the formation is hardly more
than a combination of the other two. In this case, the propor-
tion of the formation which is fluvial might be conceived to be

very large or very small, or to be anywhere between these ex-
tremes.

After the deposits of Pensauken sands and gravels in the

Raritan Bay-Trenton-Salem valley had reached a thickness which
exceeded two' score feet in but few places, deposition ceased.

This may have been because the area became somewhat higher,
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deposits made in them during the Pen,sauken epoch have not been

clearly differentiated in most parts of the southeastern slope.
Ycl_saul_e_ deposilion.--After the development of these broad

valley-plains of erosion, conditions became such as to cause

deposition upon them, and these deposits constitute the Pe_lsau]een

formatio_z. The principal part of the formation, and the part
which is most distinctive, was deposited on the valley lowland

between Raritan Bay and Salem. Contemporaneous deposits
elsewhere were less extensive, less distinctive, and difficult of
differentiation.

The conditions and the agents of deposition have been much

discussed, and there is still difference of opinion concerning them.
The chief opposing views are (I) that the .plains of erosion

referred to above were submerged, and that the deposition which

followed was marine; (2) that the plains were not submerged,

and that the deposits were fluvial; and (3) that submergence .
was partial, and that the deposits are partly marine and partly
fluvial.

According to the interpretation of the formation which

assigns to it a fluvial origin, its material was brought to the

Raritan Bay-Trenton-Salem plain by drainage from the north.
The principal contributing streams were the Hudson, the Raritan
and the Delaware, or their predecessors. This view carries with
it the hypothesis that Raritan River then flowed southward

from the mouth of the present Millstone, up the valley of that

stream, to the master stream in the Raritan Bay-Trenton vallev.
On the hypothesis that the Pensauken deposits are terrestrial,

they are thought to have been made at a time when the streams

from the north bore the gravel, sand, etc., of the melting ice of
one of the early glacial epochs. This view is based on the

physical and lithological characteristics of the deposits. If this

interpretation of the origin of the formation is correct, that part
of it in the Raritan Bay-Bordentown-Salem valley is a sort of

broad valley trai_*. One of the difficulties of this interpretation

is that the materials do not decrease regularly in coarseness down
the valley as in a normal valley train.
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giving the streams a greater gradient, or because the streams

carried less detritus, owing to a change in climatic or other
conditions within their basins.

Erosion of the for_rmtion.--When deposition ceased, the pres-
ent systems of drainage established themselves on th_ new de-
posits. S:ubsequent erosion has destroyed the flatness of the

depositional surface by developing valleys of varying sizes be-
low it. In places considerable nndissected areas of the forma-

tion remain, and in such places the surface is nearly flat, as in

the vicinity of Prospect Plains, northeast and west of Hights-
town, north of Hartford, and northeast of Moorestown. These

areas probably represent, approximately, the original surface of

the formation. But in many places erosion has gone so far that
the surface has been much dissected, and the topography ad-

vanced to maturity, and, locally, to old age. Many of the val-
leys have been cut through the formation into underlying beds,

and in not a few cases the valleys in these underlying beds are
wide.

Even in the Raritan Bay-Trenton-Salem valley, where the for-
mation was best developed, it is restricted largely to the divides

between the streams. Generally speaking, its areas are broad
where the divides are broad, as between South River and Cross-
wicks Creek, and narrow where the divides are narrow. The

remnants of the formation are so disposed as to show that it was
once continuous 'between the areas where it now occurs, and that
its dissected condition is the result of stream erosion.

Southwest of Crosswicks Creek, the broad valley plain on
which the formation, was best developed is crossed by numerous

tributaries to the Delaware, whose courses are roughly from
southeast to northwest. These streams have not only cut through

the Pensauken, but they have removed much of it, and the areas

remaining stand in somewhat definite relations to the streams
which flow directly to the Delaware, being elongate on the di-
vides between them. But in many cases another factor influences
their position. Many of the remnants of the formation here have
a pronounced northeast-southwest linear arran,-cment, in dis-
regard of the courses of the streams. This arrangement is de-

termlned by the underlying formations, which have influenced,
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and locally controlled, the drainage. This has gone so far that

tile divides, and with them some of the elongate areas of the

Pensauken, correspond, in mafny cases, with the outcrops of tile

certain Cretaceous formations, aald the outcrops are at right

angles to the courses of the principal tributary streams.

In other places, as about Mount Holly, the Pensauken has

been wholly removed froni large areas. The underlying Cre-

taceous beds here were easily eroded, and the Pensauken forma-

tion has been more completely carried away from tile upper

parts of the basins of the streams than .from the lower parts,

where the underlying Cretaceous was less easily eroded, and

where the valleys was therefore less readily widened.

Since the beginning of the interval of erosion which followed

the deposition of the Pensauken formation, erosion has been

the chief 9rocess affecting the topography of the region where

this formation occurs. The only other change of importance

has beetl the partial filling of some of the valleys, leaving them

somewhat less deep than formerly.

STRATIGRAPIIIC RELATIONS.

The base of the Penacudeeu.---As a rule, the elevation of the

base of any given area of the Pensauken formation is nearly

the same on all sides, especially if the area is small. Further-

more, the elevation of the bases of various areas which are near

one arlother is, in most cases, nearly the same. This is the
basis for the conclusion that the surface on which the Pensau-

ken was deposited was essentially fiat, though like all pla.ins of

suba_rial erosion, it was not without some relief. To this general

rule of planeness there were some distinct exceptions, as will
be seen.

While the plain on which the Pensauken was deposited was

lIeing developed, Delaware River had a course similar to that
which it now follows, and a large .part of the valley plain below

Trenton was developed by its tributaries. As a result, the plain

declined slightly tow.ards the Delaware, that is from the east-
southeast to the west-northwest. Between Trenton and Raritan

Bay, a large part of the corresponding plain u'as probably de-
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_.eloped by tributary streams which flowed northwestward to the
trunk stream which then flowed through the Raritan Bay-Trenton
valley. This part of the plain of erosion, therefore, sloped

gently from the southeast to the northwest toward the axis of '
the main valley. At the southeast the ,broad pIain of degradation
was limited by a low scarp, the slope of which was much greater

than the slope of the plain to the main stream.
Aside from these low slopes which the plain possessed as'a

result of its mode of development, its surface departed.from flat-

ness in two ways: (I) There were some minor elevations above

the general level, unreduced by erosion; and (2) .there were
valleys excavated below the level of the .plain. The elevations

were, in but few cases, more than 2o to 4o feet high; but there
were occasional more considerable hills, such as Mount Holly,

Mount Laurel, Arneys Mount, Disbrows Hill, and the Brown-

town hilIs, the highest of which were more than ioo feet above
theplain on which they stood, before the deposition of the Pen-
sanken formation. The low mounds on the peneplain were, in

many places, buried by the Pensauken' gravels and sands, but the
higher hiIls were not buried. Such hills as rose 4° feet or more

above the higher parts of the plain remained as hills after the

deposition of the Pensauken formation. Good examples of low
hilIs which were buried are found between Woodbury and Cross-

wicks, along the outcrop of one of the more resistant beds of
the Cretaceous system. Their crests are now at an elevation of

about ioo feet, and the Pensauken which once overlay then) was
thin.

The existence of valleys below the level of the Pensauken plain
is revealed by later erosion, which shows the base of the Pen-

sauken descending localIy 4o or even 6o feet below its usual level.
'Phe complete cross-seet!ons of the valleys below the Pensauken
are not seen; but f.rom the positions and relations of the low

remnants of the formation, it is inferred that the valleys in the
/)lain were narrow. Conspicuous examples are found at Fish

tlouse on the Delaware, at Rancocas, and at Kingston, just south
of the Rocky Hill gorge.
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The present elevation of the pre-Pensauken plain of erosion,

that is the plain on which the Pensauken was deposited, is great-

est at the northeast and decreases to the southwest. Along the
axis of the valley, the base of the formation has an elevation of

about ioo feet between South Amboy and Philadelphia, about

60 feet in the vicinity of Swedesboro, and 30 to 40 feet in the

vicinity of Salem. East and south of the axis of the valley, the
pre-Pensauken plain is somewhat higher. In the lower Dela-
ware region, there seems to have been a rude but broad terrace

east of the main valley plain, 3° to 5° feet above it. The Pen-

sauken aggraded the lower plain to the level of this terrace, and

spread out upon it in places at least. Locally, the base of the

formation is considerably lower than would be indicated by "the
figures given above. In these places it appears to have filled
narrow gorges below the level of the broad valley.

The altitude of the Pen_auken surface.--The surfaces of rem-
nants of the Fensauken formation are not, in all cases, to be

taken as representing its original surface. In the vicinity of
Salem and Alloway, the surfaces of Pensauken remnants have
an altitude of 65 to 90 feet; about Auburn, 80 to 9° feet; at

Swedesboro, 8o to ioo feet; at Haddonfield and Philadelphia,
about i2o feet; at Raneocas, 9° feet; at Deacons Station, Iio

feet; at Bordentown, I2o feet; at Trenton and Kingston, t2')
to I3o feet; at Griggstown, I5o feet; at Allentown, I5o feet;

southeast of Hightstown, at Englishtown, Hazlet, and gouth
Amboy, i7o to i8o feet; and at Metuehen, about I3o feet.
These heights vary much, but only the surfaces of the larger

areas can be presumed to represent approximately the orig'.'.nal

surface of depos{tion. At the time of _ts deposition, the surface
of the formation probably was lower tliau now.

If .the elevations of the larger remnants mentioned above be

taken as representing remnants of the ordinal surface of deposi-
tion, and if the eroded beds of the formation were restored, the

Pensauken surface would decline gTadoally to the southwest
f.rom an area about Hightstown and Englishtown, and from the

same locality there would be a very slight decline to the north-
east. Aside from these gentle slopes, minor slopes in var;qus
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directionscan be made out. Thus thereisa slopeof 4o feet

from South Amboy to 1Vietuchen, of nearly as much from En-

glishtown to Griggstown, of 5o feet from Perrineville to Kings-
ton, of 3° feet from Allentown to Trenton, and of Io feet from
Philadelphia to Haddonfield. These Iocalities, taken two by *wo,

are approximately at right angles to the axis of the valley. If
these slopes could be assmned to represent the original surface

of deposhion, they would suggest either (i) that the main de-
posits were made from the southeast above Philadelphia, and

from the west below that city, an inference not borne oat by

the constitution of the formation; or (2) that the original sur-
face of the formation has been warped a little since its develop-

ment, being tilted a little to the northwest at the north, and to

the southeast at the south. Along the northwest margin of the
plain at Metuchen, Trenton, and Philadelphia, the upper surface
of the Pensanken has a nearly constant level. If the formation
has been warped, therefore, it would seem that its northwest

margin has remained more nearly fixed, or has moved as a unit,
while the main body of the formation of the southeast has suf-
fered more deformation.

At Raven Rock, 20 miles above Trenton, a bench at 2oo feet,
14o above the river, is covered by what is probably Pensa'aken
gravel, though good exposures have not been seen. The ma-

terials of the gravel are largely elastic (sandstone, quartzite,

etc.), but bits of crystalline material occur. The gravel occurs
down to Wilburtha, at progressively lower levels, but in meager

remnants only. There is, however, enough to show its former
presence.

The underlying formations.--The Pensauken sands and

gravels rest on various formations of older rock. In the vicinity
of Trenton, and thence to Princeton Junction, it rests on schists
in. some places, and about Philadelphia, it rests on similar beds

over conslderable areas. Here the _xpper formation thickens as
the surface of tthe schist declines eastward. It most places the
surface of the schist below the Pensauken is disintegrated to

depths of 6 to IO feet. Locally the disintegrated schist is so
like the material of t]ie Pensauken as to make their differentiatlol_
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difficult when exposures are poor, and it seems probable that

much of the material of the younger formation was derived from
the older.

Northeast of Treltton tile northern part of the larger areas
of the Pensauken formation lap up, on shales of the Newark

_eries. The relations are shown by Figs. 33-35. Far north of

the Raritan Bay-Trenton valley there are remnants of the Pen-
sauken formation on the Newark beds, but they are scattered and

small. At Kingston the Pensauken occurs in a va:lley cut in tile
shale before the Pensauken epoch.

The larger part of the Pensauken lies on Cretaceous forma-

tions. It has been more completely removed from the Raritan

than from: the younger members of ,the system, apparently because
the Raritan was more easily eroded than the others. Southwest
of T_enton, remnants of the Pensauken overlie the Raritan

between Raneocas and Coopers creeks; but elsewhere the out-

crops of the Rari.tan formations, have lost the Pensauken beds

which overlay them. To the northeast, South River has re-
moved the Pensanken from a large area, and this stream appears
to have adjusted its course to the Raritan formation after it had

ent through the Pensauken. Between Jamesbur_ and Trenton,
more of the Pensauken remains on the Raritan formation. This

is because the Millstone, which drains much of this region,

crosses the Rock Hill ridge, the hard rock of which prevents the

river from lowering its basin south of the ridge, as rapidly as
South River lowered its basin.

The Merchantviile to Wenonah formations, which constitute

the Matawart group and overlie the Rarita_-Magothy beds, were

less completely planed down before the deposition of the Pen-
sauken formation, and much less of that formation was deposited

over their outcrops. Parts, indeed, were too high to be covered

by the younger formation.
The outcrops of fife Cretaceous beds above the Matawan group

were still less generally covered by the Pensauken, because they
were somewhat higher than the outcrops of the underlying for-
mations ; but in the basin of the Rancocas Creek, the surface of

these beds was lower than elsewhere, and was more gen-
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erally covered by the Pensauken. The character of the forma-
tion deposited upon the marls _as somewha_ different from that

deposited '_lpon the lower formations, nearer the axis of the
valley.

In the southern part of the State, in the vicinity of Alloway,

an area covered by the Kirkwood had been so reduced by erosion

that it received the deposits of the Pensauken formation; but
elsewhere the northwest ed_e of the Miocene was above the

level of Pensauken aggradation.
Except on the southeastern slope of the Coastal Plain, the

Pensauken does not lie on formations younger than the Kirk-
wood. The relations of the Pensauken on this slope will be

cons_idered later.

Relations to thee 5fm_gest glacial drift.--At many places be-
tween Metucben on the west and Perth Amboy on the" east, the

drift of the last glacial epoch overlies the Pensauken formation.
The relations of the two show that ,the Pensauken was present in

remnants only when this drift was deposited. Valley trains
of gravel and sand borne out by rivers from. the last ice sheet
were deposited in the Delaware Valley after much of the Pensau-

ken had been removed. Gravels of late glacial age (the Trenton

gravels) overlie the Peasauken at Trenton. This relation has

been sem_ repeatedly in temporary excavations, especially along
the Pennsylvania Railroad near Clinton Street station, and.at

some points farther down the valley. Late glacial gravels occur

also in the valleys of Bound Brook and ,the Millstone. The glacial
gravel is distinot from the Pensauken in constitution; but where
the rivers which carried the former flowed t)ver the latter, the

two types o( gravel were more or less mingled in the deposits of
the later epoch.

The two formations _ire distinct topographically in most places,
but in the valley of the lower Delaware, the base of the Peusau-
ken declines to the level of the sediments brought down the river

in the last glacial epoch. Where this is the case, the two forma-
tions are not distinct topographically, especially where only the

basal part of the Pensanken remains.
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Relations to the early glacial drift.--In the vicinity of Me-
tuchen, and between that place and New Brunswick on the one

hand and Rarita_ on the other, there are occasional patches of
Pensauken which are somewhat till-like in appearance, and in

at least one place near _Metuchen, glaciated bowlders have been
found in it. The relations, however, do not preclude the hypothe-

sis that the Pensauken proper antedated the surface parts which

locally contain glaciated stones. In other words, {t is not demon-
strated that the glaciated materials associated with the Pensau-

ken, are really parts of it. If the glaciated bowlders here are

really in the Pensauken, they indicate tb-at ice pushed down to
the lower Raritan before the close of the Pensauken epoch. In
some places, as at Raritan, material which has somewhat the

appearance of old glacial drift overlies typical Pensauken gravel
and sand. From Raritan it is but a few miles north to the

border of well-defined glacial drift of an early glacial age. 1 In i

this region, it is not clear that the Pensauken and the old drift

are closely associated in time. From all that can now be seen,
the former might be older than the older glacial drift of the

region. Other considerations, however, to be adduced later,
suggest their close connection in time.

CO_Sl'tTUa'ION.

Physqcal eharacteristies.--The Pensauken formation is com-

posed chiefly of coarse sand, with a subordinate amount of

gravel, and a slight admixture of material of a clayey nature.
Exceptionally, as at Fish House, the formation contains clay
in consideraNe beds, and bowlders, even up to 4 to 6 feet in

diameter, occur at its base in some places. The formation no-

where consists entirely of bowlders, of cobbles, of gravel, or
of sand. Almost everywhere it is made up of a mixture of
these materials, especially sand and gravel, in varying propor-

tions. In some places it consists of sand with occasional pebbles,
in others of compact gravel with interstitial sand only. The

gravelly parts vary from fine gravel with an occasional cobble,

Glacial Geology, Vol. V, p. 753.
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to cobble ,beds with fine gravel and sand in the interstices, as at
Kingston.

The gravel includes quartz, quartzite, sandstone, chert, shale,

crystalline rock such as granite, weiss, schist, gabbro, diabase,

etc., and ironstone. No piece of limestone has even been seen

in it. Among the pebbles and bowlders, the amount of crystal-

line material present ranges from o to Io per cent., shale from

o to 80, sandstone from o to 2o, chert from 2 to 3o, ironsto.n'e

from o to 70. The gravel may be scattered promiscuously

through the sand (Fig. 3I), or it'may be in beds or lenses (Fig.

36). It is, on the whole, more abundant at the bottom, and in

the upper part of the formation, than at intermediate horizons

(Figs. 37 and 38), but bodies of gravel in the middle portion are

by no means unknown (Fig. 39).

The sand is quartzose, arkose, and in many places glauconitic.

Glaueonke may be in any proportion up to 9 ° per cent., though

more than IO per cent. is rare. Loam and clay are, as a rule,

present in small quantity only.

Where arkose, the material is usually compact and coherent,

and is extensively used for road material. The abundance of

soft chert, shale, decayed bits of igneous and metamorphic rock,

together with decayed feldspar and loam, cause it to pack well

in road beds. In not a few places the material of the formation

is partially cemented (Fig. 40). Locally, faulting on a small

scale is shown, the gravel and sand being compact enough to

behave like solid rock during movement (Fig. 41, p. lO4).

Sources of material.--Among the stony materials of the Pen-

sauken the following can be identified:

i ) Schist llke that which occurs at Trenton and Philadelphia,

is common in the Pensauken below Trenton, but cannot, as a

rule.', be referred to any particular part of the schist area:

2) Black shale, with abundant impressions of plants, like that

quarried at Milford, 3° miles above Trenton. t_ieces of rock

of this sort have been seen most frequently in the Pensaukeu

formation between Burlington and Mbunt Holly, and about

Deacons Station. The shale is certainly from the Newark

series, though it may have come from some point other than
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Milford. Deacons Station is about in line with Neshaning Creek
(Pa.), which crosses Triassic beds.

3) Stockton sandstone like that quarried at Stockton, is found

at many points. Since this sandstone is somewhat widespread,
the material in the Pens_uken need not have come from the

immediate banks of the Delaware. Conglomerate from the
Stockton formation is found with the sandstone.

4) Red shale and sandstone from the Brunswick division of

the Newark series, and perhaps from other formations. It is not
certain that all the red sandstone is from the Newark series• In

the Bridgeton formation, a piece of red rock was found, very

like the Newark sandstone petrographically, which contained a
Pennsylvanian (late Carboniferous) fossil.

5) Pieces of igneona rock from the Newark series.

6) At the northeast, pieces of conglomerate which are prob-
ably from the Green Pond Mountain formation.

7) Gran#e pebbles and bits of gabbro, the sources of which
are not known.

8) Ironstone fra,gments, derived from the Coastal Plain for-

mations (qCretaceous and younger) older than the Pensauken.
9) Quart_ pebbles, some of which show a peculiar columnar

structure as they weather. Veiru quartz from which they might
have been made is found in the Martlnsburg (Hudson River)

formation of the northwestern part of the State. As constituents
of the Pensauken formation, these qu_.rtz pebbles probably came
from older formations of the Coastal Plain.

Io) Chert pebbles, derived, like the last, from the Tertiary

and early Q__mrternary formations of southern New Jersey.
Ii) Gla_tco_dtlc sand from the tCretaceous is prominent, as

already noted, along the southeastern border of the main Pen-
saukea belt.

Subdivisions.--Between South Amboy and Woodbury a three-
fold subdivision of the Pensauken is recognizable in some places,

but not in all. (I) The basal member is a thin bed of gravel,

in many places coarse, generally carrying some crystalline rock
material and some shale. Bowlders are not altogether wanting--

are, indeed, much more common than in any other part of the
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formation. This member is rarely more than a foot or two

thick. (2) T,he middle member is predominantly of sand. More

commonly than otherwise, the sand is arkose and well stratified.

It contains little gravel, though pebbles occur singly and in thin
beds which appear as bands in sections. Bowlders and cobbles

are virtually absent. In thickness, it varies greatly. Where the

formation is thickest, this member makes up.the larger part of the

whole. (3) The uppermost member is gravelly, the gravel being

rather fine, with some admixture of loam, and without distinct

stratification. This member is thin, in most cases less than io

feet, and in many places not more than 4 or 5 feet.

This three-fold subdivision can be looked upon as having a

general application only. At many points it is not apparent. In

many places material corresponding in .physical constitution to

but two of the three members is present, and the one which

appears to be wanting may be any one of the three. Nevertheless

the following generalizations seem to be warranted: (I) that

during the earlier part of the Pensauken deposition more coarse

material was contributed to the deposit than at any other time,

and that of this coarse material a larger percentage was of

crys.talline rock or shale, than at any later stage of the epoch;

(2) that during the m_iddle and probably the gre_ter portipn of

the epoch, sand, mostly arkose, was the chief constituent of the

deposit; and (3) that during the later portion of the epoch,

gravel was again more abundant, but gravel in which crystalline

rock and shale were almost wantb_g. The region from Raritan

to Raritan _Bay was an exception to the last staterne_rt above, for

here the last phase of the Pensauken appears to have been near

the edge of art ice sheet, and in it shale and crystalline material
are abnndant.

The middle men, her is the only one which shows distinct strati-

fication .persistently. :Its individual beds are in places thin and

horizontal, but sharp cross-bedding is almost equally common.

Where g/'avel is associated with the sand, the pebbles are in

many cases in thin beds, making lines of pebbles as seen in
section.

6 QuAT
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Geographic variations. IThe Pensanken formation has its best

and most distinctive development in the Raritan Bay-Trenton-

Salem depression, a belt IO to 20 miles wide and about 9° miles

long. Throughout this valley, wherever sufficient remnants of
the formation are present to afford a basis for generalization,

it is found that the constitution of the formation changes from
its northwest border toward the southeast. This change affects
both the size and the kinds of the constituents. The sorts of

material which are coarse along the northwestern margin, become
finer to the southeast, and the decrease in coarseness from the

northwest may be said to continue to the line A-B of Fig. 42.

Considerable bowlders (2 to 4 feet in diameter) are not rare,

and' in places they are common near the northwest border of the
belt. All of them are from formations which outcrop to the

north. But as the llne A-B is approached from the northwest,

iarge bowlders become rare, and reach a foot in diameter in ex-

ceptional cases only.

A change in the lithologic character of the material accom-
panies the change i_ size noted above. While pieces of granitic

and other igneous rocks are common along the northwest border
of the formation, they decrease toward the line A_B, Fig. 42.
Shale and sandstone derived from the Newark series have the

same distribution; and so have pieces of saIidstone and quartzite
from the Paleozoic formations north and northwest of the
Newark series.

Southeast of the line A-B, bowlders of northwesterly origin

are essentially absent almost everywhere; 'but bowlders derived

from formations of southern New Jersey are present. Frag-

men.ts of ironstone (sand cemented by Jro_ oxide) derived from
the Cretaceous and younger formations are rare along the north-
west border of the belt, but abundant to the southeast (especially

southeast of the line A-B_ Fig. 42), where, locally, they con-

stitute as much as 7° per cent. of the gravel. Pebbles of quartz,
too, are less preponderant to the northwest than to the south-

east. These pebbles in this formation were derived in large

numbers from the Bridgeton and other 'beds which lay" to the

southeast. They and the ironstone make up most of the stony
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Fig. 4z.

Outline map of New Jersey showing line of demarcation (A--]_) between
the arkose Pensat_ken on the northwest and the locally derived Pen_awken _n

the southeast.
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material southeast of the line A-B, Fig. 42, :though some chert
is present in most places.

Among the finer sandy constituents of the formation, glauco-
nlte is absent or rare at most places along the northwest border

of the formation. Along the center of the belt it is present in

small quantity in really places, and southeast of the line A-B
there are considerable beds of Pensauken sand in which glauco-
nite grains make up io per cent. or more of the whole,

The changes in the constitution, of the formation from north-
west to southeast outlined above are less distinct below Wood-

bury than farther north. This is perhaps because the remnants
of the formation remaining ,at the south are less extensive than

those to the north, and form a less adequate basis for com-
parison.

These changes in the coarseness and in, the petrographic con-
stitution of the formation are intelligible if the formation was
deposited primarily by land waters flowing to the main valley,
from the northwest on the one side, and from the southeast on

the other. The waters front the former direction brought in
materials from the north and west, the coarse being deposited

first. The drainage from the southeast, flowing over different
formations, brought in different materials, and their coarser

parts were left first, near the southeast margin of the broad
area of aggradation. Toward the center of the belt the ma-

terials from opposite directions are much mingled.
It seems probable that a similar distribution of materials would

exist if the broad valley under consideration were submerged

during the deposition of the Pensauken formations. If
it were converted into a sound, rivers wo,ld have contributed

sediment to its borders from either side, and the waves of either

shore would have acquired materials from the formations found
there, the coarser being carried ont lesser distances from the
shores. Even in this case much of the material must have been

contributed by rivers, for the shores of the sound would no-
where have touched granitic rocks, or Paleozoic sandstone and

quartzite. They would have touched the red shale and trap rock
of the Newark series; but it is not clear how materials from
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theseformations could have been carriedacrossthe sound to

the oppositeside,ifwaves and currentsonlywere the agentsof
transportation.

The line A-B of Fig. 4 2, referred to repeatedly in the pre-
ceding paragraphs, is not to be understood to be an absolute

line which materials from opposite directions did not cross. It

is rather the line along which materials of northwesterly origin,
abundant at the northwestern, margin of the belt, become so

unimportant quantitatively as to be negligible. If a line were

to be drawn representing the northwestern limit of southeastern

material plentiful enough to be recognized readily, it would be

essentially parallel to A-B, but a little northwest of it.

Differences in sand go with. differences in the coarser materials.

Thus where the giauconite is wanting, the sand is, as a rule,

more or less arkose. Along the southeastern part of the belt

(southeast of A-B, Fig. 42), where glaueonite is common, the

sand is rarely arkose. Northeast of Crosswicks Creek, there is

a rise of 20--40 feet in the base of the Pensauken, going south-
east, about where its arkose character disappears.

Local variations in constitu.tion.--There are some areas where

bowlders are much more abundar_t than in others, irrespective
of distance from the north'.vest border of the formation. Thus

in the area southeast of Trenton (near Bordentown), bowlders

are relatively abundant, and of larger size than in most other

places. This area, it will be noted, is below the point where
the Delaware leaves the harder formations north of the Coastal

Plain, and takes its course across the Cretaceous system• The

bowlders here were probably brought down by the Delaware,
and left where its gradient became low on the weaker forma-

tions. Another area of abundant bowlders is south of New

Brunswick, an area which stands in a somewhat similar relation
to the Hudson.

At Kingston, just south of the Rocky Hill gorge, is the

coarsest bed of gravel known in the Pensauken. ,The material

is entirely of northern origin, and was apparently left by a
stream which, at the time of deposition, flowed sonth to this

point from the Highlands. The gravel at Kingston is but a
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remnant of a deposit which was, at the outset, much more ex-
tensive.

In the vicinity of Philadelphia, the bottom of the formation

runs dawn below its normal level in a relatively narrow pre-
Pensauken valley in the bottom of the broad Delaware Valley.

When deposition began, this narrow valley was filled with such
material as the drainage then afforded. Later, after its bottom

had been filled, deposition took place at higher levels.
The deposits of the lower level, especially below 4o feet, are

somewhat unlike those of higher levels, especially above 7o feet.
Between these levels there is a mixture of the material character-

istic of the lower and the higher horizons. The Pensaukcn ma-

terial at the low levels is composed of qnartzific material largely,

with some gneiss, schist, and shale, but with little granitic gravel.
Its elements are not well rounded, and have been worn but little.

The gravel appears to have been brought to its present position

by the Schuylkill, and becomes finer with increasing distance
from the debouchure of that stream. Above the 7a-foot level,

the Pensauken is commonly arkose, as generally in the area
where it is normally developed. This arkose material was prob-
ably contributed in part by the Delaware after that river began

to bring its load of gravel and sand down to this latitude; but
much of it came from the schists of the Trenton-Philadelphla

region. Pensauken gravel and sand likewise fill some rather
deep slde valleys in this ];_titude, one near the present course of
Crosswicks Creek, and others farther south. In the side valleys,
the difference between the material of the upper and lower

levels is not so pronounced.

Bearing of constitution on origin.--The persistence of the
arkose sand and its uniformity over great areas, has a bearing

on the origin of the Pensanken. At first thought, it might seem

to favor the hypothesis of submergence, as a deposit in a sound
might be more uniform than deposits made by a series of rivers.
This argument is, however, not very convincing, since the ma-
terials for the deposit, even in a sound, would have to be con-

tributed by rivers, to a large extent.
There are local varlafions in composition corresponding, in a

measure, with what might be expected along shores. Thus along
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the northwestern border there is much shale in the Pensauken,

at least in spots. This is true, for instance, northeast of Trenton.
Southeast of Trenton, where the underlying formation is schist,

much material from this formation appears in the gravel. On
the other hand, the correspondence betweett the composition of

¢ .
the younger formatmn and the character of the base on which
it rests, or of the older rocks against which it abuts, is not so

close as the shore hypothesis seems to demand. Shaly material
is found in spots, at least, far from the outcrops of the shale,

and on the opposite side of the hypothetical sound.
The arkose character of the sand is well developed from

Trenton to Wilmington near the Delaware, about Hamilton

Square, Newtown, Hightstown, South Amboy, Old Bridge, and
Woodbridge. From both the northeast and southwest, the arkose
character becomes less conspicueus towards Jamesburg, where
much of the formation seems to have come from the south.

This suggests that the Delaware and the Hudson were the great
contributors of the arkose sands, and that at Jamesburg, about

equally distant from the two sources, it is least promindnt,

Theoretically the Raritan was equally well situated for bring-
ing in arkose Pensauken gravel, but in that part of its former
basin which is low enough to have received deposits, remnants
of the Pensauken are small.

There is nothing in its constitution to negative the hypothesis

of the whole formation being river work, nor is there any-

thing, as now understood, to prove it. The widespread uniform-
ity of the second number (p. 8I) might be said to argue sub-
mergence. The upper member, on the other hand, is more like

flood plain deposits, or subafirial wash. The basal member, also,
is not unlike a river deposit, though it is difficult to understand

how such coarse material could have been carried by rivers so
far with so 'little rounding. The help of floating ice seems to

afford the only escape from the difficulty.
The absence of fossils in all places where the formation is

normally developed, is negative evidence. The condition of the
formation in most places is such that fossils could not have been

preserved, even had they been abundant at the outset. At Fish
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House, but little above sea level, fresh-water shells are found

in clay which is probably to be correlated with the Pensauken.

On the whole, the belief is entertained tentatively, that rivers

were the agents chiefly concerned in the depositions of the for-

mations, and that such part (if any) of it as is marine is very
subordinate.

THICKNESS.

'the formation was, on the whole, thickest along the axis of
the Amboy-Bordentown-Salem ,belt, and thinned both to the

northwest and southeast. The greater thickness near the axis

of tile belt seems to be because the bottom of the valley was
lowest there, when deposition began.

It is probable that the original maximum thickness of the
fomlation in the vicinity of Philadelphia was not less than i2o

feet. 'I'bis is the elevation of its surface in Philadelphia, and

at Haddonfield on the east side of the river. In the vicinity of

the city hall in Philadelphia excavations down virtually to sea

level have been seen, showing Pensauken gravel down to that
level.

In the vicinity of South Amboy, the surface of the Pensauken
reaches an altitude of i7o feet. The level of its base is about

9° to Ioo, but in two spots in that vicinity its base is known to
go down to within 20 feet of tide level. If the Pensauken ma-

terial at these low levels is not the result of slumping, it indicates
great maximum depth of the formation here.

The average thickness of the formation, as it now exists, is

much less than that suggested by the figures given above. In

the vicinity of PhiladeIphia, it is commonly not more than Io
to 2o feet outside the deep valleys. About Bordentown it has

a depth of 2o to 4° feet; about Jamesburg, 4o to 6o feet; and
at South Amboy, as much as 7o. Its average original thickness
was doubtless more than the smallest of these fignres, and less

than the largest.
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AREAS SOUTHEAST OF THE MAIN BELT.

Southeast of the main belt of the formation, there are many

areas of gravel and sand, some large and many small, which are.

perhaps, to be correlated with the Pensauken formation. The
areas in question are partly to the north and west of the main

divide of southern New Jersey, and partly to the southeast, on

the Atlantic "slope. In general, these parts of the Pensauken
formation,, if such they are, lie on divides and hills, though not

on the highest divides and hills along the crest of the watershed.

Their altitude is greatest as this divide is approached, whether
. from the north and west, or from the south and east. Near this

divide, their altitude is somewhat greater than that of the Pen-
sauken formation in the Raritan Bay-Trenton belt. From this
divide the altitude of these areas declines with the streams in

both directions, so that the Ntitudes have a wide range, from 200
feet or so at a maximum, down to 6o feet or less at the south-

east, far from the main divide of the southern part of the State.

M.any of the patches of gravel in this area are so arranged as
to suggest that the material was deposited by streams flowing
parallel to those of the present time. Some of the patches, on
the other hand, show no such association with the courses of

existing streams.
In essentially all cases--perhaps in all--the materials of these

areas came from underlying and adjacent formations. At the
northwest and west, the Cretaceous formations contributed much.

This is true in most places north and west of the main divide.

On the Atlantic slope, on the other hand, the streams, as a rule,

had no access to Cretaceous formations, and the Tertiary and

earlier Quaternary formations were the immediate sources of

the material regarded as probably Pensauken. The sand is not

arkose, and the gravel consists of quartz, chert, etc., from the

Bridgeton and Beacon Hill formations, and of ironstone, derived
from the cemented parts of the older formations of the region.

\Vhere the ,Cretaceous formation contributed, glauconite is pres-
ent commonly. Sand definitely recognized as from the Miocene,

is found in many places. So also is sand from the Cohansey
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(Pliocene?) sand beds. In addition to these finer materials,

there are some large bowlders of quartzite from the Kirkwood

(Miocene), for though most of the Kirkwood sand is not
cemented, it appears _tohave been cemented to quartzite in a few

places, and these portions have given rise to bowlders. The

"L_me Sand" of the Cretaceous also has given rise to bowlders in

some places.
This non-arkose phase of the Pensauken is thin for the most

part, and its remnants scattered. It is doubtful if it ever
covered the whole of the area within which it is found, and much

of that which once existed has been removed. If these deposits

be fluvial, they were made along the water courses of the time,

and large areas were perhaps never covered by them. If this
view is correct, some of the old stream courses have since become

divides. Since glacial waters did not affect the streams con-I
cerned in the deposition of this phase of the formation, the

deposits were much less considerable than in the main Raritan

Bay-Trenton valley. Furthermore, the streams involved were all
small, as compared with those which contributed to the main
area of the Pensauken formation, and they did not come from

areas of such great altitude.
Differentiation of the formation, especially on the southeast

slope, is difficult, for deposition by streams has taken place in

later time, and these later deposits (Cape May formation) rise
upstream, and in many places reach levels which make them

inseparable, topographically, from the deposits of the Pensauken

epoch. In constitution, too, the gravels of the two ages are

essenfiallythe same. The most persistent differeneesare (I) the
apparent greater age of the Pensauken, as contrasted with the

Cape May. This is shown by more cementation, more incrusting"
of grains and pebbles with iron oxide, more oxidation of

glauconitie grains, more decay of'chert, etc.; and (2) topo-

graphic position, for much of the Pensauken occupies divides,
while most of the Cape May formation is in the form of terraces,

. or on lowlands near the shore.
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Local Details.

TI-IF. LOWER DELAWARE VALLEY.

The pre-Peusauken surface.--In pre-Pensauken time, the
Delaware flowed about where it is now, and received tributaries,

somewhat as now, from the east. Along the lower course of

the main stream there were two bordering plains or broad ter-
races. The lower plain or terrace, which will be called the

Swedesboro Plain, lay nearer the Delaware, and was limited at

the southeast by an interrupted scarp extending from Cinna-
minson, Merehantville, Mt. Ephraim, Woodbury, Swedesboro,

Auburn, through or near Halltown, to Mannlngton Creek. The

higher plain or, terrace to the southeast, the 147oodstown Plain,
was about 5° feet higher, 3 to 5 miles wide, and was in turn

limited at the southeast by another scarp. These scarps were
determined by the outcrops of certain resistant beds of Cre-
taceous. The principal pre-Pensauken, tributaries corresponded

in position, in a general way, with the present Alloway, Salem,
Old Mans, Raccoon, Mantua, Timber and Coopers creeks. Be-
low the lower terrace, the streams had rather narrow, shallow

valleys.

During the Pensauken epoch, deposition was heaviest on the
Swedesboro Plain, and on this plain, it was greatest near the
Delaware. Deposition on this plain continued until it was built

up nearly or quite to the level of the Woodstown Plain. The
deposits on the lower plain contain, in most places, some arkose

sand and gravel which appear to be the contributio_ of the
Delaware and the Schuylkill rivers, while the contemporaneous

deposits on the Woodstown Plain were chiefly of non-arkose .
material brought down from the east and southeast by the

streams coming to the Delaware from that direction.
The existing remnants of the Pensauken are much more ex-

tensive on the Swedesboro Plain than on the Woodstown Plain

• above. It was more widespread and more continuous on the

lower plain at the outset, and subseq_ent erosion has removed
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it from a larger proportion of its original area on the higher

plain, for here its development was largely in valleys, and the

streams of later times have carried nmch of it away.

It is quite possible that some remnants and patches of gravel

and sand interpreted as Pensauken, especially oi1 the Woods-

town Plain, really antedate the time of principal Pensauken de-

position, being remnants of gravel accmnulated on the surface

during the pre-Pensauken interval of erosion. Minor deposits,

as is well known, may be made on a surface where degradation

is the dominant process.

Deposits south of Salem Creek.--South of Alloway, on the

divide north of Deep Run, and again west of Deep Run, I_

to 2 miles southwest of Alloway, are considerable areas of sand

and gravel regarded as Pensauken. Smaller areas occur _ and

2 miles east of Ailoway, one on a low di_,ide, and one on a

hilltop. In this vicinity, there is little distinctive material in

the Pensauken or in what is interpreted as Pensauken. The

material is largely of loam wltb. some sand, and a thln bed of

gravel at tile base. The coarser materials are of easterly origin.
The remnants are so disposed as to suggest that a mantle was

once widespread at an elevation of 60 feet or so in the vicinity

of Alloway, and 9° feet or so 3 or 4 miles farther east. The

material is classed as Pensauken chiet:ly on the basis of its topo-

graphic position. Its altitude and the isolation of the elevations

which it caps, are harmonious with the corresponding features
of the distinctive Pensauken farther north. The materials were

probably deposited by tributarystreams after the Delaware had

begun the aggradation of its valley in the Pensauken epoch. Such

a filling in the main valley would have necessitated deposition

in the valleys of the tributaries.

East of Alloway the material mapped as Pensauken is mostly

sand derived from the Cohansey formation, reworked and rede-

posited; but locally the Miocene clay of the region has con-
tributed much to the formation.

In places, as northeast of Alloway, the materials interpreted

as Pensauken are disposed in elongate patches, perhaps repre-

sen,ring" the former co, rses of streams. As a result of later'
erosion, these old stream courses, with their deposits of sand
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and gravel, cam_ to 'be ridges, while the more easily eroded
materials on either hand was carried away. Up-stream, the

old valley deposits become less and less distinctive, and merge
into the valley deposits of more recent times. Here, as else-

where, the site of deposition in the valleys moved up-stream, as

the stream advanced in age. Ifi the Pensauken epoch the streams
tri.butary to the Delaware were shorter than now.

Two to three miles north of Alloway, near Riddleton, a sec-
tion at an elevation of about 80 feet shows *

3) I-3 feet of clay loam.

2) 4 " of stratified sand and clay.

I) 2 " of gravelly clay,

3/Hocene clay (at the base).

Similar sections are repeated many times in the vicinity. The
pebbles are mostly quartz, chert, and sandstone, and their sur-

faces in many cases are coated with iron oxide, giving them a
rusty appearance.

Another section seen about 3 miles northeast of Alloway
showed

3) 3 feet of gravel, sand and loam, with cobbles, and even bowlders
I foot in diameter.

2) I foot of conglomerate, cemented by iron oxide.
I) _ _eet of sand.

Miocene clay.

Similar sections occur at various pohlts in the region between

Alloway and Yorktown, at elevations of 6o to 9° f_et, mostly
on the low divides.

East of Welchville, in a hilltop at an elevation of 64 feet, the
section of material regarded as Pensauken is as follows:

3.) 2 feet of sandy loam.

2) 2 feet of sandy gravel.

i) Io feet of sand, white, yellow, brown, with thin layers of black
grains.

In all sections following, the lowest member is at the bottom, and is

numbered z). The second member from the bottom is numbered _), and
SO OB.
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"Bu]lsbead" bowlders are scattered over the surface at some

points between Mannington and Salem creeks, and in places they

have been .gathered into considerable piles. They are relics of

the Miocene sand which once covered the region, andwhich was,

in spots, cemented into quartzite. Occasional bowlders are 3 feet

in diameter, as southeast of Halltown.

In the patches of Pensauken gravel about Big Mannington

Hill, 4 miles north of Alloway, there are slabs of conglomerate,

the conglomerate containing pebbles of quartz, chert and sand-

stone, cemented by iron oxide, and cIearly derived fronl the

Bridgeton or the Beacon Hill formation.
Between Salem and Raccoon creeks.---Between these creeks

the Pensauken gravels and sands lie mostly between the levels

of .50 and 80 feet at the west, but rise eastward to levels of ioo

feet or so within 4 to 6 miles. The formation is in patches only,

and the smaller patches are mostly on low swells near the streams,
somewhat below the level of the divides.

A considerable bed of Pensauken occurs just north of Woods-
town at an altitude of about 60 feet. The material consists of

sand from the Kirkwood formation to the north and east, and

gravel and sand from the Cohansey and Bridgeton beds to the
east. The materials are so distinctive as to make identification

of their sources easy. They might have been brought to their

position by Salem Creek and its tributaries, or by streams fol-

lowing the general courses of the creeks named. A section here
shows :

3) 2 feet of pebbly yellow loam (post-Pensauken), or a weathered
product of 2.

2) 5 feet of compact red brown sand, gravel and loam.
i) 3 feet coarse sand, with grains slightly coated with clay, giving

the whole a somewhat arkose appearance.

The relations of the Pensauken here to the Bridgeton are shown

in Figs. 16 (p. 4o) and 43 (P. 136) •
Toward the creek the formation runs down to the Cape May

/eve/ (to 50 feet, and possibly to 3o), and where this is the case

the two formations are distinguished by constitution only (Figs.

16, 43). In places the Cape May laps up over the Pensauken,
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concealing its lower edge. The bottom 'of.the pre-Pensauken

valley here was as low as the present 4n-foot level.
Between Woodstown and Auburn, there are a few patches of

non-arkose gravel on divides and crests, doubtfully correlated
with the Pensauken. The patches in question occu.r at altitudes

ranging from 7° to 114 feet, and some of the gravels may be

deposits left during the time of general degradation which fol-
lowed the deposition of the Bridgeton formation, and preceded

the deposition of the Pensauken.
Below Auburn, the Pensauken is somewhat arkose, a char-

acteristic which persists to the northward and northeastward.
Even the Bridgeton formation of higher levels did not furnish
arkose material, shale, etc., to the Pensauken of the upper part

of the valley of Old Marts Creek. If these materials were

acquired by this stream in the Pensauken epoch, as seems prob-
able, the soft shale and decayed crystalline rock were worn out
during their transportation, and do not appear in the gravelly

parts of the deposit. The arkose element at Auburn is the con-
tribution of the Delaware. Auburn is about ,the place where

the arkose, Delaware phase of the formation meets the non-

arkose phase, lying farther from.the main stregni_ The general
relations of the formation in this latitude are shown in Fig. 43.

A mile and a half northwest of Aubui'n, there is at leasf 15

feet of arkose sand, with occasional pebbles of red shale. In this

vicinity, too, a few bits of trap rock are found, and even an

occasional bowlder. Trap rock has not been seen in the Bridge-

ton of this general region, and it is believed to have come down
the Delaware during this epoch. Here, too, the Pensauken con-

tains granite pebbles not seen in the Bridgeton in tliis vicinity,
though bits of gneiss occur in that formation. To the west, the
base of the Pensauken descends to 30 feet, or even lower, beneath

the Cape May formation.

At Auburn the non-arkose phase of the formation runs up to
the altitude of lOO feet more or less. It is an open question
whether the arkose phase reached the same level, being degraded
later.
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There are numerous patches of ]?ensauken on the north side

of Old Mans Creek, which appear to represent former stream

accumulations of gravel and sand. It is probable that the streams

have since, by monoclinal shifting and otherwise, abandoned

their old channels filled with gravel and sand, and that these

channels, by subsequent erosion, have become low ridges. The

Pensauken remnants from HarrisonvilIe west, therefore, may

perhaps mark roughly the former course of Old Mans Creek,

or its antecedent. The constitution, of the l>ensauken changes

down stream. Each formation crossed by the stream contributed

material to the deposit below its outcrop, and these materials are

easily distinguished. This variation in constitution is, of course,

_ood evidence of ,tile fluviatile origin of the material.

The remnants of the fo_'mation differ in their topographic

positions and relations. At Harrisonville the remnants are well

down the slopes of the valley, at levels of 8o to IOO feet, and

not distinctly separated from the Cape May formation. Near

Auburn, they are on slopes mostly between 7° and 5o feet, and

on a divide up to IOO feet, and are topographically distinct from

the Cape May. Some of the patches on the north side of Old

Mans Creek are continuous from elevations of IOO feet, down to

5o feet. If the lower part is not displaced, it shows a lyre-

Pensauken slope toward the axis of the present valley of 40 to

50 feet. At Auburn, on the south side of tfie creek, the relations

are similar. If these beds were on. slopes originally, the surface

must have been built up iu Pensauken time, to a level which is

now IOO feet or so above sea level. As in many other places, it
is not demonstrable that the 15ensauken in the valley of Old

Mans Creek above Auburn,, is the exact equivalent o[ the arkose
Pensauken west of Auburn; but their topographic relations seem

to place their deposition at about the same time.
On the other hand, it cannot be too often reiterated that the

deposition of sediment in valleys is a more or less continuous

process. Even in a region like this, where epochs when de-

position predominated, alternated with epochs when erosion pre-

dominated, there was some deposition in times of dominant

erosion, and doubtless some erosion in times of dominaut depo-

sition. In the region, therefore, there are doubtless gravels
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of various ages, some of which antedate, and some of which

follow the main Pensauken deposits, and their definite separa-

tion is impracticable.

At Auburn the Pensauken gravel is cemented locally by iron

oxide to conglomerate, the cemented beds being 4 or 5 feet thick.

This may be seen in a gravel pit just east of the village, and again
about a mile east of Auburn, on the south bank of Old Mans

Creek, capping an isolated hill. Other examples of the cemented

Pe, sauken are seen on the nortb side of the valley, I to Ir_

miles northeast and east of Auhurn. Farther up the valley

cementation is less common. There is apparently some relation
between the cementation and the nature of the base, cementation

being more common where the Pensauken lies on the Cretaceous

(Auburn to Harrisonville Station), than where it covers the

Miocene (Harrisonville to Harrisonville Station).

Other patches of arkose Pensauken exist west of Swedesboro,

at levels of 70 feet and less, declining to 40 at the west. Here the

younger Cape May formation overlips the low western edge of
the arkose Pensauken, and the Pensauken descends beneath the

Cape May, at Center Square. Its base therefore declines west-
ward toward the Delaware.

Just south of Rol_bins HilI, the non-arkose phase of the Pen-

sauken gravel occurs at _o0 feet, and is very like the correspond-

ing phase at Auburn at the same level. The arkose Pensauken

here is distinctly lower. This relation, taken by itself, suggests
' a twofold division of the Pensauken, a younger, lower, arkose

division, and an older, higher, non-arkose division; but evidence

suggesting the unity of the two phases is at least equally good,

even in this region, and is convincing (Knapp) in some others.

A characteristic section of the non-arkose Pensauken, a mile
west of Harrisoiwille, is as follows:

5) 3 feet yellow loam m_d sand.
4) 8 feet gravelly yeIIow sand, gravelly gray sand, and clay loam,

gray sand and clay in alternating thin beds.
3) z feet Dale i)lulsh 'white grhty clay..
_) 6 feet of compact gravel.
I) 8 feet of gray sand with about 5°/; of glaucon_te.

Cretaeeot_s.

7 QUAT
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While an exceptionally thick section (27 feet), its composition
is characteristic of the formation in the valleys of tributary
streams.

Between Raccoon. and Mantua creeks.--Very considerable beds

of arkose Pensauken are. found north and west of Swedesboro,
between Rnlons and Clarksboro, on the Swedesboro Plain. At
the northwest, the base of the formation has an altitude of 20

to 50 feet, and at the southeast, 5° to 9° feet. In places there

are 20 to 3° feet of arkose sand, with only occasional seams
of pebbles, among which shale and bits of crystalline rock occur.
If the very base of the formation is excepted, there is more

gravel in its upper than in its lower part. The arkose phase of
the Pensauken stops promptly at an elevation of about 9° _eet.

This appears-to have been the upper limit of ag_grad_tion by the
Delaware.

About Rulous and Asbury Station the formation is at least 3°
feet thick in places (Fig. 44). It must have been thicker still
originally, for the top probably reached an altitude of 80 or

90 feet. West of Asbury Station its base runs down to 3° feet
or so. Considerable patches of the arkose phase of the forma-
tion occur about Tomlins and Mickleton, and the non-arkose

phase runs up to Ioo or even Io8 feet a mile east of Mickleton.
The former phase is well developed about Clarksboro, where it

is exposed in various pits.

Northeast of Swedesboro, some non-arkose gravels of un-
certain age cap elevations at I14 and 1i 5 feet, the gravel be-
lug cemenied to some extent. "The slopes between these hills

and the arkose Pensauken _t lower levels are nearly bare (_re-

taceous, and represent the old pre-Pensauken scarp, at the east-
ern border of the Swedesboro Plainl

East of Swedesboro, the non-arkose material classed as Pen-
sauken occurs at various heights, and may be of different ages.
If the arkose phase was built up by the Delaware to the present

level of 80 or 9o feet, the contemporaneous deposits of Raccoon
Creek should have risen perhaps to IOO or IiO feet at Mullion
Hill. Most of'the gravel and sands classed as Pensauken east
of Swedesboro and north of the Raccoon Creek lie between the

levels of 8o and Ioo feet. The si 4 and IIS-foot patches east of
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Rulonsare hardlyconsistentwiththeselevels.They probably

areolder,perhapsaccumulationsofpostBridgeton-prePensauken
age. In constitutionthesedepositsconsistof variouscombina-

tionsof sand and clay with a variable amount of gravel, all from
formations up stream, or at elevations above the valleys.

The question concerning the Auburn, Asbury, and .Miekleton
patches is the following: Is the low-lying Pensauken surface

(Auburn, 60 to 7o feet; Robbins Hill, 5° to 60 feet; Asbury

Station, 7o to 80 feet; Mickleton, 6o feet) a surface of depo-
sition (on the Swedesboro Plain), or a surface of degradation
developed in the Pensauken below its original top? If the latter,

tlle Pensauken here may have been a part, genetically, of the
high-level Pensauken to the east. The evidence of this region,

taken by itself, would look to the distinctness of the two phases of
the formation.

If the Swedesboro Plain were built up to the level of the
Woodstown Plain, it would at first seem that arkose should

have extended onto the upper plain; but farther northeast the

facts seem to deny the necessity of this conclusion.. At James-
burg, for example, the Pensauken was very thick, and .was built

up to the top of the corresponding upland; but only the lower
part of the Pensauken at Jamesburg is arkose, and the higher,
overspreading part is not. Ifa plain of erosion developed at:

m feet at Jamesburg, we should have the general relations of
the Swedesboro region duplicated.

_outh of Wenonah, in the south bank of Mantua Creek, there

is the following section, interpreted as Pensauken :

• 5) 3 feet reddlsh-brownclay.
4) 8 feet of gravel, sand and loam, interstratified.
3) 4 feet grayish sand, loam, and clay interbedded.
2) 3 feet gravelly and glaucoultic sand and green day.
I) i foot of iron-cementedconglomerate.

Cretaceous.

This section stands in a general way for the sections of the
formations east of the arkose part,.

Betwee_ Mrantua and Coopers creeks.--The arkose Pensauken

in this region appears to have I_een limited at the east by an old
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scarp which was irregular, and much broken by the valleys
which came down from the southeast. The existence of p,re-

Pensauken valleys coming down from the Woodstown Plain to
the Swedesboro Plain is shown by the disposition of the Pen-

sauken beds, which decline toward Timber Creek and Coopers
Creek from both sides. This relation is less evident along

Mantua Creek, and this valley was probably less developed. The

a.rkose gravel went up the valleys of Coopers Creek and Timber
Creek to a slight extent.

On the whole, the evidence seems to indicate that the pre-

Pensauken surface had a well-devel@ed drainage system, with
valleys as steep-sided as those of today. There is one such

steep slope where the Cretaceous surface falls away from 8o

feet, near Bell Mawr Station, to 3o feet in the south bank of
Little Timber Creek, a distance of one-fourth mile. At other

places in the vicinity of Bell Mawr, the surface of the Creta-

ceous has equally steep slopes in such relations as to indicate
that the slopes were pre-Pensauken.

Such evidence as is available indicates that the valleys of the
trib_taries were hardly as deep as now, while the valley of the
Delaware was quite as deep. At Haddonfield, no Pensauken

valley could have been lower than 4° feet, while at Wenonah, a
valley may have existed down to 2o feet.

Between Mantua and Coopers creeks there ar_ consideraNe

areas of arkose Pensauken. The principal ones are southwest

of Woodbury (west of Tatems at 50 to 7° feet), north of

Woodbury (at 4o to 7° feet), at North Woodbury (at 40 to

70 feet), between Big and Little Timber creeks a mile south of

Mount Ephraim (at 5° to 8o feet), and between Mt. Ephraim
and Haddonfield, where it reaches up to I2o feet. In all these
areas, the Pensauken rises to the east. The slope of the Swedes-

boro Plain was from 60 feet at the scarp in the vic{i3ity of
Woodbury, to 2o near the Delaware, and from 8o feet near

Haddonfield, to 3° near the Delaware northwest of that point.
The Pensauken formation underlies the main part of Wood-

bury, and varies much in composition from point to point.

Near Magnolia Grove, 7 feet of gravel and sand overlie 8 feet
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of arkosesand. The stonymatterof the upper member is
coarse, up to _ foot in diameter, and pebbles are not wanting

in the lower, which is glaueonitic. At other places in the

vicinity much of the material is cemented by iron, or its
grains and pebbles are coated with it. Near Mantua Creek, the

arkose Pensauken occurs up to 76 feet near Tatems. This,

with its position to the southwest, suggests the buildi_g up of
. the Swedesboro Plain by the Pensauke_a deposits to 7° or 8o

feet.

'To the east of these principal areas of arkose Pensauken,

there are numerous areas of the non-arkose phase of the forma-
tion, the areas being poorly defined, and their correlation more

or less uncertain. In general, this phase of the formation is
higher than the arkose phase, and it is found neither in the
valleys nor on.the highest lands, but over areas of intermediate

height. Not rarely it caps low divides and broad flattish areas
above valley bottoms and valley terraces. In some places it

occurs in elongate belts more or less parallel to the stream, as
above Wenonah, _ibove Blackwood, and above Chews Landing.

The elongate patches in these positions suggest that the ma-
terials concerned are stream deposits, subsequently left as Iow

ridges by the migration of the streams.
' Proof that the arkose Pensauken to the west and the local

Fensauken to the east were absolutely contemporaneous, is

wanting. The two do not grade into each other, but their posi-
tions suggest their contemporaneity, especially if both are pri-

marily the work of streams. Up the valley of Mantua Creek,
just south of Wenonah, a considerable bed of gra-rel caps the
low divide between Chestnut Creek and the main valley. The

base of this gravel has an elevation of 50 to 7o feet. The top
rises to 8o feet, and still higher toward Sewell. In position,
these gravels are in harmony with those near Mickelton and

_Voodbury.

It appears that when Pensauken deposition began, the Swedes=
bore, lc,wIand was uneven, and that it was btdlt up by the Pen-
sauken arkose deposits to what is now the 8o-foot level in the
vicinity of Woodstown, and to I2o feet in the vicinity of Haddon- '
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field (Fig. 45, P- I36). This accumulation on the louver plain

necessitated deposition on the upper (Woodstown) plain along
the courses of the streams which crossed it.

The height of the Pensauken in the tributaries was influenced

by its height in the main valley, and the tributary streams fol-

lowed consequent courses over the newly deposited Pensauken

of the main valley. The fact that the streams from the higher

plains left them by pre-Pensauken courses shows that the Swedes-

boro plain was not built up to the Woodstown plain level.

Below Wenonah, patches of _ravel occur up to 85-9 7 feet,

which may be interpreted as local accumulations in Pensauken

time or before. Other similar patches occur south of Mantua

and west of Barnsboro. At Sewell heavy beds of gravel run

down to 20 feet, showing_ a pre-Pensauken valley to this level, if

this gravel is Pensauken, as interpreted. This is regarded as a

deposit made by Chestnut Branch, which has shifted to the left

since, leaving its old channel a ridge. The same thing is repeated

north of Mantua Creek, and between it and Monongahela Creek.

Here the divide ;s well over toward Monongahela Creek, with

a steep slope toward that stream and a gentler, gravel-covered

slope in the opposite direction. South of Hurffville, along

Bethel Run, there are benches of gravel at 7° to 80 feet, but their

age is not determinable. In this vicinity the distinctlons betwe'en

the Cape May and Pensauken formatious are slight, both as to

position and constitution.

Along Timber Creek, the phenomena of Mantua Creek are,

in principle, duplicated. The Pensauken deposits i_ miles
south of Chews Landing are equivalent to those at Sewell, and

the gravel is locally cemented. Similar phenomena are repeated
between Greenloch and Blackwood, and again on the south side

of the South Branch of Timber Creek, northwest of Turners-

ville. As at Hurffville, the Pensauken and the Cape May for-

mations are here hard to separate, for the two overlap in eleva-

tion. Below Greenloch, the distinction between the two is not

difficult.

]3esides the larger patches along the streams, small hill-top

patches occur. The Pensauken gravel o_ "these patches is very
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various, but the more striking contrasts come from the fact that
some parts are much more cemented than others.

The vicinity of Blackwood in post-Bridgeton time, was de-

veloped to a fairly definite plain in which valleys 20 to 60 feet

deep were cut. This was the topography when the deposition
of the Pensauken formation began. Much of the so-called Pen-

saukcn on this plain may have been stream deposits made as the

plain developed. Such deposits were followed by the deposition
resulting from the filling of the Delaware.

Between Coopers and Rancocas creeks.--Between the lower
ends of these creeks, there are two belts of Pensauken remnants,
the one near the Delaware and the other a few miles farther

back. In the belt nearer the river, the patches occur near Fish

House (Beidemans-Bethel-Merchantville), southeast of Morris,
about Cinnaminson (east of Palmyra), and smaller ones at and

near New Albany, Fairview, Pavonia and Delair. At the highest,
the surface of the formation in these patches reaches an elevation

of xoo feet, as at Merchantville, while its base ranges in altitude
from about 6o feet, down nearly to sea level. At Fish House,

indeed, it probably goes down to sea level, under younger beds.
The general relations of the Pensanken in this latitude are

shown in Figs. 45, 46 and 47 ('P- 136)-

The patches of the second belt occur north of Ellisburg and
southwest of Moorestown, between the north and south branches
of Pensauken Creek, at Moorestown, and thence north to Swedes

Run, and northeast nearly to Rancocas Creek. The elevation of
the surfaces of these remnants is about the same as that of the

patches to the west, but their bases are not so low, rarely below
50 feet. The altitude of the Swedesboro Plain here was about

7o feet, a level which extended well up to the Delaware.
These two series of remnants are so related to each other and

to drainage lines as to show that they were once continuous,
and that their isolation is the result of stream erosion. Thet

smaller streams, such as Pompeston Creek and Swedes Run, have

not dissected the area to the extent the larger streams have.
The material of the formation nearer the Delaware is more

gravelly, that of the remnants farther from the stream more
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sandy. In the latter, most of the gravel is near the top. In the

former, gravel predominates over sand, and considerable beds
of arkose sand free from gravel are rare.

For the eastern,patches, the material near Ellisburg is char-

acteristic. Here, at the top (at the IOO foot level) is 4 feet of

gravel, with sand and loam matrix. The whole is very compact,
and its stratification irregular. Beneath the gravel there is at

least 18 feet of arkose sand, yellow to white in color, compac t
and well stratified, with an occasional seam of pebbles. Hills

at slightly higher levels (lO2 feet, log feet) have caps of gravel,

apparently the upper member of the formation, resting on Cre- "
taceous. These bills appear to represent about the upper level

of Pensauken deposition here.

In, the large area north and northwest of Moorestown and
Hartford, the upper part of the formation has more gravel, and

the lower part more sand; but at the very base, gravel is likely
to occur. There are many pits where the sand and gravel are
worked for road nlaterial. One pit shows:

3) 2 feet loam and sand with quartz pebbles.
2) 8 feet coarse sand, more or less cemented by iron oxide.
I) 6 feet sand and fine gravel, well stratified, with occasional bowl-

ders i foot in diameter, and with bits of red shale.

In the more westerly areas, the difference in constitution is
brought out by a few sections. Thus west of Merchantville, a
section showed 7 feet of compact gravel and arkose sand of a
brownish color, above 4 feet of similar material of lighter color.

At Fish House and Delalr extensive excavations have showr_

a heavy bed of black clay (Fig. 49), overlain in places by typical
Pensauken gravel, and underlain by gTavel of Pensauken type,

quite like that at low levels in Philadelphia (p. lO6). The clay
contains unio shells, one species of which still lives in the river

in the vicinity.
South of Morris Station, on Pensauken Creek, the place which

gave name to the formation, exposures of the formation over
the Cretaceous clay are numerous. The following is a typical
section :
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3) 8 feet coarse gravel and brown sand and loatr_ compact.
2) I6 feet coarse brownish sand of arkose type.
z) _ foot coarse gravel and cobbles.

Pebbles and cobbles of crystalline rock are abundant in the

gravel, and most of them are so decomposed as to be easily
crumbled in the hand. Most of them are well rounded. Bits

of red shale of Triassic origin,are as abundant as those of all

sorts of ig_leous rock, and are mostly in well-worn disc-shaped

pieces; but there are occasional angular pieces of larger size.

In the area about Cinnaminson, the base of the Pensauken has

an average altitude of about 6o feet; bnt at the west it is as

low as 3o feet, and elsewhere locally as high as 7o feet, thus

showing considerable irregularity. From Cinnaminson the base

declines 4o feet in a mile to the northwest, toward Pompeston
Creek.

East of Palmyra an exposure in the hill on which the Riverton

waterworks stand, a g-ravel pit at 7° feet, shows 75 per cent. of

the stony material of the gravel to have a diameter of less than

I inch, though cobbles 3 inches in diameter are common. Quartz

is the chief constituent (9 ° per cent.), while red shale and graft-

itic material make about 2 per cent., and chert and quartzite the

remainder. The gravel is very compact, and has little sand. In

the vicinity, however, other exposures show arkose sand wtth

but little gravel. Near North Pennsville one section showed

some clay associated with the sand and gravel. This recalls the
phenomena at Fish House.

Near. New Albany, the hilltop remnants of the Pensauken
occur at elevations which range from 8o feet for the base at

New Albany, down to 5° feet at Hunters Hilt, I_ miles to the

northwest. At Fairview, the range is from 7o to 9° feet.

The arkose material came down Delaware River, and built

up the lowland. This phase of the formation is limited south-

eastward by an old scarp at some points, while at o_:hers the

scarp was broken down, and the northward gravel went up the

side valleys a little to the southeast of the general line of the

scarp, as in the vicinity of Moorestmvn.

Southeast of the scarp, the old Woodstown Plain was 3° to

4o feet higher than the Swedesboro Plain. It was eat by valleys
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3° to 50 feet deep, which interrupted the continuity" of the
scarp. The arkose phase of the formation did not extend be-

yond the Swedesboro Plain.
The Mount Laurel flats.--In contrast with the area southwest

of Coopers Creek, a broad area about Mount Laurel and Marl-

ton is low and free from any surface material which can be

referred to the Pensauken formation (Fig. 47, P. I36). It is
probable that the formation was once here, and that it has been

eroded away.
The altitude of the surface in this area is below the level

of the Pensauken to the west, much of it considerably below.

Various elevations in the region at heights of 8o to 9° feet

have a scattering of surface pebbles which suggest the former

presence of a gravelly formation. Such suggestions of the pre-
Pensauken plain as the surroundings afford would place it at

80 to 9° feet. If this is correct, the present lowland about Mount
Laurd, at 3° to 6o feet, is of post-Pensauken origin. This is

a singular feature topographically, because the area is distinctly
below the general level of the land between it and the Delaware,
through which the degrading streams must have passed.

The explanation of the Mount Laurel lowland is probably to

be found in two principal facts : (I) The Cretaceous beds which
outcrop here are more easily eroded than those which outcrop
to the west where the surface, except for the valleys of Pen-

sauken and Raneocas creek, is higher; and (2) the Pensaukcn

once deposited in the area of the present fiats was possibly finer
and thinner than that deposited by the main stream.

Southwest of Coopers Creek, the area was not equally de-

graded in pre-Pensauken time, perhaps because the corresponding
bed of the Cretaceous is much thicker there than to the north-
cast. Further, Rancoeas Creek seems to have been the largest
of the streams from the east, and for that reason to have been

most efficient in erosion.

Vicinfty of Philctdelphia.--In much of Philadelphia the base
of the Pensauken is below 4o feet, and in places as low as sea

level, and the low-lying part of the formation is somewhat differ-
ent from the part at hlgher levels. In the city, the pensauken
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material at 6o to 120 feet is similar to that at corresponding

elevations east of the riyer. That is, it is principally of arkbse

sand, whitish to yellowish and brownish in color, with seams
of pebbles which develop, locally, ;,uto beds. The pebbles are on

the whole well worn, and many of them well rounded. Some
of them are disc-like. Bits of granite and shale are common,
and locally abundant. The sandy part of the formation has much

resemblance to the decomposed gneiss of the region..

The part of the formation below 40 feet is more gravelly.

Sand is subordinate, and not notably arkose. Among the stony

materials, angular to subangular pebbles of quartz, quartzite, and
sandstone predominate. Bowlders and cobbles are more common

than at higher levels, and pieces of crystalline rock are more com-
mon than above. Shale occurs also, but is less well rounded than

at higher levels. This type of gravel has not been seen on the
east side of the river, and it has not been seen directly beneath

the normal arkose Pensauken; but its relations seem to imply
that it is the basal part of the valley filling, over which the Pen-

sauken proper was deposited later.
Between Rancocas and Cros_w_cles c_eeks--Delaware phase.--

The two phases of the Pensanken are present here in the same

relations as farther south. The pre-Pensauken scarp separating
them extends from southwest to northeast through Rancocas,
Jacksonville, Columbus, and Mansfield, to Extonville, and is

essentially coincident with the outcrop of the Englishtown sand

(a.hed of the Cretaceous), the upper part of which is more or
less cemented by iron. The scarp was 20 to 50 feet high at the

time of Pensanken deposition. The general section for the
region is shown in Fig. 5o (p. 136).

Pensauken deposition here followed the lines already sketched.
That is, it began in the channel of the Delaware, and spread back

over the valley lowland to the scarp separating the Swedesboro
and Woodstown plains. This aggradation in the main valley

affected the tributaries, causing them to aggrade their valleys
with material brought in from the southeast. Deposition in the

tributary valleys appears to have kept pace with that in the main
valley.
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The larger remnants of arkose Pensaaken occurring at the
sdrface in_this area lie at and northeast of Ranco.cas (7 ° to 9°
feet), on the divide between Mill Creek and Assiscunk Creek

(60 to lO9 feet), in an area about Deacons, on. the divide a mile

or so northwest of Jacks6nviUe (7 ° to Io 3 feet), on the divide

east of Bustleton (7 ° to lO9 feet, and east of Bordentown
(80 to i2o feet). Smaller areas occur east of Kinkora (above

8o feet), at Mausfield (above 8o feet), a mile east of Fields-

borough (above 8o feet), and a mile southeast of Crosswicks

(above 9° feet). In most of these places the formation caps

low divides, its base having an elevation o[ 70 to 8o feet; but

in two places it is known to run down much lower. One is at
Rancocas Creek, south of Rancocas, where its base is as low

as 20 feet locally ; the other is southwest of Beverly, where it has

been seen in. excavations beneath the Cape May formation, where
its top has an altitude of 20 feet, and its base probably about

io feet. Normal Pensauken occurs here, with pebbles of decom_
posed crystalline rock, red shale, trap, etc. One bowlder of trap

3 feet in diameter was seen. The matrix is arkose sand. The low
altitude of the remnant tiere is consistent with the position of the
base of the Pensauken at Rancocas and Fish House.

At and near Rancocas, the eastern edge of the Pensauken area

appears to lie against the old scarp above the Swedesboro
Plain. The material of the formation here is finer than the

average, and contains less foreign (northern) material.

Coarser phases of the formation are seen north and northwest

of Deacons, in pits where the depth of the Pensauken material

is 6 to io feet,--probably the lower part only of the formation

as originally developed. Its later, upper, and generally finer phase
has been removed.

In the area about Deacons Station (Fig. 48), the formatiort
occup{es the divide between Assiscunk and Mill creeks. The

higher points in this area are to the east, and reach an altitude
of lO6 to lO8 feet. The materials are largely of local (from the

east) gravel, including ironstone, quartz, and chert. Ironstone

in large pieces is most common at the base of the formation, along
with the northern arkose material, and the red shale, which goes
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with the latter generally. The ironstone masses were perhaps
residual on the surface when the northern materials were de-

posited on and among them. The upper part of the Pensauken
here is not arkose. It would appear that the lands to the south-

east must have been higher than now, or at'least must have

yielded more sediment than now, to have furnished the Pen-

sauken m'aterial above the basal layer.
At Deacons Station, extehsive excavations reveal the presence

of large bowlders-(up to 4 feet in diameter)of crystalline rock,
and slabs of red and black shale I and 2 feet in diameter. At

this place, the arkose phase of the formation is interstratified

with the non-arkose phase. The sources of the materials there-
fore alternated from time to time, while the lower Io feet was

accumulating. The upper part here is largely arkose. The
eastern edge of this area marks the approximate southeastern

border of the Delaware (arkose) phase of the formation. Of
the coarse material (cobble size and larger) in the formation

here, sandstone predominates greatly over all others, in most
places. Granite bowlders up to a foot in diameter are decayed
and soft to the core. Of the finer gravel, quartz is the leading
constituent.

A good exposure half a mile southeast of Deacons showed an
abundance of granitic and other northern material. Red shale

and Stockton sandstone are readily recognized, also slabs of
black shale, similar to that at Milford. Ironstone slabs up to

6 feet in diameter occur here,--not masses formed in situ. but
transported masses showing some evidence of wear. At other

pits in the _]cinity, notably I_ miles southeast of Deacons
Station, there are seams of clay in the formation, and pellets of

day, arranged in seams. The section here shows 2 feet of cone
pact arkose sand and gravel, under 8 feet of glauconific sand.
T_ae material is coarser at the west and finer to the east, and

glauconite, essentially absent at the west, is abundant at the east.

Northwest of Jacksonville, as at many other places, the base
Of the formation is uneven enough to show that the underlying
surface had considerable relief when the formation was deposited.

If the Delaware Valley to the west was built up to a level
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which is now IOOfeet above sea level, as seems certain, it would

seem that Assiseunk Creek should have gone south to Rancocas

Creek, if the divide between them had not been higher than
now. The fact that it went westward indicates that the divide

was higher than now.
The remnants of the formation within a few miles of River-

side suggest a measure of post-Pensauken erosion. At New

Albany, remnants occur at ioo feet, and others in the vicinity
of Cinnaminson and Deacons, have about the same elevation;

the surface here must have .been built up to about this height
in Pensauken time. At Beverly the base of the formation has

an altitude of not more than lO feet. These figures suggest an
original thickness of 90 feet or so over what were the deeper

valleys, and at least 3° feet over the pre-Pen,sauken plain which

is now at 7° feet. From these facts and the present fragmen-
tary condition of the formation, some idea may be had of the

erosion which has taken place.
In the vicinity of Bustleton, pits reveal the structure and con-

stitution of the formation well (Fig. 31, p. 78). The material
ranges from coarse, with occasional bowlders 2 and 3 feet in
diameter to fine, with nothing coarser than pebbles. In some of

the pits the sand is arkose, while in others it is not, or not
uniformly so. The structure, too, is variable, suggesting waters

of varying strength of current. Within the area there is the
same evidence of transition from the northwest phase to the

southeast phase that was noted about Deacons.

A mile and a half west of Columbus is a partially isolated

area which is topographically the eastward continuation of the
Bustleton area. It is covered with a thin, bed of gravel, which

includes blocks of conglomerate. This is a non-arkose remnant,

possibly antedating the deposition of the arkose phase nearer
the Delaware.

At Florence there is a small area of Pensauken, which has an

altitude of 75 feet to 8o feet. This remnant, like all others
near the Delaware, is arkose. Its position indicates that the

main valley of the Delaware was not just where it now is in
pre-Pensauken time.
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There is a considerable area of Pensauken north of Three

Tuna, and a mile east of Kinkora. The material here is very
similar to that at Bustleton. Bowlders 2 to 4. feet in diameter
are to be seen about the border of the area, and it is inferred

that they came from the base of the formation, appearing now
where the Pensauken has been removed.

At Mansfield (Fig. 5o) and northwest there is a large patch
of Pensauken whose base has an elevation ranging from ZlO

feet at the east to 9° feet at the west. The height of the eastern
part here indicates that deposits reached up to the top of the

scarp, and perhaps overlapped it. The crystalline rock material
is confined to the lowermost i or 2 feet of the formation.

Southeast of M_,nsfield Square is a hilltop (lO8 feet) cap of

the non-arkose phase of the formation. Its topographic position
leads to its correlation with the Pensauken. Other small patches
of gravel between Mansfield and Three Tuns have character-
istics similar to those of the larger areas. Such an area occurs
at Sharps Station, and another a mile to the northeast.

A large area of Pensauken occurs east of Fiddsborough, but
exposures were poor when the region 'was seen. Enough was
seen to show that the patch contains much coarse material. The
remnant has a surface altitude of about 9° feet, and it is IO to
2o feet thick.

The area east Of Bordentown occupies the divide between
Blacks Creek and Crosswlcks Creek. The east part of the

formation here Iies at the base of the old scarp, as at some of the
localities farther south. Arkose material rises to IiO feet at

least, and perhaps higher. Northern material is more common

in the lower than in the upper part of the section, but is not
restricted to the bottom. Tbere is some cementation. In the

area as a whole there is, as at other points to the south, a dis-
tinct trat_sltion from mostly arkose at the west, to mostly non-

arkose at the east, at slightly higher levels.
A, mile west of Crosswicks, on the Bordentown road, a well

section seen was as follows:

2) 4 feet gravel and loam_
i) 20 feet coarse sand, with gravel and cobbles at base.
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On the whole, the material of the area is chiefly coarse arkose

sand, with coarse gravel, cobbles and even bowlders at the base.

In the vicinity of Crosswicks there is a considerable area of
alkose Pensauken south of the creek. The character of the

material is like that at Bordentown. Its base is at such eleva-

tions as to indicate that a valley occupied approximately the site

of the present Crosswicks Creek in pre-Pensauken time.

In general the Pensauken is coarser, and contains more north-

ern and arkose material near the Delaware, and is finer, with

less arkose material, farther back from the river. At the east,

there is local materiM'only; at the west, northern material

chiefly; and in a belt between, the two are somewhat mingled

and interbedded. The interbedding and intermirlgling are
chiefly along the southeast border of the Swedesboro Plain,

near the base of the old scarp which marked its southeastern

limit. The Swedesboro Plain here has an altitude of .50 to 80

feet, and is 20 to 40 feet below the scarp to the southeast. The

s;_rueture o{ the arkose phase is not unlike the structure of the

valley train of the last glacial epoch, above Trenton. The Dela-

ware phase of the formation spread 2 to 4 miles from the

present stream,. A similar condition of thing's existed on the
west side of the Delaware.

Between Rancocas and Crosswicks creeks; non-arkose phase.
--East of the arkose phase of the Pensauker1 between these

creeks, there are many patches of gravel and glauconi'tlc sand,

representing the non-arkose phase of the formation. They occur

at elevations similar to those of the arkose phase, and slightly
higher. Some of the larger areas are at Columbus, on the divides

between _obstown, ]ullrlstown, and Arneys Morlnt, and or1 those

aboutGeorgetown. The gravel is thin. 4 feet being an nnusuaI

thickness, and the material is mostly quartz and ironstonc.

Glaueonitlc sand and loam are more abundant than gravel. The

a_tltude of the bases of these patches ranges from 5° feet up to

I3o feet. Their correlation with one another, and all with the

Pensauken, is open to question, but many of them are at the level
of 80 to 9 ° feet, which makes their reference to the Pensauken
reasonable.
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A cross section drawn from Timbuctoo (a mile west of Mount
Holly) to Chesterfield, crosses six of these patches of uncertain

Pensauken, with their bases ranging from 55 t_>g5 feet. All of
them lie on or close to the ot_tcrcrp of the same bed of the Mata-

wan group. Along a parallel section farther west, through beds
of the Delaware phase of the formation, the bases of the Pen-
sauken' remnants have elevations of 65 to 85 feet. The first
series of beds therefore corresponds fairly well with {he Pen-
sauken remnants in elevation.

If a section from Raneoeas village to Crosswicks village (far-
ther from _he Delaware) be so drawn as to include the bases of

various Pensauken remnants, these bases have slightly greater
altitudes, 8o to m8 feet. That is, the bases of the eastern beds

of arkose Pensaukeu are higher than the bases of the nor_-arkose
remnants still farther east. But the belt from Rancocas to

Crosswicks, where the bases are highest, is the belt where the
most resistant member of the Matawan formation comes to the

surface. It is believed that this outcrop had not been brougkt

down to the pre-Pensanken peneplain, when the Pensauken depo-
sition began.

It is certain that the region to the west was built up to the
level of the Rancocas-Crosswicks section, and it is probable that

the region to the east was equally aggraded. On the other hand,
it is conceivable that this tow-level belt (Timbuctoo to Chester-

field) was not built up to the level of the Delaware plain ia

the Pensauken epoch. If so, a marsh or even a lake might have

developed east of the main belt of Delaware deposition. Per-
haps the green loams are a product of this condition. On the

wfiole, however, the flat low lands northeast of Mount ttolly are
probably to he explained the same as those about _{ount Laurel.

West and northwest of Juliustown, Pensanken gravels, etc.,
cap divides between the branches of Barkers Brook, at levels of
Ioo feet and less. This area has 4 to 8 feet of gravel and sand, _"

lying on Cretaceous. The stony material is quartz, chert, and
ironstone, not very distinctive. The correlation of these areas
is doubtful, and they are regarded as Pensanken on the basis of
p_siiion only.

g _2X3AT
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North, west, and south of Fearings Mount, hilltop patches of

gravel at i2o+ feet are to be correlated with each other, and

perhaps with the Pensauken. The amount of gravel is small, but
perhaps enoug_h to suggest the approximate altitude of the
Woodstown Plain, At other places in the vicinity, bare Cre-

taceous appears at about the same level. Glauconitic loam. is

more conspicuous _:han gravel at the surface in much Of this
area. The gravel is limited to the contact of the Cretaceous and

the sandy loam above. The slopes above and below _2o feet are

more commonly bare Cretaceous than are surfaces at about that
level. Similar areas occur on the divides west of Jobstown.

In the vicinity of Georgetown are numerous small patches of

gravel classed as Pensauken. These range up as high as i4 °
feet, but are thickest somewhat lower. Half a mile south of

Georgetown a pit shows 6 to 8 feet of gravel, with a mixture of

glauconitic sand and marly loam. Seventy-five to ninety per cent.

of the gravel is of ironstone, mostly fine, but with some coarse

gravel and cobbles. In the sand of the formation, grains of the
sort common at the contact of the Navesink and Mount Laurel

q formations are abundant, showing the source of same at least
of the material of the sand. O_her exposures of gravel west
of Georgetown show the same general features. All about

here, the matrix of the gravel is glauconitie sand and marly
loam. The ridge northwest of Jobstown, and between Barkers
]_rook and Assiscnnk Creek has a heavy cover of it. The next

divide to the southwest has less, but enough to conceal what is
below, so as to make correlatior_s difficult. Glauconitic sands in

the surface deposits are also common over most of the area

between Mouat Holly and Geovg_etown, where they run up to
_2o feet, and on Arneys Mount even higher. A similar glau-

conitic mantle appears in the valley of the Raneoeas south of

Arneys Mount, and in the valleys of Crosswicks and Blacks
creeks to the northwest of Georgetown.

T_fiis surface green loam is doubtless connected in origin with

outcrops of Cretaeeou_ beds of marl, but the conditions of its
deposition are not a_togetber clear. It is conceivable that the

upper parts of .the valleys in this region were not aggraded as
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fastasthelowerparts,and so inthemore orlesspondedwaters,

the marly material frdm the uplands accumulated in marshy
tracts. This hypothesis is, however , not altogether satisfactory,

for distinctive lacustrine deposits are wanting.

Along1 the Assiscunk Creek and Barkers Brook, in the vicinity

of Jobstown and Jacksonville, glauconitic sands are accumulating
as ridge-like beds bordering the present streams, which head

back in the marl beds, whence they derive their greensand.

During floods, these st?earns deposit the greensand on their

flood .plains several feet above 'the ordinary stages of water.

When the flood-plain becomes dry, the greensand is blown about,

in many cases to higher Ievels, and piled up into low dune ridges.
The ridges now seen are slight, rarely more than 3 or 4 feet

high. It seems therefore quite possible that floods and winds

may have been important agents in the distribution of the green-
sand Ioams. It is also probable that they did not all orlgil_ate in
one way or at one time.

Along Blacks Creek there are numerous patches of gravel
between J.aeobstown and Chesterfield which may or may not be

of Pensauken age. Some of them appear to be younger. They
are characterized by local (southeastern) gravel, in which iron-

stone and glauconitic sand are conspicuous elements. Materials
from the Navesink marl and the Kirkwood sand can be recognized

distinctly in some places. Glauconitie loam overlies gravelly,

glauconitic sand in many places. On the whole, the sections
along Blacks Creek above ,Chesterfield show more gravel up
stream, and less below.

Along this creek there are gravels and sands of undetermined
age. Some of them seem younger than the Pensauken., and

older than, the Cape May. " Gravels of intermediate age are of
course quite possible. There are small beds of gravel classed as
Pensauken on benches at an altitude of TOO__+feet, _ mile or SO
south of Chesterfield.

Northeast of Woodstown, the Woodstown Plain appears to
have terminated somewhat abruptly against a scarp such as that

now seen east of Juliustown, west of Fountain Green, at Spring-
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field and Jacobstown. The isolated hills at I25 to 13o feet, south

of Chesterfield, are perhaps outliers of this scarp.

CROSSWICKS CREEK TO RARITAN RIVER.

General statement.--From Allentown and White Horse north-

east to South River, the Pensanken forms a nearly continuous

co_/er, being interrupted only by the valleys of the larger streams

flowing northwest,--Pond Run, Miry Run, Assanpink Creek,

Bear Brook, Millstone River, Cranbury Brook, Lawrence Brook

and some of its branches. Newtown, Hamilton Square, Dutch

Neck, Hightstown, Cranbury, Prospect Plains, Dayton, Dun-

hams Corners, and Hardenbergh Corners, are on the Pensauken

plain; Princeton .]-unction, Monmouth Junction, and New Bruns-

wick are on its northwestern border; and Jamesburg and Old

Bridge, on its southeastern border (Fi_ 55):

t_ _ _ _ to Old Brld_e _ omhAmboy

Fe*t
LZGZND iooc__ SCALES

_orizortta[ gca_e

CRETAgEOU$ pENSAUN£N(ARKO_E) 2500 *£ _ _ _sMile_l

Pig. 55.

Section through Hamilton Square, Dutch Neck and South Amboy, showing
relations of the Pensauken formation.

Northeast of Bordentown, the two-fold division of the pre-

Pensauken surface (Swedesboro an& Woodstown, p. 91) has

not been recognized, and the scarps to the southeast of the main

Pensauken area were less well defined. In place of a well-

defined scarp, there were numerous headlands projecting out

from the southeast. These headlands were probably the rem-

nants of a scarp dissected by erosion. To the southwest, where

the scarp (the outcrop of the Englishtown sand) was more con-

tinuous, it llmlted the arkose Pensauken. To the northeast,
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where it was not continuous, the broad valley of Assanpink Creek
extended eastward far beyond the line where the scarp would
have been, and the arkose Pensauken was carried up this valley
to New Sharon and beyond. The northern material (arkose,
red shale, etc.), is chiefly at the base of the formation, nine-

tenths of it probably in the lowermost 5 feet. It is clear that the

northerly material was the first to come into the region, but
it soon gave place to local material from the southeast. The

belt within which arkose Pensauken occurs here is greatly
widened, as compared with the area farther southwest. The

great widening occurs at Crosswicks Creek, and the arkose phase
of the formation extends east to Extonville and New Sharou.

Near Crosswicks and Doctors creeks.--Between Crosswicks

Creek and Doctors Creek, south of Allentown, there is a large
area of Pensauken, the surface of which has a maximum alti-
tude of I26 feet. Its base has an elevation of about 6o feet near

the stream, and about 9° feet back from it. The pre-Pensauken
valley here appears to have been rather wide, and shallower than

the corresponding valley of the Rancocas. The formation here
has a thickness of about 30 feet. A bed containing coarse cob-
bles probably lles at its base, for about the borders of the area,
cobbles appear where the body of the formation has been re-
moved. Exposures show the usual arkose gravel and sand on

Cretaceous clay. A mile south of Allentown, arkose sand occurs
up to the top of the i26-foot hill. The surface of part of this

area is mantled with eolian sand and loam, which conceals the
true Pensauken material beneath.

In the village of Allentown, what appears to be Pensauken

gra,(el has been seen poorly exposed in the south bank of the
creek. The material is more or less cemented at the level of the

pond, 6o to 65 feet. This and some other exposures farther
down the creek suggest that Pensauken material may lie below

the Cape May deposits here.
There is a considerable area of Pensauken east and northeast

of White Horse, rising above the 9o-foot level. It rests on the
Raritan formation, as seen in numerous exposures. Its surface

declines to the northwest, and the formation passes beneath the
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Cape May formation at an elevation of about 60 feet. The

Pensauken is traceable westward by means of excavations, and
in ravines, to within three-fourths of a mile of the Delaware,

where its upper surface, beneath the Cape May (Trenton gravel)
formation, has an altitude of 2o to 3° feet. Pits soufft and
west of White Horse show the material to be very compact, but

not very coarse gravel, of a reddish-yeUow color. Large cobbles
and even bowlders occur on the surface, doubtless left there by
the removal of part of the formation. The surface here is

characterized by many undrained hollows, comparable to those

in the surface of glacial drift, where its topography is relatively
pla_e.

The Mercer'dIle-Robblnsville-Allentown are_.nThe surface of

this area has an altitude ranging from about ioo feet at the

west, to about 14o feet (maximum. I53 feet) at the east. At
the west the base of the Pensaukea has an altitude of about 80

to 90 feet, but is as low as 7° feet, or possibly 60 feet, at some
points near pre-Pensauken valleys.

The 'base rises to 9o-95 feet at Robbinsville, and z2o--I3o
feet at points on the eastern border of the area, near New Sharon.
Where the Pensauken occurs at the lower levels on slopes, it is

possible that it has been displaced down slope since Pensauken
time. The base appears to remain relatively low (9 ° to 95 feet

or less) to a point 2_ miles east of Rgbbinsville, where it rises
rather promptly to i3o feet along the site of what was probably

an old headland extending northwest from Egg" Tavern.
In this general area the Pensauken is arkose, and contains bits

of crystalline rock, shale, etc., as normally. It has a depth of 30
or 4o feet, maximum, but its average is much less.

A good exposure on the railway near Robblnsville showed:

3) 2 feet _ quartz_se sand and loam.

e) 6 feet of horizontally stratified gravel and sand, with pockets of

3) sunk into its surface.

i) 7 feet of coarse arkose sand, somewhat cross-bedded, with bottom
rlot_eefl.

Two miles southwest of Robblnsvitle, in the north bank of

Back Creek, at 6o feet, the material is much coarser, cobbles, and
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small bowlders (up to I foot) being abundant. These cobbles

and small bowlders have been gathered in large numbers along
some of the fences. Between Rbbbinsville and Yardvilie, similar

stones are common over the surface. They are the relies of

Pensauken that is gone.

The characteristics of the formation in the vicinity of Robbins-
rifle hold to the northwest; but the materials become coarser in

that direction, and the proportion of granitic and Triassic ma-
terial increases, though not uniformly:

A mile and a half sg.uth of west of Hanfilton Square, at the
road corners, there is a bowlder 4 feet in diameter. The surface

hereabout is characterized by occasional undrained hollows, drift
fashion. P(arltan clay lies close beneath, and its movement,

resulting from its plasticity, is perhaps responsible for this element

of the topography.

Between ,4ssanpink Creek and M_ry Run.--The Pensauken
here has a surface altitude ranging from 7° feet or so up to loo
feet or slightly above. Locally, the formation is hard to dis-
tingulsh from its Cretaceous base, especially where the latter is
sand.

Shrewsbury, V/rightrailIe, and New Sharon.--About Shrews-
bury and V_rightsville there are, within a few miles' radius, a

number of gravel-capped hills. The gravels are of southeasterly

origin, and their age is somewhat uncertain. Knapp regards

them as probably Pensauken, but they may be older. The hill-

tops about Shrewsbury range from 14o to I55 feet, and those
about Wrightsville up to I9o feet. Larger areas of possible
Pensauken occur .iust south of Shrewsbury and Egg Tavern, and
at _Vrightsville. These larger patches are on slopes, and are

younger than the hilltop caps. Their exact age does not appear
to be determinable. If the hilltop caps are Pensanken, these are

younger; if the hilltop caps are older, these may be Pensauken.

On the divide at Davis Station, and extending both east and
west, is a body of non-arkose l_ensanken at an elevation of I4o

to 148 feet. One section seen here shows:
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2) 2 feet of slightly gravelly 13am.

I) 3½ feet of h_distlnctly stratified gravel and sand. Some layers

have much loam as a matrix for coarse sand, others are

chiefly of loam or marly loam; glauconitlc.

The stony material is made up of quartz, chert, and ironstone.

Other sections near vary but little from the above. Other

patches of grave] regarded as Pensauken occur at Cream Ridge

(15o+__ feet) and east of Imlaystown, at about the same elevation.

Near New Sharon there are two patches of Pensauken. That

east of the railway is mostly non-arkose, that west of the railway

arkose. Their bases are at about 90 feet, and their surfaces run

up to about 13o feet.

Trenton, and vicinity.--A mile or less east of that part of

Trenton known as Chambersburg, and also 4 and 5 miles north-

east of Trenton, there are small areas of Pensauken rising up

through the Cape May formatic_m The tops of these areas, one

of which is in the Fair Grounds, are above 60 feet, the upper

level of the Cape May, represented here by late glacial gravels

and sand. ]?ensauken underlies considerable parts of the Cape

May formation about Trenton, running down to levels as low

as 2o feet, and probably dowll to Io feet (Fig. 33, P. 54).
North, northeast, and northwest of Trenton, there are

numerous areas of Pensauken resting on the Newark series.

They cover much of the area below an elevation of 12o feet, in

the area roughly outlined by Trenton, Asylum Station, Lawrence-

ville, and Princesville. The northwestern border of the Pen-

sauken here is well defined, just as its western border is at Phila-

delphia, where the edge o_ the formation is on gneiss and schist.

The base of the formation in these areas is 8o to 9° feet above

sea level at the south (in the north part of Trenton), and rises

to 12o to 13o feet to the north and northeast. Its remnants in

this vicinity, considered in connection with those to the south-

east, show the existence of a pre-Pensauken valley in the general

position of Assanpink Creek, at or near the southeast border of

the outcrop of the Newark series. This valley was as low as the

present 2o-foot level at Trenton (possibly lower), and probably

below 3° feet at Bakers Basin, 6 miles northeast of Trenton.
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:I'he valley was wide, and its southeastern slope was gentle,

decl!ning from an elevation, of go or 9° feet at Edinburgh and
Hamilton Square at the southeast, to 30± feet at Bakers Basin,
and Io or 20 feet at Trenton, at the northwestern edge o( tM
Cretaceous terrane.

The upper limit of the formation _ortheast of Trenton is at

about I3o feet, Mong a fairly well defined line, and this appears
to have been its original upper limit. Northwest of the I3o-

foot contour, tlle Newark shale surface rises somewhat promptly
to 2oo_ feet. There appears to have been a somewhat definite

though low and gentle scarp at what is now the level of _3o
feet, when the Pensauken gravel was deposited. Below this

scarp there Was an ill-defined bench, whose northwestern_ mar-
gin has now an altitude of about i_o feet, and whose south-

eastern margin had an elevation of about 90 .feet. On this

bench, Pensauken gravel accumulated•
At higher levels (up to I9o or so) in this vicinity, as about

_wingville and between Penningto_ and Lawrenceville, there
are cobbles and even good-sized 'bowlders over the surface.

• These are interpreted as relics of an older formation, perhaps
the Bridgeton, which once overlay this region, but which is now

gone except for these relics. These bowlders and cobbles are
somewhat different from the coarse materials of the Pensauken.

Stated in other terms, the Pensauken contains certain types
of stony matter not known at the higher levels.

The shale surface beneath the Pensauken north of Trenton

does not show valleys comparable to those of the Cretaceous
surface bMeath the Pensauken to the sot_theast. The I2o-foot

bench northeast of Trenton is probably very definitely related
to the 9o-foot base of the Pensauken in the vicinity of Allen-
town, Newtown, Hamilton Square, and Edinburgh. If these

two levels in these localities are parts of one plain, the Cre-
taceous part of the pl_in was 5' miles wide southeast of Trenton,
and 8 miles wide between Princeton and Hightstown. The cor-

responding bench in the Newark was much narrower, 3 miles at
a maximum, and in some places as little as I mile.
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The material of the Pensauken formation north and north-

east of Trenton is essentially the same as in. the areas north of
Crosswicks Creek, already described. The stony material is

chiefly of quartz and sandstone, with a little Newark shale and

a little crystalline rock. The amount of shale present varies

much from point to point.
On the hypothesis that the Pensauken is a marine formation,

the :3o-foot line marking its upper limit was the shore line of
the sound which extended from Trenton to Raritan Bay. In

this case, the shore gravels should have been largely of red shale.
While this is true in spots, it is not the rule, and though the

constitution of the gravel is perhaps not altogether decisive, its

suggestion is rather that the gravel along the original border of
the formation was not derived by wave action from a shore of
shale.

Southeast of Asylum Station, some sections of Pensaukc_u
show much clay, mingled with plentiful cobbles and bowlders,

among which brownish quartzitic sandstone, white conglomeratic
quartzite, and Stockton conglomerate are most conspicuous.

A mile arid. a half south of Lawrenceville, a Pensauken section
shows :

3) 3 to 4 feet of gravel, the stony matter imbedded in clay and
loam.

2) I foot of red shale gravel, little worn.
r) M to _ feet of red shale gravel, mixed with quartz, very compact.

In the uppermost member, the stony matter is made up of about
one-third chert, one-third quartz, with sandstone, quartzite, and

shale in decreasing proportions in the order named. At numer-

ous points in the area between Trenton and Princesville, the
Newark conglomerate, when decayed, has a superficial resem-
blance to the Pensauken, and might be mistaken for it on hasty

inspection.
At Clarksville there is an area of Pensauken on the divlde .

between Port Mercer and Lawrence Station. Locally at least

it contains much red shale. Similar gravels occur at other points
to the northwest, but in none of these pieces do the gravels con-

tain more red shale than at one point south of New Sharon, 9
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miles from the nearest shale outcrop. Conditions of deposition
were therefore such as to permit the deposition of red shale
gravel, in quantity, at this distance from its source. The shale

could hardly have been carried across a sound, unless ,by floating
ice.

Between Assanpivk Creek and Millstone River.--In the vicinity

of Princeton Junction, the crystalline rocks are but thinly cov-
ered with Pensauke_, the contact being at an elevation of about

90 feet. To the south the Pensauken is thicker, covering unin-
terruptedly a broad area which extends through Dutch Neck to
Edinburgh, Windsor, and Allens Station. From an elevation

of about 9° feet at Princeton Junction, its surface rises to an

elevation of about I5o feet near Aliens Station. Only at the
extreme southeast, however, is much of the surface above i3o
feet.

Within this area, the lowest level of the base of the forma-
tion is not at the contact of the Cretaceous with older forma-

tions, 'but along a line running northeast from Mercerville,

through Dutch Neck and Grovers Mill, to Plainsboro. Along
this line the base of the Pensauken is below 70 feet at many
points, and perhaps all the way. This would seem to place the
lowest part of the pre-Pensauken surface a mile or two south-
east of the surface contact between the Cretaceous system with
the Newark series.

To the southeast, about Newtown, Windsor, and Hightstown,
the drainage was from the southeast to the northwest. It is

clear that between these points and the northwest edge of fhe
Cretaceous, these streams must have turned either to the north-

east, to the lower Raritan, or to the southwest, to the Delaware.

There was a deep valley between Trentor_ and Bakers Basin,
but its con_tirmation to the northeast has not been traced

There was a considerable pro Pensauke n valley between Prince-
ton Junction and Penns Neck, and it is probable that at this time
the Millstone went southwest from Princeton Junction through
Bear Swamp to Port Mercer, and thence southwest to Trenton,

though it may have flowed narth nearly to Princeton, and then
southwest between, Penns Neck and Princeton to Port Mercer.
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Bear Brook has cut through the Pensauken, and exposes the
Cretaceous formations in its channel, thus separating the Pen-

sauken area northeast of this valley from that between it mid
Assanpink Creole. Above the headwaters of Bear Brook, how-

ever, the Pensanken cover is uninterrupted, and is continuous

between Hightstown, Allens Station, and Windsor. South by
east of Hightstown, small areas of Pensauken have been isolated

by the valleys of the Millstone River and its tributaries.

SQutheast of Hightstown the Pensauken is limited rather
abruptly by the rise of the Cretaceous surface up to levels above
that reached by the Pensauken.. The prompt rise of the Cre-

taceous surface here probably corresponds to the scarp farther

southwest, through Swedesboro, Woodbury, Haddonfield,
Moorestown, Jacksonville and Allentown.

Between Assanpink Creek and Millstone River good exposures
of the Pensauken are less common than, in areas where the rem-

nants are more isolated. About Dutch Neck, for example, ex-

posures are few. The surface shows a few cobbles and an
occasional bowlder, one over 4 feet in diameter. Such data as
are available indicate a thickness of less than ao feet for the

formation in this regqon. Its general relations in this region are

shown in Fig. 5I (p. I36).
Near Edinburgh the surface of the Pensauken is affected by

undulations like those already noted a(a few points to the west,

and more conspicuously at a few points to the northeast, as about
Fresh Ponds, Dunhams Corners, etc. On the slope to the Assan-

pink, I_/4 miles northeast of Edinburgh, the surface gives the

effect of having low ridges 4 to g feet high, much tangled, witl_

undrained depressions betweelt. The open question is whether
the ridges are constructional, or whether the substratum,, by

unequal sinking, movlag, etc., has given rise to the undulating
surface. One of these curious areas occurs three-fourths ofa

mile east of north of Edinburgh on the road to Dutch Neck, and

similar topography occurs a mile or more west northwest of
Locust Corner.

A section of the Pensauken north of Imcust Corner in the
south bank of the Millstone shows :
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4) 3 feet of gravelly loam.
3) I foot of coarse stratified sand.
2) _ foot Of gravel. •
x) 5 feet of coarse arkose sand, horizontally stratified.

Between Locust Corner and Hightstown exposures are rare.

Some cobbles mark the surface, and one angular sandstone

bowlder 6 feet long was seen.

In Hightstown the base of the Pensauken has an altitude of

between 9 ° and IOO feet. Northwest of Locust Corner, and again

a mile down stream, Pensauken occurs repeatedly at levels below

9° feet. A mile north of the Co,met, the base is below 80 feet,

and where the wagon road east from Princeton Junction crosses

the Millstone, the base is apparently below 7° feet. These eleva-

tion s show that the pre-Pensauken base declines gradually from

the southeast to the northwest, the most abrupt change being

at the southeast, where the formation, coutes against the old
headlands.

The character of the Pensauken at High'_stown is essentially

the same as at Allentown and Robbinsville,--lig_ht-colored arkose

sand, with some pebbles scattered through it. It is, or has been,

well exposed in the railway cuts in the vicinity. To the eastward,

arkose sand occurs even to Etra, a mile and a half southeast of

Hightstow_, where this phase of the formation grades into the

.nou-arkose phases farther east. In general, the arkose phase is

limited at the southeast by the interrupted scarp referred to, a

scarp which consisted of headlands separated by valleys 30 to 50

feet deep, and I to 3 miles wide.

The vicinity of Hightstown, contrasted with the region farther

southwest, as at Allentown, shows one important difference. In

the latter place, the Pensauken is arkose in its basal parts only,

while near Hightstown, it is arkose up to altitudes of 13o feet,

or even to i5o feet. The I5i-foot hill a mile and a half south

of Hightstown, covered with arkose sand, suggests that the

Pensauken was built u_ to this level in this vicinity.

Two miles south of Hightstown, Cretaceous sand appears at

the surface at the top of the 153-foot hill and on the slopes below.

while a mile to the northwest, the ISi-foot hill seems to be
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covered with Pensauken gravel to the depth of 2o to 3° feet, A

mile or so south of Hightstown,, the Pensauken is some 3° feet

thick where the surface has an elevation of about i3o feet. These

{acts show how abruptly the thick body of the formation ter-

minates at the souflleast. The pre-Pensaukel_ surface seems to

have risen 4 ° feet at least in half a mile along the east edge of
the Pensauken formation. The relations are similar to those at

Swedesboro, where the high-level Pensauken drops off from 115

feet, to the low-level phase of the formation, at 7° or 80 feet.

East of Hightstown, a considerable area o{ Pensauken covers
the divide between Millstone River and Rocky Brook. Arkose

sand in its various phases is exposed at several points here.

The general disposition of the formation between Swedesboro

and Hightstown is shown in Fig. 52 (p. I36).
Betweeu the Millstone River and Cranbury Bro,ok,----The

broad low divide between these streams is covered continuously

with Pensauken from Old Church and Red Tavern on the south-

east, ne_irly to the junction of the streams. The elevation of its
base is about _2o feet at Red Tavern, but declines rapidly to 9°

feet to the northwest, and then gradually to 7° feet. The sur-

face is characterized by some cobbles and bowlders, among them

trap, and in places by the undulatory topography already noted

near Edinburgh. Such an area occurs 3_ miles west of Cran-

bury Station, at the ioo-foot level. A' trap bowlder 4 to 5 feet.
in diameter occurs southwest of Cranbury Station, in the valley.

This is some 9 miles from the nearest outcrop of trap. These

trap bowlders, as well as the others of the region, are doubtless
from the Pensauken, and appear most commonly where that

formation has been mostly eroded away.

Outlying areas of Pemauken.--Northwest of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad there are a few outliers of the Pensauken forma-

tion. The _argest is at Penns Neck, capping the higher part of
the tract between 5{illstone River, Stony Brook, Duck Pond

Run, and the railroad. This Penns Neck area appears to have

been surrounded by the drainage of the last glacial epoch, mak-

ing it an island.
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There is no indication of a pre-Pensauken valley between
Penns Neck and Princeton, lower than 9° feet. Nowhere else

in the immediate vicinity is the Pensauken as tow as at Princeton
Junction. Its base here is about 80 feet above sea level, rarely
below 7° feet.

Small remnants of Pensauken occur at about Izo feet south-.

west of Princeton, and at ioo to m8 feet south of Port Mercer.
The Pensauken mantle here is thin and contains much shale.

Locally more than half the material is of this sort. Some of the
shale-gravel bedg suggests, but do not prove, shore action.

Two small patches of Pensauken occur at Lawrenceville, at an

elevation of about I2o feet. Larger areas are on the divide at
an elevation of about 12o feet a mile and a half east of Law-

renceville, and on the divide at Ioo to IIo feet between Port

Mercer and Lawrence Station, centering about Clarksville (p,
i22).

There are also outlying areas of the formation to the south-:

east. East of New Sharon, Allens Station, Hightstown and
Cranbury Station, there are several small outlying areas of non-
arkose gravel, 'correlated with the Pensauken. They have no
distinctive features, as compared with similar areas farther
southwest.

Just east of New Sharon, east of Allens Station, just south of
Etra (Milford), and at Old Church and Red Tavern, the arkose
Pensauken grades into non-arkose, and the Cretaceous base

rises rather promptly at the same time. Farther east the gravel
remnants regarded as Pensauken are isolated and •higher.
Southwest of Red Tavern, the arkose phase rarely is higher than

x3o feet, but the non-arkose phase rises to I5o, I7o and I8o feet,
toward the Clarksbuig-Perrineville hills. East of these hills,

along the MHlstone, Pensauken gravels rise even to zoo feet in
a belt extending from Bergen Mills on the north, to within a

mile of Charleston Springs on the south. These gravels appear
to be associated with the Millstone River in origin.

Betwee_ Crenbury Brook and Fresh Fo_ds. Within the area
roughly outlined by the villages of Plainsboro, Cranbury, Union

Valley, Jamesburg, Rhode Hall, Fresh Ponds, Deans, and Mon-
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mouth Junction, the surface is generally deeply covered with
the Pensauker_ formation. Its surface elevation ranges from
about 70 feet at Plainsboro to about I5o feet between Prospect

Plains and Jame_burg, and to _7o feet south of Jamesburg,
where the non-arkose phase of the formation appears. Between

Jamesburg and Engtishtown its surface is still higher.

In the vici::ity of Jamesburg, its base is at 9° feet, and the
formation is 30 to 50 or 60 feet thick. It is well exposed both

in road cuts, and in the large excavations along the railway

southwest of Jamesburg. Nowhere else is its composition better
seen. One of the striking things shown by the excavations

along file railway is the presence of a few bowlders up to 3
feet in diameter near the base of the formation. The pebbles
and Cobbles of crystalline rock are decomposed, but the large

bowlders are in some cases solid except for a thin layer on the
outside. In the case of bowlders seen in the bottoms of pits,

however, a part of the weathered, decomposed exteriors may
have sloughed off. Red shale, ranging in size from small bits

to slabs a foot or so in digmeter, accompanies the bits of crystal-
line rock. The upper part of the formation appears to have

been derived almost wholiy from the southeast, and the non-
arkose phase of the formation is therefore all that is seen where
excavations are shallow.

The section along the railroad exposes some 3o feet of sand
and gravel. The upl_ermost 6 to Io feet is loamy, and rests with
uneven contact on the sand below. The succeeding 2o feet is

sand with some gravel, among which bits of granite and red
shale occur rarely. Gravel is subordinate to sand in some such

ration as I:,3. The sand is glaueonifie, thin seams highly so.
Here and there cementation has taken place at the base of the

formation. Among the bowlders, sandstone and quartzite pre-
dominate, but one of gahbro 3 feet in diameter was seen in the

bottom of the pit. Its sonrce is not known,, bnt no formation
from which it could have come is known within the State.

A mile southwest of the ralhvay pit, a well at the rSo-foot

level, dug to a depth of 70 feet, showed about 50 feet of non-
arkose Pensauken, over :o to :_ feet of arkose material. The

arkose part was strikfngly white, as at Old Bridge. This is one
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of the deepest sections of the Pensauken known. The well was

an open one, and the section was seen from top to bottom. It

showed conclusively that the foreign (northern). materials of

the Pensauken came in first, and that they were followed by

the local, southeastern phase, a conclusion confirmed by- hun-
dreds of roadside and hillside sections.

The base of the Pensauken rises from 9 ° feet at Jamesburg

to I2o feet just south of Lower Jamesburg, and to I4o feet at

Gravel Hill, 4 miles to the southwest. If, therefore, the Pen-
sauken were removed, we should find the Cretaceous surface

rising promptly from 9 ° feet at Jamesburg, to Izo feet just south
of Lower Jamesburg, and 20 feet more, four miles farther south.

Available data seem to point to the continuation of the 9o-foot
plMn beneath the Pensauken northwest to Princeton and Mon-

mouth Junction, although the Cretaceous surface rises to

Ioo± feet at some points, as 2_/_, miles southwest of Dayton,
along the electric railway.

Southwest of Jamesburg in the vicinity of Prospect Plains and
Cranbury, exposures show the same sort of material as about

Jamesburg. Toward Cranbury, bowlders are rather common

on the surface. Three to four miles west of Jamesburg the

undulating, undrained surface already noted elsewhere reap-

pears. The same topography recurs, _ to 2 miles east of Dayton,
and it is still more pronounced west of Rhode Hall, and be-

tween Rhode Hail and Fresh Ponds. The relief of the surface

here is as much as 2o feet in some places, and is so uneven, as

to recall morainic topography. Near Fresh Ponds, as the name

implies, small ponds are common in the depressions, which are

3 to 8 feet deep and, the ponds 2 to lO rods across. The de-

pressions at Fresh Ponds are, however, not so deep as toward

Rhode Hall: but the Cretaceous day is apparently nearer the

surface about Fresh Ponds, and so the depressions hold water

better. Many of the original marshes and ponds have been

drained, and cuts through the rims of the basins have been seen

during the process. They are composed of loose gravel and
sand, and the same materials lle below the basins themselves

where cuts have been seen. The water in the basins is doubt-

9 QUAT
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less due to the close proximity of the Raritan clay below, and
to the general flatness of the region, which does not favor run-

off. Some of the gravel and sand, too, has loam enough with it
to make it rather impermeable.

AIong the creek east of Fresh Ponds, the base of the Pen-
sauken has an elevation of too to rio feet a mile and a half

southeast of Fresh Ponds, and 7° to 80 feet a mile and a half
to the northwest, at Lawrence Brook. In the immediate vicinity
of Fresh Ponds, the Cretaceous has been seen in various excava-

tions at 9o to Ioo feet. About Fresh Ponds, and especially
toward Lawrence Brook, bewlders are common at the surface.

The line of old headlands runs northeast of Allens Station,

through Red Tavern, Union Valley, and Half Acre, to Lower

]amesburg. Along this line, the most projecting headland is
between _llentown and New Sharon, along the south side of

Assanpink Creek.
The Pensauken deposits about Jamesburg show that the

formation buried and obscured the earlier topography. The 40-
foot relief of the Cretaceous surface near Jamesburg was de-

stroyed by the building up of the low lands to the level of the
higher. The pbenomena here therefore duplicate those at Rob-

binsville and New Sharon, except that the upbuilding to I5o feet
in the latter place is not altogether conclusive, while at James-
burg it is, and the latter case seems to carry the former with it.

If this is correct, the Robbinsville region was once built up to a
level harmonious with that at Jamesbnrg, and the non-arkose

upper part has been largely removed, leaving the arkose part
below relatively more conspimmus than it once was.

At the southeast, the levels of the Pensauken at Old Church,
Red Tavern, Gtra, Aliens Station, brew Sharon and Egg Tavern,

are essentially the same, ranging from I45 to t6o feet. The

harmony of these levels and the likeness of the materiM through-
out, point to community of origin.

Vfcinity of Monmouth Iunctlon..---Between Momnouth June-
tion and Princeton Junction, the Newark shale is capped by

Pensauken gravel, the surface of which is below 12o feet in most
places, and its base is a_ tow as 80 feet just west of Monmouth
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Junction. Both northwest and northeast of Momnouth Junc-

tion its base is at about IOO feet, but toward Dayton, data from
wells indicate that its base is at about 9° feet.

it appears ttlerefore that there was a pre-Pensaukeu plain

about 5 miles wide between Jamesburg and Monmouth Junction,
the surface of which had little relief. This surface now has an

• altitude of about 9° feet. This 9o_foot lowland appears to have

been aggraded some 50 to 6o feet by the deposition o{ the Pen-
sauken formation.

The area west c,f Old Br_dge.--This area is but a continuation

of that to the southwest, nearly cut off from it by the valley' of
a tributary to Lawrence Brook. The Pensauken formation is

well exposed at Old Bridge, Hardenbergh Corners, and a few
other points, and its disposition and relations are shown in

Fig. 53.

Between Rhode Hall and Old Bridge the base of the Pen-
sauken has an altitude of about IOO feet. At Old Bridge, the
uppermost 6 to IO feet of the formation is gravelly, chiefly
quartz and chert, and very compact. The basal member is coarse
sand, slightly arkose, and having a coating of white kaolin

about tbe grains in many places. This gives the sand a singu-
larly white appearance. In other places the gravel and sand

alternate. The formation is, at a maximum, 5° to 60 feet thick
in this area.

At Hardenbergh Corners a fine exposure of the formation is

seen in the railway cut. The basal part is coarse, with plenty of
crystalline rock and red shale, but the main body of the for]na-

tion is of fine gravel and sand. A granitic bowlder a foot in
diameter was seen here, decayed and soft to the center• Trap
bowlders, one of them 3 feet in diameter, are decomposed at the

surface only. At this point there is a bed of coarse gravel near
the center of the section, with IO to 15 feet of coarse arkose

sand below, and sand with but little gravel above.
Northwest of Dunhams Corners, the Pensauken has been

largely removed by Beaver Dam Brook and other tributaries

to Lawrence Brook. Along the northwest border of that which
remains, its base rises locally to IIO feet (a mile northeast of
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Dunhams Corners), but declines northward toward Lawrence

Brook. Altmg the south bank of Beaver Dam Brook, its base
declines from about too feet west of Dunhams Corners to 60

or 65 feet at Lawrence Brook. In the "_alley north of Fresh
Ponds, its base declines from about Ioo feet south of Dunhams
Corners to 80 feet,

In the area about Dunhams Corners there are many depres-

sions without outlets, similar to those at various points to the

southwest. Some of the depressions contain marshes and ponds,

while others are dry. The ponds and marshes are believed to

point to the proximity of Cretaceous clay below, the dry basins to

a greater thickness of Pensauken, or to underlying_ Cret_aeeous
sands, as distinct from clay; but these relations can hardly be
said to be demonstrated. The surface about Dunhams Corners

shows a good deal of coarse stony material.
East of Lawrence Brook and northeast of Milltown, there are

some patches of Pensauken, mostly thin, which represent the

basal part of the formation,

The Pensauken surface reaches an altitude of t63 feet at Old
Bridge, and its base is at 9° to ioo feet. The upland covered by

the Pensanken drops off suddenly to the valley of South River
by a scarp, facing southeast,

Lewrence Brook and drainage cka._ges.--Lawrence Brook
follows approximately the junction of the Newark shale and the

Cretaceous system from, Deans to Milltown, a positlon which sug-
gests its adjustment to structure. Its course most of the way is

actually a fraction of a mile off the contact, its channel being in

Newark shale (locally trap) most of the way. Judging by the

disposition of the Pensanken,, there was a valley at the contact
of the Newark and the Cretaceous beds in pre-Pensauken time,

for remnants o{ the Pensauken formation occur along this line
at lower levels than to the northwest and southeast. This holds

dowv_ the valley to its ;_.mlction with the Raritan. The pre-
Pensauken valley floor declines from an elevation which is now 7o
feet at Deans, to 60 feet at Westons Mills; but the valley was
narrower at the latter place than at the former.
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Between Fresh Ponds aiad Dayton is the great Pigeon Swamp,
which occupies a broad flat valley. Its altitude is about 8o feet,

and .its borders on the north and south about 20 feet higher.

]Exposures of the material beneath the swamp are mostly want-

ing; but some information was afforded by a drainage ditch
through the marsh some years since• This ditch reached Cre-

taceous clay but a few feet below the surface, and at the west end
of the swamp Cretaceous beds rise as high as 7° to 8o feet. The

Pensauken appears to have been mostly removed from the area

where the swamp is. The stream now flowing through it is small,
and apparently inadequate for the work of erosion which seems

to have been accomplished. The swamp is quite unlike the valleys
of other tributaries to Lawrence Brook, for the others seem

capable of having made the valleys they occupy.

Southeast df Pigeon Swamp there is a broad depression, a mile
• southwest of Rhode Hall, at about 9° feet. It is three-fourths of

a mite wide, and opens out into the valley of Manalapan Creek
to the southeast. It seems possible that Manalapan Creek flowed

through this gap in post-Pensauken time, going on northwest
"through what is now Pigeon Swamp, to Lawrence Brook. The

valley of South River, between Jamesburg and Old Bridge, is
probably following a course assumed in post-Pensauken time.

The early post-Pensauken drainage may have been somewhat

as follows: *) A stream flowing northwest from Wiekatunk
to Old Bridge, joining the Raritan in the vicinity of Sayreville;

2) Manalapan Creek, flowing northwest from Manalapan. to
Jamesburg, and thence to Lawrence Brook at Deans Station;

3) Lawrence 13rook, flowing to the Raritan in a valley in the
Pensanken formation, overlying Newark shale. The first of
these three streams excavated its valley faster than the last, After

it had been sunk through the Pensanken into the Raritan forma-

tion, it had great advantage over La_,vrence Brook after the latter

reached the Newark shale. It is conjectured tbat a tributary to
the Old Bridge-Sayrevilte stream developed southwest from Old

Bridge until it tapped Manalapan Creek in the vicinity of James-
burg and led it off to its main, now South River. This diversion

of Manalapan Creek left the gap southwest of Rhode Hall un-
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occt_pied by a stream, and the valley of the beheaded part of the

former Manalapan Creek became swampy (Pigeon Swamp), as
a result of the sh_ggish drainage which resulted from the lessened
flow.

Deposits between Lawrence Brook and the Raritan River.--
North of Lawrence Brook the Fensauken formation occurs most

of the way from Deans to New Brunswick, the Pennsylvania Rail-
road marking, in a general way, its northwestern limit. Its sur-

face here has an elevation of from about ioo feet to i2 5 feet. At
New Brunswick its base has an elevation of about rio to r2o

feet, but it declines to about 7° feet at Westons Mills.

The formation here is somewhat drift-}ike in. composition,
containing much coarse material of northern origin. It lacks

evident stratification in places, espeeia]ly in the railway cuts
between New Brunswick and Milltown, at iio to I2o feet. The

material here is very unlike that at Mitltown and southeast of

Lawrence Brook, and has somewhat the appearance of glacial
drift. In many places the gravel is associated with a good

deal of clay from the Newark shale, emphasizing its drift-like
aspect• The hypothesis has been entertained that the ice at"
some time reached this latitude, but proof of its truth is wanting.

South and west of New Brunswick (Voorhees, Clyde. and

Middlebush) are scattered bits, bnt not considerable beds of
Pensauken material. Large tracts here which are at levels ap-
propriate for the formation are without it, and the reason for

its absence is not altogether clear. (I) Was the New Bruns-
wick region built up to 16o feet, the Old Bridge level, and since

lowered by erosion, or (2) was.this re_ion too high {n Pensauken
time, for the deposit{on of that _ormation ? In either case there
has been much erosion since. A third alternative is that the

Old Bridge-Amboy region has been raised a little, relative to
the New ]_runswick region, since the Pensauken epoch. Which,
ifany, of these conjectures ls correct, is undetermined.

One and one-half miles west of Franklin Park, and 2_ miles
east o{ Griggstown, the IbO-foot hill has a cap of IO feet or so
of gravel. A mile north of west o{ this, the :4o-foot h{lI has
a gravel cap very like the .gravel and sand about New Brons-
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wick and Metuchen, though cor,.taiuing less shale. These hill
cappings are probably Pensauken, though not of the normal

phase. They suggest the first of the hypotheses noted above.
A mile and a quarter northwest of Franklin Park there is a

I3o-foot area mantled by gravel, and half a mite farther north-
west there is another area of gravel at the same (maximum)

elevation. In all these places the gravel is lower on the north

slopes of the elevations than on the sonth. This may be the
result of displacement, though this is not clear.

West of the. Millsto*w River.--V(re_t of the Millstone River,

and a mile northwest of Origgstown,, there is _,n area of gravel
and loam at about 125 feet. The gravel here differs from that

to the east, in that it has more small quartz pebbles--rather of

the Beacon Hill type. East of the river, sandstones, quartzite,
shale, etc., are more prominent. South of Blawenburg, at Izo
to _3o feet, there are remnants of gravel like those about Griggs-
town and Franklin Park.

The above remnants at z_o to I5o feet are perhaps all Pen-
sauken, and indica}e a general mantling at this level. So far

as this region is concerned, there might be doubt as to the age
of the material; but if the preceding interpretations are correct,
Pensauken occurs at z6o to I7o at Jamesburg, I65 at Old

•." Bridge, t5o at Rhode Hall, and at I6o feet north of Somerville.
In view of this distribution, it is not unreasonable to refer all
these remnants to the Pensauken. An alternative view i_ that

the high remnants noted are remnants of the Bridgeton forma-
tion, the base of which has an elevation of I3o to i4 o feet near
Glassboro, and 90 feet at Bridgeton. If, however, this dip were

carried northward, it would carry the base of the formation far
above the level of these gravels from Franklin Park to Blawen-
burg. Another alternative is that the gravels referred to are of

various ages, and not referable to any 9no distinct stage of
deposition.

One of the most remarkable areas of the Pensauken forma-

tiorl occurs at Kingston on the east side of the tV_iltstone River

just south of the gap in the Rocky Hill range. In coarseness,
proportion of crystalline material, and decay bf bowlders, this
deposit is unique. Many bowlders I to I_ feet in diameter are
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decayed to the ve D- center; while others have a 2- or 3-inch

core which is firm. A Iarge part of the thick deposit is of large
cobbles, yet there is matrix enough so that the material stands
with vertical faces year after year. The gravel fills a river

gorge from an elevation of 50 or 55 feet up to, wo feet, and

then spreads out on the higher land to the east of the gorge.
The gravel came from the north, and apparently it must have
been brought in by a stream which flowed south. Down to this

point the river must have been swift to have brought in the
coarse material, which becomes finer and finer with increasing
distance from the gorge. The southward connection of the

valley of the stream which deposited the Kingston gravel is
not known.

Pensauken gravel and sand cover much of the area between

Monmouth Junction and Kingston northwest of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad. The base of the formation here has an eleva-

tion of 80 to _oo feet, being highest at the west.

North of the Raritan.---The Pensauken is well developed in a

triangular area roughly outlined by lines drawn between Me-
tuchen, Bonhamtown and Piscataway. It covers the contact of

the Newark and Raritan, overlapping it in, both directions.
Mill Brook and the lower end of Piscataway Creek have cut

throtlgh the Pensauken and have their channels in the Newark
shale. \Vhen Pensauken deposition took place here, remnants only
of the Raritan formation remained, and the Pensauken buried

Newark and Raritan alike. The general disposition and rela-
tions of the formation between Metuchen and South Amboy are

shown in Fig. 54.
The surface of the Pensauken now slopes from a maximum

elevation of I34 feet near Metuchen, to mo feet or less at Bon-

bamtown; in other words, it has a gentle slope to the southeast.
The base of the formation is lowest along a line southwest from

Bonhamtown, and higher,to the southeast and northwest of this
line. The belt where the base is lowest doubtless marks the site

of a pre-Pensauken valley. Mill Brook follows this old valley
more than a mile _outhwest of Bonhamtown. and there it turns

south and follows a post-Pensauken valley to the Raritan.
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Along the old valley, the Pensauken base has an elevation of 6o
feet or so, and on either side it is about 20 feet higher. T'he

stream in this old valley flowed to the southwest, joining the
Raritan valley somewhere near the lower end of the present

Piscataway Creek.
Between Highland Park and Metuehen, the ragged edge of the

Pensauken shows much eo_,rse gravel on the shale, left as the

edge of the formation was removed. The material of the Pen-
sauken is coarser west of Mill Brook than is its wont, and has

such features as to raise the question whether it is not the rem-
nant of a drift sheet older than that which made the well-devel-

oped moraine from Metuehen to Perth Amboy.

A quarter of a mile southeast of Piscataway, at the roadside,
the Pensauken section is as follows:

3) 3 feet gravelly sand with seams of red loam (doubtfully Pen*
sauken?)

s) 2o feet of sand with seams of gravel• The pebbles are largely
quartz, but there are many red shale bits and a few granitic
pebbles.

I) 7 feet coarse white arkose sand with a little gravel.

At Bonhamtown, there is a large gravel pit exposing the for-

marion well. The section is not unlike that at Piscataway, and is

somewhat like that at Jamesburg, where 3o.to 5° feet of sand
and gravel, chiefly from the southeast, overlie 2 to io feet of

arkose gravel and sand, the two types of material being distinct.

At Bonhamtown, however, the arkose and non-arkose types are
more or less intermingled, or interbedded, or at least are not

sharply separated. As seen in section here, the material at a
given level is not arkose, while a short distance away material
at the same 'level is arkose. I_a no part of the section is the

material so free from sand of Cretaceous origin as is the basal
part at Jamesburg. It is clear that two different sources con,
tributed to the deposit at Bonhamtown, and that now one and
now the other made the larger contribution, while at other times
the two were about equal. Stratification is more distinct than at

Jamesburg. The sand and the gravel are commonly in nearly

horizontal, lens-like beds, a few inches thick. .The gravel is
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rather fine, most of the pebbles being less than an inch in diam-

eter, though cobbles occur, and rarely a bowlder. Among the

pebbles are hits of red shale and granite. Most of the sand is

yellow and brownish in color, but some of it is white; some of
it is arkose.

West of Bonhamtown, on Mill Brook, exposures have been

seen which are especially till-like,--so much so as to lead one in-

stinctively to look for striated bowlders, but none have been

found. Locally red shale constitutes 75 per cent. of the whole.

Another remnant of Pensauken occurs at Sand Hills, east of

Bonhamtown, and still other cuts and pits show it to be present

beneath the glacial drift near Woodbridge and farther south.

Thus a mile or so southwest of the Woodbridge depot, in the

I4o-foot hill, 40 feet of Pensauken sand has been seen in section.

The sand is of the arkose type, yellowish to white in color, some-

what like that at Old Bridge. There is little fine gravel here.

The material differs from that at Bonhamtown in being more

arkose and less gravelly.

At Metnchen, the Pensauken has been seen well exposed in

railway cuts northeast of the depot (Perth Amboy line). Quartz

pebbles make up much of the gravel; but quartzite and sand-

stone are present both as grai,el and in larger pieces. Pieces of

red shale are common, as are small bits of granite, thoroughly

decomposed. In some places the oomposition of the material

'suggests glacial drift, but it is in strlkin_ con_trast with the last

glacial drift a few rods to the north.

A mile northeast of Metuchen depot, and three-fourths of a

mile east of south of Menlo Park, Pensanken with a distinctly till-

like structure has been seen beneath glacial drift; hut glacial
stones were not found in it.

In the area north of the Raritan and east of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, the Pensaukeu has two somewhat distinct phases: the

one, arkose sand; the other gravel in which ,red shale and granite

are prominent. Locally there is much clay with the gravel and

bowlders, and the structure is somewhat till-like. Though the

two phases have not been seen in section, general relations sug-

gest that the sand was deposited first, and the coarser material

later; but that in time of orig'in, the two were not far apart.
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Bet_zeen Sol_th t_iver and Cheesequake Creek.--The Pensau-

ken is well developed about South Aanboy and Ernston. its
surface reaches an altitude of I7o feet near Ernston, thoug_h it

rises above I5O feet in but few places. Its base has an altitude
of about 9° to Ioo feet in most places, thus giving it a probable

maximmn thickness of about 70 feet.

The section shown along the Pennsylvania Railroad a mile or
so southwest of the depot is representative:

5) z feet moulding s:ind or loam, locally almost a clay loam.
4) 6 feet coarse gravelly sand.
3) I5 feet yellow arkose sand free from gravel.
i) 6 feet arkose s_d, brownish ia color, with some pebbles.
[) 4 feet of coarse gravel, including occasional bowlders; granitic

and shale pebbles common.
Cretaceous.

Sections showing material like parts of the above are eomm<m.
At the ¢rossi_g of Bordentown Avenue and the Raritan River

Railroad, several large bowlders (3 feet and less in diameter)
have ,been seen at the base of the formation.

South and west of South Amboy there are numerous exposures

at high levels. In general the gravelly material is almost wholly
quartz. A three-fold divisiorl of the formation prevails, _mraely

3) 0uartz-chert gravel, _ to _5 feet.
s) Arkose sand, io to 40 feet.
i) Coarse gravel, with cobbles and even bowlders, bits of shale

and granite, ._ foot to 4 _eet

About Ernston and toward Sayreville the material and its
relations are the same as at South Amboy.

One and three-fourths miles southwest of Emston, along the

railway near the old Poor Farm, the base of the Pensauken runs

down to 20--3o feet, and possibly lower. A quarter of a mile
or so farther northeast, the base of the formation is above 9°

feet. Again, a little more than half a _n.ile west of Morgan

Station, Pensauken is seen at 20 feet. These low-lying remnants
do not appear to be displaced, though possibly they are. If not,

they mark the position of rather deep pre-Pensauken valleys,
like those east of Camden.
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The Pensauken about South Amboy and Ernston represents
the northwest phase of the formation, as distinct from the south-

east phase, a distinction which has held across the State from

Delaware Bay to this point. The distinction is as sharp here
as to the southwest. The arkose phase of the Pensauken is

limited at the south by the valley of Cheesequake Creek.

OUTLYING AREAS OF PENSAU'KEN 3 .EAST Or SOUTH RIVER.

Northwest of l_ng_ishtown.--There is a cap of Pensauken
gravel, of non-arkose type, on Gravel Hill west of Manalapan
Creek, a mile and nmre southeast of Hoffmans Station. This

connects with the arkose Pensauken south of J-amesburg. Similar
gravel covers the divide a mile or so east of Manalapan Creek

between Englishtown and Jamestown. The material in the two

places is essentiallly Mike, and occurs at similar elevations, and

the two areas probably were connected originally. They reach

a maximum altitude of i8 7 feet, and the altitude of their bases
ranges from I4o--+ feet at the south, to 8o feet at the northwest.

They seem to correlate with the main body of the formation to
the northwest. The material here is non-arkose, like the upper

part of the formation in the Jamesburg railway cut. These
areas have their chief significance in connection with remnants

of gravel, i_robably of Pensauken age, about the headwaters of
the Matchaponix drainage system, east of Englishtown and north
of Freehold.

So*_theast and eas_ of t_nggishtown.--East of South River and

Matchaponix Brook there is relatively little material which can.

be correlated with the Pensauken with certainty. Southeast of

Englishtown there are patches of gravel some small, some
large--near Manalapan Creek, above Blacks Mills, and about the

headwaters of the creeks which unite to form Matchaponix
Brook, as on Monmouth battleground, in the vicinity of Lafayette

Mills, Gordous Corners, Union Hill, and elsewhere; or, in

general, in an area extending from Robertsville (2 miles west of
Wickatunk) on the north, to Blacks Mills (4 miles west of

Freehold) on the south. Tl_ese gravels are below the level
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appropriate for the Brldgeton formation, and appear to be

stream deposits, left in the general degradation of the region
from a higher level. They decline to the west and northwest,

in harmony with the present drainage, whereas the Bridgeton

of the region is not definitely related to the present drainage, and
its base declines to the southeast. Some of these gravels seem to

be correlated clearly with the Pensauken to the northwest, while

others may be somewhat younger. Indeed, it does not seem
practicable to determine their age with certainty, On the whole,.
it seems reasonable to regard them as contemporaneous, at least

in a general way, with the Pensauken at Jamesburg, and to have
resulted from. the effects of the deposition about Jamesburg, on

the drainage of the area here under consideration.
On the south side of Wemrock Brook, between Englishtown

and Freehold, several patches of gravel occur at elevations ran.g>
ing front i6o feet at the east to I2O feet at the west, on hilltops
and divides. The gravel caps are not knoe)n to be thick, but the

depth of material is rarely exposed. All these gravel remnants
lie on a surface some 50 feet below the divide between the

Matchaponix and Manasquan systems, on what may 5e regarded

as remnants of a surface which once sloped gently northwestward.

The original Beacon Hill level for this region should have been

35° to 4oo feet, so that the Freehold region has been degraded
some 2oo feet since that time. The gravels along Wemrock

Brook were wobably derived from the Beacon Hill formation,

and left along old stream courses. They are too low for the

Bridgeton, and since they agree in level with the Pensauken not
far away, they are referred to that formation.

On the divide between Wemrock Brook and the south branch

of Tepeheptus Brook, there are other patches of gravel similarly
situated. One patch occupies a part of the Monmouth Battle-

ground, where Iz to I5 feet of golauconitie sand and loam over-
lie i to 3 feet of gravel, concealing it in most places. Farther

.west there are isolated hills at slightly lower levels, capped with
gravel. The altitude of these patches ranges from 1.8o feet near
Freehold, to _2o feet in the vicinity of Taylors Mill, a mile east

of Englishtown.
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Between the branches of Tepeheptus Brook there are other

patches of gravel similarly situated, at elevations ranging from

_7o+ to iIo feet, the higher elevations being to the east, 2
miles or so west of Marlboro. These hills, taken with other

patches at similar elevations in the vicinity, seem to point to

widespread accumulation of gravel at a level which is now about

I8o feet above the sea in the vicinity of Freehold. It is thought

that the gravels here referred to accumulated in the valleys at
about this level. The sites of the valleys have been changed

since, and their former sites have, in some places, become divides.

The base of the gravel in some of these patches abont the head-

waters of Tepebeptus Brook is very irregular, in a small way,

and the irregularities are not unlike those developed in the chan-
nels of existing streams.

Between Tepeheptus Brook and Milford Brook and about the
headwaters of the latter, the phenomena just described are

repeated, the gravels" being a't similar levels, _7o_ feet. The

1 patches show a tendency to elongation on the divides l_araiIel to
the streams. The higher tracts (I7o to 18o feet) covered with
gravel adjoin still higher lands (2o0__+ feet) o_ the east, east of

north of Freehold. These high lands carry some gravels which
seem to .be older than the remnants at lower levels to the west,

though this may be'questioned. The high gravels hereabout are

cemented to a considerable extent, and so have the appearance
of greater age.

Are the gravels between Englishtown and Freehold the equiv-
alent of those northwest of Englishtown? To this question no

positive answer can be given. The former have the appearance

of having been accumulated in stream valleys, for they vary from

valley to valley, in keeping with the terranes affected by the
drainage system. \,Vest of Englishtown, such a relation is not
evident.

If these gravels east of Englishtown were once part of the

maiu body of Pensauken to the west, they would seem to call for

the building up of the area between Englishtown and Freehold
to I8o± feet by Pensauken deposits. In this case the remnants
we now find at I2o feet are basal remnants of a bed once 60 to
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8o feet deep. This hypothesis does not seem to be strongly sup-

ported by known facts.

The composition of the gravels northeast of Englishtown
s_ggests (Knapp) that they were deposited after the Beacon

Hill (and af.ter the gridgeton if the _atter ever was here) was

largely removed, .when, the Cretaceous beds contributed more to
the surface gravels than they did when the gravels northwest of

""" Englishtown were deposited. This would suggest that the gravels

northeast of Englishtown are somewhat younger than those to
the northwest.

Kmapp suggests that a plain sloping from lgO _eet at Freehold

to i4o feet at Englishtown and 12o feet at Jamesburg, was

covered with Pensauken gravel, slightly to the southeast, and
heavily to the northwest. In later erosion, the higher southeast

region suffered most, and the gravels and most super-Cretaceous
beds were removed, while to the northwest the surface beds were

_ot so fully worn away. Later deposits northeast Of English-
town contained more Cretaceous material than the beds farther

northwest, because the older gravels to the northwest were never

removed so completely. This would make the gravels between
Freehold and Euglishtown somewhat younger than those of
Gravel 'Hill. Analogous relations are foufid it_ the vicinity of
New Sharon and elsewhere.

Northeast o[ Englishto_vn.----The possible Pensauken gravels

here range from _IO feet (Clayton's Hill) near Englishtown,
to nearly 200 feet near W.iekatunk. To the west, the gravel
caps small 'hills, and is 6 to 8 feet thick. It is, on the whole,

poorly assorted, but with loam enough to make it fairly cornr
pact. Its base is irregular. In the larger patches, it runs down
the spurs of the hills to levels below those of its base in, the

hilltops. In some of it, good sized cobbles occur, as at Gordons

Corners, but the}, are not plentiful. The matrix of the gravel
contains some greensand (now brown). In a pit at about I7o
feet, .3 miles west-northwest of Marlboro, the composkion of

the gravel is as follows : 5 per cent, chert, io per cent. ironstone,
and 89 per cent. quartz, about 3 per cent being of cobble size.
The sand with tbo gravel is about half gllauconite. Other
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areas west and southwest of Wickatunk repeat these phenomena.

w_th variations. What appears to be wind-blown sand, in many
places glauconitie, covers the gravel in piaces. Correlations are
uncertain.

A few areas of gravel at higher levels (19o to 200 feet) about
Wiekatunk, Knapp regards as perhaps Bridget9n , but the reasons
for separating'them from the Pensauken do _lot seem to be

altogether ¢onvirming.

Disregarding some doubtful areas, there is a decline in the
Pegsattken surface from I7o feet 3 miles west of Wickattmk,

to I2o feet near gnglishtown, a decline in the direction of present
drainage. The base of the gravels is marked by nmnerous ir-

regularities of a trifling sort,
The character of these gravels indicates their local origin, but

it varies much from point to point, quartz and ironstone alter-

nating with each other as chief constituents. In general, the
gravels at the lower levels are the better stratified.

Green surface loam abounds about the headwaters of Mateha-

ponix Brook, from ]Freehold to Wickatugk. It is so persistent

that some general explanation seems called for. In depth it
ratlges from 5 feet to 20 feet, and its cotlstitution suggests the
Red Bank formation as its source. Its distribution is consistent

with an eolian rather than a fluviatile origin.
Between Pine Brook and Barckleys Brook there is a series of

gravel capped hills, declining from near 2oo feet at the north-
east (Robertsville) to 12o feet or so near Mounts Mills. In

composition, the gravel ranges from quartz 2 : ironstone I, to
ironstone 3 : quartz I. The gravel is, in part, well stratified,

is mostly rather fine, and is most plentiful below the top of the
formation.

The divide west of Wickatunk, extending to Robertsville and
thence northwest between Deep Run and Barckteys Brook, sepa-
rates two sets of gravel deposits, the one about Egglishtown and
northeast, and the other about Browntown and Matawan. The

southern of these two regions includes the beadwaters of Matcha-
ponix Brook. In pre-Pensauken time this area seems to have

had a surface sloping from the northeast, east, and soatheast,
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toward Englishtown.The areawas somewhat amphitheatral

in shape,with .}isrim at about 17o feet,and itslow pointat

Englishtown,at about Im {eet.The materialherewl{ichis
regardedaspossiblyPensaukencontainsnotablymore thatwas
derivedfrom the Cretaceous,than does thegravelat Gravel

Hilland on the dividenorthwestof Fmglishtown.If early

post-Pensaukendrainagefrontthe Matawan-Freeholdregion
went to New BTunswick, and thence by way of Bound Erook

through Kingstor_ to Trenton, the course was very roundabout.
If the present course of the Raritan to the ocean was developed
after the gravel west of Englishtown was deposited, the change

would have greatly facilitated erosion in the _Englishtown region.
North of Deep Run.--The gravel remnants in this region

which seem most confidently correlated with the Pensauken are
those at I2o to 55o feet in the vicinity of Morristown, Morgan-
ville, and Browntown. The Cretaceous surface beneath the Pen-

sauken at South Amboy and Old'Bridge and Jamesburg, it will be

remembered, has an elevation 'of about 9o feet. The gravels re-

garded as probably Pensauken about Morg_anvilte have an eleva-
tion of about i5o, suggesting a Cretaceous surface sloping from

I5O feet at Morganville to 9° feet at Old Bridge, just before the
depositior_ of the Pensauken. No stream such as Matawan Creek
or 'Cheesequake ,Creek seems to have been located along the
strike of the Cretaceous beds at that time, and the creeks men-

tioned above seem to be of post-Pensauken origin.
Two m,iles northwest of Matawan, there is an elongate divide

(Morr]stown-Jacksonville or Cheesequake) at an elevation of

530 to 15o feet, which has a gravel cap not less tban I2 feet
thlck. Stratification is distinct, but assortment poor. Many
pebbles stand on end, indicating rough or swift waters. Quartz
and ironstone are both abundant, the latter partly in large slabs.

The sand, which is largely beneath the gravel, has much glau-
conite. The gravel is very llke the uppermost member of the
Pensauken at South Amboy.

About the headwaters of Tennents Brook, especially on the di-

vide between Browntown and Morganville, there are numerous

hilltop gravel caps which are perhaps to be correlated with the

IO QUAT
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Pensauken. They are at altitudes ranging from I2o to I5o feet,
and the depth of the gravel is known to range up to 8 feet.
Higher hills east of Browntown, at 20o± feet, do not have

gravel caps, though surface pebbles suggest the former presence

of a higher stratum carrying gravel. The gravel caps southeast
oi Browntown are all of southeastern material.

The gravel is similar, in all essential respects, to that between
Englishtown and Freehold. It is not certain that it ever covered

all the area within which tile present remnants exist. As in

most of the gravel caps of this region, the base is uneven. The
floors of the pits, after the gravel has been removed, resemble

the channelsof smafl streams in some cases, the pockets of gravel
being in more or less sinuous lines, comparable t.o scour holes in

the beds of streams. In one of the gravel pits southwest of
Morganville, the gravel after removal, was seen to have occu-
pied a trough (channel) in what is now the crest of the elevation

on which the gravel rests.

Locally, the ironstone makes up 95 per cent. of the gravel,
though in most places it is subordinate to the quartz. Large
pieces of both materials are of local occurrence. Two miles

southwest of Morganville, the matrix of the gravel contains
much marl, clearly from the Navesink marl.

Some of the beds of gravel here suggest displacement down
slope. The origiual level of deposftion seems to have .bee_ _3o to

15o feet. One fact leading to this inference is the greater depth
of the gravel on the hilltops at these l_x,els.

The surface on which the Pensauken was deposited n,orthwest

of Matawan, sloped toward the northwest, as if developed by

drainage in that direetlom Raritan Bay probably did not exist
when this plain was developed. The x,alleys of Matawau and
Cheesequake creeks have developed since Raritau Bay came into

existence. They are clearly young creeks. They will, if not
interfered with, send their heads farther and farther back into

the country to the southwest.

The ISO-foot plain, remnants of which appear west of Mate-
wan, and thence to Freehold and Englishtown, would seem to
be too high (now) for development at this level, with the drain-
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age as it now is. But it is perhaps not too high if the drainag6

which developed it followed a sufficiently roundabout route when
the plain was making. If, for example, the drainage .of the
Matehaponix wer_t to Trenton by way of Bound BTook (city),
and up the present Millstone, the headwaters of the Matcha-

ponix, Deep Run, etc., might have developed a plain at a high
level, possibly I5o feet. Furthermore, if the stream which these

creeks joined crossed Rocky Hill IOOfeet or less above sea level,

this would have been the hose controlling all levels above. A
base at 7° feet at Kingston, would mean a fall of 8o feet from

Englishtown, by way of Bound Brook, to Kingston, and this is

probably not too high for the development of a plain at I5o feet
at the former place.

OUTLYING AREAS ]_AST OF _IATAWAN.

General _tatement.---Between Matawan on the .west and At-

lantic Highlands on the east, there are ntm_erons patches of

gravel at levels which are rather low (5o feet to 9° feet) for
Pensauken. Similar gravels occur south of Matawan and west

of Cliffwood. These gravels are doubtless the counterpart of
similar deposits south of the divide between Morganville and
Middletown, hut their correlation with the Pensauken is doubt-

ful. They are perhaps the equivalent of the surface accumula,

lions between Freehold and Englishtown, being somewhat

younker than the Pensauken. Mr. Knapp is disposed to recog-
nize a stage of deposition between the Pensauken and the Cape

May, calling it fFaln'ford, and would group the surface deposits
between Matawan and Atlantic Highlands above the level of the

Cape May formation under this name. Irrespective of the name,.

and of the probable existence of a stage of deposition between ,
the Pensaukeu and the Cape May distinct enough to ,be separately
recognized, it is probably true that the gravels mentioned above

are intermediate in age between the Pensauken and the Cape
May formations. Gravels a mile southwest of Cliffwood belong
to the same category.

Knapp thinks the equivalent of the Jobstown flat can be traced,
with interruptions, to Engllshtown, and that its equivalent at
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Matawan has an altitude of about 7o feet. The gravels, etc.,
on this ill-defined plain he would regard as post l_ensauken, and

probably pre-Cape May. If this is the case, there is no gravel
equivalent to Pensanken in the area east of Matawan. The

topography of this region is youthful, and the streams are erod-

ing vigorously. Any Pensauken that once existe6 here may have
been removed.

Topographic history.--It seems permissible to entertain.the

view that the major divide of the region, even in Pensauken

time, extended from Matawan northeast to Long Island, and
that from this divide there was a gentle slope toward Amboy.

The absence of streams along the strike of the Cretaceous, in
pre-Pensauken time, in such relations as those of Mat_wan
and Cheesequake creeks, seems to imply the absence of a master

stream along the lower course of the Raritan. This suggests
the flow of that stream from Bound Brook via King_ton to the
Delaware at Trenton.

If the lower Raritan below Bound Brook assumed its present

course after the Pensauken epoch, the drainage relations in the
direction of Raritan Bay were profundty _ltered when the present
course was established, while those to the southeast were not.

This might have made great differences in the deposits of post-
Pensauken time, on the two sides of the divide.

South of Matawan are hills 380 to 4oo feet high with caps
of Beacon Hill gravel, overlying Cohansey sand. The Cohansey
and Beacon Hill formations once extended much farther north

and northwest, probably reaching the present highlands (at an

elevation of more than 4oo feet) at the north. The Beacon

Hill gravels may be taken as representing the starting point in
the topographic development of the region.

Post-Beacon Hill drainage probably involved the flow of the
antecedent of the Hudson across New Jersey. Adjacent to it,

over a wide belt, the Beacon' Hill and older beds down to the
Cretaceous were removed, and a broad lowland was developed.

To the southeast of the lowland, lay the main divide, perhaps

from Long Island to \Vickgtunk, thence to Freehold, Clarks-

burg, Cream Ridge, Mr. Holly, Berlin, Glassboro, and Shiloh.
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Adjacent to the plain of degradation developed by the main
stream, there were minor plains along minor streams. The
Woodstown Plkin and its correlatives Knapp thinks traceable, by

means of the parts remaining, nearly to Matawan, From this

point east, the topography was developed by drainage to the
northeast; all the rest of the way to Delaware Bay, the larger

features of the topography near the broad valley between Amboy
and Bordentown and Salem were developed by drainage which
flowed to the northwest when thi_ Pensauken gravels were de-

posited.
If major streams are made the basis of comparison, the broad

plain from Amboy to Salem was controlled by a southwest

flowing stream, while a narrow belt, northeast of a line from
Wickatunk to Browntown, was controlled by drainage to the
east.

A:fter the main plain of degradation was developed, _he drain-

age was changed, and Hudson River and Raritan River reached
the ocean where Raritan Bay is now. Whether this change took

place before or after the close of the Pensauken epoch is not
now clear. After this change, present drainage was established,
and the continuation of the old main divide east of 'Wickatunk .

was destroyed.
Description of deposits.--Within this area there is a, series of

gravel patches 'which Knapp regarded as Walnford (p. I47),
which are of uncertain correlation. Several of them are elongate

north and south, roughly parallel to the present streams. The

westenmaost is just south of Matawan, at an elevation ranging

from I3o feet at the south to 6o feet at _he north. At the south

end only is the gravel well exposed.. It eoutains much ironstone,
some of which is in slabs a foot in diameter. Some of it is from

the Red Bank formation of the Cretaceous system, and some

_rom yotmger gravelly formations. The gravel and sand have
a maximum thickness of at least eo feet, are poorly stratified

and poorly assorted, so far as the structure has been seen. With
the gravel is more or less sand and marl from local terranes
just to the south, exposed in the slopes north of Beacon Hill.
Exposures in the west ;part of this area show the Cretaceous
surface to he very irregular, and .the gravel fills small gully-llke
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channels, not unlike those on the slopes of the hills to the south.

After the gravels were deposited, drainage abandoned its old

channels, and took new ones more easily eroded.

A little farther south there are small isolated hills at I4 o feet

and higher, capped with gravel which may well be regarded as

Pensauken, and correlated with the gravel caps about Morgan-

ville, Morristown, Hightstown, etc.

Other minor patches of gravel between Matawan and Atlantic

Highlands and below the level which seems appropriate for the

Pensauken, need not be separately mentioned. There is one con-

siderab_e area of such gravel between Hazlet and Matawan. It

has an altitude of 14o feet at the south, and declines to 60 feet
in a mile and a half. The material is similar to that farther west.

South of I-Iazlet is another patch of similar material, with a good

exposure a mile south of the station. It runs up to I7o feet at

the south. Here again, the gravel fills an old valley. The gravel

has a maximum depth of about 20 feet. The material is like that

south of Matawan, except that there is more coarse gravel here,
and fewer ironstone slabs. The constitution of the material

points' to the hills to the south as its source• The section is
follows :

3) 2 feet clay loam, generally wlth U-shaped pockets running 5own

into 2), 2 feet more,

2) 6 feet coarse gravel, with matrix enough to m_ake it compact•

ABout S per cent• of the sand is glauconite. Ironstone frag-

ments make up more than half the gravel. They are but little
worn and some of them are slabs a foot or more across,

I) 4 to 6 feet of gravel and sand, less coarse, less coml_aet than

_), with more quartz.

.Southeast of Hazlet there is another patch of similar gravel,

well exposed in pits. Quartz and ironstone are in the propor-

tions of about I : 4- There are cobbles of quartz, and pieces of

ironstone several inches across. This patch, like the one to the

west, seems to be the site of an old shallow valley. In this case,

a later valley cuts diago_ally across the course of the stream

which deposited the gravel.

West of Waycake _Creek, a mile and a half south of east of

Hazlet, there is a patch of gravel. IO to i2 feet thick at an altitude
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of I_o to _o feet. Ironstone, the major constituent, is partly

from the Beacon Hill formation, and partly from the Cretaceous.

The gravel is poorly cemented and, poorly stratified. Knapp

thinks this an accumulation of general fan. type, at the bases of
the hills to the south. The material is coarser at the south, and

finer at the north, away from the hills. Along_ the west side of

the creek are many patches of gravel ranging in altitude from

I2o feet up stream, to 60 feet farther down. These gravels at_d

sands are derived chiefly from Cretaceous beds up stream. They

have a thickness of 20 feet in places, and are disposed in rude
terraces. They represeat former valley a_gradation from an

altitude of I2o feet down to 70+ feet.

Similar deposits occur cast of Wayeake Creek, in positions

corresponding to those on the west. Little or no gravel is

exposed, and the material does not constitute terraces, as on the

west side of the stream. There are other similar gravels about

New Monmouth, at levels of 60 feet and' less.

There is a considerable bed of ,gravel at Hopping at an altitude

of 60 feet, with its base at 40 feet. The gravel thickens north-

ward and has a maximum depth of about 20 feet. It is well strati-

fied and assorted. It is Ilot clear that the material al)out Hopping

is separable from the Cape May formation, but it does "aot form a

terrace and nearly bare Cretaceous lies between it and the coast.

Its topographic position, seems to make it older than the Cape

May, _nd younger than Pensanken.

The_'e is much doubt as to the correlation of all these patches

of gravel and sand (Watnford of Knapp) as well as of isolated

patches which Knapp has classed as. probably Cape May between

Keyport and Red Bank, and in the area to the north of this line_

Between Hazlet and Keansbnrg, but nearer the latter place,

are several gravel-capped hills at an elevation of about 85 to

Ioo feet. Exposures of 7 feet of glravel are seen, with base

sloping northward, q_hese patches are probably to be regarded

as Pensauken. On some of the hills the material is very coarse,

including bowtders a foot in diameter. Miocene (Kirkwood)

quartzite is recognized among them. Some of the ironstone, too,

is in large pieces, and little rounded.
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A mile northwestof New Monmouth are two other isolated

hills having heights of 83 feet and 75 feet, with gravel caps
similar to those farther west. These hilltop beds seem, from

their topographic position, to be distinctly older than the gravels

along Waycake Creek.
All those gravels' regarded by Knapp as "Walnford" appear to

have accumulated at the base of the marl highlands which extend

frbm Morganville to Middletown. At the south the gravels start
at ioo to I4o feet, and run down to 8o or less to; the north.

Many of them appear to be fan accmnulations. The isolated
hilltop gravels, while fairly harmonious in altitude, seem topo-

graphically distinct from the larger areas of gravel nearer the
streams, and older. The disposition of the younger gravels

suggests that the region was lower than now when they accu-
mulated, else they would have gone down stream farther. If

they did go down farther, their lower parts were destroyed later,

or buried by the Cape May formation.

The Cape May terrace at 4o± feet at Atlantic Highlands, Cliff-
wood, and at other points to the northwest of Cliffwood, indicate
a stand of land lower than the present. With this lower stand,

there would have been deposition up stream. Are the "Wain-

ford" deposits just referred te equivalents of the Cape May
terraces about the coast? Their position might make this seem

plausible, but their topography, and the erosion they have suffered,
indicate their greater age.

In the Navesink Highlands, Cohansey sand is present, and

possibly Beacon Hill gravel. The base of the Cohansey sand has
an altitude of about tSo feet._ Between i8o feet and 50 feet the

Cretaceous has little cover, except for wash and talus.

THE pENSAUIZEN _ORMATION ON THE ATLANTIC SLOPE.

In the basin of Swimming _R_ver.--The basin of Swimming

River is surrounded by high lands, which rise above the level of

Pensauken deposits on all sides but the east; but within the
basin there are, at levels somewhat below the surrounding divides,

various hills capped with gravels which are too high for the Cape
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May formation, and some of them may be of Paaasauken age.
These patches o_ hilltop, gravel are somewhat widely distributed.

North Of Nut Swamp Brook, there is a series of these patches

on the divide at altitudes of 9° to 14o feet. The lower patches
occur down stream, the higher up stream, but all are withir_ 2
miles of one another. The gravel caps are thin. Their range in

altitude is great, and possibly all are not contemporaneous.
One to three miles west of Red Bank and south of Nut Swaxnp ,

Branch there is a similar series of gravel-capped hills at elevations

of 80 to II_ feet. The gravel caps are several feet (IO to I5

feet) thick, and the gravel is. of quartz and ironstone, with

loam enough to cause the material to pack welL Cobbles of

Miocene quartzite are identifiable. All .these beds of ,gravel
decline toward 4the stream now, though it is not certain that they

did originally. The material is. perhaps less well rounded and
coarser up stream, but differences are not conspicuous. Pebbles
of rock from the Red Bank formation, with abundant fossils,

are readily identified.

Two isolated gravel-capped hills at I6o feet and I48 feet,
I and 2_ miles, respectively, east of Holmdel, line up with the

gravel patches last mentioned. There is a series of gravel-capped
hills east of Crawfords Brook, and east of Holmdel, declining

from 165 feet a mile northeast of Holmdel, to I'IO feet near Hop

Brook, a distance of 3 miles. These might be interpreted as

marking an old course of Craw_ords Creek, when its channel was

8o feet higher than now.
• A mile or less northwest of Holmdel are two hills with gravel

at their tops at i6o and I78 feet, respectively. !These are like
those east of Crawfords Brook, and clearly different from the

terraces along the stream here at 60 to zoo, feet. The latter are
regarded as of Cape May age.

Two and one-half miles southwest of Colts Neck is a hilltop

bit of Bridgeton (?) at{ I8o feet (Taylors pit). This goes with
the gravels on the hilltops 2 to 3 miles farther southwest, in the

vicinity of Jerseyville._
South and southwest of Colts Neck, including the hills just

noted, gravel occurs at various levels, mostly capping isolated
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hills. Most of these hills range from I5o feet in altitude to I3O

but the extreme range including Taylors HiI1 is a little greater

(]8o-i2o). These various fragmentary deposits might be

regarded as o{ different ages, or, more probably (except on
Taylors Hill), as stream deposits made at different levels at about

the same time. They may be of Pensanken age, but this is not

determinable definitely. Cases in point may be seen _ miles

• southwest of Colts Neck (at I3o and I34 feet), and i*_ miles
south of Colts Neck, at I5o feet.

Below Colts Neck, to Seobeyville and beyond, there are con-

siderable areas at 8o to ioo feet, which have a covering of rather
recent material, of nondescript character, including some wind-

blown sand of recent origin. Judged by its topographic position,
this.material is older than Cape May, and younger than the hill-

top gravels mentioned above and correlated tentatively with the
Pensauken.

It may be noted that Yellow Brook, Swimming River, and

Shrewsbury River follow the strike of the Cretaceous beds, and
their courses were probably assumed in Fleistocene time through
adjustment.

Betzveen the Swimming River Basi_ and Manasquan River.-
The M'anasquan valley is nearly at right angles to the valley
of Swimming River. From its headwaters down to Squankum,
the IVianasquan has cut through all the overlying beds into the

Cretaceous. Below Squaukum it flows over beds younger than
the Cretaceous. The dip of the beds is therefore greater than
the fall of the stream. •

K.napp thinks Willow Brook, now tributary to Swimming
River, once flowed southeast, para}lel to the Manasquan, reach-
ing the sea somewhere in the vicinity o_ Asbury Park. If this
was the ease, the Manasquan has held its coarse, but Willow
_rook has .been diverted, and the former course of its lower

portion is not now evident The adjustment perhaps did not

take place till the streams had cut down to the Cretaceous. Ter-
races of Pleistocene material are difficult to recognize in the

valley of the Manasquan, 'because the Pleistocene deposits, de-
rived from the Tertiary formations, are very like the lurer.
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About the headwaters of the Manasquan, down to Fairfield,

determinations are unsati'sfactory, Exposures are few and poor,
but there is a rather prevalent surfacing of gravel and sand.
Two miles west of Farmingdale, in the east bank of the tribu-

tary, there is Io to 15 feet of gravel, regarded as Cape May.
Along the Manasquan there are terraces which appear to be with-
out much Pleistocene cover.

Three miles or so east of Freehold are some hills at about

2oo+ feet which are without gravel other than that which goes
with the pre-Pleistocene of the region. Near them are other

hills at elevations of 14o to _5o feet with some gravel, which
appears to go with the gravel of the hills between Englishtown
and Wickatunk. A half mile northwest of Jerseyville, at I6o
feet, there is 4 feet of gravel over Kirkwood sand. This and
other remnants at similar levels seem _o mark a level of accumu r-

lation at one time, perhaps during the Pensanken epoch.
Other similar hilltop gravels occur a mite or so south of

Howells Station (at. 145 to zSO feet), and south ot Fairfield
Station (at 14o+ feet).

About Jerseyville gravels occur at various levels between
16o and I7o feet. Their materials were derived from the Cre-

taceous, Kirkwood, Cohansey, and Beacon Hill formations, and

but littIe from the Cretaceous. The remnants are on ridges and
hilltops, and are absent from the hills at 2oo feet and above.

They appear to agree in elevation more closely with the g'ravel
on Taylor's Hill than with the remnants south of Fairfield, and

are therefore tentatively regarded as Bridgeton, although in
some respects they are like the Pensauken.

There are remnants of possible Pensauken, I_ miles and
less, northwest of Farmlngdale, at Iio-13o feet. The gravel,
like most of that of the region, is quartz, chert, and ironstone.
But for the latter, it is very like the Beacor_ Hill gravel.

North of Shark River there ,are hilltop caps of gravel, small

and rather high. West of Asbury Park and south of Wayside

(Centerville) they occur at elevations of 16o to 20o feet. The
higher, smaller patches are farther from the streams ; the lower,

larger ones nearer to them. Some of the highest are regarded
as 't_Tidgeton, but the lower areas may be P ensanken. At
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Green Grove and farther north are much larger areas at eleva-
tions ranging from I3o feet down to 8o feet southeast of Hamil-
ton (Shark River village). West of Green Grove is a long

gravel patch, poorly exposed and indefinite, at I3o to I4o feet.

These gravels and sands at i2o to 13o feet, and at somewhat
lower levels near the sea, are perhaps Pensauken.

The patches of gravel between Manasquan Valley and Shark
River are at various levels and are difficult of interpretation.
Back of Manasquan, there are gravels at 5° to 65 feet which

may be Pensauken. Similar areas occur farther north at Baileys
Corner, New Bedford, Glendola (Hopeville), and vicinity, and
reach a maximum elevation of a little more than too feet. These

gravels are much alike, are in similar topographic positions, and
are doubtless one in origin. They are unquestionably older than

the Cape May formation, and apparently harmonize with those
north of Shark River regarded as Pensauken.

_e to two miles west of Manasquan, and Brielle, there is an

area of gravel (base 9° to ioo feet, surface Ioo to IIo feet)

which is distinctly older than that at the lower level (5o to 65
feet) a mile to the northeast. The gravel of this higher area
is to be correlated with that on the divide just east of Allenwood,
with that a mile and more northeast of Allaire, and with that

in several small areas northwest of Glendota (Hopeville). The

gravels in these several places range up to I5o feet or so, They
seem to be rather low for Bridgeton, and too high for Pen-

sauken, but it is more probabte that they belong with the former
than with the latter.

Their correlatior_ with the small gravel caps of the higher

isolated hills south and west of Wayside seems on the whole

most satisfactory, particularly since in both regions these areas
cap divides or isolated hills, and in both there are two series of
gravel deposits at lower levels. It follows from the above that

the large gravel areas northwest of Manasquan, at Baileys
Corner, near New Bedford, at Wall, and Glendola, are correlated

with the areas at Hamilton and the larger areas south and west

of Green Grove. ProbaNy the gravel at Shark River station
and near Shafto's ffx>rners belongs here also. All these are
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regarded as probably Pensauken. It is recognized that other
correlations rnight be made, and that inrsome of its details the one
suggested may be erroneous. Variations in elevation are to be

expected in deposits of the same age laid down in adjoining
drainage basins, even at equal distances from the sea.

South of Manasquar_ River.--From the preceding pages, it is
clear that the correlation of any gravels and sands on the Atlantic

slope with the Pensauken of the Raritan Bay-Trenton-Salem belt,
becomes increasingly difficult as distance from that belt increases.

The correlations of the Quaternary deposits in theupper basins

of the streams flowing northward and westward to the Raritan

and the Delaware, are somewhat uncertain at many points.
Those in the basin of Swimming River are made with large
reservations, and in the basin of Manasquan River there is still

more doubt ; so much, indeed, as to make the attempt at detailed
correlatior_ futile. Gravels and sands of Pensauken age doubt-
less exist south of the Manasquan River, as north of it, but their

differentiation from the Bridgeton and other post-Miocene for-
mations becomes tess and tess satisfactory toward the. southeast.

The general fact, as now understood, seems to be that the

surface of the _eacon Hill formation, in post-Beacon Hill time,
declined steadily to the southeast, at an angle which corresponded

rou_lhly with the dip of the. older Coastal Plain beds. During
the period of erosion which followed, the valleys cut in the surface

of the Beacon ]:till formation were not very deep, and probably
not very wide, as tile porous nature of the Beacon Hill and

Cohansey formations did not favor great surface run-off. South-
east of a line drawn from B¢idgeton to Red Bank, it is doubtful

if the Beacor/ Hill and Cohansey formations were ever cut
through more than locally, by the streams.

Later, in. the period of Bridgeton deposition, the valleys in

the Beacon Hilt and _Cohansey formations were probaNy ag-
graded, but with material derived from these formations, and at

the northwest, from older formations as well. The Bridgeton
deposits therefore which are believed to be on the southeastern

slope are not very distinct, lithologicalty or topographically, from

the older beds on which they rest. The principal difference in
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constitution should be the presence in the younger formation of

bits Of conglomerate and sandstone from the iormer, showing

cementation of the older formation before the deposition of the

younger. But cementation of the older fornmtions here is not

prevalent, and the absence of good exposures in most of the

region does not favor the application of what seems to be,

theoretically, a good criterion.

During the interval of erosion which followed the deposition

of the Bridgeton beds, degradation followed the same general
course as before. The extent of the erosion_ at this time has not

been determined, and is not readily determinable. It may be that

a large part of the ill-defined Bridgeton of this region was re-
moved at this time.

Then followed the e_<)ch of Pensauken_ deposition, when the

deposits made in the valleys were the same in kind as those of

the Bridgeton epoch. In case the post-Bridgeton streams had not

cut througlh the Bridgeton deposits, the Pensauken deposits

would hardly be distinguishable frorr_ the older sediments, unless
on topographic grounds, and these grounds are wanting. It is

not known how high the land stood relative to sea level in either

epoch. No shore lines are to be found, and no fossils are avail-
able.

Furthermore much of the region is but sparsely populated, and

much of it is in timber. Exposures and sections are therefore

few, and over great areas, altogether wanting, and there is only

the surface sand and gravel on which, to base judgment. Topo-

gtraphic features are feebly developed, and topography therefore

helps little except at low levels.
Gravels which are either Bridgeton or Pensauken or both, can

be located at many points, but a complete list of such places
would not be very instructive. Some of the larger or more

significant are mentioned below: (I) East of Toms River

(stream) between the cities of Lakewood and Toms River, at

elevations of 15o feet at the north to 3 ° at the south, (2) on
the divide in direct line between Toms River (city) and Lake-

hurst, from IOO to 40 feet, (3) about Barnegat Park, from

7° to 4o feet, (4) at Whitings at many points on uplands south
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of Whitings and north of Mulliea River, from 2o0 to Ioo feet,
(5) considerable areas on the divide about the basin of Absecon

Creek, at altitudes ranging from 8o feet to 5o feet, (6) on the

upland between Mullica and Egg Harbor Rivers, from 5° feet
near the coast up to 90 or so inland, (7) between Great Egg

Harbor River and Maurice River, especially north of Manumus-
kin, at IIo feet or so at the north to 7° feet at the south, and

(8) on the uplands between Maurice River and Cohansey Creek,
especially south of Vineland and Bridgeton. There may be
much Pensauken undifferentiated from the Bridgeton in the
great area bounded roughly by Glassboro, Berlin, Atco, Landis-

ville, Vineland, Bridgeton, Roadstown, and Aldine.
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• THE CAPE MAY FORMATION.
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General Description.

POS¢-PENSaUKE_ E_OSION.

After the deposition of the Pensauken formation, a long

period ensued when conditions favored erosion where deposition

had just taken place. During this epoch of erosion the Pen-
sauken formation was remo_,ed from large areas, and dissected

to about its present condition in others. In the great lowland
which extended from Raritan Bay to Salem by way of Trenton
and Bordentown, the formation was greatly reduced in many

places where it was not altogether removed. As already indi-
cated, it is not certain that its originM thickness remains at any

point, though it probably does in some places between South
Amboy and Delaware River. From Bordentewn to Salem, its

'remnants are more meager.
This long epoch of erosion preceded the last glacial epoch.

The details of its history are recorded chiefly in the fragmentary

condition of the formation last deposited. It would appear that
II evA_ (i6_)
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the land stood somewhat higher than now, relative to sea level,
during some part o{ this interval, for in sonle places valleys were

cut down a little below sea level. The great duration of the
period is indicated by the great width of the valleys cut by larger

streams in and through the Pensauken formation.

DEPOSITION OF TIlE CAPE MAY GRAVEL.

Date.--.A_fter this period o{ erosion there followed an

epoch wben deposition again became important. Deposits

were made both in the valleys and on the low lands about the
coast up to levels of 4° or 5° feet at least. The date of this

epoch of deposition can be fixed more definitely than that of
some of the preceding events, for it was coincident with the last

glacial epoch, when a continental ice sheet covered the northern

part of the State, its edge occupying a sinuous line from Perth

Amboy to Belvidere, passing through or near Plain.field, Summit,
Madison, Morristown, Denville, Dover, Budds Lake, Towns-

bury, and ButtzviIle. At this time, a large volmne of ice water
flowed down through the Delaware Valley, and carried glacial
debris in abundance to Trenton, and in lesser amount to Cam-
den and possibly below. It is the association of this glacially

derived material in the Delaware Valley with materials not so
derived in the lower Delaware, that fixes the age of this last

im,portant stage of deposition in southern New Jersey; for in

the lower Ddaware, the eontemporaneity of the deposits made

by glacial waters issuing from the ice at Belvidere, with de-

posits about the coast at levels up to 40 or .50 feet, is clear.
The deposits of this epoch affected not only the coastal lands

and the low lands of the main valleys, blit they were made in
essentially all .the valleys of the southern part ot7 the State, even
those parts which were far from the coast and at elevations far
above sea level

Cetuge.--D_ring this epoch of deposition, the so_athern part of
the State seems to have stood a few feet (3 ° to 5o) lower than

now. This was doubtless one cause of deposition, but not the

only one. If all parts of a stream's basin were lowered by the
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same amount, the flow of water would not be affected except

in the part drowned. But in this epoch, deposition took place in
those parts of the valleys which were well above sea level, so
that something besides a lower stand of land was involved.

If with the lower stand of land, the upper parts of streams
were depressed more than the lower parts, the flow of water

would be more sluggish throughout, and deposition favored.
Again, a change of clima.te might have been adequate, in itself,

to cause deposition,--espeeially such a change as went with the

glacial epoch. The cold which glaciation implies would have
reduced appreciably the vegetation of the region bordering the
ice, and no part of the area here under consideration was far

from its edge, The reduction o{ vegetation would have favored

erosion outside the channels of the streams, especially in a region
such as southern New Jersey, where the surface formations are

chiefly gravel, sand, marl, and day. Even if precipitation was
not increased, more of it doubtless fell as snow, and the melting

of the snow at the season when the ground is least protected by
vegetation, would have favored erosion, tn this way it is be-
lieved that much detritus was gathered from the slopes aud car-

ried down to the valleys where deposition took place. If at the

same time the lower ends of the valleys were depressed, their
lower parts were silted up, the aggradation would have checked
drainage above, and s6 have favored deposition above the lower

ends of the valleys. This might have been effective far up the

valleys of streams with low _g_radients,like those of southern New
Jersey.

DISTRIBUTION.

It_ vaIleys.--In keeping with this conception of the deposits
of this time, the sands and gravels which represent it are found
at low levels about the coast and in the lower ends of the valleys,

and they extend far up the valleys to elevations of I4o or I5o
feet along streams which have their source in the higher parts
of the Coastal Plain. The formation is named _rom the penin-
sula or cape at.the southern point of the State, for all the ma-

terial of Cape May, so far as exposed, belongs to this epoch.
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Alo_g the coast.--According to the conception outlined, the
Cape May formation forms a nearly continuous border about
the southern part of the State, from Raritan Bay to Trenton,

and in addition, extends up the valleys of nearly all streams
which come down to this border. How much of the forma-

tion about the coast is marine, and how much suba_rial (fluvial,

' pluvial, etc.), is not determined. If the sea level stood 3° to
5o feet higher than now, it does not appear to have stood there,

or at any other one level long, for sea cliffs of distinct and un-
equivocal character are essentially wanting. On the other hand,

the Cape May deposits, about the coast are in places distinctly
terraciform, and consistent with the conception of marine origin.
Distinct sea cliffs at their inland border are, however, generally

wanting. In the coastal phase of the formation, the materials

are not so mixed as in its valley phase. In the former situation,
the sand and gravel in places at least resemble shore deposits,
rather than deposits by streams and rains.

Topography,--Barring interrupt{ons by subsequent erosion, the
valley deposits, now in the form of terraces, are continuous with
the coastal deposits, and the contemporaneity of the two is not

open to question. At the coast, the level of the valley terraces
is the same as that of the coastal phase of the formation; but

they rise up stream at gradients which vary somewhat from

valley to valley, being less in the lower lands and greater {u
the higher. In other words, the gradient of the terraces is in
keeping, in a general way, with the present gradients of the
streams.

It is clear, therefore, that the upper limit of the formation is

not defined by a contour llne. About the coast it is mostly below

50 feet; but in some of the valleys it runs up to heights three
times as great, and in a few places even higher. The terraces are

"well defined in some places and ill defined in others. In some

places they are composed wholly of Cape May material, while
in others, material of this age covers, as with a veneer, a founda-
ticm of older material.
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CONSTITUTION.

Cm_pariso_ _with the Pe_sauken.--Where the Cape May ter-

races rise up stream to tie Pensauken level, as is i:he case in some
places, it is diffictdt to distinguish the two formations on the

hasis o£ topography; but if good sections are availab}e, the
distinction .between the two commonly is not difficult "on the

basis of composition and texture. The material of the younger
formation is less compact and less coated with iron rust, and

betrays in various ways not easily designated its lesser age:
There is a marked absence of soft decomposed material, such as

is often present in the older gravel, but whida would naturally
have been ground up in the reworking of the material in Cape

May time. The material of the terraces in the valleys is unlike

that of the coast in being much more mixed, much less well
assorted, arid much less clean. It covers broader areas in the

larger valleys, and narrower areas in .the smaller ones.

Fossils..---Fossils are unknown in the Cape May deposits at
most points, but near Buckshutem, marine fossils are found up
.to elevations of io feet or so above tide. The deposits here in

Delaware Bay are more clayey than at most places on the eastern
coast, and so are better adapted to the preservation of fossils.

Local Details.

TRENTON AND EASTWARD.

Since the connection of the Cape May formation with the

glacial gravel at the north is by way of the Delaware Valley,
the details of the formation, so far as given here, will begin
with those near Trenton, where the considerable bodies of gravel

and sand of distinctly glacial origin reach their southern limit.

Vicinity of Trenton.--At Trenton and just south of it, the
glacial gravels make or cover a considerable plain which has an
elevation of about 60 feet, being limited at the east by that con-
tour. The glacial-gravel plain extends half way to Bordentown,

but, on the New Jersey side of the river, ends abruptly west of
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White Horse and north of Crosswicks Creek. Here the Dela-

ware swings over to the east side of its valley, and the real con-

tinuafion of the Trenton gravel plain is west of the river. At
Florence, the Delaware again leaves what was its eastern border

in the Cape May epoch, and glacial gravel reappe_irs there on

the New Jersey side of _:he river.
From Trenton (Chambersburg), the formation extends north-

eastward in a broad belt up to Bakers Basin. Farther north-
east it is continued in a narrower belt over the low divide be-

tween Shipetaukin Creek and Stony Brook, and down the valley
of the latter to its junction with the Millstone River. The for-

mation also extends up the_valley of Duck Pond Run from Port
Mercer, and over the low divide to the Millstone at Princeton

Junction, a_d thence down the valley of ,the Millstone to the

month of Stony Brook. Meager and dissevered remnants of the
formation are also found in the valley of the Millstone from

this point to its junction with the Raritan.
At Trenton, and thence to Bakers Basin, the formation is

largely of gravel brought down by the Delaware from the

moraine at t_elvidere during the lastglacial epoch. Glacial gravel
is found also from Bakers Basin to the Millstone, as well as at

various points along the Millstone to _the l_.aritan. Since these

gravels are a little higher at the north (7 ° feet at East Mill-
stone), it is inferred that the ,drainage which brought them in
flowed from the Raritan to the Delaware, and the composition of

the gravels points to the same conclusion, tt is inferred there-
fore that, temporarily at least, during the last glacial epoch,

drainage from the Raritan came up the Millstone to Stony Brook,
up the valley of that stream, and over the low divide to Assan-

pink Creek, and thence to the Dela_x_areat or near Trenton. The

meager remnants of glaeia! gravel in the_valley of the Millstone
may mean that glacial drainage did not follow this course long,

or in large quantity.

Aside from the chief belt of the formation in the valley of
Assanpink Creek, it appears in most,of the minor valleys of the

Raritun Bay-Trenton lowland, as (I) along Pond Run; (a)
along Miry Run for several miles, rising from 60 feet or so near
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the Assanpink to nearly 9° feet northeast of Newtown; (3)

along the upper Assanpink, rising from 60 feet near Lawrence

Station to Ioo feet above New Sharon, Io miles or so up stream;

(4) along Bear Brook, rising from 60 feet near Princeton
Junction to too feet a mile and a half west of Hightstown;

(5) along the Millstone above Princeton Junction, rising to

more than Ioo feet above Red Tavern; and (6) along Cranbury

Brook, rising to I_o feet near its source. In_all these six valleys
Che materials of the formation were derived from the older for-

mations ef the respective drainage basins. In _omposition, there-
fore, the Cape May formation of these valleys is essentially un-
like that at Trenton, in that it contains no glacial or other northern

material. In general the formation in the minor valleys is not

disposed in the form of distinct terraces, though it takes on a
terrace-like form here and there. Rather does it border the

streams, grading from the flood plains, below to a fairly definite
level on the slope above, a level which rises up stream. The

upper limit of the formation at any point in the valley is not
sharp in all cases. Especially where exposures are poor, gravel

and sand brought down and deposited by the streams cannot be
sharply separated in all places from slope wash derived from the
Pensauken. formation.

The close association of the formation with the streams, its

rise up the valleys, and the fact that the materials were clearly

derived from the basins in which they occur, seem to leave no

doubt as to its fluvial origin.

Chambersburg (Trenton). Sand and gravel pits in the vicinity
of that part of Trenton known as Chambersburg show a mingling

of glacial gravels and sand, with sand and gravel brought in from
the east and derived from Cretaceous and younger formations.

Glacial gravel and sand, and gravel and sand from the Miocene
about the headwaters of Doctors Creek, are readily recognized.

In some places the glacial gravels and those from the east are
intimately mingled. In other places they are so related as to

indicate that the amount coming in from the one source was

sometimes far greater tha_? that coming in from the other.
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Pond Run. The Cape May formation has no distinct develop-

ment in the basin of this creek, above the Trenton plain ; but thin

deposits perhaps to be correlated with it are found over the

lowland nearly to the sources of the stream. The), do not con-

stitute distinct terraces, but line the lower parts of the basin up
to the Pensauken level. The most that can be said of the surface

deposit over this lowland is that it is post-P.ensauken, and a large
part of it is no doubt Cape May.

Mi_'y R_f,. Cape May gravels and sands exist along this

valley up to Newtown, but the volume of the formation is slight•
Its materials are from the Cretaceous and Pensauken formations,

the only formations accessible to the stream and its tributaries.
The material is but a few feet above the stream, much of it in

Iow terraces 5 to 15 feet above the bottom of the valley• In con-
stitution it is different enough from the Pensauken (or Cre-

taceous) above, so that the limits of the deposits are fairly well
defined in the soil.

On the uplands, especially north of Miry Run, there is some

loam (and sand) which appears to be wind blown, and to contain
material derived from the Trenton; (glacial) gravels and sands.

The same sorts of loam and sand are seen interruptedly from
Mirv Run to White Horse.

dssanpfnk Valley.--Up to Bakers Basin and Lawrence Station

this creek flows through the low plain (6o feet) co_ered by

glacial gravel ; hut above Lawrence Station its valley is com,,ara-
ble to the valleys of other creeks of the region. The stream is

a long one, heading back in the Clarksburg hills; but above •

Lawrence Station, its valley is relatively narrow.

The Cape May deposits of ,this valley are nearly continuous,
on the north bank of the stream, up to New Sharon, but have
little development on the south side, though there is a well-defined

terrace at Edinburgh, at an elevation of 8o to 9° feet, on the left

bank. In the vicinity of Lawrence Station, the material is mostly
sand; but farther up there is more gravel. Above Edinburgh,
much of the material is in terraces, IO to 25 feet above the

stream. The terraces are for the most part ill defined, and their
constitution varies much from point to point in the valley. In
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the vicinity of New Sharon, there is some wind-blown sand,
perhaps comparable to that along some of the creeks farther

. south (as Crosswicks and Doctors). Where eolian sand mantles

both the Cape May and the Pensauken formations, it obscures
the distinction between them, where exposures are absent

The sand-loam over the uplands here is conspicuous in some

places, especially between Assanpink Creek and Miry Run.
Where it is well developed, there is, in numerous places, an un-

dulatory topography, including some undrained depressions.
This is most common about the heads of the minor tributaries.

The loam here is of the same general type as that at many other

places 'in the vicinity. It is perhaps most obvious and best
differentiated from its base where the underlying formation is

red shale, as at Wilburtha and Washing'tons Crossing on the

Delaware, or along the valley of Shabacunk Creek, between
Trenton and Lawreneeville. The same type of loam recurs on

the east side of the Millstone in the vicinity of East Millstone,

Gr_ggstown, Kingston, and in the vicinity of Perms Neck. The
loam is, o_ the whole, quite unlike that along the lower Delaware_

and its tributaries. That along Assanpink Creek and the Dela-
ware above, is finer and more uniform than the silts and sands

of eolian origin farther sot_th, and contains much less material
which looks as if derived from the glacial valley train• On the

other hand, the loam above the level of the Trenton gravel is

not unlike the loam which covers the Trento_ gravels and sands.
Bear Swamp.--In ]_ear Swamp, material of fluvio-glaeial

o.rigii1 is less conspicuous than in other near-by areas at the

same level. It is present, however , and material of similar
origin has ,been recognized in a. sand pit tkree-fourths of a mile

southwest of Princeton Junction. These facts, taken in con-

neetion with other phenomena of the region, indicate that glacial
waters flowed on all sides of the Penns Neck tract, which rises

above the Cape May level. '!%e materials in the Bear Swamp
valley are finer than those in the valley of Stony Brook to the

• north, suggesting that the main drainage was through what is

now S_ony Brook valley. With Stony Brook valley filled to
60 feet with glacial gravel from the north, Millstone River would
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have flowed through Bear Swamp;" but the valleys of Stony
Brook and Bear Swamp are so nearly at the same level that the

waters flowing about the Penns Neck upIand conld have been

diverted easily from the one rol_te to the other.

Bear Brooa,.--The Cape May formation appears all along the
northeast side of this short valley, well toward its source. Locally

it a:ssm_es the form of definite terraces, but more commonly
it is not so disposed. Its surface differs from that of the x_pland

chiefly in being more sandy. The ivuaterial consists of gravel,
sand, and 1.oam.

The upper Millstone (above Pri*_ceto_ /m_ction).--This river

heads east of the Clarksburg_ hills, and traverses a greater range
of formations than other streams of the region, except Assanplnk

Creek. In general it may be said that the Cape May _ormation

of this valley consists of a thin body of material mostly on the
rig,ht bank of the stream, from Red Tavern to Princeton Junc-

tion. In many places it is disposed as a distinct terrace io to 20
feet above the stream., composed of the loose sand and gravel

characteristic of the f_rm_tion, At o_her places the terrace
_orm is wanting, and there is at the surface no sharp distinction

between the distinctive 'Cape May material below, and older £or-
m,ations above. The indefiniteness is partly the result of the

loam mantle. The material in most of the valley seems to have
come largely from formations at higher levels in, the vicinity,
while little seems to have come down from the head of the

valley. The conspicuous thing about the formation here is its

definite relation to the stream. Above it, the slopes are mantled

with loam which appears to stand in no definite relation to the
und,erlying formation. Where the loam is well deveIoped, there

are undrained depressions, usually small and shallow.
In the upper reaches of the valley, in the vicinity of Bergen

lX{illsand below, there is much sand which resembles that along

Crosswicks and Doctor creeks, lyrobably eolian in' its present
positiom In this vicinity the valleys of Cranbury Brook and
h'Iillstone River head in the same flat and a shallow ditch would'

divert one stream into the valley of the other.
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in the region about the headwaters of Cranbury Brook, both.
branches of the Millstone, and the Assanpink (from Gravel Hill

on the northeast nearly to New Sharon on the southwest), there

is much material which is not easily classified. Much of it

probaNy is of Cape May age, or of this age approximately. It

is material deposited after the long erosion which followed the
deposition of the Pensanken, bat is not sO definitely connected .

with the streams as the 'Cape May formation commonly is. This

play be because it is in the re.lion where the valleys are less well

defined, and where the deposits are of the piedmont type, rather

than of the distinct valley type. " This material was mapped by
Mr. Knapp as "undifferentiated," but it might be included with

the Cape May, if that terra he made to cover post-Pensaukal

deposits in general.

Cranbury Brook.--The Cape May formation of this 'valley is
disposed as in the valley of the upper Millstone, being confined

chiefly to the right bank of the stream. _t is fairly distinct up
nearly to the head of the valley. It covers the low slopes, and
constitutes low benches lo to 2o feet above the stream. The

soil over the formation in this valley, as in the Millstone, is
nmch more sandy .than that of the upland. The distinction, is

recognized in the region by differences of farm crops.
The lower Millstone.--At Princeton Junction, the three main

branches of the Millstone, Bear Brook, the upper Millstone, and

Cranbury Brook, come together. There is much gravel and
sand over the headlands between the lower ends of the streams.

Its depth is unknown, but it goes down to and perhaps belotv
the levels of the permanent*streams. The upper surface of the
formation reaches a maximum altitude of about 7o feet.

Over .the gravel and associated sand there is some sand and
loam, which covers higher lands as well. The loam varies from

sandy to clayey. Cuts have revealed the loam as a definite
mantle g to Io feet thick in sgme p_aees, and clearly distinct
from its base. Where the loam is sandy, it is eolian, and per-

haps all of it had this orion.
lust south of Kingston, there is a bit o.f the Cape May forma-

tion in lhe valley of the MiUstone, east of the canal. Its upper
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limit is at about 7o feet. The material consists of a mixture of

glacial gravels with material derived from the Pensauken. There
is here a considerable amount of glacial material similar to that
at Bakers Basin at an elevation of 60 feet. Traces of the same

sort of material are found in the valley above Kingston, at cor-

responding levels, bu.t it is not present in quantity.
A mile north of Griggstown, on the east side of the Millstone,

fluvio-glacial gravel is found in relations similar to those west
of Penns Neck, opposite Princeton. The remnants are seen

along the ravines which lead down to the canal. They suggest

that the valley of the Millstone was once filled with glacial gravel
up to the 6o- to 7n-foot level, most of which has since been

removed. Some of the remnants appear as miniature ridges, e

to 4 rods across, with probably 3 to 6 feet of gravel of dis-
tinctly glacial type. Between Rocky Hill and Origgstown, the

merest traces of similar gravel--really little more than scattering
pebbles--are found at various points and at harmonious levels.

North of East Millstone village, the same material is more

abundant, and appears as definite terraces, as in the vicinity of
Weston and Hillsboro. At East Millstone there is a good deal
of sand at 6o to Ion feet, similar to that on the shale slope

above Bakers Basin. It is probably eolian.

The disposition of this glacially derived gravel in the valley
of the Millstone does not show decisively how the drainage

flowed. The gravel is a bit higher at 'East Millstone than farther
south in the vicinity of Princeton Junction and Trenton; ?but it

is also a little higher at East Millstone than at Weston, farther
north. The constitution of the gravel, while not very decisive,

suggests drainage to the south, far certain sorts of pebbles
characteristic of the gravel of the Delaware are not found at
Princeton Junction and north.

Crosa'wicks Creek and Doctors Creek.--The formation has

considerable development about Yardville at the lower end of
Crosswieks Creek, especially below Crosswicks (village). Thence

it extends up Back Creek nearly to Newtown, up Doctors Creek

beyond Imlaystown, and up Crosswieks Creek to Walnford and
beyond. 12trises from an altitude of 6o feet near the De/aware,
to I2o feet at Imlaystown some _5 miles above, an average
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siope of about 4 feet per mile. T_he gradient increases toward

the heads of the valleys.

At Yardville, the formation is Io to 3° feet deep, and its
surface .elevation is about 6o feet. Back from the stream, the

heavy beds of sand and gravel thin out, and the Cretaceous sur-

face beneath rises above this level. The materials here clearly

were deposited by Doctors and Crosswieks creeks. The plain

at 60 feet here is the topographic equivalent of the 6o-foot

plain at Trenton, and their eontemporaneity is not open to que s-
tion. That they are not continuous is an accident of later
erosion. The constitution of the formation at Yardville shows

that glacial materials brought down by the Delaware did not

go up the valley of Crosswicks Creek. The general absence of

silt and clay in the format_ion at Yardville and above indicates

that tributary streams were able to aggrade their valleys about

as rapidly as the Delaware; otherwise .the side valleys would

have been ponded, and deposits of silt or clay would have been

made. It is true that thin beds of clay appear, here andthere,

in the Cape May formation of this and other valleys, but it

is exceptional. It is perhaps more common farther south than

in the latitude of Crosswicks Creek, and ,is sufficient to suggest

the local and temporary ponding of different streams.

Near the Delaware the materials are gravel, sand and loam.

The loam is largely at the top, and glauconitic; locally it is so

heavy as to be used for brick. The sand, which is interstratified

with the gravel, is also glauconitic, more conspicuously so than

the loam. The gravel is mostly fine, clearly from, the fine gravel

(pebbles the size of peas) of the Miocene, in the vicinity of

Stone Tavern. Back from_ the streams, sand and loam pre-

dorhinate greatly over the coarser material. South of the creek

below Yard_qlle, the formation is covered with glauconitic sand

and loam o.f eolian o_igin. Good exposures are seen southeast
of Yardville in the bank of Crosswicks Creek, on the road to

Crosswicks, and along the Allentown road. Locally there is

enough dune sand to modify the surface notably. It was derived

largely from the Cape May formation.
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In the val/ey of Back Creek, the formation rises but little above

its level at YardvilIe, and is ill defined.

Up to Crosswicks (village) the valleys of Doctors and Cross-

wicks creeks are close together, and the divide between them is

low, and covered with the Cape M[ay gravels and sands, which

seem to have been deposited 'by Crosswicks, rather than by

Doctors Creek. Both streams ,have cut through the formation,
revealing the Cretaceous below. Along both creeks, the Cape

May formation is developed chiefly on the right bank of the
stream, and where distinctly developed, it appears in the form

of terraces. The terraces are not persistent, and not always

distinct, for their upland lira.it is ill defined in many places, because

the slopes above are low and gen,tle, leaving the upland edge of

the terrace poorly marked topographically. Along both creeks
there is eolian sand on the left banks, at the levels where the Cape

May should be, though the sand occurs up to levels somewhat

higher than those appropriate to the Cape May formation, There
is such sand on the left bank of Doctors Creek above Yardrille,

and on the left banks of both creeks, farther up. Along both
creeks the left bank is slightly higher than the right, the excess

being due to eolian deposits. In the upper parts of both valleys

the formation is less well developed. Instead of appearing in the
form of flat-topped terraces, it lines the vMley bottoms, fts

slopes toward the stream are in part at least due to erosion since

the gravel and sand were deposited.
On Doctors Creek, a mile and a half northeast of Crosswicks

village, there is a terrace of sand and fine gravel at an eleva-
tion of 60 feet. Up Doctors Creek, the formation rises to 9° feet
at Allentown, and more rapidly above, up to a point a mile or

more above Imlaystown. Three-fourths of a mile west o{ Allen-
town, there is a well-defined terrace at 70 to 80 feet, which

appears to represent the height of the filling in the Cape May

epoch. On the south side of the creek there are h_gher sands

(9 ° to 95 feet) which are probably eolian, which seen_ to go with
the Cape May formation, or to be subsequent to iL

At Allentown tlxere is some 2o feet of Cape May material, more

than at any point below down to Yardvitte_ and more than at
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any poin_ above. There are well-defined _erraces at points above,
with Io feet of sand and gravel, hut to the eastward the forma-
tion becomes less and Iess well defined topographically. On the

south side of the stream, the wind-developed ridges of sand

persist nearly to Imlaystbwn, and reach a maximum Mtitu_le of
more than 12o feet.

Just above Crosswicks (village) the Cape May formation is

disposed as a terrace in the right bank of the creek. Its elevation

is 6o feet, and its surface of loam; but exposures and data

from wells show that the terrace is ot gravel chiefly, alternating

with minor beds of sand. In the gravel, quartz and chert are
abundant, sandstone and quartzite common, and water-worn

pieces of ironstone eommgn to abundant. In other words the

materials came from the Cretaceous, the Miocene, and the Pen-
sauken formations.

In the valley of Crosswicks Creek tl_e terraces are fairly

definite more than a mile east of the village. Farther up they
are feebly developed at most places, though distinct on the east

side of the stream a,bove Walnford. The formation rises to 9o
feet opposite Walnford, above which point it has little certain

development.

The terraces along both creeks have, as a rule, surfaces of
loam, and this extends up above the terraces oct both sides of

both" valleys, and thus constitutes a veneer over terraces and

uplands alike. It is clearly not of residual origin. The idea has

been entertained that it constituted a formation to be separately

recognized, possibly the r&ult of a submergence; but it seems
on the whole more probable that it is eolian. This veneer of
surface loam helps to conceal the from-stream limits of the Cape

5'Iay formation.

At Walnford and for 3 miles below, there is a somewhat

ridge-like deposit of glaueonitie sand on the left side of the
creek. The _eeble ridge is somewhat interrupted by tributary

valleys, but otherwise persistent. Just west of Walnford, the

sand is highly glauconitic, but the proportion of glaueonite

diminishes toward the Dlelaware. The sand of this ridge is
partially eolian, and locally a very subdued type of dune topo-
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graphy is to be seen. Above Walnford the same sort of sand,

probably eolian, occurs on the east side of the creek above New
Eg'ypt, up to the point where the creek turns west; but here the

sand, with a disposition to become slightly ridgelike, is much

interruped by side streams. The same sort of a sand ridge

appears on the left bank of Doctors Creek. It is feebly developed

just above Yardville, and better from a point a mile below
Allentown up to within a mile or so of Imlaystown. Along

this creek the sand is much less glauconitic than along Cross-
wicks Creek.

The phenomena of these valIeys are common ones in the

region, a low ridge of sand on the left banks of the streams,
and a terrace on the right banks, at a somewhat lower level.

Lahaway Creek.--Along Lahaway Creek, between Hornets-
town and Prospertown, there are interrupted and feeble terraces

rising to 14° feet at the latter place: The terrace material
ranges up to 2o feet in thickness, and is of sand and gravel,
the latter more abundant near the stream. These terraces are

not satisfactorily correlated. They may be of almost any age
from late Pensauken to Cape May.

Along Crosswi'cks and Doctors creeks, there is no hesitation
in correlating all the dlstiuct terraces of gravel and sand, at an
elevation of 6o feet near the lower ends of the valleys, and up
to 8o feet at Walnford and 12o at Imlaystown, with the Cape

May formation, and in regarding them as the time equivalents
"_fthe gravels of late glacial age at Trenton. The feeble ridges
of sand on the left banks are probably mostly eolian, and of

similar age.

IN THI_ LOUVER DELAWARE DRAINAGE BASIN.

Along the Delaware; Bordentown to Florence.--From Bor-
dentown to Florence the lowland on the New .Jersey side of

the Delaware is narrow, and the Cape _ay formation is chiefly

in the valleys of the tributary streams, which have wide low-
lands, relative to their own size. At Kinkora the Delaware low-
land widens somewhat, though interrupted at Florence by a
small area above the Cape May level.
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The most distinctive thing about the Cape May formation

betweett Bordentown and Florence is the absence of gravel of

glacial origin. The filling of the Delaware Valley in, the Cape

May epoch, it wili be remembered, was effected by (i) material

brought down the Delaware, and (2) material brought in by
tributaries to that streaan. The central part of the valley re-

ceived more of the sedinieut brought down the Delaware, and

the sides more of that contributed by the tributary streams. The

Cape May material on the east side of the river from Borden-
town to Florence is of the latter sort.

Below Bordentown the filling of the Delaware seems not to

have built the bottom of the valley up to 6o feet. From a
maximum of 6o feet at Bordentow_, the surface of the de-

posits of the epoch declines to about 4o feet at Florence. This

may represeut approximately the level of the sea during the

later part of the epoch.
About Fieldsborough and l_lorence, the lowland along the

Delaware, mostly below 4o feet, is covered with loam. 3 to 6

feet deep, niuch of which is heavy enough for brick. It is

underlain by sand and gravel in some places, an4 its surface is

more or less covered by eolian sand, as near Stevens Station.

The loam is best developed at elevations of about 3° feet. At

Fieldsborough and Kinkora there are extensive excavations at

the brick yards, where the surface clay, which here replaces the

usual loam, as well as .the Cretaceous clay below, is used for

brick. The surface clay overlies gravels of Cape lVIav age.

About a mile southwest of Kinkora a characteristic section shows:

3) 4 to 6 feet of eolian sand.

2) 5 to 7 feet of black c_ay,

I) I foot of Cape May sand.

The altitude of the surface here is about 3 ° feet above sea

level, and the clay, which seems from its position to be the equiva-

lent of the surface loams prevalent in the vicinity, is the last

phase of the Cape May deposits here. Its exceptionally clayey

character here and at few other points below, suggests slack

water in spots at least during the epoch. Conditions for snch

deposits might arise just above the mouths of in-flowlng streams
i2 _UAT
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which brought in more sediments than the main stream could

carry away promptly.

East of Florence, the Cretaceous is exposed at many places
at elevations of 30 to 4° feet, but covered generally by Cape
May gravel and sand, overlain by loam or eolian sand, or both.

Along the Delaware," Florence to 2_urli_gto_.--Below Flor-

ence the area of the Cape May formation expands, and has a
width of 2 to 3 miles, down to the mouth of Pensauken Creek.
Gravel brought down the Delaware by glacial waters appears in

this part of the valley.
A mile southwest of Florence and about half a mile back

from the Delaware, a gravel pit in a low knoll at an elevation of
about 3o feet shows 6 feet of gravel and sand, with many

cobblestones. A third of the cobbles are of the type brought
down the De/aware in the last glacial epoch,--granite, and bluish

and blackish disc-like pebbles of argillaceous and arenaceous

rock. Other excavations" show characteristic Trenton gravel.

The known depth of the g17avelvaries from 3 to 3o feet or more.
In and about Burlington, excavations to and even below sea

level show gravel which is 'coarse in many places, with numerous

cobbles, and many dark-colored (blue, grey, and black) pebbles
of argillaceous and arenaceous rock, in the form of discoid

pebbles. The sand accompanying has the Mack and red grains

never seen east of We Delaware Valley. The sand has a greyish
cast, unknown in southern New Jersey outside this valley. The
same sort of gravel is {ound in the south hank of Assiscunk

Creek, a mile and a qttarter from the Delaware.
A mile northeast of Burlington and half a mile southwest of

Stevens, at an elevation of 4o feet, .there are fully 3o feet of

Cape May gravel and sand, going down nearly or quite to sea
level. The upper part of the deposit is of eastern materials,

but the lower part contalas gravel which came down the main
valley.

Two miles east of Burlington, near the old York road, well-
stratified sand, with sharp cross-bedding, is seen, but all of it is
of local (eastern) origin. Glacial material seems not ¢o have
reached so far east•
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Half a nfile to a mile south and southeast of Stevens Station

the surface of the Cape May fortraztion is affected byan un-
dulatory topography--sag and s_vell type----comparable to that

affecting the Pensauken formation about Fresh Ponds. 'l_he sur-

face elevation here is 30 to 40 feet, and the surface material pre-
cludes the eolian origin of the topography. It may be the result

of the unequal settling of the underlying" Cretaceous beds.

Similar topoglraphy occurs at higher levels, as a mile and a

quarter southeast of Bustleton, just north of the Burlington-
Colm_bns road, at an elevation of _bout 80 feet.

Blacks Creek.--In .the valley of this creek the Cape May for-

marion appears on the right bank of the stream, constituting a

fairly distinct terrace, the upland margin of which is ill defined
in many places. In Bordentown the terrace reaches an elevation
of 60 feet, and broader and more conspicuous ,terraces occur at

60 to 70 feet 2 or 3 miles up the creek. The well-defined terrace
terminates about 3 miles above the city, where the creek changes
its course. Farther up the stream, the volume of material refer-

able .to this formation is small, but it is found in meager develop-
ment up Bacon Run nearly to GeorgetOwn, South of Chester-
field and Blacks Creek, on the left banks of the several tribu-

taries above, there is a considerable accumulation of glauconitie
sand above the Cape May IeveI,--at 80 feet south of Chesterfield
and at rio to I2o feet _ miles farther southeast. The sand is

disposed as a broad low ridge, and is probably eolian.
A mile from the Delaware, the Cretaceous surface in the slope

of the valley is about 4o feet above ,the creek; 3 miles from the

Delaware it is 25 to 30 feet above the creek; 5 miles above, eo
feet; and 7 miles above, about 5 feet. In other words, the

lower end of the valley is lower now 'by some 4° feet than it
was be}ore the deposition of the Cape May formation, while 7

miles, from the Delaware the depth of the valley is nearly the
same as in the Cape May epoch. The left slope of the valley is
higher and steeper than the right most of tlae way, and is covered

with a thick mantle of loam, probably wind blown.
Loam covers the upland above the Cape May formation, and

this upland loam appears to be continuous with that over the
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Cape May terraces, though its character changes from place to
place. Where the loam is thick, its surface is somewhat undu-

latory, with undrained depressions 2 to 6 feet "deep. Even at
high levels (I8O to 200 feet) there is glauconitic loam at the

surface, in places where it is not residuary, as on Miocene sand.
This loam is well developed in the vicinity of Sykesville, aM at

some points on the divide between Sykesville and Springfield.

The greevsand constitutes 2o per cent. of the loam locally,
though commonly much less. The eolian origin of this loam

seems plausible.

Cape May dept_sits are developed along .the small creek be-
tween Blacks Creek and Columbus Creek, but they possess no

exceptional" features.

Colmnbus Creek.--Cape May deposits extend nlY this valley

nearly to Cohm_btJs, in a belt nearly a m,ile wide most of the way.
Their surface rises from about 4o feet at the Delaware to about

7° feet at Columbus. Back from the Delaware the deposits are

mostly on the right side of the valley. They are disposed in
fairly d,istlnct terraces with poorly defined upland N_,rders, and
with surfaces somewhat affected by eolian sand and loam. The
depth of material is slight.

In Columbus there is glauconitic sand at the surface, and the

same sort of material spreads to the south. Half a mile or so

east of the village there is another body of similar sand mantling
the divide south of the creek. These sands are com,parahle to
those of south of Blacks Creek, and south of Rancocas Creek

east of Mt. Holly.

Assfscunk Creek._Cape May deposits are much more exten-

sive in this valley than in the valleys of Blacks and Columbus

creeks. The lower part of the valley, cut in the Raritan forma-

tion, is wide, while along the outcrops of certain overlying Cre-
taceous beds it is relatively narrow, as in the vicinity of Jackson-

ville. It widens again above Jacksonville, where its upper tribu-
taries /_ow 0wough broad flat tracts.

The general phenomena of this valley up to Jacksonville are

Iike those of the valleys above. There are terraces, especially
on the right banks, rising up stream. Their upland edges are
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ill defined, and they are composed of gravel and sand, esl_ecially
at their se_reamward edges, and they are more or less generally
covered with loam. Wind-blown sand has modified the surface

sligthtly. Where surface loam is present, it is like that at Kin-

kora and 1_'ieldsborough. The terraces along_the lower course of
the stream are only 3o to 4° feet above tide, but the correspond-

ing deposits rise to 6o feet or more up the valley.
The broad flats above Jacksouville appear to be covered with

deposits of Cape May age, but the material is not welJ defined or
well exposed.

Northwest and southwest of Jobstown are two ridges rising

to 80--85 feet; covered by glattconitic sand which is locally as
much as 2o feet thick, though this is perhaps twice its average

thickness. It is like the eolian (probably) glauconitic sand along
the streams. There is a bit of Gravel beneath the loam, doubt-

fully of Pensanken age. This glauconitic sand goes with that
at various points in the region, ranging in elevation from 2oo
feet down.

Delaware Valley; Burliugton to Pensau:leen, Creek,--Between

Bnrlington. and Rancocas Creek, the lowland bordering .the
Delaware is an undulating plain 2 to 4 miles wide, covered with

sand and sandy loam, much of which is wind blown. Locally

a distinct though feeble dune topography is developed, as 2
to 3 miles south and southwest of Burlington. Beneath .the

surface sand, the materials are various, but gavel is common,
containing some pebbles brought down the Delaware. The
plain continues southward, with the same general character-

istics, to Cambridge (below Riverside). Below Cambridge it
narrows, but widens again at Riverton and Palmyra. A little
southeast of Edgewater Park, a section is as follows:

4) 2 to 6 feet of sand, medium fine, yellow to brown, eolian.

3) 6 feet of black clay, horizontally bedded, but with laminae bent
and distorted.

o) Io feet of.sand, tl_e upper part very like number 4) above, the
lower part containing some gIacial sand.

i) Sand, with gravel--cobbles and bowlders. The stony material

consists of quartz, sandstone, quartzite, and greywacke.
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This section is like sections farther north except that the clay

here is heavier. Except for the clay, the section is fairly nor-

real for the region.
A few rods northeast of Edgewater Park Station, just north

of the railway, there is gravel, containing even small bowlders.
Pieces of Triassic shale, granite, and trap occur here, in addi-
tion to the sorts of rock enumerated above. It is worthy of

note that the granites and greywackes do not look so fresh as
those of the Trenton gravels generally. Similar gravel occurs

in Beverly, and has beer_ seen in temporary excavations down
to depths of Io feet. It may be seen in excavations generally

between Edgewater Park and Delanco, near the river. One and
a quarter miles southwest of Beverly depot, sections have been

seen showing Trenton gravel (Cape May) over Pensauken, if
interpretations are correct.

The gravel containing greywacke is seen again about River-
side, and at Riverton in the south bank of Pompeston Creek.

Other exposures in Palmyra show greywacke gravel under the
surface loam. To the southward, the sorts of pebbles character-

istic of the Delaware glacial gravels become fewer and fewer.

From Burlington to Pensauken Creek, most of the Cape May
formation which can be assigned to the Delaware Valley proper
has a surface altitude of 3° to 4o feet, but in many places its

surface has been built up by eolian sand to elevations somewhat

above its original level.
Rancocas Creek.--The basin of this creek resembIes the basin

of Crosswicks Creek in some respects. The form of the basin,

like that of Crosswicks Creek, is related to the character of the

underlying formations. It is narrow where it crosses the marl
g_ries, but expands greatly above in the vicinity of Mount
Holly. Arneys Mount, Mount Holly, and Mount Laurel are
isolated elevations along the outcrop of the marl series, in place

of the high belt in the corresponding position on Crosswicks
Creek. The low flat in the basin of the .upper Rancocas is

larger than that in the upper basin of Crosswicks Creek, and it
opens much more widely toward the Delaware lowland. These
features are in keeping with the larger size of this creek, as

compared with Crosswicks.
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The development of this broad lowland in the upper part of

the basin was accomplished before the Cape May epoch, and is
represented in the vicinity of Pemberton, Viricentown, Lumber-
ton, Medford, and Tauntofl, Through this lowland, the upper
waters of the South Branch of the Rancoeas had their courses

in shallow valleys in the Cape May epoch. During this epoch,

these several valleys were partly filled with sands and gravels
brought down by their streams.

Between e and 3 miles from the Delaware, the Cape May

formation is seen in excavations. It appears to repcesent ma-
terial worked over from .the Pensauken and older formations,

and contains coarse materials, up to the size of bowlders. It
is not disposed in well-defined terraces. A mile and a half west

of Rancoeas village there is a distinct terrace at an elevatiotx

of about 25 feet, with coarse material (gravel and sand) above,
and finer (glauconitic sand) below. Heavy brown loam, like

that at Pemberton, appears up to elevations of about 3° feet,
especially on the left bank of the stream.

In the vicinity of Hainesport, diitinct Cape May sand and

gravel occur at elevations of 4o feet or so, but the stream de-
posits are more or less covered by eolian sand. Between the
eolian sand and the river sand and gravel, there is some loam,

used as moulding sand. Just north of Timbuotoo, brick yards
use a heavy surface clay, 2 to 6 feet deep, which overlies Cape

May sand and gravel. The clay has an elevation of 30 to 40

feet. It corresponds to the Kinkora loam and the Edgewater
day, and overlies the gravel and sand of the Cape May forma-
tion in this region.

Glaueonitic loam of uncertain origin and age overlies the di-
vide at 7o feet, north of Timbuctoo. It overlies glauconitie sand

which is well stratified, and carries a bit of gravel, tn the

vicinity of Mount Holly, the Cape May formation appears as a
distinct ,terrace on the left bank of the stream, made up 0is one-
fourth of a mile southwest of depot) of so feet or so of stratl-

fled gravel and sand. Little distinctive Cape May material is
found in the north branch of the valley above Smithville, and
Iittle in the south branch above Vineentown, though there are
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local terraces at Smithville and Birminghan_ at 5° feet, and

indistinct terraces probably of the same age, at Pemberton and

New Lisbon at higher levels. Sand and loam, perhaps blown

up from the Cape May level, overspread higher lands.
The left bank of the North Branch of the i']ancoeas is bordered

from Pemberton .to Mount Holly by a low ridge of sand similar

to that in corresponding" positions along Crosswicks, Blacks, and

Doctors creeks. At Birmingham, the sand has been extensively

uorked for use in asphalt paving. .It is coarse, sharp, of unl-

form grain, and very free from earthy matter. It forms a low

ridge, the top of which is 60 to 80 feet above sea level. Its

relations are tile same as those of the sand along the south side

of Crosswicks ,Creek at Crosswicks, and Blacks Creek at Ches-

terfield. These peculiar sands appear in other valleys above the

point where the Cape May terraces are well developed.

Over broad areas at levels of about 60 feet in the vicinity of

Pemberton, there is a covering of 3 to lo" feet of sand, gravel,

and loam, of uncertain correlation, but apparently largely of

Cape May age. It does not constitute a terrace, but a general,

flatland covering. It is not much exposed, and its relations are

not firmly established.

On the south slope of Arneys Mount, at an elevatlon of 15o

feet, there is a considerable thickness (2o feet or so) of glau-

conitic loam and sand. Similar loam in much lesser quantity is

found on other parts of ,the slopes of this mount, lying on

Miocene sand. Its relations are the same as those of the green

loam in the vicinity of Jacobstown and Sykesville, and its origin

is doubtless the same. Farther north similar loam extends along

the divide from Jacobstown to S)&esvil]e, and thence to Spring-

field and Fountain Green. Within this general area, it reaches

levels of rSo to 2oo feet, without having well-defined limits. It

is probably eolian, though the heaviness of the loam at many

places does not at first suggest this origin.
tn the basin of the South Branch o¢ Rancocas Creek, the Cape

May formation has gTeater development. It covers most of the

area below 5° feet on both sides of the stream and its tributaries.

and rises little up stream for considerable distances because
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broad areas along the streams remain low up to Taunton (above
Medford). Two or three miles above Medford the differentia-

tion of ,the surface formations becomes impracticable. Up the
creeks which extend eastward to Vincentown and beyond, the

formatiou spreads widely, but remains low, mostly below 50

feet up to Buddtown on Stop-the-Jade, a mile above Retreat on

Cedar Run, up nearly to Friendship on the creek of that name,
and up to Beaverville, on Beaver Dam River.

The formation is best developed, and certainly best exposed,

northwest of Hainesport. Here the glrayels and sands rise to

3o--40 feet, a,nd go down to tkle level. The formation makes up
most of the material above sea le_zel between the north and

south brauehes of the stream, back 2 miles or so from their

junction. It is par,tly covered by eolian, sand. '_Phe material
exposed in the pits below Hainesport is well stratified. It is

mostly sand. but seams of gravel run through it, Iocally develop-
ing into beds a foot or so thick: On the west side of the stream

a mile above Hainesport similar materials appear, but their base
is lo to 15 feet above tide level.

Farther up the valley, the same relations hold, but the forma-

tion gets thinner and chinner as the surface of the underlying*

Cretaceous rises. In the vicinity of Eayrstown, the base of the

gravel is about 3° feet above sea level, but the su.rface of the
formation has risen less, and the formation is therefore thiuner.

At Lumberton, the sand and gravel are some _o feet thick near
the stream, but thitt out back from the stream, with no well-

defined upland edge. The stra}ification, also is much more definite

near the streams, disappearing or.becoming indistinct toward the
uplands•

Below Pemberton and Medford, both valleys were wide in the

Cape May epoch. As the Delaware Valley was filled up, either

by deposits or by water, the headwaters of both branches of the
Raneoeas, coming down from: Miocene and younger beds to the

east, brought m_ch sand and gravel with which they aggraded
their valleys. The formations accessible furnished much sand

and little g_ravel, and ,the filling corresponds. After the streams
reached the Cretaceous outcrops, materials from these formations
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were added to the materials from younger formations brought
down from above. Glauconitic is the contribution of the Cre-

taceous most easily recognized.

As the valley was aggraded by its stream_ the side drainage,

including general slope wash, was depositing¢ its appropri_;te

matfrials along the edges of the valley bottom at the bases of
the valley slopes. This material was more strictly local. Thus

it happens .that in the central part of the valley at Eayrstown
and Lumberton, much of the material was from the Miocene and

younger .beds above, while along) the sides, more was derived
from the Cretaceous.

Up stream, as at Chairville, the Cape May deposits run up to
the level of Pensauken or pc6t-Pensauken deposits, and become

difficult of differentiation. As the valleys become narrower, the
formation is less well developed, and merges into modern deposits.

L_mberton. Ioam.--Years ago foundries began using loam

obtained from the vicinity of Lumberton. It was obtained

chiefly north of Lttmberton, just beneath the soil which was
stripped off to the depth o[ 4 to 6 inches. The value of the

loam for this purpose was so great that foundry interests now
control much land about Lumberton. In places the soil which

is stripped off is replaced after the loam beneath is removed, and

tillage goes on as before. This loam is found at the Cape May

level, but is not so confined. It is dug to some extent up to
levels of 80 feet. While not confined to the Cape May forma-

tion, therefore, it is characteristic of that formation, and appears

to be connected with it in origin.

Swedes Run ancl Pompeston, Creek.--Up Swedes Run, the

Cape May formation rises to 50 feet or so a mile above Chester-
ville. Where the valley opens out into the Delaware lowland
there is a terrace of 2o feet of gravel and sand on the south bank
of the stream, at a level of 35 feet. Terraces at similar levels
occur elsewhere along this run.

The phenomena in Swedes Run are duplicated in the valley

of Pompeston Creek, whose Cape May deposits connect with
those of Pensauken Creek east of Parry. The benches alor_
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Pompeston Creek show that the Delaware here was filled up to
the level of about 4° feet.

Pe_sauken Creek.-_The Cape May deposits of this valley con-

nect with contemporaneous deposits of the Delaware at Pahnyra,

and are continuous up to Mount Laurel and Cropwell. Their
great expansion in area is between Moorestown and Mount

Laurel, over the broad tract of lowland in this region.

Near North Pennsvilie there are feeble terraces, and they are

continued for a mile or more to the east; but the depth of the
Cape May deposits is slight, and they do not appear to corres-
pond with the level to which the Delaware was filled in this

epoch. They are probably remnants Of plains of degradation
developed after the Cape May epoch.

Up to the junction of the North ancLSouth branches of Pen-

sauken Creek distinct terraces have little development; but
between the North and South branches the formation is well seen,

consisting of loose gravel and san_, rising to the 20--25 foot
level.

Along the North Branch, between Len,ola Station and Perry,
there are many sharply defined bench-like areas at 20-30 feet,

which have a thin covering of Cape May material; hut along
this branch the formation has little representatiotf up to Moores-

town. Above this place, the valley opens out into a wide flat,

30--5° feet in. elevation, toward Mount Laurel, and this flat has

a thin surface veneer of material which is probably to be
correlated with the Cape May formation. In the vicinity of

Wilsons Station there are distinct terraces at 20 to 3° feet, but

they are of Cretaceous clays.
Along South Branch, Cape May terraces are better developed.

The most conspicuous'is on the north side of the creek, a mile

or so west of the Moorestown-Ellisburg pike. The terrace here

is 3° to 40 feet above sea level, but the Cape May sand and
gravel are not more than ro feet deep on the average. Good

exposures of the formation have been seen half a mile west of
Mapleshade in the east bank of the stream, in the point of the

headland between Pensauken Creek and a small tributary, which
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enters from the northward; also south of Mapleshade and below
the Moorestown water works.

The formation, continues up the valley nearly to Cropwell
where it reaches an altitude of 7° to 8o feet, but its upper limit
is not well defined.

The left banks of both branches of Pensauken Creek are steep,

and the right ones rise gently. The left hanks, however, do not

have distinct ridges of sand,'like the valleys of Rancocas and
Crosswieks Creeks.

Tl_e divide .between the two branches of the creek west of the

Moorestown-Elllsburg pike has a distinctly undulatory tope-

graphy, at the 4° to 6o-foot level. The region is underlain by

a clay member of the Cretaceous,--the type of formation which
underlies other areas o_ comparable topography.

Dela_iaare Valley--Pensauke_t C'reek to Coopers Creek.--_e-
tween these creeks the Delaware lowland is very narrow, and

from Delaire to Pavoma nearly wanting most of the way. Below
Pavonla the lowland and the Cape May fonamtion expand, ex-

tending broadly up Coopers Creek to Cooperstown, and covering

the lowland nearly to the headwaters of Newton Creek. The
area of the formation along the Delaware narrows again between

Big Timber arld Little Timber Creeks.
The upper limit of the Cape May formation is not well

defined everywhere, though at some points there is a topographic
break which,is assumed to mark its limit. It is not disposed in

the iorm of a terrace or well-defined flat, and its surface has been

somewhat modified by wind; but from Pavonia to Westville

it covers the surface generally up to elevations of 4o feet or so.
This may be looked upon as its normal level in the Delaware

Valley here. At lower levels its surface has been degraded,

Coopers Creek.---Up this valley the formation rises from 4o
feet near the Delaware, to 5o at Haddonfield, 7o at Oibbsbor-

ough, and even a little higher near the headwaters of some of
the tributary streams. The material is disposed to some extent

in the form of terraces, as 3 miles from the Delaware on the
sbuth side of the stream. The base, of the formation here is

below sea level, and its top about 2o feet above ; but it is doubt-
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fnl if the present surface of the terrace represents the original
surface of the formation. A little eolian sand mantles the

surface at many points. Up the valley the phenomena of the

lower part are repeated with such changes in composition of

material and height as go with river deposits. Loam mantles

the upland back of the terraces, and appears to be continuous
with the surface loam of the terraces,

Some I2 miles up the stream there is a high hill, I8I feet in

elevation, capped with Bridgeton gravel, and mantled with glau-
conitic loams. Seams of sand are interbedded with the loam,

and in some of these seams, more than half the material is green

sand. This loam is like that on Arneys Mbunt (p. --), and in

both cases is far above any present source. Either the glauco-

nite has been carried up by wind, or sources which u'ere once

higher have been worn away. The former is the more probable.

Oreeu loam does not appear at the surface elsewhere in the

vicinity.
N_vtons Creek.--Most of the basin of tbis creek is belo_ tile

level of the top of the Cape May formation. The low surface

is covered with 5 to Io feet of loam, sand, or gravel. The

gravel and sand are chiefly near the streams, and the loam back

from them. It is here impossible to separate Cal?e May material

from that of lesser age, in any thorough-going way.

Big Thnber Creek.--In the basin of this creek, the ff_ter-
stream areas are higher than in the basin of Cooper Creek, and

the valleys are deeper, broader, and more trough-like. The left

slopes of the valleys are higher and steeper than the right, tllough
the difference is not as conspicuous as in the vallev of the Pen-

sauken, and some other creeks. The Miocene hills in the upper

part of the basin, and the arenaceous beds of the Cretaceous,

give the region a sandiness which does not facilitate the work-

ing out of its surface geology.
At the lower end of the valley the Cape May material extends

below sea level. In the vicinity of Westville all the material

above sea level is of this age. Farther up, the stream the valley

narrows, and the formation appears in, narrow strips on one

or both sides (chiefly on the right) up, to Prossers Mills, where

it has an elevation of 8o feet at least. Up. the North Branch
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it extends eastward to Laurel Springs and Clementon, and

northward to Magnolia, reaching an altitude of nearly Ioo feet.

A mile and a half east of Westville, the Cape May gravels
and sands are well developed where a small tributary comes in
from the south. The narrow belt between Big Timber Creek
and Beaver Brook appears to be of the same sort of material.

.At Chews Landing and below, on the right bank of the North

Branch, there is a Cape May _errace, with Io to 15 feet of
sand and gravel. A mile above Chews Landing the terrace
is lower,--probably not retaining the original surface of the
formation.

A mile above Chews Landing, the Cape May material is seen

to be loose, clean sand, with a little gravel scattered through it,
the whole well stratified. East of Chews Landing, there is a

nearly continuous series of terraces (really one terrace inter-

rupted by erosion), but exposures are few. At Laurel Springs
and Garden Lake, the deposit is thin, and not sharply limited.

Similar deposits border Otter Brook, rising to 6o to 70 feet.
A terrace of the same formation appears on the right bank of

the lower part of Almonesson Creek, and in the main valley to
the east. It is well developed just above the junction of the

North and South Branches of Big Timber Creek, where its ma-
terial has a thickness of zo to 30 feet, and its upper surface a

height of about 5o feet. In constitution it is very like the sand
and gravel at Westville.

At Mechanicsville 20 feet of gravel and sand form a terrace

whose surface is 5° feet above tide. Above Greenlock, Cape
May sands and gravels rise to the Pensauken level, and the

separation of the two becomes uncertain or impossible on topo-
graphic grounds. Much of the material in the upper parts of

the valleys seems to have been brought to the valley by side
wash, rather than by the current of the main stream.

The terrace remnants show that Timber Creek Valley was
fiIled to 3o feet at Westville, to 40 feet at Clements Bridge, to
60 feet at Blackwood, and to about 7° feet at Turnersville,

Clementon, and Laurel Springs. Loam, as the last phase of the
formatidn, is less conspicuous here than along most of the
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streams tributary to the lower Delaware, Eolian sand has modi-

fied the surface to some extent.

Woodbury Creek.---There are some terraces along the lower

course of Woodbury Creek, but in many places the sands and
gravels of Cape May age are not disposed in this form. Ter-
races appear where Mathews Brook comes in; also on the north

bank of Woodbury Creek just west of Woodbury ; but these are
low and probably degradational. The Cape May sands and
gravels are mostly on the north side of the stream.

Mantua Creek. The Cape May formation of this valley

merges into that of the Delaware proper a little below Berkley,
At Berkley, and between that place and Paulsboro there is a

terrace a.t 2o to 30 feet which appears to represent the upper

limit of aggradation here during the Cape May epoch. It is
doubtful, however, if all the lowland of the vicinity was ever

built up to this level, though the lower end of the valley of
Mantua Creek was.

The Cape May sand is well seen in a terrace 20 to 25 feet

above tide a little west of Berkley, and in greater volume just
above the junction of Mantua Creek and Edwards Run. The

surface is much affected by wind-blown sand. Half a mile west
of Mantua there is a terrace at 4o feet covered with about I0
feet of gravel and sarrd. There is a similar terrace half a mile
east of Mantua.

Between Mantua Creek and Monongahela Brook, there is a

terrace at 4o feet, covered with 2o feet of sand and gravel. A
mile or so east of Wenonah, ,there is a terrace on the right bank

of Mautua Creek, at an elevation of about 6o feet. Its upper
20 feet is of Cape May sand and gravel, loam-covered, resting

on Cretaceous beds. The formation is represented up nearly
to the sources of the streams which join to make Mantua Creek,
,that is up to points a mile or more above tturffville, 2 miles
above Dilkesborough, and a mile above Pitman Grove. The

surface of the formation rises from about 4o feet at Mount

Roy_il, to nearly 50 feet just above Wenonah, to 7o feet at
Hurffville, to 90 or more at Dilkesborough, and to I2o feet east
of Glassboro. Up Chestnut Branch it rises to IOOfeet or so west
of Pitman Grove.
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in this basin, as in those farther north, there is a strong con-

trast between the steep left slopes of the valleys, and the gentler

slopes on the right where .the Cape -May formatiolt is chiefly

developed.

Three or four miles back from the Delaware, the low divides

between the tributary streams are covered with 2 to 4 feet of
loam which was not derived from the formations beneath. Far-

ther from the Delaware, the surface material on the uplands

seems, in general, derivable from beds beneath. The loam over

the Delaware lowlands seems much like that over the uplands.

The latter may have been derived from the former, having been

shifted and re-deposited.
The Delazeare lowland between Mantua Creek _nd ]_aecoon

Creek.--The Delaware lowland here has a width of 3 to 4 nfiles.

Most of it is below 2o feet, but some parts rise to 3 ° . Tidal

marshes occupy half the area, and the remainder is covered with

loam or sand, wind-blown sa_!d being common. Along the

streams there are in places 2 to 6 feet of sand and gravel: but it
does not extend back far from the water courses.

In the region about Gibbstown, Repanpo, and Bridgeport,

there is little material that can be definitely correlated with the

Cape May formation. There is a thin veneer of loam in many

places, a foot or two thick, which is perhaps to be so classed:

but there are also areas of nearly bare Cretaceous at various

levels, from _o feet up.

Beneath the thin covering' of sand and loam lies the Cre-

taceous, if all its superficial cover were removed, the Cretaceous

surface would not be very unlike the present surface. The sand
beds of the Cretaceous were doubtless the source of nmch of

the sand which has been blown about, making d,istrict dunes in

places, as half a mile southwest of Paiflsboro, and about Bridge-

pOrt. It ,does _ot appear that deposition was ever beavv over

this lowland, yet it is certain that the tributary valleys were

filled up to what is now the level of 30 feet or so. where they

_'oin the Delaware lowland. If the Cape _'fay deposits once filled

the Delaware to the same level, the 3, have been removed, and

this seems hardly probable. The amount of post-Cape May
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erosion which this hypothesis implies seems excessive. The alter-

native seems to be that this region was an estuary while the side
valleys were filled, and that the central part of the estuary re-
ceived little sediment,

The Cape May deposits cover most of the area drained by
the smaller creeks, and form narrow borders along the larger
ones which reach back into the higher land 5.hove Mickleton and
Asbm-y Station.

Raccoon Creek.--The Cape May formatiotL in this valley ex-
tends well up to the headwaters of the stream and its chief

tributaries, fts surface rises from 3° feet or less on the Dela-

ware lowland, to ,more than zoo feet above Ewans Mills, 5 miles
above Mullica Hill.

On the Delaware flat and in the lower part of the Raccoon
Valley, the Cape May material is not abundant. It consists of

gravel and sand which cover the Cretaceous beds to the depth o{

a few feet. 'l_he gravel is more abundant near the stream, and
finer material farther from it. The material takes the form of

terraces, o'r covers C_:etaceous benches, but its surface does not

rise much above 4o feet up to Swedesboro. Half a mile below

this place, the sand and gravel are 2o feet deep, and the surface
of the terrace about 35 feet above tide.

Just west of Swedesboro, on the south side of the stream there

is a remarkably flat terrace at about 3° feet, composed of well

stratified, incoherent sand' and gravel. The gravel is fine, the
pebNes being mostly less than an bach in diameter, and clean and

fresh. The valley here was bu_It up to 35 feet or so during the
epoch, with material brought down by the stream, The material

o f Raccoon Valley is coarser than that of the Delaware, where

there may have .been an estuary, or, at most, a very sluggish
current, at the ti_e.

A mile and a half above Swedesb0ro there is also a distinct

terrace at a:bou.t35 feet; but the depth of sand and gravel is only

Jo feet, and there is more ,g_ravel than ,below. All the stony
material is of resistant sorts,--quartz, chert, ironstone, etc. A
layer of mud appears in the section here, near its base.
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A quarter of a mile below the mouth of the South Branch of
Raccoon Creek there is a distinct terrace at 50 feet, but only

the uppermost io feet or so o,f its material is younger than the
Cretaceous. A mile below Mullica Hill there is a conspicuous

bench at ,6o feet, with IO feet of gravel and sand over the Cre-
taceous.

Farther up the ei'eek and its tribu,taries, the phenomena of
their lower courses are continued at higher levels. In general,

the deposits are not so high above the streams in their upper

cotwses, but their elevation above sea level is greater. As in
most of the other valleys, the Cape May deposits are mostly on

the right banks of the streams.
The Salem Plain.--Below Camden, the Delaware plain has not

a heavy covering of the Cape May formation. In general it is
thinner above Raccoon 'Creek than below. Above, it ranges

from o to 20 feet, though rarely more than IO feet. The Cre-

taceous appears at the surface in many places; but below Rac-

coon Creek, and especially below Oldmans Creek, the Cape May

gravel, sand, and loam, form a nearly continuous cover. This
cover transforms the plain into good farming land, as in the

vicinity of Salem.
Oldma.m Creek.--In the valley of this creek, the formation

here under consideration rises from an elevation of about 3° feet

where the valley joins the Delaware kywland, to 9° feet or so at
Avis Mills. In keeping with the general configuration of the

valley, it appears mostly on the north side of the stream. It
constitmes terraces in some places, but more commonly it caps
benches of Cretaceous strata, shaping them up into terrace form,

by building up their streamward edges.
Where the valley joins the Delaware lowland, there is a 20-

foot terrace of gravel and sand on the left bahk of the stream,
affected by more or less eolian sand. At Auburn there is a bench
on the north side of the stream, at 35 feet, and the formation

goes down to within about IO feet of tide level, and has a bed of
clayey matter near its base. At Harrisonville Station, 7 feet of
stratified gravel and sand are referred to this formation. On
,the left bank of the stream at this point 4- feet of greenish marly
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loam overlie gravels of greater age than Cape May, and at higher
levels. Between Harrisonville Station and Harrisonville, there
is a bed of clayey matter in the terrace.of the headland between

Oldmans Creek and the tributary from the south, At Harrison-

ville the Cape May gravels and sands rise to 7° feet; but here
and farther up the valley;the differentiation of Cape May gravels
from the valley phase of the Pensauken is difficult.

Salem Creek.--The phenomena along Salem_ Creek duplicate

those along the creeks farther north. Where the valley merges
into the Delaware lowland a mile or so belo,w S,harptown, 'the

Cape May formation reaches an elevation of about 3° feet,
though much of its surface is lower. It rises to 5o feet at
Woodstown, 70 feet at Richmanville, and 80 to 9° feet _ miles

farther up. The formation is developed chiefly on the right
hanks of both main and tributary streams (Majors Run and
Nihomus Run). South of Woodstown the formation of the

main valley joins that of Nihomus Run to the south.

At Courses Landing IO feet of well-stratified fine gravel and

sand appear on the left bank, while on the right, Io to, 15 feet
of stratified gravel is covered by 5 to IO feet of eoIian sand.

Beneath the lower gravel and sand is gritty clay, probably also
of Cape May age.

A_ Sharpstown, .there is a terrace at 25 feet, with Io to 15 feet
of sand and gravel over clay marl. Just east of Woodstown,

there are terraces on both sides of the stream at 5° feet, with
IO to 2o feet of Cape May sand and gravel; and at Richmanville
at 6o feet, on the right bank. There are other terrace remnants

a mile and a half above the last-named place.

Mannington Creek.--A mile and a half from Salem Creek,

the left bank of Mannington Creek shows 20 feet of gravel and
sand, referable to the Cape May formation. This material is
singular for its considerable content of cobbles and bowlders.

One bowlder was seen here, with glacial strke on two sides. At

WelehvilIe there is a 20-foot bench in which exposures show,
near the base, sand which is not distinguishable from Pensauken
sand.
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In general the Cape May mantle in the valley is thin, and back

from the streams is of clay and loama It comxects with that of
Alloways Creek by way of AlIoway Station.

All.oways Creek.--A mile below Quinton, a section in the flat
at 20 feet shows

2) 3 feet of brown sandy loam.
i) 6 feet stratified white sand, with seams of fine gravel

Base unknown.

This is fairly .typical for the Cape May formation of this region.

A mile and a half above Quinton a section in the 25-foot terrace
shows

2) 3 Icet brown sandy loam.
i) 7 feet yellowish sand, coarse and fine, carrying seai_ of fine

gravel, horizontally :tratified.
Miocene, surface Io to I5 feet above tide.

Half a mile west of Al|oway, there is a terrace at 3° to 35

feet, which shows 2o to 25 feet of gravel and. sand, underlain
by Miocene clay. At Alloway, the Cape May terrace has an

altitude of 4° feet. Above Alloway, the formation has some

development up to altitudes of 5o feet, but not along the stream.
It is seen to rest on the Miocene at some places.

Cohansey Creek.--Sonth of Salem Creek, the Cape May for-
mation expands to the eastward, and borders the bay much as

it borders the river farther north. It is found along" Cohansey

Creek in a narrowing belt up to Dutch Neck, with an upper limit
of about 4° feet. It covers a consideraNe area on the west side

of the creek between Dutch Neck and Bridgeton, rising nearly
or quite to 50 feet at the latter place, and to 6o or 7° feet near
Cedar Grove. Above Bridgeton, however, its development is

slight and in most places not very distinct.
On the right bank of Cohansey Creek the Cape May forma-

tion covers all the lowland south of Fairton, and overspreads a

belt several miles wide along the bay farther east. Its land-
ward limit, roughly defined by the railway from Fairton to
Mauricetown Station, has an elevation of about 4° feet; but
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most of the tract covered by it between Cohansey Creek and
Mauriee River has an elevation of less than 2o feet.

Maurice River.--Up Maurice River it appears in a character-

istic way on both sides of the stream nearly to Franklinville,

and perhaps beyond, though it here becomes indistinguishable.

It covers a belt several miles wide up to Millville, and a nar-
rower belt farther north. It also covers a wide belt in the lower

parts of the valleys of Manumuskin and Manantico creeks,

extending up nearly to Bennetts Mill in the former valley, and

to Hange's Bridge in the latter.

In the valley of Maurice River it attains an elevation of 9°

to ioo feet in the vicinity of Porehtown and Malaga, 9 ° feet

at Union Grove on the tributary east of Rosenhayn, and about

60 feet in the valleys of Manantico and Munumuskin creeks.

The nmterial of the formation was derived from the Bridge-

ton, Pensauken, and Tertiary formations of the drainage basin.
It is sandy for the most part, and but little of the land covered

by it is cleared. There are few exposures , and detailed study
of it has not been made. Eoliau sand affects its surface at some

points, as along the railway west of Vineland.

East of Maurice River the formation e_pands widely, cov-

ering most of the area south of a line running from Manumus-

kin to Great Egg Harbor, though an area of a few square miles

east of Bricksboro rises above the level of the formation, which

seems to be limited approxlmately by the 4o-foot contour.

IN 'rite ATLANTIC DRAINAGE BASIN.

Great Egg Harbor River.--The formation extends up the val-

ley of Great Egg Harbor River to \%reymouth, several miles

above "Mays Landing, in a broad belt on both sides of the stream.

In narrower and ill-defined belts, it is found still farther up the

valley, but it nowhere rises above 5° feet or so, in distinguish-

able development. Above Weymouth it is doubtless represented

under the marshy bottoms of the valleys.

B_t_eeen Great Egg Harbor River and Toms River.--East of

Great Egg Harbor River, it is limited chiefly to elevations be-

low 35 feet. It expands in bay-like form in the .lower part of

14 QUAT
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the valley of Patcong Creek. In the vicinity of Pleasantville,

older formation (above 35 to 4° feet) extend out to within
less than a mile o,f the salt marshes, but the formation expands
again over a bay-like area in the lower part of Absecori Creek,

extending up to Dooghty's and beyond. Just above Absecon
it narrows to belt less than a mile wide at Leeds Point, but
expands greatly in the valley of Mullica River, above Great Bay.

Here it covers a large area of lowland, from Leeds Point to
Smithville, Hewittvilte, Unionville, and Batsto. It extends up

Wading River, _ri'butary to the Mullica, several miles above
Harrisonville, reaching an elevation of more than IOO feet, and
covers most of the area sooth of a line from Harrisonville to

Nugentown. In most of this area it is confined to levels slightly

below 4° feet, but near the heads of the valleys it rises a little

higher. It is hardly recognizable above elevations of 50 feet.
West of Tuekerton there is an area of some older formation

(Pensauken?) rising above the Cape May level (4 ° feet).
There is some expansion of the formation up the valleys of

Shords Mill Brook above Tnckerton, and up Westeeunk Creek
above West Creek. A mile north of Cox's Station, older forma-

tions extended east to the railway, and the C_pe May border

is narrow to Manahawkin, being restricted virtually to the coastal
belt less than 35 feet in elevation. At Manahawkin it again
widens, but to the.eastward, rather than inland. Cape May
deposits here are hardly separable from younger deposits.

The formation is wanting some of the way between Mana-
hawkin and Barnegat, b_lt from the latter place to Toms River
it forms a belt I to 2 miles wide most of the way, and expands

up Ewing Valley, holding quite strictly to levels of less than
40 feet along the coast, but rising slightly up the valleys: Up
Cedar Creek, for example, it reaches an elevation of 60 feet at

Dover Forge, and more than too feet at \Vebbs Mill.
Toms River.--About the mouth of Toms River, the Cape May

formation retains its habits of the region farfher south, being

restricted to the area below 3.5 feet along the coast, and cover-
{nff most such areas.

Island Heights is of older beds, but the Cape May formation
extends up Toms River and its principal trlbtttaries, in rather
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narrox, z belts on both sides of most of ti_e valleys. Up Daven-
ports Branch, it is restricted chiefly to the left ba_k, and reaches
an altitude of more than _oo feet a mile or two southeast of

\Vhitings. It reaches an altitude o{ 7° or 8o feet at Lakeehurst,
on Union Branch, and above that point merges into the upper

marshes. It reaches an altitude of 7° at Ridgeway Station,

and the same elevation up Toms River 2 or 3 miles above White's
Bridge. Here, too, it passes into the swampy tracts up stream.

From Toms River to Manasquan River.--Here file formation
is much more extensive along the coast than farther south,

covering a belt 5 or 6 miles wide west of Mantaloking and

Pleasantville. Landward, its margin rises somewhat higher (40
to 5° feet) than farther south, it reaches an altitude of 7°

feet or so about Farmingdale on the Mauasquan, and ioo feet
8 miles farther up. Along this stream it is developed chiefly on
the north side.

Be/z¢,een Mancl_quc_n_River and Little Shrewsbury River.-
North of Manasquan River the formation constitutes a belt a

mile or so wide, bordered next the sea by moderu beach deposits.
Above Allenhurst, it covers much of the wide area below 4o to

45 feet. But here, as along Whale Pond Brook and tb.e l(ttle_

stream just south of Elberon, the streams have cut through the
young formation, exposing the Cretaceous beneath. In this

stretch, therefore, the lower parts o_ the valley slopes, and the

elevations which rise above 40 to 45 feet, a_ at LonF Branch
Village, are not covered by the formation.

Along Rumsons Road, from Sea Bright to Little Silver, the
covering_ of recent deposits over Cretaceous is thin, especially at
levels above 4o feet. About Little Silver, the area which may

be mapped as having a cover of Cape May material is large, but
the amount of material is small,

Along Parkers Creek, at the head of Little Shrewsbury River,
a thin covering of sand, gravel, and loam over the Cretaceous,

is to .be correlated with ,the Cape May _ormation. It includes
some eolian sand, and is chiefly on the south side of Parkers

Creek and \¥ampum Brook. It extends ulgto Eatontown and be-
yond, aud is mostly below the level of 40 feet; but some of the
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land below this level is essentially bare Cretaceous..About
Eatontown, the Cretaceous beneath the Cape May is sand, and

easily shifted by the wind. Eolian sand is here much in evidence

without being in great quantity. About Eatontown, the Cape
May formation is ill defined, and not more than 3 or 4 feet thick,

mostly sand.
About Oceanport the relations are about as at Eatoutown. A

few feet of sand, much of which looks as if it might be weathered
Cretaceous, overlies sands known to be Cretaceous. A little

gravel below the upper sand indicates that it is a surface accumu-
lation rather than a weathered mantle.

•From Oceanport to Long Branch, the Cape May formation
covers much of the surface below 4° to 50 feet, though no con-
tour line can be said to mark its limit; nor does it cover all the

surface at lower levels. Some of the valleys below the 4o-foot

level appear to have been deveIoped since its deposition, and

have been cut through it into Cretaceous beds below. Along
the shore, too, there is a marg.in of land made up of sand and

gravel younger than the CapeMay_the modern beach deposits.
The low but conspicuous little hills in the vicinity of Long

Branch at elevations of 6o to 7° feet are of Cretaceous sand.

Rising abruptly above their, ao to 3o-foot surroundings, they
seem like considerable elevations. Over the lowlands there are

3 to 6 feet of sand, derived chiefly from the Cretaceous of the

vicinity. Some of it is eolian and underlain by a bit of gravel
ranging from a trace to a few inches in thickness. Nowhere in

the vicinity are .there considerable beds of gravel referable to the
Cape May formation. There are beds of sand and gravel 20

to 3° feet thick along the beach, but they are recent. The beach
line is built against the mainland, instead of out from it, as
farther north.

In the vicinity of West Long Branch, the following sections are
fairly typical :

I. 3) 3 feet of compact fine gravel, sand and loam.

2) i foot greenish-brown loam,

r) I foot loose gravel and sand, of Cape May type.
Cretaceo*xs.
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z. z) z feet yellow-brown clay ioam, with a few pebbles.
i) 4 feet gravel and coarse sand,'well stratified. Some cobble stones.

Cretaceous.

West of Elberon, the Cape May cover has a thickness of Ia

feet at least in places, but this is probably above its average.

Such gravel as it contains is largely at its base, and as a forma-

tion it is ill.defined. The whole situation here seems to suggest

either (t) a filling by gravel wash behind a beach 3° to 4° feet

high (now chiefly east of the railway between Long Branch and

Manasquan), or (a) a gently sloping plain covered .by wash
against which a beach was built. The material back from the

beach seems older than the beach itself, and this seems to favor
the second alternative.

Half a mile west of Etberon, 6 to zo feet of sand, gravel, and

loam overlie the basal remnmat of Miocene. The Cape May

material is mostly well stratified, and not unlike that along the

coast farther north, where terrace forms were well developed.

On the south side of Pop,lar Brook there are terraces at 3° to

4o feet which consist of glauconitic sand, 3 to 8 feet thick,

underlain by a little gravel, and this by Cretaceous marh Be-

tween Poplar Brook and D_eal Brook the underlying terrane

shifts from Cretaceous to Miocene, the base of the latter being

about eo feet above sea level along Deal Creek, near the coast.

Between Poplar Brook and Deal Brook, the Cape May material

is poorly defined in most places, as over most of the area between

this point and Little Shrewsbury River.

About Edgemere there are about 4 to 6 feet of material which

may be regarded as Cape May, overlying Eocene marl.

Asbury Park stands on the m.odern beach deposits. On the

south shore of Deal Lake, the Eocene marl outcrops, and to the

westward it appears at higher and higher levels. It is covered

by scant deposits of gravel and sand, which thin westward as the
surface of the marl rises.

At _¥est Park, near the top of the 44_foot area, a remnant of

Miocene appears, its base having an altitude of about 25 feet,

and the surrounding lowland at the Cape May level is of this

formation, thinly covered with sand and loam, not older than
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the Cape May formation. In other words, the relations at

Asbury Park are much the same as at Edgemere and South

Elebron. Tile beach sand and gravel rest o11a sloping surface

of Eocene marl, the top of which is below sea level for half a
mile or so back from the shore. These relations continue to

Shark River,

The same relations hold in general from Shark River to

Manasquan River. There is a belt a mile and a half wide next
the shore, mostly below 30 feet. The shore-ward half of this

belt is modern sand and gravel, the land-ward half a sloping

surface of Miocene, covered by.a thin, mantle of sand and gravel
of Cape May age, which thins westward.

Shr_,sbury and oczeimming Rivers,--The .Cape May forma-

tion has some representation in all the principal tributaries of the
Swimming River, and a larger development east of Red Bank,

bordering the bay called Shrewsbury or Navesink River. Indeed
it covers much of the peninsula between the Shrewsbury River,
and the wider bay to the south called Little Shrewsbury River.

At the lower end of Swimming River the formation has an
elevation of about 4o feet in the vicinity of Red Bank, but rises

progressively up stream to I6o feet near the headwaters of
some of the 5ranches of Hop Brook, heading in the Beacon Hill

region. Along Yellow Brook and Pine Brook, the other branches
of Swimming River, it does not rise so high, obviously because

these creeks do not head in such high land.
Between Ocemaie and Red Bank there are more or less distinct

terraces along the coaSt at levels rangin_ from 20 to 4o feet.
These are composed of I0--20 feet of Cape May material over
a Cretaceous bench. Red Bank stands on a terrace of this sort.

There are similar terraces on the north side of Shrewsbury River,
especiallyat the lower ends of tributary streams.. In height and
constlmtion these terraces are like those at _tlantie Highlands,

Cliffwood, and Lawrence Harbor (see below), and doubtless

are one with them in origin, Section, s show well-stratifled sand
and gravel. These conditions suggest a stand of the land once
4o feet lower than now, at which time there waS some aeeumula-
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lions of sand and gravel just above the water, up to what is now
5° feet, more or less.

In the valley of Clay Pit Creek, there is a good deal of gravel
referable to this formation., especially near the Shrewsbury River,

where it is more than 3° feet deep in places. In the valley of
the larger creek west of Clay Pit Creek there is a considerable
body of gravel on the east side, and on the bank of the Shrews-
bury at its lower end ; but it does not take on a distinct terrace

form at most places. Terraces are more distinct a mile and

more up the valley, at altitudes ranging from 5° to 7° feet.
Due north of Red Bank there are distinct terraces at elevations

of 20 to 30 feet, but they are composed of Cretaceous beds

covered but thinly with younger sediments. Cape May sediments
appear, however, at the lower ends of Poriey and Nut Swamp
Brooks.

irn contrast with *he phenomena of the smaller streams, there

are ter,races up the valley of Swimming River and its main
branches for many miles. They are low, composed wholly of
Cape May sands aud, g_ravets in some places, while in others a thin
coating of sediments of this age covers the local Cretaceous

• 'formation. The terraces rise progressively up stream, maintain-
ing a height of 2o to 4° feet above the channel of the river.

Up Swimming River ,to the junction of Yellow Brook with

Hop Brook, the formation has considerable development on

both sides .of the stream, forming low terraces or overspreading
the lower slopes of the valley, and reaching elevations of 40 to
5o feet. Just below the mouth of Hop, Brook, the thickness of
the formation is as much as 2o feet on the north side 04 the

stream. Below Phalanx, the terraces are clearly correlated with

the 4o-foot terraces about the coast, with which they are nearly
continuous.

Hop Brook.--In the valley of Hop Brook, up to the junction

of its several principal branches, the formation is disposed as in

the valley of Swimming River, rising however to higher levels
(7o feet), with indefinite upper limits. There are more than

2o feet of .well stratified gravel and sand at some places, while
in others the formation is represented by no more than a thin
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coatingl over Cretaceous benches. In the valleys of the several
streams which join to make Hop Brook, the formation is repre-

sented best along the streams from the north.
A.t and. above rite junction of the three principal branches of-

Hop Brook, the terrace material is abundant, and rises to 9° feet
on the slol_es. There is here some suggestion of terraces at dif-

ferent levels, hut they are not persistent. Up the brook that has
its source near Crawfords Corner, the deposits are almost con-
tinuous from Phalanx to the heads of the valleys, rising to eleva-

tions of I6O or I7O feet. The deposits are rarely m feet deep,

ly_ltare so disposed oll the sloping surface of the Cretaceous as

to develop feeble terraces. The terrace form is distinct opposite
the mouth of Willow Brook, and opposite and just south of

Holmdel, where the altitude is 9° feet. The material is glau-

conitic sand and gravel, the latter containing mt_eh ironstone,
which looks as if freshly worn. A mile northeast of Holmdel,

just west of the I57-foot hill, 20 feet of the formation have been

seen in temporary exposures, the material being loose sand and

gravel. Comparable depths are shown at a few points farther
north,

On the whole, the deposits of this valley are what might be

expected along a stream headingl in such high hills of loose
material. They are not such as to demand a special epoch of

deposition. It is to be noted that the terraces rise up the stream

(3 ° feet at Phalanx to I7o at Crawfords Corner) at a rate
which is harmonious with the gradient of the stream.

Willow B_'ook.--Tbis branch of Hop Brook heads in the high

bills about Beacon Hill, and has a high gradient down to its

junction with Hop Brook. At the junction of Hop Brook with
the brook from Crawfords Corner, the surface of the Cape May
formation has an elevation of about 6o feet between the two

creeks, and its base an elevation of about 5° feet. For 3 miles up

stream, the right bank of Willow Creek has little Cape May m,a-

terial but along the left bank, the lower t_rt of the slope is
mantled with it. Near tl_e stream, sands and gravels predom-

inate, and back from the stream, loam.
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The material of the terraces is best exposed northwest of
Holmdel, where the brook forks. Between the forks, an exposure

showed 4 feet of brownish loam, rather clayey, over _o feet of

glauconitic sand and gravel, well stratified. The 14 feet of
material referable to the Cape May formation here is more than

the average, but in kind it is similar to that seen at other points.
The above section is a_t an altitude of about I3o feet, and

about I_ miles from the headwaters of the creek. Farther up

the valley corresponding deposits, except of coarser materials,

are found up to i8o feet, and perhaps even to 230 feet. This
material is clearly waste from the higher lands, temporarily

lodged on its way to the sea. Much of it is of recent deposition.

In general the Cape May material alon_ Willow Brook is on

benches of Cretaceous strata io to 3o feet above the streams.
The creek has cut down through .the filling, and IO to 3o feet into
the Cretaceous below. The terraces indicate e_ther a slightly

lower stand of land when the filling took place, or a condition
which favored more erosion than now, near the headwaters. The
relations of (lie formation here are much as in, other brooks

hereabout, except that there is rather more material in this valley
than in most of the others. The explanation o_ this difference

is found in the higher lands in which the brook heads.
Yellow Brook.---The Cape May deposits along Yellow Brook

are less considerable than those, along Willow Brook, as already
implied. The deposits are represented in the area between Hop
Brook and Yellow Brook, and at intervals up the valley to Colts

Neck; but they are thin in many places, even, where distinct.
Even where terraces are fairly distinct, they are not in all cases

of Cape May matei']hl chiefly. No section showing more than
io feet of this material has been seen on the north side of the

valley, the thickest being east of north of Colts Neck. The
formation does not appear to rise higher than 90 feet at Colts
Ne&.

On the south side of the brook, north of ScobeyviIIe, there
is a terrace at 5° to 60 feet, which shows the following section:

15 9UA_"
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4) S feet eolian sand.
3) 8 feet gravel and sand, well stratified; ironstone conspicuous.
2) I foot glauconiti¢ sand, v_ith lamin_= of ¢l_.y.
I) 3 feet fine gravel and sand.

Up the creek which heads near Wickatunk, there is some
Cape May material rising 1to nearly i7o feet at Wickatunk. At
the lower end of the brook, the material runs up the slope to
about 8o feet. For i_ miles above the lower end of the brook,
there are terraces at 80 to 9° feet, with w feet or less of sand

and gravel. There is more of the Cape May gravel and sand
on the north than on the south side of the valley, depths of 8

to IO feet being seen,at various points. The material is glauco-
nitic.

P_ne Brook.--Cape Mhy gravel and sa_d are found up Pine
Brook to a point 2 miles above Tinton Falls. At ,the lower end
of the brook there is 2o to 3o feet of terrace material, at the

4°- to so-foot levels. Up to Tinton Falls and above, the de-

posits are mostly on the north side of the stream, where there are
meager and indistinct terraces, ranging from 40 bet in elevation
to slightly higher levels. Above Tinton Falls there are terraces

at 5o feet, but She Cape May material is thin.
There is a good deal of eolian sand in the valley of Pine

Brook, as on the area between Pine Brook and Hockhockson
Brook.

Just west of Macedonia, in the vicinity of Pine Brook Station,
there is an area from 7° to 85 feet in altitude, covered with 6
to IO feet of fflauconitic sand, largely eolian. Its source is

probably the "Yellow" sand of the Cretaceous, a local phase of
the Vincentown formation. Other areas of slmilar glauconitle
sand are known in the vicinity, as between Colts Neck and Tin-

ton Falls. The 9o-foot areas east and west of Scobeyville, for

example, are mantled with it. A bit of gravel occurs at the
base of the sand in many places.
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IN TIlE LOWER RARITAN DRAINAGE BASIN.

Manalapan and Matchaponix creeks.--Along Manalapan Creek

the Cape May formation has some development up to the vicinity

of Euglishto,,vn, but it occurs in patches only, now on one side
of the stream and now on the other, down to Jamesburg. From

]amesburgl down to Old Bridge it is widespread, but thin and

low, mostly below 3o feet.

Most of J'amesburg stands on a terrace of this material. There

is a distinct terrace east of the Upper Jamesburg depot, at the

6o-foot level. The Cape May gravels and sands are deepest

near the stream, and thin out back from it, as the surface of

the Cretaceous rises. The material is such as Manalapan Creek

could have "gathered from its upper basin. The phenomena at

Jamesburg and farther east suggest conditions which allowed
much accumulation of sediment here at the 6o-foot level in this

epoch, while much less was being deposited farther down the

valley. Between Helmetta and Old B_idge .a thin bed of the

formation covers a wide low tract at an elevatiOn of 30 feet or

so, but the amount of material is small, Cretaceous beds appear-

ing at many points in the 20- to 3o-foot flats. In general it

may be said that most of the surface in this regior_ below 4 °

feet is covered by a thin and somewhat discontinuous body of

sand and gravel referable to this formation, though its age is

not determinable with precision.

In the valley of Matchaponix Creek, the Cape May deposits

extend up to Texas, and lnterruptedly beyond; but there is

nowhere a deposit corresponding in quantity and height to that
at ]amesburg.

The phenomena between ._amesburg and Old Bridge do not

seem to be altogether in harmony with those at _'amesburg, if

the Cape May formation is all the work of rivers. Has most

of the formation below Jamesburg been removed by erosion?

This seems hardly likely, in view of the great amount of erosion

required, and in view of the low altitude, which would hardly
have favored the removal, of so much material as this hypothesis
demands.
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The phenomena .between S_potswoo6 and Old Bridge are con-
tinued east of Old Bridge, affecting most of the surface of the

low area (below 45 feet or so) nearly to Brownstown. The
formation also borders South River on the east, in a narrow

belt down to the Raritan.
Lawrence Brook.--In the valley of Lawrence Brook the for-

mation has little representation above Westons Mills, but it has

some slight development between the lower end of the brook
and the mouth of South River. The amount of material is

small, and reaches levels of 60 feet (about the same as at James-

burg), but does not cover all the surface up to this level. It is
shown as well as anywhere on _:he island near the mouth of the

brook, an island having a maximum altitude of 44 feet. Its top

is covered with Cape May sand and gravel, though its basal part
is Cretaceous. The Cape May material here contains no northern

material, such as is found on the north side of the Raritan, and

up the Rarita_ to Bound Brook. Trac_s of Cape May benches
are to be found at various points up Lawrence Brook, but they

are trifling both in extent and in amount of material. In this
respect, .Lawrence Book is in contrast with most of the streams
of southern New Jersey. The absence .or paucity' o,f the late

deposits in this valley wobably is the result partly of lesser de-
position at the outset, and partly of greater erosion since. The
formations, the topography, and the situation of the basin of
this brook with reference to glacial drainage, all contribute to
this view. On the other hand, if the region were submerged to

6o feet, little deposition would need to have taken place in the
narrow strait which would have occupied this valley.

Rarltan: River.--The remnants of glacial gravel below Bound

Brook, up to ,altkudes of 6o feet o.r so, suggest that the lower
part of the Raritan Valley was filled with sediment during the

last glacial epoch, up to elevations corresponding with the filling
of the Delaware; but this conclusion is not altogether decisive.

If there was such filling, the deposits have been almost wholly

ealried away; there is even less glacial gravel down the Raritan
than up the Millstone. There is also the question as to whether
¢he valley was drowned to the level of 6o feet, allowing trans-
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'portation of glacially derived gravels along the shore of the nar-

row bay thus formed.
At the mouth of Mill Brook, on the north side of the river,

there are terraces comparable to those at the mouth of Lawrence

Brook on the south side, in both places at or near the 6o-foot
level. The terraces at the mouth of Mill Brook contain no

glacial material brought down by the Raritan.
Below South River, .the Cape May formation has some repre-

sentation east of Sayreville, and thence along the bank of the
river to South Amboy, being comCmedSo levels below 4° to 50

feet. Well-defined terraces are wantifig.
It is not demonstrable from the phenomena now presented' by

this valley, either that submergence did or did not affect this

region in the last glacial epoch. It seems clear that glacial waters
went from Bound Brook up the Millstone at that time, either as

a river, or through a narrow strait. If the latter, they must
have gone down the Raritan also, cutting off the southern part

of the State from the northern by a narrow strait. The phe-

nomena farther south do not seem to give this hypothesis firm
support.

South shore of Raritan Bay.--The Cape May formation has
little representation on the south shore of Rari}an Bay from

South Amboy to Keyport, though it appears in a few small areas,
and in some places, as at Morg_l, Lawrence Harbor and Cliff-

wood, in well-defined terraces, at elevations of 3o to 4° feet.
South and east of Keyport its development is more consider-

able. It extends up Matawan Creek, reaching an elevation of
50 feet, a mile above Matawan,. It covers _. considerable area

east of Keypo_,t, mostly below an eleva'don of 40 feet, and ex-
_ends up the valley of Waycake Creek for 4 miles. It is mostly

on the east side of the valley, and covers most of the lowland
(below 40 feet) between Keansburg and Bedford. Farther east,

it covers a belt from Atlantic Highlands across the peninsula
by way of Navesink and Clay Pit creeks, to Shrewsbury River,

rising to altitudes of 5o feet or so at its higher points.
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pre-Bridgeton surface at, ... 18 Barrentown, kills near_ ........... 65

Abseeon Creek, graveI in basin of, I59 Beacon Hill gravel, ...2, 14, 51, 5z, 84J 57,
Adams Hill, Bridgeton formatlor_ 59, 64_ I48, 157

on, ...................... 31 Beacon Iiill time, drainage after, .. :48

Aggradatlon of valleys, ........... 6 erosion since, .............. x4t
Albion, Brldgeton gravel near, .... 36 Bear Brook, Cape May gravel along_
Aldine, Bridgeton gravel near, .... a7, 38 I67, 17o

Allaire, gravel beds near, ......... _56 Bear Swamp, Cape May sand near, t69
A]]enhurst, Cape May gravel at, .. x99 Bear Swamp Hill, ................ 5:

Alien's Station, Pensauken gravel Bell Manor, Pensauken gravel at,.. 35
at, ...................... "123 Bennett's Mills, Brldgeton formation

Allentown, Cape May gravel at, ... 174 near, .................... 44

eolian sand at_ ............. 175 Bergen Mills, eolian sated ab ..... z7o
Pensauken gravel near, 74, 117* llg Pensauken gravel at, . ...... iz 7

Allenwood_ gravel att ............ 64, 156 Berkeley, Cape May gravel at, .... 19I

ABoway, Pensauken gravel at, ..74,92,93 Berlin, Bridgeton gravel at, ...... 35,37
Alloways Creek. Brldgeton forma- deposition of gravel near, ... z8

tion near, ............... 26 pre-Bridgeton surface at, ... 18
Cape May gravel along, .... t96 2oo-foot plain at, ........... 2z

Amboy-Bordentown-Salem valley, .. 18 2_4-foot bill north of, ...... 36

Amboy, Pensauken gravel at, ..... 63 Beverly, Cape May gravel at, ..... 18z
Apple Pie Hill, ................ .- 51,53 Pensauken gravel at, ...... 1o8, Ixo

Arkose,'in Brldgeton formation, .. I4, I9 Big Mannington Hill, Bridgeton
Arney's Mount, .......... 5_,73,:_4, I84 formation on, .............. _8

Asbury Park, sand at, ............ 2ot Pensauketx gr_-vel _.t, ....... 94

Asbury Station, Pensauken gravel • Big Timber Creek, Brldgeton gravel
at, ...................... 98, 99 near, .................... 33

Assanplnk Creek, Cape May gravel Cape May gravel along, ..... • x89
along, .................. 167, 168 Birmingham, Cape May sand at, .. 184

Pensauken gravel soutk of_.. xz9 Blacks Creek, Cape iViay gravel
Asslscunk Creek, Cape May gravel along, ................... a7g

aIong, ................... _8o Pensauken gravel along, .... H5
glauconite sand along, ...... z:5 Blacks Mills, Bensauken gravel at, I4 o

Pensauken gravel near, ..... xo8 Blaekwood, Pensauken gravel near, xo3

Ateo, Briflgetoa formation near, ... 37 pre-Bfidgeton topography at, 61
Auburn, Bridgeton formation near, 29 "Blue Bell, Bridgeton gravel at, .... 46

Cape May gravel at, ....... 194 Bonhamtownp Pensauken gravel at_
Pensauken gravel at, .... 74, 93, 96, 66, i36, 137

97_ 99 Bordentown, Cape May gravel near,
Avis Mills, Bridgeton formation at, 30 177, I79

Pensauken near, ....... 74, 1081 llI

_' "und Brook, 'glacial gravel near,.. 2o8
Bailey's Corner, gravel at, ........ I36 Bowentown, Bridgeton formation

Baileytown, Bridgeton gravel near, 42 near, . ................... 39
Baker's Basin, Cape May gravel at, 166 Boyds Hotel, stream gaps heart ... 56

pre-Pensauken *:alley at, .... 12o Bricksboro, Cumberland County,
Barker's Brook, glaueonlte sands Bridgeton formation east

along, ................... z x$ c f, ...................... 43

Barnegat, gravel at, .............. 55 Bridgeport, sand near, ............ 19_
pre-Brldgeton surface at, ... 18 deposition of_ .............. z57
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Page Page
Brldgeton formation, aggradatlon Cape May formation (Contlnued)-

level of, ................. 6z elevation of, .......... 164,;9x, 199
Alloway's Creek, soutk of, .. 26 fossils in ................... 165
Alloways to Oldmans Creek, 28 general description, ......... xfiI
Arneys Mount to Tuckerton, 5 o loam associated with, ....... _79

Atlantic e]op% ............. x57 local details, .............. I65
base of, ....... i6,26,27,32,34,35, origin of, .................. 3,8

39, 43, 47, 50, 6o, fix, fi4 relation to gIaeie] drift, ..... x6z

Berlin to Atlantic City, ..... 48 thickness of, ..... xpo, i95, 2o1, zo 4
BerIin and northward, ...... 35 topography of, ............. Ifi4

Berlin to Glassboro, ........ 37 Cape May terrace, ................ x55

bowlders in) ................ 2o) 21 Carmel, Bridgeton formation south-"

Clarksburg to Island Heigkts, 58 west of, ................. 40
Cohansey Creek to Maue]ee Carr's Tavern, gravel near) ....... 59

R_ver, ................... 39 Cassville, gravel at, ............... 59

Cohansey Creek, west of, ... 38 Cedar Creek, Cape May gravel
constitution of, .. 12, 27, 47, 48, 5 I) 65 along, .................... z98

description of, ............. i2, 25 Cedarville, glass sand at) ......... 4x
dip of base, ................ 26 Center Grove, Bridgeton gravel

Ellisdale to Barnegat, ....... 53 near, .................... 41
erosion of, ................ 23, 68 Chambersburg, Cape May gravel at, z67

Glassboro phase, ......... i2, t8, 55 Chapel Iti]], gravel at, ............ 66
gravel south of, ........... 39, t59 Cheesequake Creek, .............. 22, z4fi

Hominy Hills to _Ianasquan, 64 Chesterfield, gravel near, .... II3, I_5, I79
Mantua to Big Timber Creek, 33 hills south of, .............. xi6
marine deposits in, ......... 20, 25 Chestnut Branch, deposits by, ..... io2

IvIaurlce to Great Egg Hat- Chews Landing, gravel at, ....... ze2, _9o
bor River, ............... 42 Cinnaminson, Pensauken gravel a L Io5

OIdmans to Raccoon Creek,.. 3o Glarksboro, Pensauken gravel near, 98
origin of) ................. 3, 8) 18 Clarkshurg, grave] near, . ......... 59, 6o
original extertt, ............ I5 Clarkshurg Hills, . ................ x6, 56

Pennsylvania, .............. _x Clarksville, Pensauken gravel _t, .. x2z
Raccoon to Mantua Creek, .. 3t Clay Pit Creek, Cape May sand
structure, .................. x4 • near, .................... _o 3

thickness) ......... 14, 29, 32) 38) 65 Clayville, pre-Bridgeton surface at).. 43
Woodmansie phase, ...... t5, 54, 5o Clementon, absence of Brldgeton at) 36

Brldg_tort time, subsidence during, 2t, 62 Cliffwood, Cape May terrace at) ... 509
Brielle, gravel west of, ... ........ I56 Climatic changes, ................. t63

Browns .Xlills, drainage changes Clyde, Pensauken gravel at) ....... 134

near) .................... 57 Coast line ehanges, ............... 63
Browntown Hills, ................ 66, 73 Coastal Plain, erosion of, ......... 4

i Browntown, Pensauken gravel at, .. x45 or_gln o'2 surface formations

Buck Hill, Bridgeton gravel at, ... 44,47 of, ...................... 4-to

Buekshutem, Be]dgeton gravel at, .. 42 • Cohansey Creek, Be]dgeton gravel
"Bull's Head" bowlders, .......... t3j 31

Burden Hill, Brldgeton formation near, .................... 25, 38
near, ........ _ ........... 26 Cape l_faygravel along, ..... 196

Burlington, Cape May gravel near. x78 Cohansey formation, .............. 2

Bustleton, Pensauken gravel near, toS, He Cohansey sand, .............. 54, x48, xSz
Colliers Mill, gravel at, ........... 55

topography near, ........... x79 Colts Neck, grave] near, ......... t._3, 2o._

C. Columbia formation, .............. 3
Columbus, Pensauken gravel at, ... lie

Cape May formation, Atlantic slope, _97 Columbus Creek, Cape May gravel
constitution, ............... 165 along, ................... tSo

Delaware River, . ......... 176, x8t, Coopers Creek, Cape May gravel"
188, x95, z94 along, ................... x88

deposition of, ............. _62, t85 Courses Landing, Cape May gravel
gis_r3butlon of, ............. *63 at, ...................... *95
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Cranbury, Pensauken graveI at, .... :29 l_ayrstown, Cape May sand near, .. :85

C_'anbury ]3rook, Cape May gravel Edgemerc, Cape :May gravel tlear,.. 2or
along. .................. x67, xTt Edgewaler Park, Cape May gravel

Cranbury Statlon, Pel*sauken gravel at, .......... , ........... _gl
west of, ................. z26 Edinburgh. Cape May gravel at, ... :68

Cream PAdge, Pensauken gravel at, x2o Pensauken gravel at_ ........ I24

stream capture at, .......... 56 Egg Harbor City, Bfidgrton gravel

Creesville, _rldgeton gravel at, .... 36 at, ...................... 48, 49"
Cretaceous fofmatlonst ............ x Egg "favern I Pen_auken gravel _*t, _, xlg
Cropwell, Cape M_y sand near, .... *88 _Iberon, Cape iMay gravel hear, ... 2o_

Cross Keys, Brldgeton gravel at, 33. 34, 47 Elllsb_rg, Pe_s_uk_ gr_vel _t. .... _o4
Crosswleks, Cape May gravel at, ..I74, _75 Ellisda/e, 2ap-ft. bill, at, .......... 54, 66

Pensauken gravel at, ....... Elmer, _rldgeton gravel at, ./...zg, 39,4z

_og, zH, Iz_,_I3 EIwood, Brldgeton gravel o.t, ...... 48,4p
Crosswlcks Creek, Cap_ _ay gravel Emmelville, Bridgeton gravel at, .., 47

along. ................... _72 EngK*&t_,u_, gTw_el _ear, 74, _4_, t4z, x46

Pensauken gravel north of... t:7 sand, ...................... **6
stream captures by, ........ S$t $g Eocene formations, .............. . $

Crystallinc rock, occurrence it[ Eolian sand, ...I69__70_174J175,177'180#

l_ridgeton formation, ..... z3 181,z84,I92, zoo, _o6
Erns_on, Pensauken gravel at, ..... x39

O. Eras/on, . ........................ 4

Da Co_a, ]3rldgeton tormatlon at,.- 4g post-Bridge[on. .... 23,gg, 73_ pit 96_

Daretowtt, Bridgeton formation, .,. 29 Io%zo3,*55

pr¢-Bridgetoa topography postCape _¢_ay, ............. '79

near, .................... 6_ post-Pensauken time, ........
I0_, 110, 16I* tg 3

Davenports Branch, Cape May pre-Cape _ay, .............. 183
gravel along, ............. x99

Davldstown, Bridgeton formation at. $4, $5 pre-Pensauken, .... 23, 68, 73, 9 s, 95,

_avls Station, Pens_tkert gravel at, Zip X00_ IO_ X_g
Estella[lie, Bridge[on formatlon near, 44

Deacons, Pens_.ukeR gravel at, 74, *or,Io9
Deep Run, former course of, ...... _ Ewing Valley, Cape May gravel

Dcgradatlon o_ valleys, ........... 4 along, ..... _ ............. tpg
Dclalr, Pensauken clay at, ........ 1_4 _wlngville_ Pelxs_.xxken gravel at, ... I_l
Delaware River_ Brldgeto_ dePoslts

in ....................... =4 F,

pre-Brldgrton cours* of. .... _6 Falrton, bowlder near, . ........... 4z
Deposition, Cape May formation, .. z6z Cape May gravel south of... t96

subaerial, .................. 3 Falrview, Bridgeton formation near, 30

DisbrowSs _]il], gravel at, ......... 60, 73 Farm_ngdale, gr_vel east of, ....... .55

Dividing Cree_t, Brldgeton _or_afion Fearing PIiI1, gravel at, ....... 5 z, 55, Ix4
at. ....................... 39, 40 FleIdsb_ro_gh, gravel at_ ....1o8_ zzI, I77

Doctors Creek, Cape May gravel at, 172 Finley, Bridgeton graveI at, ....... 4z

Pensauken gravel south of, .. 117 Fish }louse, _ensaukert gravel at, _o3, x04
Doughtys, Bridgeton formstlon near, 43 Florence. Cape _/_ay gtaveI at...._77, ,78

Downer, base of Bridge[on gravel at, 33 Pensaukerl gravel at. ...... .. zto
Drainage cha_ges, .... 5_ 58_ I_3_ 148, _54 E_,t_n Green, gravel at, ........ l_o
Drainage, pre.Brldgeton, .......... z6, 37 Prat_cis l_ilIs, gravel at. .......... 59

pte-Pensauken, ..... 68, 91_ tQo. in% I'far, kiln Park. Pensauken gra'tel

_2*. _32, *36, *46 west of, ................ 134_ 13_
Dunhams CortXers, permauken gravel Freehold, elevation of Brldgeton

D_teh Neck, pensataken gravel zzear, x24 gravels east of, ..... • ....... *5_

Pensauken gravel west of, ,. I4g
F-. pre-Brldgeton topography at,. 6*

East Millstone, Cape May graveI at, 2oo-ft. plain at, ............ _z
•66,_72 _'resh p_xds, ptax_aulten topography

loam near, .,....i .......... I6p at, ........ , ........... ,129,1ao

Eaton[own, Cape _ay gravel at, ..t99, _oo _'rlesburg, Bridge[on _ormatiott near, 27
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G. Page Page
Hudson River. Brldgeton course of, 22, 23Georgetown, Cape May gravel near, i79

Pensanken gravel at, ....... . _x 4 post-Bridgeton erosion by, ... _3

Gihhstown, Cape May sand near,., zp= pre-Bridgeton cottrse of, . ... I7

Glacial deposits, ................ I9, 24, 77 Hurffville, gravel near. ........ 32, 34, xo_
Glassboro, Bridgeton farmation _ear, 33, 37

pr_Brldgeton surface at, .... 6t I.

Glauconltlc sands, origin of, ...... zx4 Imlaystown, Cape May gravel at, .. 172
Glendola, gravel at, ............... 156 eolian sands near, .......... t76
Granitic _ek, eccuerence in Bridge- Pensauk_x gravel at, ........ x=o

ton formation, ............ t] Irish Hill, Brldgeton gravel at, .... 35

Great Basin region, deposhlon in, .. 4 Iror_tone_ occurrence in Bridgetou
Great Egg Harbor River, .......... 45 formation, ............... z4

Cape ]May gravel along, ..... x97 Island Heights. gravel at. ......... 59
Great Plains, deposition on, ....... 4 Ivanhoe l_rook, capture of, ........ 56
Green Grove, gravel bed_ near, .... lS6

Green Tree, Bridgeton formation j,
_¢art .................... 34t 44

Greenlock, Cape May gravel near, .. 19o Jacksonville, Cape May gravel at, •. tgo

Grlggstown, Cape _ay gravel at, .. 17_ Pensauken gravel at. ...... _ogj Io9
loam near, ................. _ag Jaeobstown, gravel at_ .,. ...... 54, 5g, 115

Pensauken gravel" at ........ 74, x3$ loam east of, ............... xg4
Jameshurg, Cape May gravel near,., zo7

H. Pensauken at, .............. 98, fag

Haddonfi_id. Brldgeton gravel at, .. 35 Jefferson, Bridgeton formation at, .. 3z

Pensauken gravel at, .... 35, 74, _oo Jerseyville, gravel near, ........... z$5

pr_-Br/dgrton topography at,. 6t Jobstown, eoIian sand near, ....... xgo
Halne_port, Cape May sand r_ear, t83, _85 flat near, ................... z47
Hamilton. gravel at, .............. *56 Pensauken gravel at, ........ at4

Hamilton Square, Pensauken near,, tz9 Juliustown, Pensauken gravel at, .. ]:[3
pre-Bensauken sl_rfaee at, .-. lTx

Ha_monto_, Brldgeton gravel at,-. 48, 49 K.

lqardenberg Corners, Pensauken Keansburg, gravel near. ........... 151

gravel at, ................ I3: Keyport, Cape May terraces near, .. 2o9
Hardlngville, Bridgeto_ formatlon Kingston, Cape May gravel at, .... tTX

rtear 7 .............. . ..... 30 gap at, ..................... 22

Harr_son_ille, Bridgrton formation ]o_m near t ................. 169
near, .................... 3z Pensauken gravel at, .... 74, 85, z35

Ca_e l_Iay gravel near, .... t94, _98 Kinkora, Cape May loam at, ....... 177
Pensauken gravel near ...... 96, 97 Pensauken graeel at, ........ _og

Harris Q_arry, Bridgeton formation Kirkwood sand, .................. 54
at_ ....................... 2_

Knapp, G. N., ................... t
Hartford, Pensauke_ gravel at, .... _o4

Holmdel, gravels near, ....... 65, _6_,_o4 [.,
Hominy Hills, gravel in, . ......... 64
Hop Brook. Cape _ay gravel gi0tlg, _o_ Lafayette formation, .............. 2

Hopping. gravel at. ............... tSI Lah%way Creel% Cape May gravel at, t76
Houghton's Hill, Brldgeton gravel diversion of, ............... 56

on. ...................... 36 Lakehurst, gravel at, ............ z58, zg9

loam at, ................... *g9 Lakewood, Bridgeton gravel near, .. 59
Hazier, gravel near, .............. 74, 15 ° gravel south oL ............ _58
Head of Snag. stream gap at, ..... 56 pre-Bridgeton surface at, .... _8
Head of Woods, gravel at, ........ 56 Lawrence Brook_ adjusted to strue-

Hepnor's Run, gravel at, .......... 28 ture, .................... 13z
Hesstown, Bridgrton gravel at, .... 44 Cape i_ay gravel near, ...... zo8
Hightstown, _Pensanken drainage Lawrence Harbor, Cape May terrace

near, ................ .... I23 at, ...................... 2o9
Pensauken gravel near ...... Lawreneeville, Beldgeton gravel

74_ I24, 125, t37 near, .................... 121

pr_Beldgeton surface near,-. 6_,64 Pensauken at_ ............. t22_ t27
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Little Shrewsbury River, Cape May Middlebush, Pensauken gravel at, .. _34

gravel along, ............. _99 1_IiI1 Brook, pre-Pensauken course of, 136
Little Silver, Cape May graveI at, .. *99 _errace_ along, .............. _o9

Loam, .............. *83,184, i86, I89, _9_ Millstone River, Cape May g_avel
Locust Corner, Pe_sauke_ gravel along, .......... r66, I67_ I7o, zTx

_lear, .................... I24 Pensauken course of* ....... z23
Long Branch, Cape May graver at,.. _oo_ M_l_town, Pensauken gravel near, I32, z34
L_mberto_, loam at, .............. x86 MillviIIe, Bridgeton gravel near, .. 4 _, 43

sand near, ................. I85 ]YIioeene formatlonsj .............. 2
_vllocene qtl_r tzite, occur_enc:e in

M. Brldgeton formatlo_, ...... I_
M{_y Run, _pe May gravel a]ong, t66, Z68

]¢lacedonla, eel_an sand n_ar, ...... _6 _Io_mouth Battle G_uud° Penszu-

._1agnoli_. Grove, Pells_uken l'orraa- ken gr_vel on, ............ I4I
tlon at, .................. _oo Molnnouth ]'_lnetlom, Pen_atiken

Manalapan Creek, Cape _ay gravel gravel at, ................ z3o

along_ ................... _7 pTe-Pensauke_ at. .......... 68
post-Pen_auken cotlrse of* ... I_3 _Ionroe _a_on_ Br_dgetoll gravel a_ 40

_anasquan, gravel beds near, ...... zS6 Monroevi_Ie_ Bfldg¢_on gravel llear, 4 o

]¢Ianasquan River, Cape _ay gravel Moorestown, Cape May sand south
alon_, ................... _99 of, ...................... ;8?

l_J'anasquan Valley, course of, _.... _54 l_el]_aulcen grave] rle_r, ..... _o 4
Mann_ngton Creek, Cape May gravel Moraine, ghcla], ................. _6_

along, ................... _95 Morainic topography, ............. _79
.W[ansfield, Pensauleen gr_vel at, .._o8, _i_ 2¢Iorgan, Cape l_ay terrae_ at_ ..... _o9
l_anto]oklng, Cape _ay gravel near, _99 Pensaulce_l gravel at, ........ _39

_antua Creek, Brldgetot_ _ormation _org_lle, Pensa_ken gravel at, .. ' I45
nea_, .................... 33 l_orels Statlorl, Pensauken gravel

C_pe _J'_y gravel _long, ..... 19 z nearj ........... . ........ _o4

_¢_anumu_kln, gravel north of, ..... _$9 Morelstown (near *_vfatawan), gravel
Niaplesh_de, Cape i_Iay terraces at, ...................... 66, 145

• south of, ................. _8? ivtount I_lly, Cape NIay g_el near, _3
_'_arine eros]o_ ................... 63 glauconitic sand near* ...... II4

BIarlboro, gravel beds near, ...... I42, _43 hHI at, ..................... 73

_rlton, pos_Fensauken erosion lowIand _ortheast of, ....... *_3
near, .................... _o6 Mount Laurel, Cape May sand, .... _87

_¢[atawatl_ gravels ne_r_ . • _45, I47_ _49, _o9 _iat$_ ....................... io6
l_atawa_ Creek, .................. 2_ origin of* .................. ?3

age of, .................... *46 Mounts IYlill_, graveIs near, ....... 144

Matclmpou_x B_o_k, Brldgelon lvI_lllca Hill, Cape May gr_vel _ear, I94
course o_ ................. 22 M_ll_ca River, Beldgeton gravel

Cape _V_y _a_el along, ..... _? _xtk_% _ .............. 4_

gi'avel near head_.'atc_r of* ,. z4o _ 144 forme_ ext_llsion Of* ........ _ 5._
Pensauken course Of, ....... _47 grave] o1_ upland southwest of, _59

h_aurice River* Rridg_t_n f_rmat_c_a _vlunlon Field, .................... 5_, 53

near, .................... 39

Cape May gravel along ...... '9_ _ N,
_ays Landing° Reldgeton gravel N_veslnk l:Iighlands, gravels at, . ..66, _Sz

northwest o_, ............ 44_ 47 New Albany, Pens_uken gravel

Mechanlcsv_lIe_ I]rtdgetot_ gravel at, 35 near, ................... io_, _o
Cape l_1ay gravel near, ...... *90 Newark shale, occurrence in Brldge_

•]_ercerville, Pensauken gravel at, .. _ _on _o_mat_on, ........... _
iXilereha_tville, Pensauken gravel at, _o3 New Bedford° gravel at, ........... r_6

Metedeconk River, capture of head- New Brunswick, Pensauken gravel
wa_ers of_ ................ 5g n _'_1', .................... _34

Metuchen_ Pe_sauken g_avel at, .... pre-Pensauken plain at, ..... 68
74, *36, *_ New _¢lonmouth, gravel near, ...... _

_ckle_on, Brldgeton formation at, . 3_ l'qew _haron, Pensauken gravel at, _z_, _2o
Pensauken gravel at, ........ 98_ 99 wind-blown _and at, ........ _69
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Newto,i_ Creek. Cape May gravel Pensaukert formation (Contia_ed)--
along, ................... 189 description of, .............. 67

Newtonville, Beldgeton gr_vel at, .. 46 _ng]is;_town, ..... _ ......... 14o

Newtowrt, Pei_sauken drainage near, 123 erosion of, ............. 7_, lO6, 11o
North PennsviIIe, Cape May grave2 fossils in, .................. 68

near, .................... x87 geographic variations ........ 8z
Pensauken gravel at, ........ io 5 Lawrence _rook to Raritan

.Nut _wamp ]_rook, gravel caps near, x53 River, ................... I34

local details ................ 92

O. Manasqtlan River, south of, .. _57
Matltua to Coopers Creek, •- 99Oceanic, Cape l_ay gravel _lear, ... 2o2
Matawan and east, .......... I47OceanporL_ Cape _ay gravel at, ... 2oo
Millston_ River to Cranbury

Old Bridge, Cape ._vlay gravel near, 2o7
Brook .................... 126

Pensauken grave[ at, ...... I311 _3 _
moraine like topography of, _29, I32Old Halfway, gravel n_ar, ...' ...... 57

Oldrnans Creek, Brldgeton formation non-arkose phase, ....... 9o, 95, I_7
near, ................... : 2B orJgln of, ....... 3, 8, 69, _4, 86, _22

Rac¢oo_ to _antua Creek, .. 98Cape 1V_ay sand along, ...... I94
Rancocas to _rosswicks Creek,Pe_sauke_ gravel north of, .. 96

io7, iI2

p. Raritan R_ver, north of, .... 156
relatio_l to Cape May, ....... _2o

Palatine, Beldgeton gravel at, ...... 4_ relation to glacial drift ...... 77

Paleozo_c rocks_ occttrrenee _n _alem Creek, sou_h of, ...... _'2
_ridgeton forraafio_, ..... I_ Salem to Raccoon Creek, .... 94

Palmyra, Cape MaY gravel at_ ..... i82 sources of, ................. 79, _9

Pensauken gravel at, ........ los subdivisions ¢_f, ............. 80

Parkers Creek, Cape May gravel thickness of, ...88, 98, iiT, i_o, _4,
a]oz_g, ................... _99 i_8, I5_, _3_, r36, _371 _39

patc_ng Creek, Cape May gr_vel till-llke _hase of, ........... I38

a]_ng_ ................... 198 under formations, .......... 75
PauI_boro, eo]_an sand _lear_ ...... _9_ Pensauken topography_ ..... , ...... i48
_avon_a, Cape May gravel near, ... 188 Philadelphia, Pensat_ken gravel at, 86, io6
Pemberton, Cape May aand at, .... 184 Pigeon Swamp° drainage changes

Pennlngto_, g_vel _t_ ............ 6o_ I_I near, .................... i53
2oo-ft. IHaln at_ . ............ _z Pine _rook, Cape I_ay gravel along, 2o6

Penn_ Neck, _am nea_', ........... _69 PJseataway, P¢_uken gravel at, .. x37
Pensauken gravel at ......... 126 Pitman Grove, Bridgeton gravel._.t, 5_33

Pens_uken Creek, Cape May gravel Pitts Grove° BHdgeton formation at, 3o

along, ................... 187 Pieasantville, Cape May graveI near, t98
Pen_uke_ formation, aitltude of Beldgeton gravel at, ........ 49, 5o

suraee of, ................ 74 Point Airy, Bridgrton gravel near_. 3o
areas s_utheast of the main Point Pleasant, Camden Co., _rldge-

belt, ..................... 89 tort format_otl at, ......... 35

arkose phase of, . .81,85, 87, _17_ x27 Pointville, grave[ at, .............. 55
Assanplrtk Creek to Millstone Pole Tweern, ]3ridge'_on _ormaticm

River, ................... _23 n eat'j ..... .... , .......... _o
Atlantic Slope, ............. _52 Pomona, Brldgeton gravel aL ...... 49
base o_ ...... 7_ l_g_ lIT_ itS, i_o, Pompeston Creek, Cape _ay gravel

z._6, z_, _29, _3_, I3z, 1.34, 136_ I3_ along, ................... xg6
cementation of, ............. 97, x28 Pond Run, Cape l_ay gravel along, _68

con_tltu_ion of. ............. 6_, y8 Poplar ]]rook, Cape May gravel near, 2o_
contrasted with Cape ]_ay, .- 90 Port l_ler_e¢, Pensauken gravel llear, l_ 7
Coopers to RaneOea_ Creek, .. _o3 Post-Pensauken drainage, .......... _33
Cranbury BrQok _ Fresh erosion, .................... x6_

Pond, .................... _7 _Pre-Beldgeton dralnage_ ........... z6, 31
Cro_swicks Creek'to Rarltan topography, .............. _6,6o, 64

Rivcr_ ...*. ............... _6 Pre-Pensaalcen erosion, ..6g_73,91_9_,too,

depc_elfion of, 69,9t,96_z56_ 137_I$8 ZoO, t16_o, 132,15g
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Pre-Pensauken plain, ........ 68, 7_, P4, 9t, Page

:2t,129,:St, I43 Salem, Pe_a'aken gravel at, ....... 74
topography, ...gg, 7 _, 74, 9I, 95, too, pre-Pensauken plain at, ..... 08, _Pg

tog, loS, 1o7, X:6, I2o, Xa2, _a_d. I_llls, Pensa_aken gravel at, . . :Sg

z_9, :so, tar, tSZ. z36, I39, Sayreville, gravel at, .............. 66
• :44, x45, I46. S¢6_yville, Cape May terrace nearj 2o$

Prlneesville, Pensauken gravel atr,. I=2 gravel "near, ............... • I54
Princeton, gravel near, . ........... go Scull ttill, Bridge:on formatlon near, SO

Pensauken gravel near. ..... 127 Sewell I Pensauken gravel at, ..... _oi_ io2
Princeton 3unction: Cape May gravel Shark River, gravel near, ........ I53, 2o=

_ear, .................... 171 Sharptown, Cape May gravel at, .., I95

Pensauken gravel at. ........ ta3 Shiloh, Bridge:on formation at, .... 38
Shrewsbury, Perlsauken gravel at, .. 119

Q. Shrewsbury River, Cape May gravel

• along. ................... _02

Quaternary {ormadon% description, = Somerville, Pensauken gravel at, .. t35
origin of, .................. S South Amboy, gravel at, ....... 66, 74, ISP

Quieten, Rri_geton _ormation near, 26 South Park, Rrldgeton gravel at,., 5_,$S

Cape May gravel at, ........ x96 South River, Cape May gravel along, 2o9
South Vine/and, glass sand near, ... 4=

R, Spring Mills, Bridgeton gravel near, 34
Staffordville, gravel at, ............ 55

Raccoon Creek. Cape May gravel Stevens Station, topography near, .. _79
along, ................... IpS Stony Brook• Bridgeton course of,.. 22

Raneocas (village), Cape May gravel Cape May gravel along, ....166, 169
near, .................... z83 Stow Creek, . ..................... 26

Pensauken gravel at, ...74, xo8, H3 Stream changes, ...... 56, 58, :aS, 148, :54
Cape May gravel along, ..... 182 Subsldenee in Bridge:on time, . .... 2o, 2x

Rarltan Bay, Cape May terraces Swedesboro, bowlders near. ....... St
along, .................... 2og Cape May gravel near ....... _P3

Rarhan River, Brldgeton course of. :8 Pensauken gravel near, ..74,97. 98

Cape May gravel along, ..... 2o8 plain, .......... PlJ 99, _oo, xol, Ion,
P_nsauken cours_ of, ....... _9 1o5, lop, ll2_ 116

Raven Rock, Pensauken formation Swedes Run, Cape May gravel along, _86

at, ....................... 75 Swimraing River. Cape May g_vet

Red Rank, Cape May gravel near, .. _o_ along, ................. _2o2, _o]
PensaukeR gr_ve[ _tear_ ..... 152Cape I%_ay terrace_ at_ ....... 203

gravel caps west of, ......... 153 Sykesville, loam at. ............. i8o, :84
Red Tavern, Peusauketx gravel at, .. ta6

Repaupo, Cape May sand near, .... _9= T.
Reservoir Hill. Bridgrt_ gravel on, 35
Riehland, Rrldgeton gravel at, . .43, 46, 47 Tatems, Pensauken gravel at, ...... rot

Riehwood, Rr;.dget_n formation near, 3x, a_ Taylor's Hill, gravel on, . ......... 65
pre-Rridgeton surface at, .... 32 Tennants Brook, gravel beds on

Riddleton, Peusauken gravel at, ... 95 headwaters of, ........... 145
River piracy, instances of, ..... 56, 58, _$a Tepeheptus Brook, gravel near ..... z4=

Riverslde, C_pe May gravel at, .... _Ba Terraces, Cape May, .............. _64
Pensauken gravel at. ........ t_o Tertiary formations, ..............

Robhlus Hill, Pensauken near, .... 97, 99 Three Tuns, Pensauken gravel near, HI

Robblnsviile, former elevatlon of Throekmorton Hill, gravel on, ..... 64
surface _aear. ............ _ao Timber Creek. Pensauken gravel

Pensallken gravel at, ........ i1_ near, .................... Io2
R_bertsville, gravel near. .......... _44. Timbuetoo, clay at. ............... _83
Rocky Hill, gap at Kingston, ...... _ Pensauken gravel near, ..... _

Rocky _Iill ridge, gravel on, ...... 59 Toms River, Cape May gravel along, x98
Rosenhayn, Bridgeton gravel at, ... 41 for:her extension of, ........ 55

Rulons, Pensauken gravel at, ...... 98 gravel northwest of ......... x58
Russia, Rr_dgrton formation near, .. 44 Topography, pre-Brldgrton, ...... :6, 6o_ 64
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Trenton, Cape May gravel at, ..... z65 West Park, Cape Nfay gravel near,., _oI
Pensauken gravel at, 63,74_85, t2o Westville_Cape iV[aygravel near, .. 19o

pre-Pensauken plain at, ..... 68 Wheatlands, gravel at, ............ 57

Tnckahoe, Bridgeton formatlon near, 44 Whlg Lane, Br_dgeto_ formation

pre-Brldgeton surface at, .... 18 near_ ................. ... z9, 3o
Tuckerton, gravel at, ............. 52, 53 White Horse, Pensauken gravel

ztear_ .................... ii 7

V, Whitings, gravel near, ............ 57, t59
W'ickatunk, grave{ near, ......... r44_ zo6

Vineland, Bridgeton formatlon near, 42 Wilburtha, loam at, ............... x69

gravel south of, ............ I59 Willlamstown, Bredgeton gravel at, 46
Voorhees, Pensauken remnants at, .. 134 Willow Brook, Cape May gravel

along former course of, .. x54

W. Windsor, Pensaukeu dramage near, z23
Woodbridge, Pensauker. gravel at,.. z38

Wading River, Cape May gravel %Voodbury Creek, Cape /day gravd
along_ ................... z98 along, ................... 191

Walker Forge, Brldgeton formation Woodbury, Pensauken gravel near,, xoo
at, ...................... 44 prc-Brldgeton topography at, . 61

Wall, gravel beds at, ............. 156 Woodmansie, gravel Rear, ......... 57
WaInford, formation, ........ x47, z49, z5_ "_Voodstown, Cape /day grave/ at, .. z95

sand near, ................. x75 Pensauken gravel at, ........ 94

Washington Crossing, loam at, .... x69 Woodstown plain, ........ 91,99, xo2, Io$,
Wayeake Creek, Cape May terrace I°7, I14, II_ lI6P z49

at, ...................... zo9 Woodstown, pre-Bridgeton topogra-

Welehville, Pensauken gravel at,... 93 phy atj .................. 6z
Wemrock Brook, Pensauken gravel Wrlghtsville, Pensauken gravel at,.. tx9

south of, ................ 141

Wenonah, Cape /day gravel at, .... 19x _.
Pensauken gravel at, -.-99,rot, to_

West Berlin, Brldgeton formation Yardville, bowlders near, . ......... xx9
near, .................... 38 Cape May gravel at, ........ 173

West Long Branch, gravel near, .,. _oo Yellow Brook t Cape May gravel
Westons h_ilis, Pensauken gravel at, z34 _,long, ................... 20._
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